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PREFACE 

THIS is a case study and, as such, must deal with widely di
vergent topics: with the histories of the several states, with 
the theory of democratic government, with mineral economics, 
and with the specific problem of mine valuation. In a sense the 
result has, of necessity, been a series of separate studies, and 
few readers will find the various topics to be of uniform in
terest. In another sense, however, the study is tied together by 
two related threads of thought: by the technical theory of mine 
appraisal and taxation, and by th.e larger problem of political 
science. Even the state histories supplement each other. In no 
one state was there available in quotable form the information 
necessary to demonstrate the many facets of political pressure, 
but, taken together, the events in one state supplement those in 
another, and, unified by the general principles described in 
Part I, illustrate the basic relationship between political science 
and public finance. Because the problems of government have 
seemed to be the most important elements in this study, the 
choice of states has been influenced by the availability of ma
terial on pertinent political history, as well as by the existence 
of large ore deposits. 

The source data used in a case study such as this do not gain 
value by arrangement in a bibliography, and none has been 
attempted. 

Some of the material on the western states was collected 
several years ago, and a generous grant by the John Simon 
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, in 1940, made it possible 
to examine the records in the mining states and to converse 
with those familiar with local affairs. The author is indebted, 
besides, to hundreds of individuals and a dozen historical li
braries, and is warmly grateful to all those sympathetic persons 
who lent their memories and enthusiasm to this study. In par
ticular he is indebted to Professor Donald G. Barnes, of West-
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ern Reserve University, and to 0. E. Kiessling, of the Bureau 
of Census, who read and criticized parts of the manuscript. He 
was assisted, too, by Julius Wendzel and Elliot Janney, who 
lent the stimulation of many an hour's discussion to the de-· 
velopment of some of the principles in this book .. The author 
extends his thanks, also, to Frank G. Pardee, without whose 
generous tutelage this undertaking would have been much more 

· difficult. 
He is especially appreciative of the patience of his wife and 

family during the progress of the manuscript. 
Material for Chapter I wa.~:~ taken from a. paper presented 

a.t the National Tax Conference, 19411 and is reproduced here 
by permission of the National Tax Association. Material for 
Chapter III was taken from an article published in the Journal 
of Land & Public Utility Economics (February 1939), pp. 
21-29, and is used here by permission of the publisher. 

The study was completed in 1941 and is intended to cover 
only material available at the end of that yea~. 

CLEvELAND, Omo 
JANUARY 101 1944 

WARREN ROBERTS 
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PART I 

THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED 



CHAPTER I 

THEORY OF AD VALOREM TAXATION 

THE most obvious characteristic of the debate on the subject 
of mine taxation is the clear-cut and continuous difference of 
opinion over the use of the property tax on mineral deposits. 
Almost without exception the important studies of mine taxa
tion have endorsed this ad valorem method,1 and with the same 
unanimity mining companies have opposed it. In most studies 
the attitude of the mining companies has been dismissed, di
rectly or by inference, as merely an ·indication of the unwilling
ness of large corporations to bear their civic obligations, though 
on the face of it a confirmed repugnance on the part of any 
body of taxpayers to a given method of taxation deserves seri
ous consideration. The history of all isolated mining communi
ties indicates, moreover, that a democracy of miners would not, 
of its own volition, adopt this method of apportioning the costs 
of government. 

The debate over the ad valorem tax is usually confused by 
the fact that the public must consider two issues at once - the 
height of the tax and the means of assessment; for of the various 
methods of mine assessment now in use, that of property valua
tion produces the highest tax base and therefore the most state 
revenue. In Michigan, Montana, Arizona, and New Mexico 
the demand for the ad valorem tax on mines was identical with 
the demand for higher mine taxes, and the natural inclination 
of a political body toward uniformity in revenue measures was 
used in the latter states to extract from the mining companies 
more revenue than they could have been compelled to pay 

1 Report of the New Me:cico Special Reventu: Commission, Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, November 23, 1920 (The Santa Fe, New Mexico, Publishing Corpora
tion); Louis Levine, The Ttuation of Mines in MontantJ (New York: Heubsch, 
1919); L. E. Young, Mim Ttuation in the United States (1917); "Report of the 
Committee on Taxation of Mines and Mineral Lands," C. M. Zander, chairman, 
Proceedings National Ttu Association, 1913, p. 387. 
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under a special production tax. Upon the matter of the height 
of the tax this chapter will have a few observations, but most 
of the attention will be given to the technical question of the 
extent to which mineral deposits are identical with other forms 
of property and demand taxation in the same r:nanner.2 

It will be the thesis of this and the following chapter that the 
differences between mineral deposits and other forms of prop
erty are so fundamental as to lessen the significance of the 
principle of uniformity in the tax base. In Arizona, Michigan, 
and New Mexico the formal adoption of the ad valorem tax 
has been Of considerable political value because, somewhat by 
coincidence, it placed upon the mining companies a tax only 
slightly higher than the balance of pressure groups would have 
demanded without such uniformity, and the uniformity itself 
gave additional satisfaction to the community. Yet, because of 
the economic differences in the tax base, the uniformity was 
more apparent than real. To maintain the thesis that there is 
no purely economic reason for insistence upon identical meth
ods of, assessment and taxation, for mining and non-mining 
property, ground will be shifted somewhat from the position 
which mine representatives have unsuccessfully tried to defend 
during the last fifty years of debate. The vulnerability of the 
conventional arguments against the use of the property tax 
on mineral deposits has been amply evident in the arguments 
presented by Zander, Haig, and Lorwin, described in the chap
ters dealing with Arizona, New Mexico and Montana, but 
there is more to the mines' case than appears in the debate. 
A restatement of the problem will serve, at the same time, as a 
vehicle for the depiction of some of the elements in mineral 
economics. 

It should be borne in mind that the property tax is one of 
the endless compromises necessary to democratic government. 
Such a tax is acceptable because property in a rural com
munity gives a rough measure both of benefit from government 

2 The matter of uniformity is discussed at length in Chapter IV. Deposits are 
taxed on their value in Michigan, Arizona, New Mexico, Kansas, Wisconsin, 
Alabama; on some legally defined stage of income in Nevada, Utah, Idaho, 
Montana, Colorado, Oklahoma. Minnesota uses both methods. See Chapter IV. 
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and ability to pay, and because the income therefrom fluctuates 
only moderately more than the value of the property, so that 
the tax, measured on that base, can normally be paid out of 
income. The sales value of a farm, moreover, can be deter~ 
mined with an acceptable degree of definiteness. In none of 
these respects are mineral deposits on a parallel with farm land. 
They do not bear the same relation either to the benefit from 
government or to the need of the community for revenue, and 
deposits are not subject to the same type of valuation. 

The significance of the difficulties involved in mine appraisal 
lies in the political as well as in the engineering and narrowly 
economic field. While it is true that, as the committee of the 
National Tax Association suggested,3 mines could be assessed 
conservatively for purposes of taxation, neglecting the "pos
sible" ores and discounting future profits heavily for adverse 
market conditions and the multifarious risks of mining opera~ 
tions, the fact is that in states dominated by non-mining ele
ments, and where the values of mines are still relatively high, 
conservative assessments have been politically impracticable. 
The principal academic argument in favor of the ad valorem 
tax is the certainty which comes from a uniform code of law 
taxing all property in the same manner. But under the ad 
valorem tax the mines face a new uncertainty, in that their 
values are debatable and they therefore find little protection 
against arbitrary assessments. Added to the cost of court ap-

. peal is the fact that they must bear the burden of proving the 
assessment wilfully arbitrary, and the uncertainties connected 
with mining operations not only allow the courts a wider margin 
of doubt but make it difficult to demonstrate that the assessor 
was arbitrarily discriminatory rather than excusably confused. 
If, as in Arizona, the ad valorem tax is imposed upon the mines 
as a conclusion to an intense and bitter campaign, the proven 
strength of the non-mining groups will compel the assessing 
officers to avoid those careful and conservative valuations 
which mining engineers had maintained to be possible. 

Whatever may have been their contributions to more exact 
• Below, Chapter xvn. 
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tax administration, tax commissions have quite often had their 
origin as weapons of an aggressive political pressure group. 
Such was the lusty inception of the tax commissions of Michi
gan, Minnesota, Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, Colorado; 
Utah, and Montana. Further study of state histories would 
doubtless lengthen the list. These commissions were the prod
uct of political contests over the distribution of the tax burden 
between rural and corporate groups, and were established as an 
addition to or in lieu of the tax measures which the majority 
sought to place upon corporate capital or income therefrom. 
To a greater or less extent they owed their existence to a dis
satisfied farm element, and in varying degrees, therefore, they 
h_ave been political rather than administrative bodies. Arizona 
was· long the outstanding example of the administrative weak
ness and political strength of an elective tax commission with 

. a direct and unmistakable mandate from the agrarian bloc. 
It is significant that of the states which profess to use the 

ad valorem method for a·ssessing metallic deposits Arizona, 
New Me~ico, California, Kansas, Missouri, Alabama, Min
nesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan- only the last two have cus
tomarily employed engineers to make the necessary appraisals. 
Most of those states have in some brief political or economic 
crisis called in an engineer, and occasionally have used the re
sulting valuations. New Mexico, for example, followed Fin
lay's valuations religiously long after they could have been 
accurate/ but Arizona largely ignored them. Few states have 
followed a system of conscientious yearly revaluation. 

The reasons for failure to hire qualified appraisers have 
been various. C. M. Zander, leader of the Granger Movement 
in Arizona, held that because a mining engineer must depend, 
in the long run, upon employment by mining companies, he 
cannot be impartial when employed by the state. There are 
many indications that such is, indeed, apt to be the case, though 
it can scarcely be charged that mining engineers are more likely 
to underassess mines than are county officers to undervalue the 
property within their province. In other states, where mine 

• Below, Chapter XIX. 
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owners are better represented and mines are assessed by debate 
with the tax commission, the final.valuation may be so low that 
the mining companies would lose, rather than gain, if technical 
appraisers were employed by the state. It follows, as a general 
conclusion, therefore, that the group in power, whether mining 
or non-mining, only occasionally gains an advantage by em
ployment of engineers for mine assessment. 

An essential characteristic of a tax base is that it be definite, 
as a Sqle price is definite. The acceptability of the property tax 
in a rural community rests largely on the fact that the assessor 
can reason roughly from actual sales values of farms to the 
probable sales prices of other farms, and the property owner 
can check this reasoning without too much expense. The great
er the proportion of farms sold, the more definite the assess
ment base, and there bas been a rather continuous market for 
farms in this country. But it would be difficult to imagine a 
farm assessor estimating future costs and prices for farm prod
ucts and calculating by formula the present worth of the antici
pated future profit. The very formula would stagger him. The 
valuation given to a mine by an engineer is not a sales price 
and is not a definite and incontroversial sum. In every pur
chase of a mine there is an additional matter of judgment -
judgment of future prices of ore, of future costs of mining, and 
even judgment of the judgment of the engineer. Present worth, 
as calculated by the engineer, is the value of a mine only if it is 
bought at that figure, and it approaches true value only to the 
extent that it allows the relation of this mine to comparable 
mines recently sold. But in many areas mineral deposits lack 
uniformity in character, and in other areas sales are infrequent, 
in the iron mining districts even the sales of ore are few. The 
engineer's evidence in such a circumstance is still "the best evi
dence" of what the property might bring, but it does not have 
the certainty of a sales price. 

The only honest and satisfactory method of mine assessment 
is by an engineer on some such permanent appointment, as in 
Michigan. The fact that in spite of the overwhelming technical 
difficulties in the way of lay assessment of mines and surface 
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improvements most other states leave mine valuation to those 
unfamiliar with mining, makes it clear that what pretends to 
be uniformity in revenue measures actually is not. 

Another inherent peculiarity of an ore valuation as a tax base 
lies in the fact that the life of the deposit is limited in time. 
From the history of the subject we can draw three illustrations. 
In southeastern Kansas, where a portion of the "tri-state" zinc 
deposits lies just under the surface of the farm land, it is cus
tomary for companies to lease the right to mine from the farm 
owners, and to pay a sort of crop rental in a percentage of the 
value of the ore mined. But while the farmers obviously have 
a valuable property right in such deposits years before they are 
utilized, few farmers have the capital required to pay a tax on 
these anticipated net earnings, and it is not customary to assess 
them on the property value until the mines commence operation. 
The difficulty, of course, is not insurmountable. To give each 
of these deposits a ((range life" and to tax them accordingly 
would drive them into the hands of the mining companies, 
under what would doubtless be a "buyer's market." But the 
precise outcome of such a tax program is difficult to forecast, 
and it is sufficient to point out that while a farm is assessed 
on the present worth of future income, it is expected that the 
tax itself will be paid out of present income. Where for long 
periods of time, before the operation of the property, there is 
no income, the system loses some of its merit. 

Also illustrating the peculiarities of ore deposits as a prop
erty tax base is the fact that toward the end of the mining 
operation there is little of value left to tax. For many years, 
in the state of Michigan, some of the older mines have been 
operating with just sufficient income to pay the direct costs and 
the most necessary overhead expenses. By the calculations of 
mining engineers the "present worth" of these ore deposits to 
any buyer would be almost nil, and the equipment of such a 
mine has only scrap value. A reasonable approach to a situa:. 
tion of this sort is that taken by the mine owners who agree 
with the assessor that a certain requisite minimum of local 
and state taxes is a part of the cost of doing business, and who 
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thus assess themselves. But an equally scientific method would· 
be to accept taxes as a part of cost, and, as is done in many 
western states, to use some combination of gross and net pro
duction as a tax base. The breakdown of the ad valorem system 
toward the end of the mining operation is inherent in the nature 
of mining property. 

Finally, high per capita expenditures in the municipalities 
of the Mesabi Range show a tendency to remain high, regard
less of the steady depletion of the deposits, and unless the state 
intervenes might eventually raise the marginal cost of ore and 
affect the competitive position of the Minnesota mines. 

The disappearance of taxable value at the end of the life of 
the mine is directly related to the extremely high value earlier 
in its life, and to the high value of competition properties which 
operate profitably after this mine has become submarginal. If 
the deposit of this first mine had been inexhaustible, a larger 
plant could have been built, more ore would have been thrown 
upon the market in any one year, the price, if left to competi
tion, would have fallen, and so would the net rent of the mine. 
The net rent of the mine during its heyday was higher because 
its life, and the life of competitive deposits, was limited.5 

It follows that in an old country, where the bonanzas have 
been exhausted, and no more changes in transportation or 
market conditions take place, the price will be such as to keep 
the deep mines operating in competition with those which hi:we 
poorer but more accessible ore. The mining industry, at such 
a period, will be much as Alfred Marshall described it, and . 
will produce no net rent. But these Michigan copper and iron 
mines have too much new competition, and the price is not 
sufficiently high to allow profitable operation at their present 
depth. Their taxable value, therefore, is transferred to the 
younger mines. One of the most striking characteristics of the 
mining industry is the fact that while some mining comm~ni
ties, such as the copper-mining towns of Michigan, are in dire 

' This is not to say that the limited life of the deposit is the only factor 
bringing about a high valuation to the mines, for differences in location or cost 
of operation, combined with physical obstructions to rapid e:rtraction, may pro
duce a differential rent. Below, Chapter m. 
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poverty, others, suchas those at the Utah Copper Company, 
are models of village organization. Inasmuch as the poverty 
of the one is due to the low costs of the other, and the pros
perity of the other due to the high costs of the one, there is 
something to be said for the New Deal effort to bestow upon 
some of the older mining communities, in the form of relief, 
some of the revenue it collects from the more profitable mines, 
even though the problem of what should be done to adjust the 
population of a mining community is not solved in this fashion. 
Inasmuch, also, as the high value of any young deposit is due 
to a high price of ore, which, in ttirn, springs partially from 
the short life of this very mine,6 a state which undertakes to 
share in the early surplus may logically lend aid when the mine 
becomes a submarginal producer. 

There can be no conclusion but that a property tax is less 
applicable to mining than to farming or urban property, be
cause of the difficulty of administration and because of the 
failure of the value of a mineral deposit to form a reasonably 
stable and healthy tax base either before, during, or at the end 
of its period of exploitation. · 

A third disadvantage of the ad valorem tax lies in the char
acter of ore deposits as property. It is not just that (as C. F. 
Kelley argued in Montana) the deposits are under the ground. 
The real difference is that most other taxable property is com
posed of used and useful capital, apportioned like the tools of 
labor with rough equality throughout the population. Where 
the tax is not on capital goods but on economic rent of land, 
as in large urban centers, the people upon whom the tax is spent 
are the very ones whose concentration in the vicinity caused 
the rise in rents. Thus, in most cases, a tax base consisting of 
invested capital or land is apportioned roughly according to 
th~ need for public services, and the use of that tax base allows 
the revenue system to fulfill its primary purpose - that of de
termining the scope of government activity. 

The history of mine taxation emphasizes by contrast this 
characteristic of a revenue system, for minerals are apt to be 

"Below, Chapter ill. 
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found in areas otherwise unpopulated, and, as a tax base for 
a relatively small community, there may thus be a store of 
wealth of fabulous proportions. The community will feel free 
to tax the capitalization of its net rent, a rent which springs 
not just from the pressure of population immediately adjacent 
to the mine, but from all direct and indirect consumers of ore. 
The case of Hibbing, Minnesota, suggests the possibility that 
a community 'might establish itself over such an ore body and 
exact sufficient taxes to support itself without productive 
economic activity. Only the competitive pressure of new im
migrants, endeavoring in their turn to seize this opportunity, 
would tend to level individual incomes, and this would not be 
a healthy solution to the problem. 

As protection against this and other dangers, a mining camp 
is therefore not usually a pure democracy, established and 
dominated by the employees. In most cases the mining com
pany takes upon itself the duty of building the townsite, of 
policing the streets, of providing the public utilities and even, 
as in the case of the Nevada Consolidated, of guaranteeing an 
adequate supply of milk. Roads, bridges, and schools are rec
ognized to be necessary adjuncts to the life of the town and 
the company expects to pay taxes necessary to support them. 
By various economic pressures upon the employees and upon 
the merchants who sell to the employees, as well as upon 
legislative bodies, the company attempts to avoid paying more. 
If it could not exert such pressure, the peculiarities of the ad 
valorem tax on mineral deposits would be even clearer, for in 
every mining locality the entire economic rent would be con
sumed by the states and municipalities within which these 
deposits lay. 

If the tax were on the machinery and invested capital of the 
mines and the real property of the mining community, the 
result would be much more like that in a large city. The normal 
balance in government expenditure could be achieved equally 
well by including the mineral wealth in a nation-wide assess
ment district. But when the principle of taxation according to 
benefit is too completely discarded, the voters can no long~r 
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balance the marginal gain from public expenditures with the 
marginal cost of their taxes. When a community reaches a 
condition like that in Hibbing, the machinery of democracy 
breaks down, because the power of the majority tends to grow 
cumulatively, rather than, as in most areas, to run against the 
law of increasing costs. Just as the state government prevents 
the Oliver Iron Mining Company from defending itself by 
force of arms from confiscation, so it may limit public expendi
tures by state statute. The political balance in the larger po
litical· body often modifies the policies of the smaller com
munities, as the state histories hereafter will indicate. 

This is not an effort to establish the doctrine of taxation 
according to benefit, but only to say that one of the primary 
functions of a tax system is to determine the scope of govern
mental activity, and the tax can diverge so far from benefit as 
to fail in this function. 

To this point this chapter has maintained the thesis that· 
mines are materially different from other types of property and 
therefore can well be taxed on some basis other than the prop
erty tax. The differences, specifically, are three: the technical 
difficulty of appraisal, leading to political uncertainty; the 
peculiar problems brought about by the limitation in the life 
of the deposit; and the unique position of mineral deposits, as 
a type of property, within the system of political economy. 
The universal failure of states to enforce the ad valorem tax 
rests on these peculiarities of the metal deposits. 

It will be pointed out in a later chapter that some of the 
difficulties found in the taxation of valuable metals disappear 
in the taxation of such deposits as coal, where much of the sale 
value depends on the capital investment. The shafts, ma
chinery, and mills in and about the mine furnish a more con
ventional base than does the ore itself, for invested capital has 
always been taxed to aid in the support of the community 
around it. The rent of mines, on the other hand~ springs from 
the impact of national demand upon a national scarcity of such 
deposits. The difficulties will shrink, however, to the extent 
that metals find a ready market and, still more, if the deposits 
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themselves are somewhat homogeneous and are frequently 
sold. The tendency in iron and copper, unfortunately, is away 
from this condition, for mines are sold with decreasing fre
quency and the growing integration of the industry lessens the 
sales of ore. In Birmingham, Alabama, for instance, where 
there have been only two engineering assessments of mineral 
deposits, sales of ore or deposits are becoming increasingly 
infrequent. 

The exact methods used to tax mines in the United States 
will be discussed in the history which follows, but the conclu
sion both of history and of theory must be that the first crite
rion of assessment is certainty, and the most certain method in 
one type of deposit and political environment is less certain in 
another. The property tax has been used most frequently on 
iron and copper deposits 7 as in Minnesota, Michigan, Wiscon
sin, Alabama, Arizona, and New Mexico. California has the 
ad valorem tax on the statute books but apparently does not 
apply it to deposits. Kansas' falls in the same list, but, as 
already indicated, applies the tax quite arbitrarily against zinc 
mines. Other states, such as Montana, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, 
and Colorado, producing lead, copper, zinc, silver, gold, and 
other scarce metallics difficult to appraise, use some arbitrary 
derivative of gross or net income plus the value of surface im
provements as the tax base. 

Indeed, if it could be concluded unquestionably that mines 
should be taxed by the ad valorem system, a study of the 
problem would be far less significant to the student of public 
finance. The real significance of the story of mine taxation 
lies in the fact that within each of these states there are natural 
resources of high value, with an economic rent in the· true 
Marshallian sense of the word, owned by non-residents with 
no direct participation in local government. Under the demo
cratic system the tax must in such an instance correspond either 
to some principle of uniformity, as directed by the constitution 
or by public opinion, or to the direct pressure of political 
forces. Inasmuch as the principle of uniformity was in fact 

'As well u on non-metallic deposits. 
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of secondary importance, because the deposits were themselves 
an unusual form of property, there is here revealed a series 
of case studies in democratic government. The student of 
public finance may honor the best traditions ·of the histori
cal school and turn to an examination of the reasons why tax 
laws are as they are. The conditions for such a study are 
nearly ideal, in that while the outcome in each case has de
pended on a struggle between pressure groups using widely 
different tools of representation, the character of the par
ticipants and ~e nature of the prize varies slightly from state 
to state. In each political arena there is a variation of the same 
picture of the efforts of a minority to protect its wealth from 
capture by a majority. 

To understand the nature of this contest the observer should 
be conversant with two general fields: first,· he should have 
some knowledge of the economics of mining, and a brief survey 
of some pertinent aspects of the subj~ct will be given in 
Chapters II and III; and, secondly, he should have some work
ing knowledge of the science of pressure group activity, as 
outlined in Chapter IV. The student of public finance is much 
in need of a method of approach to the field of causation in law, 
for his canons · of taxation or "characteristics of a good tax 
system" are useful primarily as classifications of the motives 
and desires of the people. The desire for certainty conflicts 
with the desire for equity, and both of these, however they 
may be defined, with the desire for economy, so that the specific 
application of rules to any given problem must always be 
indeterminate. "Th' Supreme Court follows th' iliction re
turns," said Mr. Dooley,8 and so, to some considerable degree, 
must the student of public finance. The principles of taxation 
are only part of the general rules of common law, with their 
roots in the basic convictions of society. 

8 Elmer Ellis, Mr. Dooky's America (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1941), 
p. 162. 



CHAPTER II 

THE HOSKOLD FORMULA 

THE HOSKOLD FORMULA is a device used frequently as an aid 
to mine evaluation. A discussion of this formula serves two 
purposes. One is to introduce the reader to the type of com
putation involved in mine valuation. A second is to indicate 
the limits of usefulness of this formula in state mine tax ap
praisal. The term itself is far more widely used than under
stood, even by geologists entrusted with state valuation ot 
deposits.1 The layman is apt to accept the statement that mine 
values "are found by the Hoskold formula" and to conclude 
that there is in this calculation some inherently dependable 
method of discounting future hazards of business and mining, 
to produce a true present worth of a deposit. His endorsement 
of the ad valorem tax is based, to some extent, on this mis
conception. 

The Hoskold formula is a purely mathematical contrivance, 
being composed of two interest formulas.2 One rate, which 
we shall hereafter call the discount rate, is used to reduce 
expected future returns to a present worth, as in the calcula
tions of the present value of a terminable annuity. The second 
rate, which shall hereafter be called the interest rate, has an 
equally limited application. The engineer assumes that enough 

1 Thus one such official during this study. explained the height of the sinking
fund rate used in his state by the fact that the risks of mining were high. See 
also the testimony during the valuation proceedings of Climax Molybdenum, 
below, Chapter XIII. 

• Where r = practicable safe rate on redemption of capital (discount rate) 
r' = speculative rate, n = years life, R = x + r and A = annual payments; 
Present Value of a mine equals 

A 

r 
Rn- x r' 

C. H. Baxter and R. D. Parks, Mim Examination and Valuation (Houghton, 
Michigan: Michigan College of Mining and Technology, 1939), p. 126. · 
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of the yearly income from mining will be accumulated in a 
sinking fund, during the life of the mine, to repay to the in
vestor the original amount of capital. But the yearly deduction 
from income necessary to make this accumulation and repay
ment of the investment is lessened somewhat by the fact that 
the sinking fund itself can be assumed to bear interest. The 
Hoskold formula, therefore, does several things at once. It 
assumes a deduction from mine income sufficient to build a 
sinking fund, which, invested at a given rate of interest, will 
replace the original invested capital, and it reduces the re
mainder of the mine. income to a present worth representing 
the value of the mine. 

The arguments that arise from the use of this formula center 
around the interest and discount rates. If the sinking fund 
can be invested at a high rate of interest, the amount of money 
paid into the sinking fund can be less, and the value of the 
mine, therefore, is increased. If, on the other hand, future 
income from mining operations is to be discounted at a high 
rate of intrest, the present worth of that future income will be 
low. For tax purposes, of course, the mine owner desires a . 
low assessment, and therefore prefers a high discount rate for 
future profits and the assumption of a low return on the 
sinking fund. · 

The case of Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron Mining Company, 
et al., of 1935, illustrates the nature and the seriousness of the 
contemporary dispute over interest rates in the valuation of 
mining property. Because this chapter will take a position 
slightly different from that of the principal witness in this case, 
Dr. C. K. Leith, his arguments will be quoted at some length. 
Dr. Leith, testifying for the defendants, had used rates of 8 per 
cent discount of future income, and 4 per cent interest on the 
sinking fund in the Hoskold formula,3 and explained to the 
court why 8 per cent as the discount rate was a practical 
minimum. For many properties, he said, the rate might better 
have been IO per cent: 

1 Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron Mining Company, et al., vol. II, Testimony, 
pp. 181 If. 
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A rate must be chosen which will bring capital into the business, which 
will correctly reflect the chances of return of the money and interest, the 
hazards of the business, a rate which will supplement, as it were, the other 
factor~. 

He stated that ,if the time factor, the costs, the selling price, 
and all physical conditions were definitely known, a relatively 
low rate might be chosen, but if there were elements of doubt 
in those factors, it was "customary to reflect the doubt by the 
use of a larger interest rate." This larger rate, of course, would 
give a lower present value to expected profits. 

At the request of counsel, Dr. Leith described briefly the 
history of interest rates in the valuation of Lake Superior iron 
ores. The Michigan valuations had first been made with rates 
of 5 per cent discount on future income and 4 per cent interest 
on sinking fund, but the Tax Commission had later turned to 
rates of 6 and 6 per cent. Wisconsin had used rates ranging 
from 6 to IO per cent for the discount of future mine profits. 
Whereas at one time commercial valuations had customarily 
been made with a discount rate of 6 per cent, he knew of no 
single valuation during the past ten years which had used less 
than 8 per cent. Before the first World War he had used 6 per 
cent, but thereafter he had used 8 per cent, and in several 
cases had found it necessary to use discount rates of 12, 15, 
and even 20 per cent. He was now of the opinion that 8 per 
cent had proved too low. 

It has not correctly reflected, in my judgment, all of the difficulties 
which have come into the business ... there was overconfidence in the 
stability of our assumed factors. We took it for granted that the iron ore 
business was the stable basis for an equally stable steel business , .. (but) 
we have found as we have gone along that we have overestimated pro
duction. 

Along with irregular production, he pointed out, had come 
heavier carrying charges, unexpected costs for subsidence and 
rock slides, and therefore, lower net profits. Predictions of 
future costs and profits were still more difficult, for with the 
exhaustion of surface deposits unexpected interruptions in 
production were inevitable. 
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It is hard to put a figure on it for a particular property, but it is ... a 
threat hanging over the district as a whole which should be reflected in a 
liberal interest rate. . . . 

Dr. Leith turned to a consideration of the argument that the 
risks of mining should be recognized hi future estimations of 
costs and profits rather than in the interest rate. He agreed 
that, whenever possible a correction for hazard should be made 
outside of the discount rate. 

For instance, where there is danger of a certain shaft being destroyed by 
subsidence, we estimate that it is quite possible that that shaft may be 
gone in five years or ten years, and so we introduce specific correction. 

In somewhat similar fashion the Michigan Tax Commission 
had assumed a larger deferment factor to compensate for the 
lower rate of interest. But there were many cases, said Dr. 
Leith, when the hazards of mining could be expressed only by 
a higher interest rate, when future difficulties, ·as in the lower 
Mesabi, were impossible to.foresee and too general to be defined, 
and in the valuation of such iron ores he considered 8 per cent 
to be an absolute minimum.' 

To substantiate this opinion George Oliver May, of Price, 
Waterhouse, and Company, testified, on the basis of many 
years of experience. in the field, that an investor in mining 
stocks would demand at least 10 per cent.5 This same defense 
of a high discount rate was used by E. H. Comstock, dean of 
the University of Minnesota School of Mines, in the paper 
read before the National Tax Association in 1941. The dis
count rate should be high, he said, because the risk of mining, 
as indicated by the interest rate on the securities of mine 
owning companies, was high. 

For the rate to be allowed on the sinking fund, Dr. Leith 
suggested 4 per cent, not so much because safe investments 
were available in 1935 which would yield that return, but 
rather because it was conventional and because the low return 
then available might eventually prove to be abnormal. 

In rebuttal, and to show that the 8 per cent rate was too 

• Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron Mining Company, vol. II, Testimony, p. 185. 
5 Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron Mining Company, vol. II, Testimony, pp. 799 ff. 
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high, the state called attention to the fact that while mining 
operations in Minnesota were less hazardous than those of 
Michigan, rates in the latter state had originally been 5 per 
cent discount and 4 per cent interest on sinking fund, and now 
were 6 per cent discount and 6 per cent interest. This latter 
formula was defended by Professor Charles H. Baxter, of the 
Michigan School of Mines, testifying on behalf of the Min
nesota State Tax Commission.6 Professor. Baxter admitted 
under cross-examination that the use of 6 per cent for calcula
tion of the accruing value of the sinking fund should not mean 
that the investor should be forced to speculate in order to get 
his money back, or that he should be forced to go into another 
business to restore his principal, but pointed out that the use 
of the rate of 6 per cent discount and 6 per cent interest was 
the same as a straight 6 per cent discount of future profits, 
without consideration of the need for any sinking fund. This 
6 per cent, he said, was "higher than the rate shown by the 
records of the Oliver Iron Mining Company and the United 
States Steel Company, or the average of eleven steel companies 
over a period of twelve years." He did not believe that the 
problem was to arrive at a rate which would attract new 
capital,7 for the free market for ore was small, and the business 
largely preempted by consumer interests. Capital for develop
ment must then come from the present owners, and he felt that 
so far as interest rates were concerned, no differentiation could 
be made between earnings from mills and earnings from 
iron ore. 

Behind this conflict of expert testimony lies a general con
fusion in the scientific literature of the field. Hoskold himself 
originally used rates of 14 per cent to 2 5 per cent (usually 
about 20 per cent), with 3 per cent return on the sinking fund,8 

but American engineers have considered that more of the risks 
of mine valuation should be considered in forecasting future 
profits, and fewer in the interest rate with which those profits 

• Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron Mining Company, III, 1774 ff. 
'Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron Mining Company, III, 1766 ff. 
8 Baxter and Parks, p. 148. 
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are discounted to arrive at their present worth. The explanation 
has been that "most hazards are independent of time, whereas 
interest is a direct function of time." 9 But, as indicated by 
Dr. Leith's testimony, the tendency is still to use a high interest 
rate to offset some of the general hazards not considered else· 
where/0 and the same reasoning used to defend discount rates 
of 8 per cent and 10 per cent in the valuation of Minnesota iron 
mines would justify rates of 20 per cent or more in a :western 
silver or copper mine. On the question of the degree to which 
the engineer should lump his uncertainties in the discount rate, 
the treatises on mine valuation are not clear.U Baxter and 
Parks seem to question the practice. Marston and Agg state 
definitely that the mine appraiser should discount some hazards 
in the rate used, though they do not pretend that mines can be 
accurately valued. "It is recognized that it is impossible to 
determine the true value of a mineral deposit in advance of 
its complete exhaustion." 12 The most controversial economic 
questions involved in the use of the Hoskold formula appear 

, to be the following: 
( ~~ To what extent should the risks of mining be reflected 

in the discount rate? 
( 2) What should be the height of the interest allowed on 

the sinking fund? 
(3) In what manner can the risks of mining be best ac· 

counted for in mine valuation? 

The first of these questions can be broken down, in its turn, 
into two others: · 

(I) .What discount rate would be dictated by pure economic 
theory? 

( 2) To what extent may specific problems of mining engin
~ering be said to modify this theory?. 

9 Baxter and Parks, p. 147. 
1° C. K. Leith, Mineral Valuations of the Future (New York: A. I. M. E. 

Series, 1938), cbs. ix, x. Note particularly: "Either the interest rate should be 
large enough to include these social and political hazards or some lump deduction 
should be made to cover them" (p. 97). ' 

11 Baxter and Parks, pp. 140 ff.; Anson Marston and T. R. Agg, Engineering 
Valuation (New York: McGraw Hill, 1936), p. 406. 

11 Marston and Agg, p. 402. Note the curious use of the term "value." 
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From the standpoint of pure economic theory the answer to 
·the question of the rate of discount of future profits seems to 
be plain. The rate should be that allowed on the sinking fund -
that is, it should be the going rate of interest. The question is 
one of the eagerness or the impatience with which the investor 
awaits his return, rather than of his doubt as to the probability 
of the return. Just as the interest rate to be allowed on .the 
sinking fund should be one which reflects only the yield, at 
safe investment, of the accumulative principal, so the rate of 
discount reflects only the opportunity afforded the investor in 
mining stocks to withdraw his money and to reinvest it in a 
bond of minimum risk. The rate in both cases represents the 
time preference of the marginal investor. Eagerness for the 
return of the money can be measured only by the alternative 
yield of a riskless investment, because opportunity for a higher 
yield elsewhere must be accompanied by a corresponding need 
for care and diligence in administering the fund. If he is to 
make more than the pure interest rate, the investor must expect 
to earn the excess by ingenuity and application. 

It may be, as Mr. May and Dean Comstock have noted, that 
the investor desires a high per cent return on the mining stocks 
he buys, but the successful stockholder's or bondholder's return 
should not be confused with the rate of discount of future in
come. The investor, as Keynes indicates, faces two types of 
risk: the risk facing the management in the operation of the 
business and sale of the product, and the moral risk arising 
because the investor ptust trust the management to pass on to 
him the profit which the business is able to make. Admittedly 
these combined risks are often high, but it should be remem
bered that risk-bearing is not necessarily_ a profitable occupa
tion. The supply of risk-bearers seems to be large enough so 
that a high return to one of them is the reward only of good 
luck or good management, or both. In an investment of a given 
sort, the speculator might consider that the promise of a 10 

per cent return would allow him a protective margin against 
the possibility of a loss of principle and interest, but of course 
it does not, for the excess is only payment for the cost of 
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watching so hazardous a venture. The investor who continu
, ously makes 10 per cent on his mining stocks is being repaid 

for his shrewdness and care. The representative dollar in the 
mining industry can be assumed to earn no more than interest. 

The error involved in the use of the discount rate to reflect 
risks may be illustrated in another way. To include an extra 
rate for the uncertainties of mining is to compound them over 
time. That is to say, to use an 8 per cent discount rate in the 
Hoskold formula would be to assume that the risks vary with, 
and are more than proportional to, the length of time taken to 
exploit the deposit. Actually, the result is not entirely beyond. 
reason, for while it is quite true, as Baxter and Parks say, that 
"most risks are not a factor of time," many risks, as that of 
changing market conditions, do vary with time. But a mine 
with a risk so high that Hoskold would have used a 25 per cent 

·discount rate would not lose a third of its present value merely 
because the management decided to mine it in ten years rather 
than in five. The extension of time would involve the market 
risks, but the mining risks would remain essentially the same. 

The fact that in the valuation of deposits for purchase and 
sale,-mining engineers actually do, as Dr. Leith testified, use 
a high discount rate has, however, an important implication. 
If it could be assumed that there is a general tradition among 
mining engineers that rates should be 8 per cent discount and 
4 per cent interest, the question of reasonableness of these 
rates from the standpoint of economic theory becomes of 
secondary importance. The mines may demand merely that 
the tax assessment approximate as nearly as possible the sales 
price, and may defensibly claim that the price which a mining 
company would pay for the deposit would be determined in 
the orthodox fashion. But the scientific questionableness of 
these rates precludes, in and of itself, a general' agreement upon 
their height. The wide difference of opinion between Dr. Leith 
and Dr. Baxter on this subject is illustrative of the general 
uncertainty in the field. The court and the tax commissioner, 
in endeavoring to find the sum which mining companies might 
pay for the mine, are compelled by these conditions to make 
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a guess as to the probable rates which the probable company. 
engineer might use. Thus the methods of mine valuation will 
vary with the individual appraiser. 

But the basic question of the extent to which accurate mine 
valuations and a satisfactory ad valorem mines tax are possible, 
compels further inquiry into the method ordinarily pursued 
by engineers in appraisal. 

Let us consider an actual process of mine valuation as re
counted to the present writer. The mine was of iron ore,' with 
less hazard, probably, than if it had been~ silver or gold, but 
still with a certain amount of mining risk. The probable future 
income, therefore, was discounted by an amount sufficient, in 
the mind of the engineer, to equal a sort of insurance premium 
against these mining hazards.13 The economic risks of the 
market were handled in somewhat the same fashion. The · 
engineer attempted to project past prices, as well as past costs, 
into the future and to determine a difft:rential profit. This last 
figure he then discounted by the use of a so-called risk rate in 
the Hoskold formula. The total discount and "hazard" or 
''riskn rate was placed at 8 per cent. 

The very fact that after the use of all available engineering 
data and the mathem3:tical projection of past costs and prices 
into the future, the engineer arbitrarily reduced the resultant 
by the use of an 8 per cent or I o per cent or even 2 o per cent 
discount, indicates that much of the process of valuation is 
inherently a matter of judgment. It is probably true that 
estimates of future profits made during the first World War 
and the twenties were overly optimistic; as Dr. Leith testified, 
but it might be equally true that valuations arrived at by the 
process just described, during the early thirties, might with 
equal wisdom be arbitrarily revised upward, by the use of a 
discount rate of, say, I per cent. 

This is not to imply that, by the use of a high discount rate, 

"' Baxter and Parks have made the interesting suggestion that the engineer 
attempt to determine the "probability" of some possible cost. Thus if the cost 
of a rock slide might be $too,ooo, the engineer might assume the "probability" 
of the accident to be one in ten, and deduct from the possible net income in any 
given year an amount of $10,000. 
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mines are customarily undervalued, either for purchase or for 
taxation. The error involved in throwing upon a compound 
interest rate the uncertainties it was not intended to bear, is 
usually matched by other errors. State mine appraisers fre· 
quently admit that if the discount rate were lower they would 
include in their calculations less of the "probable" ore in the 
mine. The court in the Oliver Iron Mining Company case 
refused to grant the assumption requested by the companies, 
that the depression would cause a period of deferment of 
operations, though to a considerable extent such eventually 
proved to be the case. The so-called "Lake Erie" price of ore 
was unquestionably too high, and in Michigan the lower 
discount rate ( 6 per cent) is matched by the assumption of a 
lower ore price as well as an arbitrary reduction "for risk" of 
each year's projected future profits. 

The problem in Alabama, where there is no such base price, 
emphasizes the inher~nt difficulties involved in the determina
tion of probable sale value of a commodity not customarily 
offered for sale. The formulas used in the two valuations con
ducted in Alabama are given in detail in the chapter on that 
state, and the reader will note two peculiarities of 'that system. 
The first is that it merely furnishes a method by whi~h one 
piece of ore property may be compared with another which, 
supposedly, has been recently sold. The question of valuation 
in this state goes back not to sales prices of mined ore but of 
blocks of ore in the ground. The second peculiarity is the fact 
that the method only indirectly, and very roughly, recognizes 
the problem of determining present ·worth. The system as
sumes a given rate of progression inward from the face of 
operations, and, of course, new openings at a distance from 
present operations would compel a revaluation of the ore 
around them.14 

The use of a "range life" in the valuation of Minnesota ores 
deserves discussion in this connection. There are large num
bers of properties, owned by many companies, in this state, 
and there is always the possibility that any one of them may 

u. Below, Chapter XX. 
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be opened to compete with those in operation. It is always 
possible, also, that the rate of operation of ·any one mine may 
be changed. If the operation of any one mine is hastened, at 
the expense of another, the profits will be realize4 more quickly, 
and its relative present worth is raised. But the authorities 
cannot determine the probable time of opening of any· given 
deposit or the probable speed of exploitation thereafter, and 
they fall back, therefore, on the assumption that the range 
itself should be given a life, and this life, in turn, should be 
allotted to the various properties potentially in competition 
with each other. It was assumed, for this purpose, that the 
rate of production of ore in Minnesota would follow a pre
determined pattern, and that each mine would contribute its 
yearly share to the total for the duration of the life of the range, 
calculated at thirty-eight years. While such an assumption 
tended to discriminate against companies with the largest 
holdings of ore, because it assumed a shorter life of their 
properties than would be the case, the difference would be of 
no practical significance. The assumption might favor con
cerns whose actual deposits had only a few years of life. In
herent in this method is another tendency to remove value 
from properties now operating, and therefore supporting cities, 
villages, and towns, and to add a fictitious value to non
operative properties. But at the present time local taxes on 
the range are limited not by the size of the mine valuation 
but by the per capita tax law. The use of a range life has been 
of material assistance in meeting the question of the rapidity 
of exhaustion of any particular deposit in any given field of 
production. 

To the problem inherent in the use of the Hoskold formula
that of the determination of the rate of discount - economic 
theory might be of some assistance. Just as the conception of 
a range life is a useful tool, so might be the conception of a 
range risk, or of the risk involved in the mining of any given 
type of deposit. To the extent that the probability of loss in 
any given type of operation is roughly determinate, the mining 
company in that field should be allowed a yearly return in the 
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nature of premium, deductible from the profit figure brought 
to a present worth by the formula. This is not a risk rate, so 
much as a cost of meeting risks successfully. The method 
would be akin to the system used in Michigan. While it rec~ 
ognizes the probability of occasional mishaps and disappoint~ 
ments in mining operations, it does not compound the prob~ 
abilities over time. On the side of market risks, on the other 
hand, it does not make the dialectic error of attempting to 
modify the best possible estimate of the engineer. The theory 
that a forecaster shQuld decide, say, upon a r2¢ price for copper 
as being the most probable, and then should arbitrarily modify 
this best judgment by formula, is alien to the field of economics. 
Any such adjustment is a matter of the personal equation of 
the engineer rather than of the Hoskold formula. The fact that 
the engineer has found it advisable to throw into a discount 
rate, not scientifically intended for the purpose, his general 
uncertainties as to the fu~u~e, and the related fact that the 
layman and the courts then become overly preoccupied with 
the Hoskold formula, as if it, in itself, unlocked the economic 
and engineering imponderables, indicates the basic uncertainty 
inherent in the ad valorem taxation of mines. 

The importance of· the element of personal judgment, in such 
valuations, will continue to leave the mining companies, the tax 
commissions, and the courts much less certain concerning the 
assessments than in the case of property, the value of which 
can be related to sales or to building costs. The degree of un~ 
certainty will vary, moreover, with the nature of the deposit. 

Inasmuch as the ad valorem tax was generally imposed upon 
the mines without their consent, the states should, logically, 
bear much of this uncertainty themselves. 



CHAPTER III 

THE ECONOMICS OF MINERAL DEPOSITS 

WHEN J. R. FINLAY was called to Michigan, in 1911, to ap
praise the mines of that state for purposes of taxation, he 
encountered an unexpected difficulty in the matter of definition. 
What, exactly, was a mine? None of the owners of beds of salt, 
limestone, gypsum, marl, or brick considered themselves to be 
mine owners, 1 and referred to a state supreme court decision 
to the effect that salt production from a deposit was in reality 
a manufacturing, rather than a mining operation. This de
cision, however, had been based only on the fact that Michigan, 
by a uniform course of conduct, had always treated salt pro
ducers as if they were manufacturers,2 and Finlay felt that to 
support his intention not to appraise these properties, he 
should draw some logical economic distinction between mines 
and mere deposits of raw material: 

The mining business may properly be distinguished on the ground that 
an essential preliminary is the discovery of a deposit in the crust of the 
earth that is inherently valuable. A sufficient quantity of rich gold ore in 
the remotest desert is valuable as soon as it is disco~ered. The discovery 
is valuable. . • . With minerals less valuable and more common -less 
valuable because they are more common- the commercial circumstances 
of discovery play relatively a more important part. . . . An iron mine in 
the middle of the Sahara would have no value at all even if a railroad ran 
across it. . . . When }Ve come to still more common minerals, such as 
limestone, salt, gypsum, and brick clay we find that they are so enormously 
abundant that the discovery of them excites no comment whatever .... 
The utilization of such minerals, therefore, is wholly a commercial question, 
and I am disposed to draw a line between mines and other industries on the 
simple ground of whether the mineral rights on which they are based have 
value or not.• 

1 Report of Appraisal of Mining Properties of Michigan (19II), p. 76. 
1 Atty Gen'l. ex rei. Ruggles 11. Buckley & Douglass Lumber Co., 164 Michigan 

Reports (I9II). 
1 Report of Mining Properties of Michigan (t9II), p. 13. 
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Mr. Finlay had pointed out in the course of his preliminary 
remarks that the plants connected with mines had no value 
in themselves. They could not be moved, their scrap value 
was doubtful, and it was the deposit which gave a value to the 
plant. Professor Charles W. Cook, of the University of Michi
gan, employed to investigate salt, cement, and limestone de
posits, found that none of , these deposits gave an additional 
value to the land, that the supply was far in excess of the 
possible demand, and that it was the plant which gave the . 
value to the deposits.' 

The distinction between these types of deposits is of some 
importance as a practical determinant of methods of mine 
taxation. Special tax laws are usually applied only to the most 
valuable minerals, as witness, for instance, the Colorado law 
of 1901 which not only specifically included gold, silver, lead, 
copper and other valuable or precious metals, but specifically 
excluded coal, iron, asphalt quarries, or lands valuable because 
they contained other metais, minerals, or earths.5 The latter 
were taxed as other property on their market value, while the 
former were taxed on their net income. The wisdom which lay 
in this distinction will be discussed at the end of this chapter. 
Our immediate purpose will be to examine the economic basis 
of the value of mines and thus to approach indirectly the 
problem that interested the Michigan commission. 

The value of a· mine, like that of a farm or of a building, 
is the present worth of its future income. In a sense the income 
corresponds to that from a building, because both are limited 
in life and from both the owner hopes not only for a return of 
interest on his investment but also of the investment itself. In 
another sense the return is like that to a farm, for, in the 
cultivation of both, the physical aspects of operation limit the 
volume of production and thus give a differential return to the 
inframarginal producer. 

Upon this subject there has long been some disagreement 
among economists. Two of the lea<;lers in the discussion were 

4 Report of Mining Properties of Michigan, pp. 14, 78. 
6 Below, Chapter XII. 
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Frank William Taussig and Alfred Marshall, the former as
serting that diminishing returns were illustrated in mining by 
the tendency of costs to rise with increasing depth of operation, 
and the latter refusing to admit the existence of diminishing 
returns in mining in any form.6 They apparently agreed that 
the owner of the better mines received a rent, but neither 
recognized the relation 'between such rent and the law of di
minishing returns in mining. Texts in economics, generally, 
have followed the lead of Professor Taussig. 

The confusion appears to have arisen from failure to differ
entiate between diminishing returns and depletion. An exami
nation of this subject will tend to indicate, also, the difference 
between the rent of mines and the profits to the mine owner 
for his ability as an entrepreneur. 

The return to a mining enterprise may arise from several 
sources. There is a differential return springing from a limita
tion of the rate of output of ore owing to the physical char
acteristics of mining as an extractive industry, so that the 
better mines are unable to supply the market demand and the 
price of metal rises sufficiently to give a high profit to these 
better mines. To the extent that this differential return is not 
needed to stimulate prospecting, it is a pure economic rent of 
mines, but to the extent that there exists the possibility of the 
discovery of new deposits, the return must be treated as the 
profit of successful venturing. A mine may also receive a 
quasi-rent during a period of unusual and unexpected demand, 
as in preparation for war, when the desire for more output 
pushes against inadequate capital improvements, as in mills, 
smelters, hoists, cars, and the like, so that the price rises, 
giving a temporarily increased profit to all producers. In the 
third place, a mine owner may receive a profit as a result of 
limited competition, as in the case of a monopoly or oligopoly 
among mineral producers. Finally, an unusually able manage
ment will receive a differential return which is a pure profit of 
enterprise, due neither to rent, quasi-rent, nor limited competi-

'F. W. Taussig, Principles of Economics {1921), I, 184; Alfred Marshall 
Principles of Economics (8th ed.), p. 169. ' 
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tion. One of the problems facing a mine assessor is to distin
guish between the income due to ownership of the mine from 
that which is due to management alone. To the extent that the 
profit to a mine is more than would accrue to marginal man
agement, it should not be capitalized in the valuation of the 
deposit. 

The first of these returns, the rent of mines, can be under
stood more readily after a distinction is made between the 
effects of depletion and of diminishing returns. Depletion takes 
place over a period of time; diminishing returns are a possi
bility at any one time. Depletion with lower depth will bring 
rising costs, just as the exhaustion of good farm land will 
compel the use of land which is poorer and farther from the 
market. But at any one time the farmer or the miner must 
consider whether the physical environment in which he works 
will not so hinder any effort to increase daily output that rising 
costs will bring about ditr.inishing returns to the additional 
applications of labor and capital. 

To illustrate the effect of depletion, let us assume under
ground mining of long narrow veins of ore. The extension of 
operations will, after a time, exhaust the ore lying near the 
hoist, and will increase the length of haulage horizontally and 
the weight of the load in hoisting. The drums and cables in 
the hoist must be stronger, adding to the overhead, while direct 
costs rise by such items as the increasing time necessary, to 
take labor to the mining surface. Problems of ventilation grow 
with depth of operations. All these increased costs can be 
charged to depletion. ' 

At any one time, on the other hand, the mine owner must 
decide whether or not profits can be increased by speeding the 
rate of output. He has much to gain by rapid exploitation of 
deposits,7 for the factor of time preference gives a higher 
pre~ent worth to immediate profits. There are, however, two 
general types of limitation to the speed of extraction. There 
are, first, the problems arising from physical conditions sur
rounding the operation. Even if the mine might be considered, 

• Herbert Hoover, Principles of Mining (1909), ch. xv. 
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from any practical point of view, to be inexhaustible, the in~ 
creased production would necessitate faster or larger trains, 
more shafts, or faster handling at the same shafts, more work~ 
ing faces, and, perhaps, a slight increase in number of men for 
each working face. The investment in drills and equipment per 
ton would probably increase, and the overhead would rise. 

But in the second place, mines are not inexhaustible, and 
the mill and other heavy improvements must often be limited, 
not only by the probable output of the mine, as indicated above, 
but also by the size of the developed ore body. Herbert Hoover, 
in his now classic discussion of the reasons for haste in the 
exploitation of the mine and the limits to such haste, concluded 
that "equipment, and therefore output, should not be expanded 
beyond the redemption by way of saving from fixed charges o( 
the visible or certain life of the mine." 8 The economist would, 
say that output should be expanded only to the point at which 
the rising marginal costs, including both direct expense and 
overhead, become equal to marginal revenue. Wherever, as 
with gold, the price is not visibly influenced by the output of 
the mine, that price, when multiplied by units of output, will 
itself represent marginal revenue. The same would be true in 
the case of single small mines of any other product, the output 
of which does not visibly lower the price in the market. 

One of the reasons why the mining engineer hesitates to 
utilize the conceptions of marginal revenue and marginal cost 
is that he is necessarily preoccupied with the uncertainties of 
mining, which make the actual determination of this balance 

, between marginal revenue and marginal cost, in any given 
mining operation, a somewhat fanciful speculation. In most 
cases he prefers to invest cautiously, and to expand his plant 
as the ore is developed, but this may result in a less efficient 
patchwork plant. Inasmuch as the uncertainty over the quan~ 
tity and quality of the ore is due to the physical characteristics 
of the mine, it is conceivable that this, also, might be added to 
those conditions which at times increase the rent of mines. 
It appears to be true in many cases that even to hasten the 

8 Hoover, p, I 57· 
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development of an ore body causes an increase in the total 
development exp~nse, and this limit on speed of development 
work will not only make more difficult the exact calculation 
of the proper size of a plant, but in some cases may directly 
slow down the flow of metal to the market. 

There is a fourth limitation to the volume of output fre
quently found in large mining operations, which is only 
indirectly related to the physical characteristics of the mines. 
The small number of metallic mines has produced a condition 
of oligopoly, which, in turn, will necessarily result in controlled 
production. The potential physical restrictions to volume of 
output may sometimes actually become effective, for much as 
a large porphyry copper mine might like to double its output, 
in the face of war demands, it will be restricted by the limita
tion of trackage space or the failure of larger steam shovels 
to handle ore in proportion to the size of the investment. But 
in general the operator of large open-pit mines is more in
terested in the decline of marginal revenue, under increased 
operation, than in the rise of marginal costs. Frequently, when 
mine, mill, and fabricating plants are integrated, as with U. S. 
Steel or Republic Steel, the interest in market price shifts 
from the sale of ore to the sale of the fabricated product, but 
the principle is the same. The output is geared to the market 
rather than to costs, and the return to the mine owner may be 
higher than the true rent of mines and the pure profits of 
enterprise.9 • 

It should be added that of the three factors - physical 
limitation to production, size of t~e ore body, and declining 
marginal revenue - only one is likely to be effective in any 
given mine at any one time. An engineer with experience in 
large iron ore deposits will tend to emphasize the danger of 
driving down prices, rather than any phase of diminishing 

1 For engineering discussions of these principles see H. C. Hoover, "The Eco
nomic Ratio of Treatment Capacity to Ore Reserves," in The Economics of 
Mining, edited by T. A. Rickard (1907), p. 173; Engineering and Mining Journal, 
March 24 and August x8, 1904; H. C. Hoover, The Principles of Mining, ch. i; 
T. ]. Hoover, The Economics of Mining (Stanford University Press, 1933), 
p. 162; J. R. Finlav, The Cost of Mining (3rd ed., New York, 1920), pp. 32\6o. 
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returns.10 A gold mining engineer will tend to emphasize 
charges for interest or amortization, rather than danger of 
flooding the market.11 To classify mines in another manner, 
the most frequent check upon the operation of large mines, 
especially those operated by steam shovel, is the fear of effect 
upon market price, while that on small mines is the desire to 
avoid high amortization expense. . 

To return for a moment to the disagreement between Taussig 
and Alfred Marshall, it is clear that the law of diminishing 
returns does operate in mining, but it should not be. confused 
with depletion. At any one time, as has been demonstrated, 
the company must speculate on the profitability of the use of 
more or less capital to increase or decrease the rate of ex
ploitation of the deposit. The final decision may depend upon 
the state of the market or the size of the deposit, for if the 
price is high it may pay to enlarge the facilities for removal 
of ore from the mine, and, if the deposit is large, a large mill 
may be profitable. Over a period of time, on the other hand, 
the mining company will find it necessary to add each day to 
the capital used to exploit the deposit, for as a result of the 
previous day's operation the available ore is farther from the 
mouth of the mine. Thus, as time passes, the tunnels or stopes 
must be lengthened to maintain any speed of production. The 
point of diminishing returns changes as does the face of the 
ore body, for not only is the ore different in character but it 
lies farther within the bowels of lhe earth. Much the same 
problem arises in the cultivation of tobacco land, when the 
exhaustion of one plot leads to cultivation of another lying 
farther from the market. While the price of tobacco might 
ris~, it does not follow that the return to the landlord must do 
likewise, for the point of diminishing returns has risen with the 
price. Unless the price rises even faster than costs, there is 
no reason to expect that he will push the application of capital 
farther beyond the new point of diminishing returns than he 
formerly pushed it beyond the old. 

"'Finlay, pp. JI-45· 
u H. C. Hoover, Principles of Mining, p. 157. 
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· In general this last condition will not be brought about by 
the depletion itself. Rather, the contrary is to be expected, 
for as the price rises to encourage exploitation of the retreating 
ore, new mines/2 formerly submarginal, will come into . pro
duction, and the price will rise less rapidly than costs in the 
older mines. Even if the mines were inexhaustible, therefore, 
continuous production would tend to lessen the amount of 
differential rents, so that in an older country all mines tend to 
operate at about the same costs, and any attempt to speed the 
output of ore will either run into the law of diminishing returns, 
or will lower market price to an unprofitable degree. 

Marshall's famous observation that a mine is akin to nature's 
reservoir, to be emptied rapidly or slowly as desired, 13 does not 
hold for most mines, or even for those as old as the Rand, for 
there is always the active or potential influence of the law of 
diminishing returns. But it is undoubtedly true that in the 
coal and iron mines found in England, as well as in the larger 
copper mines in a region such as Keweenaw County, Michigan, 
the effective factor in determining the size of the investment 
and the volume of output is not the physical ch~racteristics of 
the mine, but the condition of the market. If all the mines of 
a given metal had been discovered at once, and if transportation 
and market conditions had been constant, the procedure of 
development would be in this fashion: as the best mines were 
gradually depleted, other mines, once submarginal, would come 
into profitable production. ·Assuming no change in technology, 
the price would not fall, but the share of production carried by 
the older mines would decrease and the tendency of the price 
to rise would be curbed, depending largely upon the number of 
and the costs of the submarginal mines. Eventually the exten-

u Assuming technique of production and demand to remain constant 
18 "The more nearly a reservoir is exhausted the greater is the labor of pump

ing from it j but if one man could pump it out in ten days, ten men could pump 
it out in one day; and when once empty it would yield no more. So the mines 
that are being opened this year might just as easily have been opened many 
years ago; if the plans have been properly laid in advance, and the requisite 
specialized capital and skill got ready for the work, ten years' supply of coal 
might have been raised in one year without any increased difficulty; and when 
a vein had once given up its treasure, it could produce no more," Marshall, p. 167. 
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sion in the area of production, throughout the once higher cost 
mines, coupled with the rising costs of the older mines, would 
bring about a condition in which no mine operated beyond the 
point of diminishing returns, and the assessed value would be 
only the value of the capital improvement. · 

The subject is related to problems of mineral conservation 
and taxation. If all copper mines had been discovered together, 
if transportation and technology changes had not· altered the 
relative values of deposits, and if the costs of all copper mines 
rose together as they were depleted, such costs would be re
flected in market price and there would be no limit to depth 
of operation except exhaustion of the deposit. But when the 
new competition arises from discovery of new processes for 
utilization of low grade ores, or from the development of trans
portation to the sites of new mines, the price will stay too low 
to allow continued operation of the old mines, and the problem 
arises of keeping those mines open or of sealing them in such 
a way as to leave them available for future operation in case 
of emergency. The result is to give the effect of chronic de
pression to the community with a certainty neither of employ
ment nor unemployment, and the labor reserve becomes a stag
nant pool. What the government policy should be in such cases 
is as yet undecided, but it raises some practical problems of 
public finance. 

While on this aspect of the theory of mineral economics, it 
might be added that unless curbed by government control or 
by oligopoly, there is a tendency for the mining of common 
minerals to incline toward overcapacity. Assuming again the 
existence of many mines of varying richness and the exploitation 
of deposits in the order of their quality, the rising costs of the 
older mines will bring continuous new competition, without 
regard to the productive capacity of the old mines, so that with 
no change in market demand the old mine is forced to contract 
operations. If the overhead is of consequence the mine will 
thereafter be operated at a loss, or, in other words, that pari 
of the investment which is still unamortized may never be 
returned. To avoid this newer competition the older mine must 
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early drop its price with little regard to interest or to invest
ment; or, in other words, an unavoidable element in mine 
valuation · is the existence o{ potential competition, and the 
investment must be amortized earlier on that account. 

Of greater social consequence is the fact that the new mines 
draw their labor elsewhere than from the old, and the labor 
reserve thus becomes too high. To a certain extent this is the 
case with coal mines, and without the advantages of oligopoly 
it would tend to be the case, also, with iron mines. With copper 
the opening of large deposits in the west and the advance of 
technology have obscured this tendency toward overproduction, 
because, the cheaper product of the new mines has allowed the 
price of copper to remain at an unprecedently low permanent 
level. Yet it is submitted here that the nation has some interes~ 
in the struggle to keep open the Michigan mines, for in the 
very long run those ores may again be a valuable part of the 
copper reserves. 

Returning, now, to the problem of valuation presented by 
the Michigan Report of 19II, the difference between the copper 
mines in that state and the non-metallic deposits lies in the 
fact that the latter are marginal and the former inframarginal. 
This is the basis also, for the classification of deposits in 
Colorado. Operation of the non-metallic deposits will pay 
interest on and redeem the capital invested in plant and equip
ment. The value of the plant and the deposit of a gypsum 
manufacturer, supposing the gypsum to have been of no value 
in itself, was the value of the plant, but after the plant had been 
built its value was indeterminately intermingled with the value 
of the deposit. This plant had no more scrap value than that 
built on a copper mine, and a removal of the deposit would 
have meant a loss of most of the investment. After the mill is ' 
built the gypsum acquires value in its location. The same 
thing is true of a mill built in connection with a copper mine, 
and to say that the mill is dependent upon the value of the 
deposit is to ignore the fact that the mine becomes more 
valuable after the mill is built. 

In the assessment of a coal mine or any deposit the supply 
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of which is plentiful, the appraiser has the alternative of 
capiblizing future income from operation of the deposit, neg
lecting the value of the investment, or of determining the value 
of the deposit as it might have been sold without the invest
ment, and adding the value of the improvement. The latter is 
the correct method of appraisal, for the former is apt to include 
in the valuatibn of plant and deposit the capitalization of the 
expected future profits of entrepreneurship, and to this extent 
the ad valorem tax becomes an additional, and unconstitutional, 
tax on net incomes. 

This problem of the intermingling of true profits of enterprise 
with the rent of the mine is more obvious in a marginal mine 
because most of the return is the profit to the operator, but it 
arises, also, in the assessment of the more valuable metallics. 
Occasionally the assessor may find that an iron mine, for in
stance, is making a large profit not because-of the qualities of 
the deposit but because of superior management. In such 
instance the assessor might, in recognition of the source of 
this difference in profit, refuse to raise the valuation of the 
mine. From a practical point of view this differentiation re
mains one of the nuances of engineering appraisal, and the ' 
assessor who attempts it faces the difficulty of explaining his 
work to the less efficient operators of less profitable mines, 
but legally the efficient operator is entitled to relief from any 
ad valorem tax based upon the capitalization of this superior 
efficiency. 

The policy of differentiating between metallics and non
metallics in the tax programs of some Rocky Mountain states 
springs from a recognition of the fact that the net rent of an 
inframarginal mine has many disadvantages as a tax base. 
N on-metallics are often marginal, or nearly so, and a tax upon 
them is not strikingly different from a tax on the value of the 
plant and machinery. A silver or lead mine, on the other hand, 
may have a value of many millions of dollars, and even among 
mining men, as in the early days of Nevada, the difficulties of 
valuation and the fact that the need for government service 
was not in proportion to relative mine value made the tradi-
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tiona! ad valorem tax base unacceptable. The owners of the 
better mines found it difficult to believe that they should relieve 
so many of their fellow citizens of the duty of paying taxes. 
The problems arising in the imposition of the property tax on 
valuable metallics has been discussed in the preceding chapter. 

The foregoing material is intended to give a general picture 
of the basic laws of mineral economics, as a preparation for 
more concrete discussions of the effect of taxation upon mining 
operations and of the applicability of various forms of tax to 
them. Of these concrete problems, one of the most perplexing 
·and yet one of the most practical involves the danger of dis
. couragement to mine prospecting and investment by heavy 
taxation of profitable mines. The problem is difficult because 
in it are presented both a question of fact and a question of 
policy, neither of which is subject to easy generalization. The 
question of fact is this: to what extent has prospecting so 
changed in technique that neither its . subsidization nor the 
confiscation of the return imputable to mine ownership would 
materially alter the known supply of metal? To state the 
question in another manner, to what extent can the return 
attributable to the mine (apart from the wages, or the profits, 
of mine management) be considered a true economic rent? 
The question of policy is this: to what extent can a democratic 
community enter upon a cold-blooded program of confiscatory 
taxation, merely on the thesis that such taxation will not be 
directly shifted to the general public? In a sense this is the 
same issue as that posed by the single taxers, though, as shall · 
be demonstrated, mines are in one sense more vulnerable and 
in another less vulnerable to political attack than is urban 
real estate. 

Upon the geological question of the extent to which there 
are as yet undiscovered ore reserves this book will not attempt 
to present a conclusion. The answer must obviously vary with 
the kind of ore and the field of production. Most iron ore bodies 
are known and established, and the same thing is probably 
true of copper. Daniel C. Jackling has pointed out that all of 
the larger disseminated copper deposits worked today have 
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been known for generations.14 The Climax Molybdenum de
posit, containing a large portion of the world's known supply, 
was found early in the century.15 The largest producers of 
silver, lead, and zinc are now relatively old mines. These 
generalizations should not be carried too far, however, for 
the United Verde Extension Copper mine was found only after 
the expenditure of large sums of money/6 and occasionally, as 
in northern Idaho, there have been new developments of lead, 
silver, and zinc. The Department of Conservation in Michigan 
has been able to find small, new, iron ore bodies. 

The likelihood of important new ore discoveries must thus 
be a matter of some doubt, but in most states it would be folly 
to assume that prospecting is at an end, and either by express 
tax exemption or by more lenient administration, all mining 
states deal gently with small mines. 

The extent to which the relief of small operators can be used 
to offset confiscatory taxation of large mines is, in light of the 
type of mining and the probability of new discoveries, a ques
tion that each state must answer for itself. The willingness of 
the Lake states to assess mines on their value as property and, 
in the case of Minnesota, to levy upon them an additional 
license tax, lies partly in the related facts of the ease of. the 
original discovery of the iron and copper and the unlikelihood 
of the existence of important additional ore bodies. 

But a well-established mine is extremely vulnerable to 
political attack. There is the difficulty, in the first place, of 
convincing the public that the period of prospecting is not 
over, and that a heavy tax upon the extremely profitable mines 
will discourage those who are still looking for or are developing 
new deposits. To protect itself on this score the legislature or 
the tax administrators in most mining states have attempted 
to draw a plain distinction between well established mines and 
all others. The degree to which this distinction will be effective 
will depend upon geologic and economic factors in the states 

"T. A. Rickard, Inttrueiws with Mining Engineers (1922). 
11 Fortune Magazine, October 1936, p. 107. 
11 T. A. Rickard, History of American Mining (New York: McGraw-Hill, 

1932), ch. xvi. 
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concerned. Mines are vulnerable, in the second place, because 
· the life of a deposit is necessarily limited, and to postpone the 
opening of a new one may not be a great social loss. In this 
respect,. of course, mine taxation differs from farm or urban 
taxation. 

Still another factor impedes the shifting of a tax upon min
ing operations. Mines are scattered and few· in number, and 
since the investment is relatively fixed and specialized, the 
closing of a mine results in. a considerable depreciation of 
equipment and even a loss of minable ore. Because there is 
so little salvage value, the owner frequently must continue to 
operate a mine with little return aside from that necessary 
to cover direct costs, and the value of having held his or
ganization together. 

To this unavoidable conclusion that society holds something 
of a whip hand over mining companies, there are a few im
portant qualifications. SoCiety does not live by bread alone, 
and regardless of immediate economic consequences the gen
eral ideals of justice . cannot be arbitrarily applied without 
some demoralization. 

From the standpoint of economic theory there is a second 
danger from arbitrary taxation, in that it may cause the 
operator to neglect the lower grades of ore in order to, hasten 
his operati9ns and shorten the taxable life of the mine. If the 
net rent of a mine were small, as in an older mine, and the 
costs of government remained a high fixed charge, such might, 
indeed, be the consequences. Any important tonnage tax or 

· gross income tax can be assumed to raise the grade of minable 
ore to some extent, and economic theory alone will support . 
the Homestake Mining Company in its contention that the 
bullion tax of 193 7 will, to a greater or lesser extent, shorten 
the life of the mine.U 

A third reason for moderation iJ;l a mine tax program is the 
danger of disruption in the political process. From the stand
point of those who believe that the true test of national welfare 

17 Homestake, A South Dakota Enterprise (The Homestake Mining Company, 
Lead, South Dakota, June I, 1939), p. 29. 
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is the vigor and morale of the people, this consideration over
shadows all others, for a function of a tax program is to 
determine the scope of government and, in so doing, to direct 
the energies of the people. When the average citizen pays no 
appreciable taxes, as in some of the towns of the Mesabi Range 
in Minnesota, the democratic system breaks down, the political 
influence of the taxpayers is inconsequential, and the electorate 
votes itself a large number of civic sinecures. The condition 
in Minnesota 18 is an extreme illustration, but it would be true 
elsewhere if the owners of the deposits did not take care to 
prohibit settlement upon the surface land over those deposits. 
Butte, Montana, adjoins, but for the most part is not over and 
cannot tax, "The Richest Hill in the World." 

To summarize: state policy with regard to mine taxation will 
depend to some extent on the nature of the deposit. The value 
of a truly marginal mine is only. the value of the improvements 
thereon, and there is no problem of mine appraisal. In a new 
continent, however, some metallics are inframarginal in nature, 
in that arl effort to speed the extraction of ore encounters the 
law of diminishing returns and rising marginal costs, which in 
turn limits the flow of metal on the market and gives a dif
ferential return to the better mines. The differential return to 
an inframarginal mine may be considered a pure rent to the 
extent that it is not needed to encourage further prospecting. 
Other mines may enjoy a taxable surplus over the profits of 
enterprise because of an oligopoly position. From the purely 
economic point of view, mineral deposits are more vulnerable 
to high taxation than is other property. An arbitrary and 
discriminatory local tax policy, on the other hand, not only 
may result in the gutting of ore deposits, but also has met a 
rising cost of political control. By this is meant not only the 
political pressure outlined in the following chapter, but also 
the political demoralization, the cynicism, the friction between 
local and state political centers, to be more fully described in 
the history of state taxation. 

• Below, Chapter XXVI. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PROBLEM OF POLITICAL· EQUILIBRIUM 

BECAUSE much of the income from metal mines has formed a 
unique sort of economic rent, to which broad, general, and 
uniform rules of taxation cannot be applied, there has resulted 
a complete heterogeneity in methods of treatment. The law in 
each state is therefore a study in political equilibrium. Even 
in the states professing to use the property tax 1 no two use 
exactly the same method, and between the extremes the dif
ference is vast. The ordinary leveling effect of example and 
precept has been of small consequence, and even when, for a 
short while, imported economists or engineers have threatened 
to bring some consistency to the pattern, time and political 
pressures have almost blotted out the memory of their visit, 
and the state has returned to its native culture. To so jnsistent 
a condition there must be some undiscovered logic. 

There are several reasons why the economist cannot ignore 
the field of causation in public finance. Where there is a funda
mental cleavage between interests in any state the problems of 
orderly government are more important than questions of 
economics. Without a realization of the fact that the principles 
he espouses spring originally from the basic rules of govern
ment, the student of public finance may not understand the 
continuous readaptation of the revenue system to the social, 
political, and economic evolution. In a sense it can be said 
that he does deal with causation when he discusses the principles 
and studies the effects of constitutional limitations, but that 
his view has often been limited. 

The fact that the economist has already developed a vo
cabulary and a discipline necessary to deal with problems of 
equilibrium is still another reason for his attention to the 

1 Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Arizona, New Mexico, Alabama, Kansas, 
Missouri. 
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subject. Also, many of the non-economic forces and goals are 
inseparable from the economic, and the laws of equilibrium 

' are universal. In the dark and misty hinterland of the social 
sciences the laws of price are at one' with the basic rules of 
population pressure and of political balance. The multitude 
of equilibria are interdependent and the laws of price only the 
more simple and obvious examples. So universal are the ele
ments in pressure politics that the history of public finance in 
Arizona is cognate with (he problems involved in the establish
ment of a world order. 

When Leroy-Beaulieu objected to the graduated income tax 
on the ground that without uniformity in rates the tax had no 
certainty,2 he betrayed a distrust of the public will common 
to most students, and an unwillingness to accept the fact that 
the real basis for certainty is the equilibrium of pressure 
groups. The advice of Bentham to the judiciary can be read 
with profit by economists: 

Should there be a judge who, enlightened by genius, stimulated by zeal 
to the honest work of reformation, sick of the caprice, the delays, the 
prejudices, the ignorance, the malice, the fickleness, the suspicious ingrati
tude of popular assemblies, should seek with his sole hand to expunge the 
effusions of traditional imbecility, and write down in their room the dic
tates of pure and native justice, let biro but reflect that partial amendment 
is bought at the expense of universal certainty; that partial good thus pur
chased is universal evil; and that amendment from the judgment seat is 
confusion.• 

The revenue laws in each of these states held in equilibrium 
some unusually hostile political forces, not only balancing the 
community desire for equity with its desire for uniformity, but 
arbitrating between pressure groups of widely differing con
ceptions of equity. The farmer thought that the large returns 
to the owners of mineral deposits should be shared by all 
residents of the state; or believed, alternately, that these mines, 
regardless of their need for government services, should be 
taxed in the same manner as other investments. To neither of 

• Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, Traite dt la Science des Finances (1912), I, 184ft. 
1 Quoted by W. S. Holdsworth, "Blackstone's Treatment of Equity," Harvard 

Law Review, 43 (1929), 21 {from Everett Edition of Bentham, 19281 p. 214). 
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these basic theories did the mining interests agree. The out
come of such differences depended upon the pressures that 
might be exerted by the economic groups concerned, and these 
groups varied in strength both between states and over any 
period of time in the same state. The early western placer
mining communities displayed a general .repugnance to any 
sort of tax. Wherever, after !he decline of placer mining, the 
mines maintained some political importance, as in Nevada, 
Montana, or Colorado, the tax tended to be laid upon surface 
improvements and some combination of gross and net income 
rather than upon the value of the mineral deposit. Where the 
pressure upon them was greater, as in Arizona, New Mexico, 
California, and Michigan, the ad valorem tax was applied to 
the mineral deposit, and by law the mine was assessed, like 
other property, upon its market value. But for a long while 
the tax in Arizona, as actually administered, was higher than 
that on other real estate, and in Minnesota the mines not only 
appear to have been assessed higher than their tme value • 
but, besides paying a special license-tax on output, were taxed 
on a higher ratio of their assessment than other property. 

The influence of pressure groups on methods of administra
tion is everywhere in evidence. "Evolution in law, as in other 
cosmic facts," said John Henry Wigmore, "is always the result 
of a conflict of forces." 5 In Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, 
Arizona, and Utah, centralized administration was the result 
of an agrarian drive upon the large corporations, of which the 
mines were usually the principal targets, and the tax com
mission itself appeared to be a weapon of rural majorities. 
Centralized administration did not necessarily mean more 
careful administration, but often it meant only that the errors 
should not be against the interests of the dominant political 
group. In Arizona the tax commission was made an elected, 
rather than an appointive body, even, perhaps, at some loss 
in efficiency, because of the belief that if it were appointed, 
the majority candidate for governor might be attacked and 

• Below, Chapters XXIII, XXVI. 
• John Henry Wigmore, Problems of Law (1920), p. 17 (italics his). 
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beaten on false issues, and control over mine assessments might 
thus indirectly fall into other hands. In the figure of speech 
often used by C. M. Zander, chairman of the tax commission, 
the mines were "assessed from the platform." Never, until a 

· recent shift in political power, did the state make an engineering 
valuation except in self-defense during litigation. A similar 
condition appears to have existed in Minnesota.6 

In a sense the movement toward centralized control of 
assessments was primarily the result of a change in the area 
and population of the political arena. Local mine assessments 
by locally elected officials have never, apparently, been as high 
as the actual value of the property and have often been ex
tremely low, for the local assessor represents the balance of 
power in his community. So, of course, does a tax, commission, 
and when the expansion of the political arena has sufficiently 
altered the balance of power, and whenever the stakes have 
been sufficiently high, the result has been to overvalue the 
mine.7 

A generalized explanation of the difference in the treatment 
accorded these mines must be made with some care. The low 
tax on the early placer mines appears to have been a triumph 
of majority rule,8 and the continued use of moderate methods 
of assessment in the central and northern Rocky Mountain 
states was due in part to the influence of the important number 
of people still interested in small mining operations. But in 
some of these states, as well as in Minnesota, Michigan, and 
Kansas, there operate relatively large companies owned by 
non-residents, and on these the burden of the method of 

• Above, Chapter III. As another illustration of the thesis that administrative 
methods are the product of political contlict note the report of the Idaho State 
Auditor for 19o1-o2, presenting his conclusions as a member of the State Board 
of Equalization: "The law under which railroads are valued and assessed by the 
State Board of Equalization is not for the best interests of the state. . . . We 
must remember that the railroads exert great influence in political conventions, 
and that members of the State Board of Equalization, with this fact constantly 
before them, may be unduly influenced, unless they are very firm men." 

'For illustrations, see the description of the contest over the Climax Molyb
denum tax in 1941 (below, Chapter XIII) as well as the histories of Arizona, 
Minnesota, and Michigan. 

• Below, Chapter V. 
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assessment varied directly with, and more than in proportion 
to, the value of the deposits. The mines in Kansas are assessed 
rather loosely; those in Minnesota have not only been assessed 
upon more than their full value, but pay additional state taxes. 

Table I can be used to illustrate, but not to prove, the point · 
in mind. In general, but not always, the method of taxing the 
mines has been burdensome when the total mineral product, or 
the relation of mineral to farm product,. was high. This is 
obviously true in Minnesota and Arizona, and, together with 
the nature of the deposit, helps to explain the property tax in 
Michigan and New Mexico. The smallness of the ratio in 
Kansas, plus the fact that the deposits are held by farm owners 
before being leased and exploited by the mining company, 
helps to explain why there, as in Alabama and Colorado, the 
administration is local, and, usually, sympathetic to the mine 
owners. The gradual depletion of resources in Arizona and 
New Mexico was accompanied by a lessening of popular de
mand for high assessments.9 South Dakota's relatively burden
some tax appears to have grown partially from an effort of the 
state to take away from Homestake part of the gain resulting 
from devaluation of the dollar. The tax in Idaho and Michigan 
was probably affected by the geographic isolation of the mining 
area as well as by the type of operation. 

The tendency of assessments upon mining property to rise 
more than in proportion to the value of the deposits is a 
phenomena of some significance. It can be explained by the 
rough statement that the agricultural group would not find it 
profitable to make the political effort necessary to place a 
heavy tax on a small mine, or even on one or two large ones. 
A group of mines such as in Michigan, Minnesota, or Arizona, 
on the other hand, might repay in tax yield an intense and 
expensive agrarian drive. Such a statement, of course, raises 
additional questions concerning the way in which such a drive 
is organized and led, the extent to which it is apt to be success
ful, and, particularly, whether a political pressure group acts 
as if it made a computation of the probable costs of and returns 

• For support of these generalizations see corresponding chapters to follow. 
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from political activity. If two political groups, such as those 
of the mining and farming interests, disagree on the proper 
height of state expenditures, what is the basis of the judgment 
of each? A description of the character of the campaigns over 
mine taxation will be postponed to the second part of this book, 
but a few generalizations on the theory of political science 
will be made here. 

The entire history of state taxation of mines suggests the 
use of the marginal analysis in an explanation of revenue 
measures. The mining companies' demand schedule for gov~ 
ernment services might be described as relatively inelastic. 
The early struggles of mine owners to protect their property 
from confiscation by Congress, by Union troops, Confederate 
troops, Indians, and occasionally by strikers,10 suggests that 
for the fundamental services of government, and for admittance 
to a society which respects private property, a company might 
be willing to pay, if necessary, all of its economic rent,11 but 
for additional government activity the mine was less eagerP 
For the primary governmental services, mine owners might be 
taxed on the basis of marginal sacrifice; but after they had 
built their first roads the value of additional state highways 
rapidly became questionable. To a homesteader, on the other 
hand, the protection of property was only one of the important 
political functions. For the education of his children, for 
bridges and roads, and for the protection of life, he needed the 
advantages of a cooperative political organization, and his 

J11 Below~ Chapter XXI. 
n Adam Smith was thinking of basic government services when he concluded: 

"The subjects of every state ought to contribute towards the support of the 
government as nearly as possible, in proportion to their respective abilities; that 
is, in proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protec· 
tion of the state." This would be true of the most elemental need, such as pro
tection of life. Wealth of Nations, book V, ch. i, Part I, "Of Taxes." 

11 In illustration of the attitude of the early miners, note the following extract 
from the By-Laws of December to, I86o, of the Union Mining District in Clear 
Creek County, Colorado, Tenth U. S. Census, XIV, 373· "No lawyer shall be 
permitted to practice law in any court in the district under penalty of not more 
than fifty nor less than twenty lashes and be forever banished from the district." 
Quoted by William E. Colby, December 14, 185o; Californi4 Law Review, 4:439. 
The large mining companies had little more basic need for government than the 
early prospectors, for the owners were residents of, and paid taxes in, other states. 
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~ TABLE 1 
00 

VARIATION IN THE TAXATION OF MINERAL DEPOSITS ...._. 

Agrlc. Mineral Total % 
States product• productb product Mineral Ore tax base 

Alabama 
1925 .... ~ ........ $325,514 $ 14,134 $339,648 4.1 Property tax, local administration, limited tax 
1926 00'0R000000 .... 290,269 13,846 304,II5 4·6 rates; plus three cents a ton on iron ore. 

Arizona 
1925 ~ ~ .......... 55.335 II3 1138 168.473 67.2 Property tax, state administration. 
1926 ............... 52,6?6 II3,536 1661212 68.3 

Colorado 
1925 ............ 213,230 20,851 234,081 ·s.9 One quarter of gross or net, whichever higher. 
1926 ............ 199.766 20,883 221,649 94 Local administration. 

Idaho Net proceeds, local administration, plus an ad-
1925 ············ 174,822 30,662 205,484 14·9 .ditional 3 o/o on net profits for state enacted in 
1926 .............. 146,944 32,969 1?9.913 18.3 1935· 

Kansas 
1925 .............. 539.415 22,017 561,432 3·9 Property tax, local administration. 
1926 ........... ~ 565.451 23,500 588,951 3·9 

Michigan 
1925 ············ 437.788 63,055 500,843 12.5 Property tax, state administration. 
1926 ............ 406,138 68,552 4?4,690 16.8 

Minnesota 
1925 ............ 679.395 96,083 775.478 I2.J Classified property tax, state administration, 
1926 .. ·········· 68o,6?9 103,715 784.394 13.2 plus 6% of defined stage of income. 



Montana 
1925 

1926 
New Mexico 

1925 ........... . 
1926 ....•...••.• 

Oklahoma 
1925 •••••••••••• 

1926 ........... . 
South Dakota 

1925 
1926 

Utah 
1925 
1926 

Wisconsin 
1925 ........... . 
1926 ........... . 

56,669 
65,559 

6,o56 
s,s29 

s,66s 
7.450 

TABLE 1 (CONTINUED) 

353,316 
297,II9 

1 9·7 
18.1 

12.0 

13.6 

I.7 
2.0 

48.1 
sz.o 

·9 
I.I 

Net proceeds, plus graduated tax on gross out
put, ranging from ~ of i% to lo/o. State ad
ministration. 

Property tax, state administration. 

}11 of z% on gross production raised in 1935 
to~ of to/o. 

6% on the value of the gold content, less a flat 
exemption of $zoo,ooo. 

Two times "net proceeds," plus to/o of the 
"gross receipts" for state purposes. 

Property tax, state administration. 

• Compiled by U. S. Department of Agriculture, the World Alma,ac, 1930, p. 324. 
b Compiled by U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Mines, Mineral Resources, 1926, Part I, Summary, pp. A97, A98, Atoo, A103, A1o5, A1o8, A109, 

A11o, A112, Aus, An8, A121, A124. Including only iron, copper, gold, lead, silver and zinc. 
All values are given in thousands of dollars. 
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demand for such services was considerably more elastic. If 
the population had been formed entirely of either type of 
individual the extension of those functions could have been 
made without friction as incomes rose, for the marginal services 
demanded would in each case have approximated in value an 
alternative private purchase. But because these mining states 
were not formed of one homogeneous group, the problem be
came more complex. 

Let us assume two groups of property owners, one composed 
of a dominant majority of voters, and the other wealthy, small 
in numbers, and non-resident. Here is an extreme diversity 
of interests and of political status, for the latter group is with
out direct vote and has no direct benefit from most government 
services. The relation between marginal public and private 
expenditure which might exist with a more homogeneous po
litical body is now impossible, and the budget will balance more 
complex factors. The dominant group now spends its own 
dollars and some of thos-e of the minority 13 as well. The cost 
of its own tax dollar we can assume to be the alternative op
portunity of private expenditure, as before, and its demand 
schedule for government service we can assume to remain 
unchanged; but the cost of acquiring dollars from the minority, 
for expenditure upon functions of primary advantage to the 
majority, raises questions peculiar to government. It is the 
peculiarity of. a tax, in other words, that it has no particular 
legal relationship to the benefit of the taxpayer as an individual. 
The economists explain that it is for the "general" .benefit, and 
the courts 14 give no protection against taxation without benefit. 

18 It is not always true, of course, even in the United States, that the majority 
is politically dominant and the minority politically subordinate, but for con
venience in exposition such a condition is here assumed to be true. The politically 
subordinate group can be defined roughly as that whose representative members 
pay tax dollars of potentially higher marginal utility as pJivate purchasing 
power than as public purchasing power. To the politically dominant group the 
marginal utility of private and public expenditures appears to be approximately 
equal, but there has been a gain in total utility by reason of the fact that it has 
drawn in taxes more from the subordinate group than it has had to spend in the 
political process of expropriation. 

"'T. M. Cooley, A Treatise on The Law of Taxation (New York: Whittlesey 
House, 1934), par. 260 ff. 
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Thus the student of the science of government must consider 
the conditions that determine the height of a tax which one 
group might be compelled to pay for government services it 
does not enjoy. To get at the essence of the problem, let us 
further assume that the tax is truly upon this minority and has 
no economic repercussions upon the majority. To the majority 

, the unit cost per dollar of revenue secured in this fashion 
consists primarily of the trouble of electing and holding in line 
adequate political representation and the difficulty of securing 
accurate information. Payments are in the nature of social 
prestige, political position, salary, and all the other perquisites' 
of office; and, while the effectiveness of the payments will 
depend somewhat upon the availability of aggressive leader
ship, all of these means of payment, particularly the non
pecuniary ones, rise with the importance of the contest, and 
representation appears when it is needed.15 The politically 
contributory group may substitute for its lack of numbers 
social prestige or condemnation, information or propaganda, 
organization, more effective leadership, or even more direct 
pecuniary pressure.16 These weapons will be exercised with 
increasing vigor as the tax appears to be destined for purposes 
progressively less useful to the payer, until the marginal cost 
of defeating the tax bill may equal the probable saving in tax 
dollars. This generalization is subject to many elaborations in 
theory and action. Thus during a year like 1921 or 1935 the 
taxpayer may well feel that the period is critical enough to 
warrant a considerable expenditure of defensive political effort, 
for any tax, once installed, will be difficult to remove. 

To prepare the reader for the charges of corruption and 
bribery that have marked the course of legislation on mine 
taxation and are quoted at times in the history to follow, some 
reference should be made to contemporary observations on the 
use of money in politics. Herring has remarked that "its use 

,. C. M. Zander in Arizona, Victor Power in Minnesota, Joe Dixon in Mon
tana, Senator Doran in Michigan, etc. 

"For some discussion of these forces see Bertrand Russell, Power (New York: 
W. W. Norton, 1936), ch. iii; Charles Edward Merriam, PolitictJl Power (New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1934), particularly chs. x, :dill. , ·. 
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may be condemned because it falls short of a more rational and 
idealistic appeal, but it may also be condoned as a method 
short of violence for securing acquiescence among men." 17 The 
question is, of course, debatable. Whether or not violence would 
be the alternative to present methods of representation is a 
matter of opportunity costs, and it is possible that the steady 
rise in the standard of living might produce a condition in 
which a wealthy minority would lose more by violence than by 
a gradual surrender of a considerable portion of ·its political 
power. In a democratic state the extent of the loss of power 
on the part of the' majority will be limited by decreasing gain 
and increasing cost of political activity. 

· At the time of the formation of any federation, such as the 
United States of America in 1787, or of a future world govern
ment, the power granted each participant must be roughly 
equivalent to its potentiality as a trouble-maker. But as the 
federation matures and population becomes more mobile, and 
representation is by classes rather than by geographic areas, 
the military potential of the various groups becomes con
siderably less threatening, and the opportunity cost of violence 
is infinitely more than the chance of gain for all parties con
cerned. The new cosmic equilibria are now complete in them
selves, resting on the alternative choices before each class for 
the peaceful employment of its respective talents in political, 
social, or economic activity. The alternative of violence is 
generally so unattractive as to be ineffective as a political force 
within a nation~ Even the original constitution, formed to 
balance military power, must now balance political pressure. 

In any case, it is the point of view of this study that the use 
of wealth is not so much a matter to be condoned as to be 
understood as an inherent part of any equilibrium in which 
men's interests are at stake. 

The student of public finance should understand that under 
this equilibrium a tax upon wealth, inheritance, or unusual 
earning power may fall short of the point at which it would be 

1' E. Pendleton Herring, The Politics of Democracy (New York: W. W. Nor
ton, 1940), p. 336. 
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shifted, in a direct pecuniary sense, to the rest of society. The 
limit to the height of the profits tax, like the limit to the height 
of the sales tax, may be economic only in the sense that the 
political groups are motived by economic considerations. 

If this is true, what is to decide the limits to which one group 
may, by the use of the weapons above listed, exploit another 
through domination of the revenue policy of a state? The 
question searches the whole of the science of government, and 
to it such a study as this can hope to give only a partial and 
tentative answer. The answer will need to be couched in what 
is now economic terminology, for the problem is one of de
t~rmining the forces behind an equilibrium. If we assume that 
the money taken from a minority must be spent for serviCes 
which, like education or roads, are used primarily by the 
majority, the equilibrium will be reached somewhat in the 
following fashion. At certain levels of expenditure the majority 
will find it as easy to exact dollars from the minority as to earn 
tax dollars, and with the aid of this additional fund the majority 
can afford higher total public expenditures. Government serv
ices will expand beyond those that would be available to the 
majority alone, and yet not so far that the marginal cost to 
the majority, either of his own tax dollar or the one he secures 
from the minority, is as high as it would have been without the 
aid of the minority .18 

By definition it follows that if the machinery of government 
allowed, the majority would prefer to use most of the minority 
tax dollars as a direct supplement to private income rather 
than to extend the services of government. The demand 
schedule for government service on the part of this group 
may be assumed to remain constant, and the point at which, 
normally, it would prefer dollars for private expenditure to 
public service of like cost may be the same as before. If it 
were convenient under our plan of government, therefore, the 
members of the dominant group would prefer to divert the 
tax dollars of the contributing element to their own pockets. 

18 For illustration see the study of the cost of education in Aruona, below, 
Chapter XXVII. 
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This phenomenon has nowhere been more in evidence than in 
the Mesabi Range in Minnesota/9 where, in an effort to take 
full advantage of the fact that the mines pay over 90 per cent 
of the local tax, the number and salary of employees in some 
municipalities has been strikingly over-extended. Yet, even in 
such circumstance, the amount of satisfaction derived from this 
supplementary source of individual income is distinctly limited 
by the fact that the supply of labor above the market price is 
very elastic, and whether the job is appointive or elective, any 
return considerably above the normal will bring increasing 
competition for the job. It is this fact as much as any other 
which confines public expenditure to services for general benefit. 

This barest possible framework in political science is re
peatedly illustrated by the history of mine taxation. Each 
session of the legislature was an example in simultaneous 
equations, for every adjustment in expenditures demanded a 
new distribution of the tax, which in turn necessitated a new 
adjustment in expenditures. A rapid expansion of the tax base, 
coincident to a higher valuation of mines, as in Arizona after 
1912, appears to have led to an expansion of government 
services in· almost, but not quite,· the same proportion. 20 The 
mine owners in the more important mining states have paid 
a higher assessment in relation to the value of their property 
than have non-miners, but the rate on net income has not 
necessarily been high, 21 and political equilibrium has been 
reached before the weight of the tax threatened material injury 
to the mining prospects of the state. 

If the point of equilibrium is reached before there is a 
significant shifting of the tax, the fact is of some consequence 
to the economic planner. It may help to explain, for instance, 
the tendency for the profile of income distribution to remain 
unchanged for long periods of time, it may act to frustrate any 
proposal to end a period of secular business stagnation by a 
redistribution of income, and it may operate to make a success
ful war economy difficult in a democratic state. The history of 

•• Below, Chapters XXIV, XXVI. 
""Below, Chapter XVIII. 
111 Below, Chapter XXVII. 
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mine taxation -indicates that the democratic process will allow 
a considerable net rent, in the larger use of the term, to those 
favored by economic or political advantage. The marginal cost 
of redistributing the less accessible portion of this rent is more 
than the benefit to the potential recipients. 

The struggle over mine taxation has always been discon
tinuous, with sessions of excitement followed by long periods 
of relative quiet. As Morris Cohen suggests, the contest itself 
is very like war. "We fight without compromise and without 
doubt, and if anyone suggests that the other side might have 
some rights that we ought at least to investigate, we regard 
him as an enemy or perhaps a paid agent of the other side." 22 

Ethical principles become confused. The majority is convinced 
that the majority should rule and fears that it does not, while 
the minority fears that the majority does rule and believes that 
it should not. Like war, the contest itself is inherently unpro
ductive, in an economic sense, and if the same issues arose to 
be settled year after year, we should be reduced to the dark 
ages. Fortunately, however, the boundary lines established by 
fair and open clash of forces can be marked upon the statute 
books, and botli sides can retire to their business, leaving the 
scene to the tentative shouts of a few sentinels on the left. 

To summarize to this point: the primary task, in such a 
study as this, is to analyze the differences in state policy. 
Those differences have been marked, primarily, by the tendency 
of the base of assessments to rise more than in proportion to 
the relative value within the state of this type of property. 
The condition can be explained only in terms of pressure-group 
economics, and suggests the use of the marginal analysis to 
explain the extent to which such an attempt might be success
ful. The purpose is not to develop, at this place, a theory of 
political economics, but to indicate the inferences that may be 
drawn from the particular state histories at hand. In general 
this experience confirms the thesis that while the pressure upon 
any one group will vary with its wealth, the defenses accorded 
wealth, in a democratic state, enable it to limit the amount of 

• Morris Cohen, "Absolutism in Legal Thought," Pen1r.sylva11ia JAw Review, 
84:712-
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confiscation. In actual practice the tax on the property of non
resident mine owners has usually stopped short of that level 
at which it would b~ shifted to the community in the way of loss 
of its mineral resources. 

Let us turn now from political science to an immediate 
problem in the art of government. The history of mine taxa
tion illpstrates one of the most important bases of certainty 
or stability in the legal system, and against any. background 
of political conflict the value of such stability is unusually 
apparent. From 1912 to 1920, when mine taxation was a 
subject of widespread and bitter dispute, the more important 
of the published studies on the subject unanimously endorsed 
the ad valorem tax upon mineral deposits.23 The arguments 
were largely negative in character. The authors found that, 
contrary to the protestations of mine owners and operators, 
deposits of most common minerals could be appraised as prop
erty, and there appeared to be .no logical reason, therefore, to 
remove them from under' the same property tax that was 
applied to neighboring real estate. Neglecting differences in 
benefit from government service, these studies recommended 
uniform application of the ad valorem system. They inferred, 
as does the common law, that the state should tax property 
lying in a given political subdivision at a uniform rate, and 
under a uniform method of valuation, as if the benefit were the 
same. Inasmuch. as the whole struggle over mine taxation has 
risen from this difference in benefit from government services, 
and a resulting difference in attitude toward state policies of 
taxation and expenditure, this theory of uniformity in revenue 
systems lies at the heart of the question of mine taxation. The 
basis for the need of uniformity has been little understood by 
the economists since Adam Smith, and the subject is important 
enough to repay a brief review. 

Debate on the need for uniformity in legislative matters 
reaches back into the beginning of constitutional history, for 

·• Report of the New Mexico Special Revenue Commission (1920); Levine, 
The Taxation of Mines in Montana; Young, Mine Taxation in the United States; 
Report of the Committee on Taxation of Mines and Mineral Lands, Proceedings 
of the National Tax Association, 1913, p. 387. 
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the development of democratic as opposed to autocratic rule 
was chiefly characterized by the recognition of the rights of 
individuals to protection from arbitrary and discriminatory 
actions of their rulers, whether those rulers were monarchical 
or parliamentary. 

Of the economists, Adam Smith, in his first two canons of 
taxation, came the nearest to an expression of the legal tradi
tions of his day and country. He expressed the popular hope 
for equity, but recognized even more clearly the necessity that 
a tax be certain and not arbitrary. A very great degree of 
inequity appeared to be not so great an evil as a very small 
degree of uncertainty.24 Uncertainty, we have since learned, 
may come from many conditions: from failure to administer 
laws impartially, from erratic legislation, from doubt as to 
legislative intent or court interpretation, and from the rapidity 
of social change disrupting the continuity of the law. In the 
England of his day the emphasis was upon administrative im:.. 
partiality and clarity in the law, but in America, as in England 
a hundred years before, there was a demand not only for pro
cedural certainty but also for uniformity in the substantive 
content of the law.25 When Justice Coke had maintained that 
above the king was God and the Law, he meant, in the phrase 
of the Magna Charta, the law of the land, and into this phrase 
he had read the common law, protecting all men by the uni
versality of its rules.26 

10 "The tax which each individual is bound to pay ought to be certain, and not 
arbitrary. The time of payment, the manner of payment, the quantity to be 
paid, ought to be clear and plain to the contributor, and to every other person. 
Where it is otherwise, every person subject to the tax is put more or less in the 
power of the tax gatherer, who can either aggravate the tax upon any obnoxious 
contributor, or extort, some present or prerequisite to himself. The uncertainty 
of taxation encourages the insolence and favours of the corruption of an order 
of men who are naturally unpopular, even where they are neither insolent nor 
corrupt. The uncertainty of what each individual ought to pay is, in taxation, a 
matter of so great importance, that a very considerable degree of inequality, it 
appears, I believe, from the experience of all nations, is not near so great an evil 
as • •• very small degree of uncertainty." Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, book V, 
ch. u. 

• Rodney L. Mott, Due Process of Law (Indianapolis: Bobbs Merrill, 1926), 
chs. iv, vi, vii, viii. 

• Mott, ch. iv; Hastings Lyon and Herman Block, Edward Coke, Oracle of 
the Law (Boston: Houghton Miffiin Co., 1929), p. 179. 
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The theory of judicial supremacy faded somewhat in Eng- · 
land during the eighteenth century, but in America the writings 
of Coke as the jurist and John Locke as the lay philosopher 27 

~orninated legal opinion. Fear of arbitrary taxation and ex
traordinary arrests underlay the North Carolina Petition of 
Liberties, the Declaration of Independence, and the fifth amend
ment to the Federal Constitution.28 During the maturing 
process . thereafter the same question repeatedly appeared 
before the courts, as witness Webster's successful plea in the 
Dartmouth College Case.29 Even before the Civil War, 8o per 
cent of the states had the equivalent of a due process clause 
in their constitutions and the essence of due process is that men 
be assured that the law under which they are governed has 
stability over time and is applied generally to all citizens. This 
is'the relation between the law as represented by the fifth and 
fourteenth amendments and the accepted principles of public 
finance. "The individual,". said Cardozo, "cannot be singled 
out from among his fellows and made the victim of the shafts 
of malice .... " 30 Neither can this discrimination be practiced 
by legislative bodies, as Locke and many others have pointed 
out. "What is personal and arbitrary in mandate and restraint 
does not gain rationality and coherence because it takes the 
form of statute. The legislature does not speak with finality as 
to the measure of its power. The final word is for the courts." 31 

Uniformity, in brief, can be sacrificed only to a relatively 
constant social policy. 32 

"'"Freedom of men under government is to have a standing rule to live by, 
common to every one of that society and made by the legislative power erected 
in it." Treatise on Civil Government, book 2, sec. 21, quoted by Benjamin 
Cardozo in The Paradoxes of Legal Science (Columbia University Press, 1928), 
p. 97· 

""Mott, cbs. iv, vi, vii, viii; Lucius Pope McGehee, Due Process of Law 
Under the Federal Constitution (1906)' pp. s. I7, ns. 

• "By the law of the land is most clearly intended the general law; a law, 
which hears before it condemns; which proceeds upon inquiry and renders judg

. ment only after trial. The meaning is, that every citi2en shall hold his life, 
liberty, property, and immunity under the protection of the general rule which 
governs society." (Mott, p. 202.) 

.., Cardozo, p. 97. 
st Frederic R. Condert, Certainty and Justice (1913), p. 99· 
12 We have already observed that Leroy-Beaulieu's objection to the progres-
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The word "certain" is too inclusive to indicate this char
acteristic of the tax system. The word "simplicity" is too weak 
and passive and appears to represent the point of view of the 
administrator only. Consider, for instance, the dissenting 
opinion of Justice Hughes in the Oliver Iron Mining Case: 

If the ore bodies should be assessed upon net profits discounted to 
present value, all other real property in the state should be assessed upon 
the same basis. Otherwise, uniformity, which is an essential of taxation 
would be destroyed.• 

An attempt to assess all property upon the present value of 
future net profits would not be considered by the casual ob
server as a move in the direction of simplicity, even though it 
might produce a more uniform method of taxation. In many 
instances, on the other hand, a move in the direction of uni
formity is also a move toward administrative simplicity, as 
witness the following extract from a report of the Minnesota 
State Tax Commission: 

Thi classification referred to previously bears in mind that while it is 
important in classifying ore deposits of the magnitude of those in Minne- · 
sota, to give individual consideration to them, it is very essential also that 
some uniformity in classification be followed. There must necessarily be a 
fine distinction between the elements on which individual distinction can 
be given, and those where uniform rules should be applied.• 

The value of uniformity is obvious. Because political activity 
must be fed by economic activity, individuals cannot each go 
personally to the seat of government for representation. Uni-

sive income tax was based on the fact that the rates were purely arbitrary, bear
ing no definite relation to each other or to the cost or value of government 
service to individuals so classified. Those in the upper brackets appeared to have 
no protection against confiscation. (Traitd de Ia Science des Finances, I, 184 II.) , 
That even under dictatorship progressive taxation must be accompanied by some 
rules of uniformity is indicated by Dobriner's conclusions on the results of 
Germany's attempt to tax persons with small incomes. ". . . any routine pro
cedure which collects direct taxes from people with small incomes must strictly 
apply acknowledged principles of equity. Even of greater importance is it to 
safeguard each member of his social group with a like burden, than to arrange a 
fair distribution between rich and poor .... " Herman George Dubriner, "An 
outline of Germany's Experience in Taxing Persons with Small Incomes," Tlt.e 
Bulkti11 of tht National Tas Associatiora, December 1939. 

• Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron Mining Company, I, 334· 
"Sixteenth Biennial Report, Minnesota Tax Commission, p. 32. 
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formity of law binds them together in a common destiny and 
a common strength. Uniformity in tax base narrows debate to 
the relatively simple matter of expenditures. Note for instance 
the relative quiet which descended upon the Arizona legislature 
after the session of 1915 placed all real estate, mining and 

' non-mining, under the property tax. Witness also the tendency 
in states using special measures to change them frequently. 

But the other side of the argument is stated by Bentham in 
the paragraph quoted at the begining of this chapter. It cannot 
be denied that the certainty finally achieved in Arizona was 
based only partially on the theoretical uniformity in application 
of the property tax, and was due even more to the fact that the 
ad valorem tax held in equilibrium forces within the state 
which were not destined to change materially thereafter. For 
the advisor in public finance the question is as Bentham left 
it to what extent must certainty and uniformity rest on the 
outcome of political pressure, and to what extent can it be 
imposed from the judgment seat? · 

Haig's treatment of the problem in New Mexico 85 might 
well be the classic example of the fact that when political and 
economic conditions in a state are unsettled, a degree of im
mediate certainty can be given to the law by an insistence upon 
procedural and stibstantive uniformity in the revenue system. 
If that uniformity is found, eventually, to run counter to the 
policy of the state,· equilibrium will be found in another direc
tion, but unless the advice. of the tax expert and the balance of 
forces in the community are too far apart, this immediate 
certainty may be of material political value. 

To summarize this chapter: to understand the variegated 
pattern presented by the history of mine taxation, it is nec
essary to have in mind a few of the basic principles of political 
science, for this is in reality a case study in government. The 
clear-cut divisions of interest between the non-resident mine 
owner and the farming element has presented to these states a 
formidable exercise in self-government, and while the solutions 
have varied with economic and political conditions, they have 

'"'Below, Chapter XIX. 
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taken a pattern which seems to submit to the marginal analysis. 
The advisers in public finance who have been called upon to 
recommend, on the basis of theory, the solution to the mine 
tax problem have generally endorsed the ad valorem tax. This 
form of taxation has been .considered and criticized in Chap· 
ter I, but the real issue lies in the field of law and government 
rather than economics. There is truly a valid reason for treating 
all property uniformly, and a recommendation to that effect 
utilizes one of the basic drives in popular government; but 
certainty, as Bentham suggested, is basically dependent upon 
equilibrium between pressure groups. The principle of uni
formity, therefore, is most useful to the adviser in public 
finance during a period of change, when such uniformity is 
not too much at variance with the natural equilibrium point 
between pressure groups. The states which once adopt a urii· 
form tax law will modify it thereafter by methods of admin
istration, as in New Mexico or Arizona, or by new tax laws, 
as in Minnesota. 



PART II 

STATES WITH OTHER THAN THE AD VALOREM TAX 



CHAPTER V 

THE EARLY WESTERN PROSPECTORS 

THE STRUGGLE over the taxation of mines has been only a part 
of the contest over the wealth within them. From the earliest 
discoveries of important metal deposits in the United States 
there has always been a difference of opinion over the extent 
to which it was necessary, for the healthy development of those 
resources, to give title to successful prospectors, and only after 
many years of debate did Congress decide to open mineral 
lands, like other parts of the public domain, to common access. 
Except that now it was couched in terms of tax burdens to be 
borne by the industry, the states containing these deposits faced 
the same question. Basically the problem had to do with the 
economic rent of mines, though this is not to suggest that the 
final decision, either as to private ownership or as to the height 
of the tax, has been made purely on economic grounds. 

As this chapter will indicate, the pattern of the struggle was 
confused during the earlier years of western gold and silver 
mining. Soon after the opening of the California gold rush, 
President Polk recommended that the government either re
serve the mineral lands or sell them in small tracts at a minimum 
fixed price,t and the Senate Public Lands Committee reported 
a bill providing for the sale of such tracts at $1.50 per acre. 
But there was a strong sentiment favoring the exploitation of 
mineral resources by sale to the highest bidder, or otherwise, 
to help defray the expenses of the Civil War/A Even as late 
as 1864 a resolution was introduced into the House pointing 
out that inasmuch as the United States had succeeded to the 
sovereignty of the region containing the mines of Colorado and 

1 E. M. Mack, His,Of'y of Nevad4 (Glendale, California: The Arthur H. 
Clark Co., 1936), p. 423. 

1 
R. W. Raymond, Mines and Milling Wese of else Rocky Moun~ns (1871), 

p. 422. Mack, p. 254. 
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Arizona, the individuals and companies occupying mines there
in were there only. by sufferance and had no right to continue 
to induce the investment of capital by innocent parties.3 At 
least three resolutions were introduced proposing that the 
federal government announce its intention to retain possession 
of its mineral lands.4 

I 

To quiet their titles, therefore, the miners were forced to 
work in two directions. On the one hand each mining camp 
established its own rules for the location of claims and for 
the determination of ownership of lode mines.5 In the prep
aration of these rough codes the men drew on the experience 

· of those who had worked in other camps, or who were familiar 
with the laws of the European continent,6 but even with this 
rough foundation the growth of mineral law was slow and beset 
with continuous litigation and even bloodshed. In most early 
territories .the lack of surveyed lines made it necessary to 
confine locations to statements placed in containers under piles 
of rock, and proof of ownership rested on sworn statements 
of witnesses to the effect that they had seen a location at a 
certain place and time. Sites of valuable lode claims, in par
ticular, were scenes of continuous difficulty. Mack, writing 

I of Nevada, notes that at one time the Ophir mine was a party 
to thirty-seven suits; the Yellow-Jacket, to thirty-two; the 
Savage, to twenty-nine; and the Gould and Curry, to twenty.7 

One of the reasons for the demand for higher mine taxation in 
Leadville, Colorado, was the heavy expense incident to the 

. determination of titles in California Gulch.8 Stakes were high 
and judges' salaries low, and in Nevada there were frequent 
charges of judicial corruption. Led by William M. Stewart, 
a mass meeting of several thousand people in Virginia City, 
in 1864, demanded and secured the resignation of a number 
of judges.9 

1 38th Congress, first session, pt. 2, p. 186o, April 27, 1864. 
'Sylvester Mowry, Arizona and Sonora (3rd ed., 1864), p. 212. 
5 W. E. Colby, California Law Re"View, 4 (1916), 37· 
• Mack, p. 428. 
'Mack, p. 248. 8 Below, Chapter XII, p. s. 
• Mack, pp. 257 ff. For illustration of an early codification of laws defining 
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On the other hand, whatever the miners might do to de
termine mine ownership among themselves did not alter the fact 
that so far as Congress was concerned they were trespassers, 
and they were therefore forced to contend for property rights 
in a national arena, the center of which seemed far away. The 
proposal that the federal government retain title to or in some 
other manner exploit these resources met with indignation and 
resentment from the entire West. In Idaho, said Bancroft, the 
Union party was thrown out of power in the territorial elections 
of 1864, largely because of the threat of federal taxation.10 In 
Colorado the message of Governor Sam H. Albert to the legis
lature of 1865 urged, in a manner that would have drawn the 
applause of Adam Smith, that the experience of all nations had 
indicated the advantage of private exploitation of natural re
sources. 

J'he Seigniorage Act now pending before Congress proposes a system of 
tenantry and rental. All experience and all reason point to a system of 
absolute ownership as the only wise and correct policy. . . . Occupants 
make permanent improvements as owners, not as tenants. . ; . It is the 
better policy for the general government. Revenues is the end desired. 
The wealth of a nation consists in the wealth of its citizens. . . . 

· Let Congress pass a revenue law taxing the gross proceeds of our mine 
5 per cent, and they will drive our mines from the country. . . . 

Let Congress pass the Seigniorage Act, establishing a system of tenantry, 
and crown our mountains with rent collectors, and the system will fail as 
years ago it failed as applied to our lead mines. 

But let the General Government provide for the survey of our mining 
districts; let her give at moderate compensation, these mines in fee simple 
to the discoverer and prospector, under pre-emption and discovery laws, 
guarding against fraud and monopoly; let her leave the development and 
operation to the energy and enlightened self-interest of the owner, and this 
territory will pour into her coffers largely more revenue than under any 
system of tenantry.u 

The Idaho legislature petitioned Congress both against a 
mine tax and against the proposal to sell the mines containing 
precious metals, giving as their objection the danger that such 

the or~~:anization and authority of mining districts, see Statutes of the State of 
Nevada, 1866, p. 141. 

"'Hubert H. Bancroft, History of tht Pacific States (San Francisco, 1882-
90): vol. XXVI, Washing toll, Idaho, arr.d MollttJIIa, p. 268. 

11 Till Mims Register, Central City, Colorado, January u, 1865. 
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a program would seriously discourage initiative and interfere 
with the development of mining, and urging that it ignored the 
sacrifices made to develop the mines and to defend them from 
the Indians. Such a proposal, said the legislature, overlooked 
the great uncertainty attending mining operations in general 
and controverted "the clause of the Federal Constitution . . .. 
which declares that all taxes shall be uniform, as the proceeds 
of all mines are subject to the direct and income taxes prescribed 
by the Revenue laws of the United States, like all property and 
justly should not be doubly taxed." 12 

From Arizona Lieutenant Sylvester Mowry went east as the 
"delegate elect" of his community, to present to Congress the 
petition of sao residents of Arizona, "better known as the 
Gadsden Purchase," begging for the organization of a new ter
ritory. Since annexation, said the petition, the federal govern· 
ment had inadequately replaced the protection withdrawn by 
Mexico, and the mine owners had neither title to their mines 
nor help in their troubles with the Apaches.13 As the movement 
for federal retention of these mineral lands grew in Washington, 
Lieutenant Mowry, himself a mine owner, carried on a vigorous 
and active campaign against it and told the readers of the New 
York Herald that a fair tax would be paid "readily and hon
estly" but that an onerous one would impede the opening of 
mines and thus "kill the goose with the golden egg." 14 This 
warning, together with a suggestion that the mine owners of 
Arizona would fight for their claims and revolt if such a law 
were passed, he published in a pamphlet on Arizona and Sonora 

111 Quoted in the Idaho World, January 7, 1866. 
18 The document resolved: "That many of your petitioners have expended 

their time and means in opening and prospecting rich mines of Copper and Silver, 
and have been driven from them by the Indians -losing their all and also many 
valuable lives. 

"That the territory is immensely rich in minerals, especially Silver and Cop
per; and, as your petitioners most firmly believe, the development of these mines 
will make a change in the currency of the world, only equaled by that caused by 
the gold mines of California. 

"That a great part of the Territory, between the Rio Grande and Tucson, is 
susceptible of cultivation and will support a large agricultural population. . . ." 
Sylvester Mowry, Memoir of the Proposed Territory of Arizona (1857). 

,. Mowry, Arizona and Sonora, p. 212. 
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which went through three editions.15 But as the Civil War 
swept over Arizona, Mowry lost most of his constituents, and 
the raids of Union and Confederate forces combi11ed with Indian 
depredations to discourage mining in southern Arizona for sev
eral years.16 

Within Congress the opposition to government exploitation 
was led by senators Conness of California and William Stewart 
of N evada.17 In the owners of the Comstock Lode Mr. Stewart 
had constituents of wealth and influence, including the Bank of 
California, and the uncertainty of title to so valuable a deposit 
had grown to be a problem of momentous importance. Indeed, 
one of the more important reasons for Nevada's successful 
petition for statehood in 1864 had been the desire to increase 
the pressure for federal recognition of mining titles.18 Upon its 
organization on December 21, 1864, the legislature asked by 
resolution that Congress defer action on the question of the 
disposal of mining property until the arrival of Stewart, their 
first senator. 

To the bill providing for a District Court of Nevada, these 
two men secured an amendment to the effect that the customs 
and regulations of miners be regarded as law and be enforced 
by the courts of the United States, and that no title to mineral 
land be affected by the fact that paramount title to such lands 
still lay in the United States. The amendment provided that 
each case should be adjusted by the law of possession, thus 
establishing the principle of possessory rights, later to affect the 
entire problem of state taxation of minerallands.19 

21 Mowry, Arizona and Sonora, p. zu. 
u The Territory of Arizona, printed by act of legislature (1874), makes the 

following reference to mining in Pima County, southern Arizona. After stating 
that considerable investment had been made in the county after the Gadsden 
Purchase with fair prospect of success, it continues, "About this time the Great 
Rebellion broke out, and the Confederate forces took possession and confiscated 
or destroyed all property known to belong to Union men; then the Union forces 
retook the country and confiscated or destroyed all property known to belong 
to those in sympathy with the Rebellion, and the Indians and marauding bands 
took what was left irrespective of creed or parties" (p. 20). Until 1872, said 
this pamphlet, there had been no attempt to revive mining in Pima County. 
See also Mowry, Arizona and Sonora, ch. xi. 

*'Colby, Calijonlia Law Review, 4 (1916), 439· 
11 Mack, p. 254. :u Mack, p. 430. 
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In 1866 a bill framed by the secretary of the treasury for 
regulation and occupation of mineral lands provided that lands 
should be surveyed and sold to the highest bidders,20 but 

·Stewart was able to substitute his own, passed July 26, 1866, 
opening all mineral lands to exploitation by citizens of the 
United States. Federal patents were to be granted to those who 
had expended $I,ooo in improvements and labor, according to 
the rule of each mining district.21 

Aside from protection of property rights, however, the early 
miners felt no great need for government, and attempts to tax 
them met with little success. With few exceptions the various 
attempts to place a tax on placer mining in the West were fruit
less, and even the individual operators of small lode mines ap
pear usually to have escaped taxes either on the value of their 
mines or on the production. On this the evidence is not com
plete, for laws were capriciously enforced and records of early 
tax. collections are meager, but in general the only successful 
mine taxes were those levied upon the larger companies. 

Governor Burnett, in his annual message to the California 
legislature of 1851, three years after the first important gold 
discoveries, pointed out that while six grazing counties with a 
population of 6,367 paid $41,705.26 in taxes, and the agricul
tural counties with a population of 79, 778 paid $246,24 7. 7 I in 
taxes, the twelve m~ning counties with a population of II9,917 
paid only $21,253.66. The poll tax in mining counties was 93 
per cent delinquent.22 By 1861 the mining counties of that 
state still held control of the legislature, and the same problem 
still existed. The cOmmercial and agricultural counties, with a 
combined voting populatioq of s8,933 paid $444,915·95 in state 
taxes, while the mining counties with a voting population of 
60,797 paid only $168,425.26.23 But a comparison of these fig-

• Mack, p. 4301 and Raymond, p. 422. 
11 Session Laws, 39, Session I, ch. 262, p. 251 (x866). It had earlier enacted 

among many war license taxes one of $xo upon all miners whose "receipts" 
should exceed $1,000. Session Laws, 38, Session II, 78 (1865). 

t:~W. C. Fankhauser, "A Financial History of California," University of Cali
fornia Publications in Economics, 3 (1913), 184 ff. 

• Fankhauser, pp. 184 ff. 
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ures on voting population indicates a continuous gain by the 
non-mining areas, and in 1864 the legal exemption of mines 
from the property tax was discontinued. 24 

In various forms the same conditions held true in other min· 
ing communities. In 1870 miners formed 40 per cent of the 
"occupied" population of Montana, 30 per cent in Nev~:!-da, and 
6o per cent in Idaho,25 but as a general rule the taxes they paid 
were small. During most of the placer mining era in Gold 
Canyon, in what is now Nevada, the territory was a part of 
Utah, which had no laws relative to mines or mine taxation.26 

The Territory of Idaho wrote into its first revenue code a tax of 
I per cent "upon all net proceeds or receipts of all mines; min· 
ing claims and mining interests . . . ," but, according to the 
leading organ of the mining element, the law was unenforced 
and unenforceable.27 From that part of the territory which 
included what is now Montana the tax collector in 1864 re· 
ported the collection of any sort of tax to be difficult. 

B. F. Lambkin 
Territorial Auditor 

Lewiston, Idaho 
Dear Sir: 

Virginia City, Idaho Territory 
August 3rd, 1864 

Enclosed find simply a report of the amount of money received by the 
County Treasurer of Madison County. We have a rebellion here and can 
do nothing with the revenue law of the Territory. Our merchants have 
held indignation meetings and all refuse to pay the license, and about nine 
tenths refuse to pay the poll tax. The laws are very odious and unpopular 
with the people, and what makes it worse is the' fact we are separated from 
you and are soon to be organized as Montana Territory. The Governor is 
alrearly here and another drawback is, we have no published copy of the 
law, and we cannot show authority for collecting taxes. We have nothing 
but an old bill introduced into the House or Council but is not a certified 
copy of the law .... 

Yours truly, 
R. M. HAGAMAN. 

• California Statutes, 1863-64, p. 471. . 
• Table XXX, Ninth Census, Population and Social Statistics. 
• Mack, p. 198. 
"ldalso World, April u, 1863. 
• Report of the Territorial Auditor of Idaho Territory, December I, 1864, 

p. 8. 
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The first legislature of the Territory of Montana, meeting in 
December, r864, repealed the Idaho mine tax of I per cent on 
the net proceeds and substituted a measure which appears to 
have placed the property tax on net proceeds.29 In I866 Mon
tana readopted the tax of $I on every $roo of net proceeds,80 

but in r869 exempted mines and mining claims, except forma
chinery and surface improvements,31 and the United States 
patent cost of $5 an acre. 

The Territory of Arizona was organized during the gold 
flurry of r863 and 1864, and·the excitement in Yavapai County 
apparently influenced the location of the territorial capital at 
Prescott.32 In recognition of the fact that one of the reasons 
for organization of the territory was the need for Indian pro
tection, Governor John M. Goodwin, first territorial governor, 
suggested to the first legislative session at Prescott, September 
26, I864,88 that all dividend-paying mines might be taxed with
out obstructing the development of the country, a~d that a 
license tax could be required from f~reign miners. He further 
recommended that a large proportion of the money realized 
from taxing the mines be set apart as "a fund for raising, arm
ing, and supporting in the field companies of citizens, organized 
as rangers, to operate against the hostile Apaches, until the last 
one is subdued." The Howell Code 34 adopted by this legislature 
levied a tax of 5 per cent on the net proceeds of the operations 
of associations, partnerships, or individuals engaged in mining, ' 
with an additional tax of so¢ on each one hundred dollars in 
value of its real estate, such tax to be in lieu of other tax on 

1111 Montana Session Laws, r864, pp. 428, 532. 
ao Montana Session Law&, Third Session, p. 28. 
11 Montana Session Laws, Fifth Session, pp. 42, 55· 
11 Bancroft, Works (San Francisco, I882-90), XVII, Arizona and New Mex

ico, pp. 580, 586. For descriptions of placer mining during the sixties see Mowry, 
Arizona and Sonora; R. C. McCormick, Arizona, Its Resources and Prospects 
(reprint of letter to the New York Tribune of June 26, r865, describing the 
known mineral wealth of four Arizona counties) ; Mack (pseudonym) in the 
Evening Post, New York, December 30, 1865 (weekly edition), with descriptions 
of placer mines in Arizona (Bancroft Library). 

• Frank C. Lockwood, Pioneer Days in Arizona (New York: Macmillan, 
1932), p. 152. 

61 Drawn by Justice William T. Howell, Judge of the First Judicial District. 
Lockwood, p. 261. 
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machinery, implements, real estate, or fixtures. Sixty per cent 
of the proceeds were to be paid into the territory treasury for 
the employment of soldiers to protect mining property from 
Indian raids.35 The law was repealed two years later.36 

But while these early prospectors were opposed to taxes upon 
mining as such,· they did find an important source of revenue 
in the Chinese, who were adept placer miners and usually moved 
into a gold field soon after the cream of the deposits had been 
skimmed by the whites.37 The first tax upon them was ap
parently only a part of a general confiscatory law directed at 
miners who were not natives of the United States or who had 
not become citizens under the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. 
This foreign miners' license of 1850 38 levied $2o a month for 
the privilege of mining in California, with the alleged purpose 
of better maintaining government in the mining counties, and 
it was intended to remain in force until the governor should, 
by proclamation, announce the passage of a law by Congress 
whereby the United States government assumed the duty of 
regulating the mining of precious metals in the state. The 
governor was directed to appoint one collector of the license for 
each mining county and one for the county of San ~rancisco.39 

The act was received with great indignation by the large 
foreign population, and the Spanish-Americans of southern 
California, some .of whom hailed from Sonora, Mexico, and 
some of whom were old residents of the state, openly resented 
this attempt to expel them from the mines!0 The courts refused 
to interfere. In People ex. Rel. the Attorney General v. Na
glee u the supreme court held that the charge was a fee, which 
the foreigner need pay only if he chose to engage in mining 
operations. "It is a license fee, and not a tax; and unless the 

• Howell Code, pp. 409, 241. 
10 Compiled Laws of Arizona, I864-187r, p. 487. 
81 Bancroft, History of the Pacific States: vol. XXVI, Washington, Idaho, and 

Montana, p. 427. 
• Statutes of California, 1849-So, p. 144. 
• Fankhauser, pp. 101 ff. 
• Bancroft, Works: vol. XXIII, History of Cali/ot'ftiG, VI, 604. Josiah Royce, 

Cali!onli4 (r886), pp. 356-368. 
111 

I Calif. 2J2, 253 (I8SO). 
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statute be constitutional, we see not how,any license law can 
be constitutional." 42 

In a mass meeting in Stockton on March 6, r8sx, the act was 
called a scheme to depress the southern mines; 43 for it had 
resulted in loss of business and had aroused the opposition of 
the merchants. In spite of widespread evasion the act pro
duced a revenue of over $33,ooo during the time it was in force. 
In 18 5 I the law was repealed, and a year later a new license 
tax was adopted ~hich fixed the fee at $3 a month.44 

The original law, incidentally, well represented popular 
sentiment among a large group of miners in southern California, 
where there had been some effort to expel Mexican and South 
American miners by mob violence. In July, 1852, Spanish
American and French owners of expensive and valuable claims 
in Mariposa were violently dispossessed, and there were reso
lutions ordering foreign miners from other claims.45 

Prejudices were not so strong in the North, but in the spring 
of 1852, resolutions passed by miners' meetings at Bidwell's 
Bar, at Foster's Bar, at the Rough and Ready, and elsewhere, 
attempt~d to exclude foreigners from nearby workings. The 
miners at Bidwell's Bar expressed their indignation against 
"all merchants and shipping agents engaged in transporting a 
countless number of villains from all parts of the world to 
California." 46 

In any case the license of $3 a month was found to be more 
practical and perhaps a narrowing of objective.47 Chinese 
translations of the act of 18 53 were ordered circulated through
out the mining counties. The sheriff was charged with the 
administration of the law and was allowed 10 per cent for his 
trouble, the remainder being apportioned equally between the 
county and the state. The yield was $53,12I.OI for 1853· A 

u At p. 253, quoted by Fankhauser, p. 136, fn. 19. 
"' Royce, meeting reported by the San Francisco A.lta. 
"Fankhauser, pp. xsx, I59· . 
.. Royce, quoting San Francisco Alta of July IJ, 1852, and E. Auger, in 

Voyage en Californie (1857), describing an affair in which some of his country
men were robbed of their mines . 

.. Royce, quoting San Francisco Alta, May 31 and June IS, 1852. 
'

1 Statutes of California, p. 84. 
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year later the legislature raised the license to $4 and granted 
the sheriff 1 5 per cent for collection, except that in counties 
where the board of supervisors or the county judges considered 
this fee inadequate, it might be raised not to exceed 2 5 per 
cent.48 Receipts under this law were $100,557·92 in 1854 and 
$123,323.25 in 1855. With minor changes the license remained 
the same thereafter, 49 with collections as follows: 50 

I856 .................... $I85,759·35 I863 .................... $r86,945·8I 
1857 .................... 138,604.64 1864 ................... 174,575.48 
I8S8 ................... 129,967.91 1865 .................... 123,067.75 
1859 .................... II9,871.67 1866 .................... II2,961.90 
1860 .................... II7,056.47 1867.......... ......... 79,650.93 
1861.. .................. 160,778.84 1868.................... 60,443.05 
1862 .................... 139,729.22 1869.................... 141194·59 

1872 .................... $32 5.92 

In 1868, the decreasing yield of the tax and the large debts of 
the mining counties caused the entire tax to be diverted to 
local purposes, I o per cent to the school fund and 90 per cent 
into the general fund. 

The foreign miners' license came to grief in the courts only 
once, and that for an effort to extend it arbitrarily to include 
all foreigners, whether miners or not, if they were resident of 
a mining district. The law of 1861 51 provided that all for
eigners who resided in a mining district and who had not taken 
the necessary steps to become citizens, or who were ineligible 
to become citizens, should be considered miners within the 
scope of the tax, and those who refused to pay were to be 
reported to the road overseer for work on the highways. The 
law was contested by one Ah Pong, who refused to do either 
and who thereupon was sentenced to twenty days in the county 
jail. The law was held by the state supreme court 112 to be 

• Statutes of California, t853, p. 62. 
•statutes of California, tSss. p. t6; 1856, p. 141; 1857, p. 6o; xsss, p. 302; 

z86r, p. 419. 
• Fankhauser, p. 199· 
• Statutes of California, p. 419. 
• 19 Calif. to6 (186t). 
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unconstitutional to the extent that it provided that residence 
in a mining district subjected a foreigner to payment of the tax. 

Fankhauser obs~rves that because of the high tax and the 
anti-Chinese sentiment in California many of them left the 
state for the newly discovered placer mines in Idaho and · 
Montana. 53 If this was their reason, they were doomed to some 
disappointment, for the Idaho law of 1865, following by a year 
or so the gold rush to this territory, must have reminded them 
of the state they had left: 

No person not being a citizen of the United States, or who shall not have 
declared his intentions to become such, shall be allowed to take gold from 
the mines of this territory or hold a mining claim therein, unless he shall 
have a license therefor .... ""' 

The license was $4 a month, as in California, with 10 per cent 
going to the collector and the remainder apportioned equally 
between the territory and the county. Mere residence in a 
mining district was proof that a foreigner was a miner, unless he 
were directly engaged in some other lawful business. · To make 
the law particularly clear the Idaho act provided further that 

all Mongolians, whether male or female and of whatever occupation, shall 
be considered foreigners, and shall pay a license tax of four dollars for each 
and every month they reside in this territory. 

Any company or person hiring foreigners, or interested in them 
as partners, or in any other way connected with foreigners in 
working or possessing mining grounds was held liable for the 
amount of the license. 

The Idaho miners found the California precedent admirably 
suited to their condition and temperament. A correspondent 
wrote from Owyhee County, Idaho, to the Idaho World, in 1865, 
"Our camp is likely to be taken, subdued, and occupied by the 
celestials. A large gang lately arrived, and hundreds more are 
on their way here." 55 The editor of the Idaho World un
doubtedly expressed the sentiment of many of his readers 
when he suggested that only force would stop the invasion, and 

118 Fankhauser, p. 200. • 
116 Laws of the Territory of Idaho, Second Session, p. 406. 
•Idaho World, May 6, 1865. 
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in 1870, out of a total population of 14,999 in the territory of 
Idaho, the Chinese numbered 4,274.56 The peak of the gold 
rush to Idaho had been passed several years before, and in five 
Idaho counties the Chinese nearly equaled the whites or were 
in majority};7 In Shoshone County there were 468 Chinese 
and 252 whites.58 By 188o the total population of the territory 
had risen to 32,610, and the number of Chinese had fallen to 
3,379, but in Boise County, containing the most important gold 
fields, the ratio of Chinese to whites was still 1,225 to 1,970.59 

· 

The session of 1866 was still more blunt than that of 1865: 

No Chinaman, Malayan, or other person of the Mongolian race, shall be 
allowed to take gold from the mines of this territory, or hold or work a 
mining claim therein, unless he shall have a license therefor, as hereinafter 
provided.• 

The license under this act was raised from $4 to $5 a month, 
the collector to receive 20 per cent, the territorial government 
30 per cent, and the county the remainder. Provision was made 
that mining grounds, improvements, tools, and machinery might 
be sold to pay the tax, upon an hour's verbal notice, and the 
tax gatherer was directed to pursue any delinquents who fled 
to another county. The fact that over 20 per cent of the popu
lation by the census of 1879 was neither native born nor 
Chinese 61 may indicate the reason for clear application of the 
law to members of the Mongolian race.62 

• Ninth Census, I, 23 • 
., Ninth Census, I, 23 . 
• White 

Ada ........................................ 2569 
Alturas ••••••••••••••••• , ••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • 369 
Boise ••.••..•••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• , • • • • 2057 
Idaho • •• • • •• •• • •• ••• ••• ••••••••• •••. •• •• ••• 415 
Lemhi...................................... 864 
NexPerce ..••. , •. , ••• , • , , • • • . • • . • • • . • • . • • • • . 837 
Oneida ••.•••.• , ••••••.• , •••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 19:n 
Owyhee . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1334 
Shoshone ............ · ...... , ••••••••••• , • . • • 252 

Ninth Census, I, 23. 
• Tenth Census, I, 387. 
• Laws of the Territory of Idaho, Third Session, p. 174. 
• Ninth Census, I, 307. 

Chifttse 

413 
1754 
425 
120 

747 

368 
468 

• The next session carried the idea still farther. For "Mongolian miners" the 
tu: remained the same, but for every Mongolian keeper of a gambling house, 
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Administration of the law was relatively easy. It was said 
that the Chinese came into the office of the tax collector in 

. droves of fifties and hundreds to pay over their tax,63 and the 
belief was expressed that the office of tax collector in Boise 
County was worth $2J,ooo a year.64 The governor complained 
that in certain counties of the territory some of the officials 
received compensation greater than the combined salaries of 
the governor and all the judges.65 But the following comp
troller's report for 1870 throws some doubt on the authenticity 
of the governor's information; for the territorial government's 
share of this tax appears to have been less than $3,500: 

Property tax ............................ $25,724.30 x.oo 
Licenses on business.............. 5,054.53 20% of total 
Poll Tax .................................. 5,373.81 ·2.00 
Foreign miners ...................... 3,473.22 30% " " 

. Gambling and Bawdy House 
Licenses ............................... 191.44 20% " " 

Foreign miners' licenses for x866 had been about 25 per cent 
more.66 

The Chinese attacked the Idaho law in court on two counts. 
George Dyson, a Chinese not engaged in mining, paid his mine 
tax under protest, and in the case of George Dyson v. James L. 
Crutcher, in the district court/7 maintained successfully that 
the law could not tax as miners those who were not, actually, 
in that occupation. This part of the law resembled the portion 
of the California code which had been declared unconstitutional 
by the California court in ex parte Ah Pong.68 But the success 
of this suit apparently had little immediate effect upon the 

brothel, or bawdy house, the license was to be fifty dollars a month. But this 
latter proved to be unsatisfactorily high, and the next legislature lowered the 
license on foreign gambling houses to twenty-five dollars and on bawdy houses 
to ten dollars. (Laws and Resolutions, Fourth Session, p. 124, Fifth Session, 
pp. s7. s8.} 

00 /daho Statesman, Nov. 30, 1869 . 
.. Idaho World, Oct. 17, 1874; Idaho Statesman, May 21, 1870. 

• • Governor Bunn's Message, House Journal, Twelfth Session, p. n. 
• Comptroller's Report, t866. 

'""Idaho World, March 24, 1866 . 
• 19 Calif. Io6. 
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customs of the territory, for the Idaho Statesman of May 17, 
t866, reported that in spite of the decision rendered two months 
before, effort was still being made to collect the "Miners' 
License" from washerwomen, children, and other persons not 
engaged in mining. 

By 1869, the Chinese were reported to have hired able 
lawyers to contest the legality of the entire tax under the 
Burlingame treaty.69 Their first effort was the case of Ah Bow 
v. Frank Britten, in the second judicial district, but although 
Chief Justice Noggle denounced the law in a long opinion 
(which the Idaho World called a stump speech), he ended by 
pronouncing the case out of his jurisdiction.70 

But help came suddenly from another direction. The tax 
had received unfavorable comment in the East, and was re
garded in many quarters as an "unqualified outrage." 71 

Congress by act of 1870 disapproved and annulled so much of 
the Idaho revenue law 

as provided for a special license, or taxj to be collected of or paid by China
men, or persons of the Mongolian race, who may be engaged in mining . . . 
and so much of all other laws of said territory as discriminates between 
persons of said race and other persons, in regard to taxation ... 

By 1873, few of the placer claims could be worked profitably 
by the whites. For every profitable claim owned by white men 
there appear to have been five or six which returned profits to 
the Chinese, and a few camps were exclusively worked and 
owned by them.78 Nearly half of the production of precious 
metal in Idaho came from the quartz mines of Owyhee, Alturas, 
and Boise counties. · 

Western Montana, also, gave considerable attention to the 
taxation of Chinese. The Montana legislature of I 869 spent a 

•rdaho Stdtesma11, July 20, 1869. 
90 Idaho World, Sept. 2, 1869. 
"Idaho Stdtesma11, Dec. 7, 186g, quoting the Atla11tic Mo11thly. 
"Session Laws, 16, Session ll, p. 366. 
"R. W. Raymond, Stdtistics of Mims a11d Mining ;,. the States a11d Terri

toms West of the Rocky Mountains (1874). Quoted in C. W. Henderson, 
History and lnflue~~Ct of Mifling ;,. the West, ;,. Ore Deposits of the Westem 
SUites (A. I. M. E.), pp. 74o-741. 
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full day debating a bill to license foreign miners,74 but com
promised on, a license of $x 5 a month on Chinese launderers. 75 

The tax was not as arbitrary as it appears, for auctioneers paid 
$20 a month, butchers $7 a month, and boarding houses and 
restaurants $xs a quarter/6 but at the next session Governor 
James M. Ashley, .federal appointee, recommended repeal of 
the Chinese laundry tax on the ground that it was oppressive, 
unequal, and unjust and took fully a quarter of the gross earn
ings of the business,71 and he delivered an address on the gen
eral injustice of such discriminatory acts against the Chinese. 
Other opponents of the measure denounced it as being Re
publican rather than Democratic in principle 78 and pointed out 
the lack of logic in contending, on the one hand, that Mon
golians should be kept out of the country, and, on the other 

· hand, proposing to levy ~ tax of $4 a . month for protection. 
Nevertheless, a tax on Chinese miners of $4 a month is reported 
to have passed the legislature,79 though it failed to appear on 
the statute books, owing, probably, to the attitude of the federal 
government. The session of x871-72 again gave the matter 
grave consideration. The reporter from Virginia City, terri
torial capital, to the Helena Daily Herald,80 found no dissenting 
vote in the legislature on the point that the Chinese were an 
"abominable.nuisance in the Territory," but that there was no 
agreement on means for abating the nuisance. 

The Chinamen come to Montana with the paramount object of placer 
mining, and, as a rule purchase and. work ground for themselves. The 
result reached at even this early date is alarming, in that they now own 
and work quite one-third of the placers of the Territory, the products of 
which the citizens of Montana scarcely see a dollar, and is forcing men to 
seek employment beyond our borders of thousands of that class of citizens 
who are needec:! for our continued prosperity, leaving us today with a 
bona fide citizen population depleted nearly one-half within three years. 
Once here, we find them hired in the kitchen, on the ranch, in laundries, 

"Helena Weekly Herald, Jan. 5, 1869 . 
... Fifth Session, z868-z869. 
"" Fifth Session. 
w Governor's message, December u, 1869. 
,. Helena Weekly Herald, Dec. 29, 1869. 
""Helena Weekly Herald, Dec. 29, 1869. 
• December u, I871. 
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mines, and in fact, crowding out laborers of other nationalities from voca
tions by working for prices at which white men cannot live .... 

Of course, any law enacted to the effect that Chinamen shall not hold, 
acquire, etc., would be declared by Congress null; but a law which will 
prohibit all aliens from enjoying th~ possessory rights of our placer mines 
would accomplish the desired aim without any detriment to the interests 
of our people from other nations except China, and would not, it is pre
sumed, conflict with either the Constitution or that so-called reciprocity 
(but one-sided) Burlingame treaty.81 

Two bills to this purpose were introduced, and their failure 
to pass aroused the deep indignation of much of the territory.82 

While in Idaho and Montana the attempts to tax the Chinese 
were thus curbed by the federal government, the father of and 
the model for the anti-Chinese legislation remained for many 
years lusty and unabashed upon the statute books. Standing, 
perhaps, as permanent testimony to California's indignation at 
the transportation of "a countless number of villains from all 
parts of the world to California,'' this law was never expressly 
repealed by the legislature nor disapproved by the courts, and 
only with the help· of a code commissioner did it finally pass 
from sight.83 

81 Helena Daily Herald, December u, 1871. 
81 Helena Daily Herald, December n, 30, 1871; January u, 1872. 
81 See Code Commissioner's annotation to Deering's General Laws of 1923, 

Act 4327, p. 1620. See also Index to the Laws of California, t8So-1907, and 
Code Commissioner's notes of 1905 and 1907 prepared by John F. Davis, Com
missioner for the Revision and Reform of the law, printed by Supt. of State 
Printing, 1908, pp. 945 ft. 



CHAPTER VI 

NEVADA 

NEVADA'S EXPERmNCE with mine taxation has been of unusual 
interest to other mining states. The fact that miners, even as 
between themselves in a county or state dominated by the 
mining industry, demanded a tax on income rather than on 
property is sufficient to raise a serious question as to the suita
bility of ad valorem taxation of mineral deposits. Basic to the 
democratic system is the theory of self-government; and if, 
because of the technical problems of assessment, or because of 
the relative strength of mine pressure groups, a mining com
munity forms a distinct and unique policy with regard to 
taxation, it is of material significance to those interested in the 
art or in the science of public finance. The rural property tax, 
it should be remembered, was self-imposed. Any revenue 
system, of course, has weaknesses peculiar to itself, and the 
history of this state, as well as that of Idaho, Montana, Colo
rado, and Utah, demonstrates an insurmountable technical 
difficulty in the enforcement of a tax on net income. An esti
mate of the true net and gross income can be determined only 
with an exorbitant expenditure of money, and the state is left, 
therefore, to find a compromise between the evil of statutory 
definition of mine costs and income, and the evil of adminis
trative discretion. The chief characteristic of this method of 

· taxation is that the errors tend to be in favor of the more crafty 
taxpayers. 

In no mining territory was there a continuity of policy in the 
matter of mine taxation, and the fact that Nevada most closely 
approximated such a condition is due to two related factors, 
the early discovery of the Comstock Lode and the early for
mation of a state government, the one forming a productive base 
for mine taxation and the other the necessity for revenue. 
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Mines in Utah paid no taxes except upon surface improve
ments until after the admission of that state into the union, 1 so 
that during the seven years from 1850 to 1857 there was no 
revenue law directly applicable to the placer mining operations 
in Gold Canyon, in what is now Nevada.2 But the Comstock 
opened in 1859, and upon the organization of Nevada Territory 
two years later Governor Nye suggested a tax on gross ore 
production.3 Activity in Storey County accelerated rapidly and 
the Nevada population of 6,857 in 186o was thought to have 
tripled in three years.• This first session of the Nevada Ter
ritorial Legislature, therefore, enacted a tax of $I upon each 
$100 of value of mineral production as well as upon all other 
property.5 In 1864 the last territorial legislature removed the 
special net proceeds tax from the mines and substituted the 
property tax.6 

The demand for statehood came very early in this small 
territory. The step was acceptable to President Lincoln and 
his advisors because they desired an additional state to insure 
passage of the Thirteenth Amendment,., and they welcomed, 
also, the rapid expansion of silver production as a means of 
strengthening the credit of the North during the Civil War.8 

But Colorado had turned down the suggestion of statehood,8 

and the action of Nevada must be explained in part by the fact 
that the early discovery of the Comstock Lode and the rapid 
growth of several mines in Storey County brought quickly to 
the attention of these pioneers in quartz mining the need of 
congressional protection of capital invested in mining enter
prises. Even by 1870 the population of the state of Nevada 
was only 38,959,10 and when, in 1864, the state was formed, 

1 Below, Chapter VII. 
1 Mack, History of Nevada, p. 198. 
1 Mack, p. 230. 

• Mack, p. 249. 
• Laws of the Territory of Nevada, pp. 152, 1861. 
• Third session, 1864, Laws, p. 38. 
t Mack, pp. 247 II. 
• George Rothwell Brown, RtmirlisctJ~Cts of William M. StewtJrl (IC}OS}, 

ch. xvili. 
• Mack, pp. 247 II. 
• Census of 187o, Population, p. 48. 
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Nevada was forced to impose new taxes on its only important 
industry. 

The first constitutional convention, in 1863, witnessed a 
bitter debate over the problem of taxation. That money could 
be raised by a property tax and by licenses, after the system 
in California, was obvious, but the mining companies objected 
strenuously to 'the proposal to place such a tax upon mineral 
deposits as had been levied by the last territorial.legislature.11 

As presented in the constitutional convention the proposal read 
as follows: 

The legislature shall provide by law for a uniform and equal rate of 
assessment and taxation and shall prescribe such regulations as shall secure 
a just valuation for taxation of all property, both real and personal includ
ing mines, and mining property; .... :12. 

The ensuing contest is important in the history of mine taxation 
because here was one of the first public discussions of the 
applicability of the general property tax to lode mines. The 
opposition of the mining press was based on the thesis that 
mines, unlike other types of property, were uninsurable, that 
federal revenue laws had exempted them from taxation, that 
there was no practical method of valuing a mine, and that no 
country in Europe subjected mines to the ad valorem tax.13 To 
the charge that farmers had a right to equal treatment with 
mines, in the matter of taxation, the newspapers replied that 
miners could not be compared to those who live at home in ease. 
William M. Stewart, the leading personality in the territory 
and a representative of the most important mining county, 
objected that the provision would impose a burden upon miners 
heavier than they could bear, and would mean the taxation of 
shafts, drifts, and tunnels whether they were productive or not. 
He proposed an amendment to the effect that unproductive 
mining claims should not be subject to taxation and that pro
ductive claims should be taxed only upon their net proceeds. 

When the convention adopted the original provision by vote 

u Third session laws of the Territory of Nevada, 1864, p. 38. 
11 Mack, pp. 251 ff. 
u Virginia EtJening Bulletin, published Virginia, N. T., November 17, 18, 

24, 27, 1863. 
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of twenty-one to ten, Stewart, following a promise made during 
the convention, and spurred no doubt also by his status as legal 
adviser to the Comstock, led the campaign against the adoption 
of the constitution and defeated it on the strength of the mine 
tax proposal and certain local jealousies over state offices.14 

During the campaign the opinion was expressed that statehood 
would be worth less than its· cost - that even a population of 
thirty thousand would find it difficult to raise half a million 
dollars annually.15 The argument was not without logic. The 
financial condition of the territory and of the state soon to be 
formed was undoubtedly precarious .. Scrip issued by munici
palities fell below a third of face value, and even by 187I the 
half million dollar bonded debt of Nevada paid I 5 per cent 
interest, while an additional $I so,ooo of floating debt paid 
more.16 

The proceedings of Nevada's second and final constitutional 
convention in I 864 reflected the prevailing confusion on the 
subject of mine taxation. Besides the disagreement over the 
desirability of ad valorem taxation, there was a genuine un
certainty over the extent to which the Enabling Act allowed 
the assessment of mineral lands. Mining men were solidly 
against the principle of taxing mines as such, on the ground 
that to do so would be to tax the hopes and aspirations, rather 
than the wealth, of individuals.17 To an impressive degree, the 
rapid fluctuation of mine values bore them out. In the principal 
mining district there had grown up a market in "feet" and 
"inches" of the better known mines, even before the opening 
of the San Francisco Stock and Exchange Board in 1862,!8 and 
while these quotations would have furnished an easy method of. 
valuation, they too often reflected mere speculative frenzy. 
Delegates from Storey County pointed out that the Gould and 
Curry, worth six thousand dollars a foot at the time of the 
previous year's assessment, was now worth only fifteen hundrec; 

11 Mack, p. 252. 
11 Virginill Evening Bulletin, Dec. 24, 1863; Jan. 4, s, 1864. 
111 Doily SUite Register (Carson City), Jan. 4, 1871. 
"Proc:eedings of the Constitutional Convention, p. 325. 
• T. A. Rickard, ..t History o/A~Mricall Mining, p. 228. 
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and a half dozen other mines had depreciated in value as 
rapidly.19 Owners of other sorts of property retorted that city 
lots fluctuated in value with the mines around them and that 
such fluctuations could be taken account of in assessment. To 
the proposal that mines should be taxed on net income, the farm 
representatives asked that for the sake of uniformity all prop
erty be so taxed. 

In view of these opposing points of view, it is somewhat 
surprising to find that the Storey County representatives early 
in the convention proposed a rule of uniformity, allowing the 
legislature to prescribe such regulations as might secure a jus£ 
valuation for taxation of all property, real and personal. That 
a provision so similar to the ad valorem tax recently defeated 
by the mining element should be suggested by that same group 
is interesting enough, but -it is even more startling to find i~ 

opposed by the farmers. The explanation is that both acted in 
the belief that the phrase in the Enabling Act providing " ... that 
no taxes shall be imposed by said State, on lands or property 
therein, belonging to or which may hereafter be purchased by 
the United States," would prevent assessment of possessory 
rights in mines. For another two years the status of western 
mining claims was to remain seriously in doubt, and this un
certainty on the part of the Nevada Constitutional Convention 
merely reflected a feeling of insecurity prevalent throughout 
the Rocky Mountains. The federal government, as has been 
explained, had never declared these mineral regions open to 
patent;. most of them had not been surveyed, and, except for a 
gradual growth of mining law accepted by the mining district 
themselves, there was no guarantee of title to the deposits. 

The uncertainty in the minds of the delegates was in no way 
lessened by the fact that the temper of the voters had already 
proved somewhat irascible.20 The Comstock Lode, now four 
years old, might be susceptible to ready taxation by any of 

10 Official report of the Debates and Proceedings in the Constitutional Con
vention of the State of Nevada, July 4, 1864, pp. 224 ff. 

""Official report, statements of Fitch, p. 226; Chapin, p. 229; Delong, p. 320; 
Collins, p. 344· ' 
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several methods, but the mass of small mining claims provided 
a different problem. Storey County, small though it was, in
cluded a large part of Nevada's population and wealth. Of a 
total territorial population of 6,857 in 186o, 2,345 lived in 
Virginia City,21 and of 5,673 employed in Nevada, 2,905 were 
miners. The total valuation of Storey County in 1863 was 
fourteen million dollars, out of a state valuation of- about 
twenty-five million. The three agricultural counties of Ormsby, 
Washoe, and Douglas had valuations totaling about two and 
a third million. Out of several days of argument came a com
promise provision stating, with curious irony, that the legis- ·· 
lature should provide the means to "secure a just valuation for 
taxation of all property, ... excepting mines and mining claims, 
the proceeds of which alone shall be taxed.'' 22 

The first state legislature placed a tax of $2.7 5 on all except 
mining property, and a tax of $1.00 a hundred on net proceeds 
of mines.23 Net proceeds of mines were defined by providing 
that $20 a ton should be deducted from the value of all ores, 
and that 7 5 per cent of the remainder should bear the net 
proceeds tax. 

To a large extent it is true, as Bancroft suggests, that this 
and other lode-mine taxes were products of• compromises· 
between mining companies rather than between mining and 
farming elements. The richer deposits of the older mines were 
soon worked out, and effort was made, therefore, to draft the 
law in such a way as to exempt low grade ores from taxation.24 

Judge S. H. Wright, of the Second District Court, considered 
the law to be unconstitutional and secured a like opinion from 
the court, not as to the exemption of $20 per ton of ore, for 
the legislature had a right to define net proceeds, but as to the 
limitation of the tax base to 75 per cent of the remainder.25 

Before the state won its suit the legislature changed the law to 

aU. S. Census of 186o, Population, p. 564. 
• Compiled Laws of Nevada, I86I-I87J 1 I, cuvi. , 
• Statutes of the State of Nevada, 1864-65, first session, pp. 271, 3o6. 
• Bancroft, History of tile Pacific States: vol. XX, Tile History of Nevada, 

Colorado, and Wyomi11g, pp. 194 ff. 
• State v.r. Estabrook, 3 Nevada 173· 
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allow deduction of $18 per ton for the treatment of ordinary 
ores and $40 for those worked by the Freiberg or roasting 
process, the remainder to bear the property tax rate of 
$1.25.26 There were those in the state who still considered the 
tax to be too low, and who pointed out that the Bank of 
America interests in the Comstock Lode were evading the cost 
of construction of the Virginia and Truckee Railroad, for the 
building of which the counties of Ormsby and Storey had lent 
their credit and were even then levying taxes of I per cent and 
~ per cent on property within their respective areas.27 

With the sudden rise of the Bonanza companies - the 
California and Consolidated Virginia -with ore valued at 
between $8o and $95 a ton, tax rates were again the object of 
a protracted contest. These two new companies upset the politi
cal and economic balance in the state. Governor H. G. Blasdel, 
representing a constituency not entirely mining, had asked in 
1871 that because the mine tax law had not operated uniformly, 
ores be valued as of the mouth of the mine .bY deducting from 
the gross yield the actual cost of transportation and reduction.28 

The legislature, loath to leave the determination of net proceeds 
to administrative officers, provided instead that net proceeds 
be determined by deducting from the gross the actual cost of 
mining, smelting, and transportation, and established maximum 
permitted deductions as follows: 

Ore valued at less than $12 was allowed deductions not to 
exceed 90% of gross 

Ore valued at $12 to $30 was allowed deductions not to 
exceed 8o% of gross 

Ore valued at $30 to $xoo was allowed deductions not to 
exceed 6o% of gross 

Ore valued at over $xoo was allowed deductions not to 
exceed so% of gross 29 

• Statutes of the State of Nevada, Special Session, 1867, pp. 159, x6o. 
"'Statutes of the State of Nevada, 1869, pp. 49, 43; Bancroft, Nevada, 

Colorado, and Wyoming, pp. 194ft. 
• Daily State Register (Carson City), Jan. 4, 1871. 
• Session Laws, x87t, ch. xx.xv. 
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The law was arranged in such a way as to place most of the 
larger companies in the second bracket, but the Consolidated 
Virginia and California mines, with production suddenly run
ning over a million dollars a month, found themselves in the 
third bracket. These companies made a strong effort to change 
the law, and the dispute not only took a prominent place in the 
elections of 1876 but also found its way into the Supreme Court 
of the United States. 

The taxes were in litigation. during the campaign of 1876. 
The muniCipalities were already much in need of the revenues 
in dispute, but both political parties and many candidates were 
pledged against any reduction of the bullion tax. The contest 
attracted wide attention.80 

Some idea of the effect of the mine tax during the period is 
indicated by the nature of the arguments presented. The Ter- _ 
ritorial Enterprise, mining organ, quoted the report of State 
Controller W. W. Hobart to show that during the four years 
1871 to 1874 mines bore a large share of the cost of government: 

1871-72 1873-74 
Mining tax $132,653 $299,013 
Property tax 199,033 211,225 81 

It was unjust, said this paper, to compel Storey County to bear 
one-third to one-half the state tax burden, and still more unjust 
to exact the amount from eight or ten Comstock mining com
panies.82 The Abstract Statement from the Quarterly Assess
ment Roll of the Proceeds of the mines of Storey County, for 
the quarter ending December 30, 1876 (Table 2), indicates the 
type of mine upon which this tax impinged and the reason for 
the discontent of the two so-called "bonanza" mines with it. 

The kinds of pressure which these two mines could bring 
upon the legislature to change the classification were few in 
number. Primarily they centered around the need of the com
munities for the revenue under litigation and the cost of such 

• Bancroft, History of the Pacifit States: vol. XX, Nevada, Colorado, arul 
Wyowsing, pp. 194 fl.; Territorial Enter/Wise, Feb. 22, 1877. 

• Territorial Enter/Wist, Jan. 28, 31, x875. 
• Territorial Enterprise, Jan. 31, 1875; Feb. 13, 1877. 
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TABLE 2 

THE BURDEN OF TAXATION ON THE MINES IN STOREY COUNTY 

Actual cost Amount Net yield or value 
Tons Value gross Cost of Cost of of reduction deducted on which taxes Total amount 

Mine extracted yield extraction transportation or sale Total cost bylaw levied of tax 

Belcher ... 20,374 $I6 341,350.7S $341,350-7S $ 225,114 461,10S So% $ 68,270.15 $ 1,672.63 
California 44.755 S3 3,725,124.16 1,424,214 1,424,214 2,300,909.81 44,S67.74 
Con. Virginia .... 30,16S 95 2,897,699-25 929,746 929,747 1,967,952-58 3S,375.08 
Crown Point .... 2,so5 II 29,623.0S 57,228 57,22S 90% 2,962;31 72.57 
Chollar-Potosi ... I0116o 19 197.991-7S n6,52S.4o $III,760 25S,890 238,2SS 8o% 39.584-35 771.S9 
Justice ..... : .... 22,512 26 600,904.03 247,632.00 II,256 517,77S So% I20,192.80 2,944-72 
Ophir ........... 17,346 24 422,478.40 173.562.00 2o8,273 38I,S35 8o% 84,495.68 

Total ......... ' ..................................................... . 

• TeffUorial Enterprise, Feb. H, 1871, also gives taxes paid by tailing works in Storey and Lyon County totaling about $z,ooo. 
The failure to list percentages under heading "amount deducted by law" for the Consolidated Virginia and California is explainable by the fact that the· matter was still in 

court, but by law it should have been 6o per cent. 
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litigation, 33 and a company representative said with complete 
frankness to the assembly: "I am authorized by the trustees 
of those companies to say that if justice is done them by the 
passage of this bill, taxes now due will be paid at once. There 
will be no further attempt at litigation, and all future taxes 
will be paid as they become due." With such payment, he 
pointed out, the state tax could be reduced the following year 
from go¢ to 75¢. The legislature acceded to the request, and 
passed a bill which could have reduced the tax nearly one-third,34 

but to the indignation and disappointment of the mines, the bill 
was vetoed by Governor Bradley. Particularly indignant were 
these mines at the governor's phrase, "It does not become the 
dignity of a State to be dictated to by a couple of non-resident 
corporations." 811 Said the Territorial Enterprise, at the be
ginning of a wrathful editorial on the subject of intersectional 
jealousy, "Yesterday was one of the saddest days ever seen in 
Virginia City.'; 88 

In May another attempt at compromise was made. The firms 
offered to pay all the taxes due under the law, together with 
costs, on the condition that if the decision of the United States 
Supreme Court were against them, the District Court of Storey 
County would issue a stay of execution for two years for so 
much of the judgment as included penalties for delinquency. 
The offer was accepted and payment of $290,275·72 was made 
a day or two before the decision of the Supreme Court in favor 
of the state became known in Nevada.87 The legislature,. fol
lowing its original understanding, passed an act releasing the 
firm from payment of penalties, but the attorney general of 
Nevada tested the constitutionality of the measure, and the 
court ordered payment of $77,578.22 in penalties due the state 
and county. 

• Storey County appropriated $7,0oo to carry the case to the Supreme Court 
(Tr,.ritorial Enttl'prise, report of minutes of Board of County Commissioners, 
Oct. 6, 1876) . 

.. Bancroft, Histo,.y of the Pacific States: vol. XX, History of Nevada, Col-
orado, and Wyoming, pp. 194ft'. · 

• Ttrritorial Enterprise, March 7, 1876. 
• March 2, 1876. 
r. Message of Governor L. R. Bradley, retiring, 1879· 
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The Supreme Court of the United States was somewhat 
caustic in its dismissal of the case of the "bonanza" mines. It 
took note of the fact that the case had been submitted in the 
very last day of the term with the notation that it involved 
questions of vast importance to the mining industry, and the 
court appeared to consider that such request was designed to 
delay decision. "In view of its importance," said the court, 
"we should postpone the decision until next term if the ques~ 
tions presented were either doubtful or difficult of solution. 
We think a very few words- all we can give to the subject at 
this late date- will show that it is neither." 38 

The decision itself is of interest to those who follow the 
development of mining law. The ore, said the court, becomes 
personal property the moment it becomes detached from the 
soil; and belongs to the man whose labor, capital, and skill have 
discovered and developed the mine and extracted the mineral 
product. The fact that it may have been taken' from ground 
to which fundamental title rested with the federal government 
in no way placed upon it any lien, claim, or title of the United 
States, and it was, therefore, rightfully subject to taxation by 
the State as any other personal property might be. 

To another contention of the mining companies the court 
saw more show of reason. It was true that the law made the 
tax a lien on the mines or mining claims from which the ores 
were extracted. But this lien, said the court, was on the pos
sessory right of the individual owner and did not involve the 
United States government: 

such right as the mining laws allow and as Congress concedes to develop 
and work the mines is property in the miner, and property of great value. 
That it is so, is shown most clearly by the conduct of the mining corpora
tion in whose interest this suit is brought, which, for the purpose of evad
ing this tax, permits its investment in this mine, said to be worth from 
fifty to a hundred millions of dollars, to rest on this claim, this mere 
possessory right, when it could, at a ridiculously small sum compared to 
the value of the mine, obtain the government's claim to the entire land, 
soil, mineral and all. These claims are the subject of bargain and sale, and 
constitute very largely the wealth of the Pacific Coast States. 

118 Forbes vs. Gracey, 94 U.S. Reports 762. 
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Indeed, it is difficult to see how a mining company, from the 
very region which had spent so much energy in gaining judicial 
recognition of property rights in possessory titles, could have 
expected any other decision. 

This passage of arms between the two large companies and 
the somewhat arbitrary mine tax law was undoubtedly one of 
the high points of interest in the history of mine taxation in 
Nevada. The peak of net proceeds assessment was $24,I67,ooo, 
reached in 1876, total mine valuation for that year being 
$53,732,ooo, and from that date onward little effort was made 
to increase the tax in any material respect. Mine assessments, 
which had been only $2o,ooo,ooo ten years before, were des
tined to decline gradually to a low of $23,5oo,ooo twenty years 
later.39 In 1881 some additional effort was made to increase 
the deductions allowed by law,40 and in 1885 the law was passed 
which, with few modific~tions, is still in force today. This law 
abandoned all efforts to make arbitrary classifications of mines 
for the purpose of limiting deductions, and merely provided 
that from the gross there might be deducted the costs of 
extracting ores from the mines (or the cost of saving tailings), 
the cost of transportation to place of reduction or sale, and the 
cost of reduction or sale, the remainder to be taxable as net 
proceeds. This law was destined to be used as a model by 
several other states producing precious metals.41 

In 1906 an effort was made by a constitutional amendment 
to correct an actual or imagined tendency of mining companies 
to hold promising claims without development. This amend
ment provided that each patented claim should be assessed at 
not less than $500 except when $100 in labor or capital had 
been invested during the year. In 1927 the somewhat general 
provisions of the law of 1885 w~re elaborated by a specific 
provision that as part of their costs the mines might deduct 
the expense of maintenance and repairs to machinery, equip
ment, mills, smelters, reductions works, and transportation 

• From records in the office of Tu: Commission. 
• TIM Daily News, Jan. n, 1881. 
411 Statutes of the State of Nevada. 18851 p. 49· 
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facilities directly connected with the mine. Fire and industrial 
insurance were also deductible, as well as the cost of develop
ment work in or about the mine during the tax period and 
depreciation at rates of not less than 6 per cent or more than 
roper cent, to be determined by the tax commission.42 

Criticism of the administration of the net proceeds law has 
been continuous throughout the history of Nevada and occa
sionally has come to the surface in public reports. The state 
controller in 1900 called attention to the fact that the net 
proceeds tax had been evaded by the process of reporting 
exorbitant charges for milling. Whenever both mine and mill 
were owned by the same individual the mill could be leased to · 
the mine at a high fee and net proceeds reduced in this fash
ion.43 The initial report of. the Nevada State Tax Commission, 
in 1914, observed that the separate milling company was a 
time-honored institution which had come down as a legacy from 
the Comstock, but that neither state nor county officers had 
been able to cope with it.44 In 1905, due to widespread distrust 
of local administration, the legislature created the office of 
State. License and Bullion Tax Agent, with responsibility for 
enforcing the law providing for the taxation of the net proceeds 
of mines/5 but this new administrative body could not ade
quately check the many hundreds of mines in Nevada. 

In 1912 the state license and bullion tax agent reported 
numerous instances of tax avoidance. Investigation had dis
closed the fact that one of the largest and most profitable 
companies was illegally deducting from profits the expense of 
diamond drilling in virgin territory. An out-of-state corporation 
insisted that its mining operation in Nevada was profitless, and 
because of the doubtful legal power of the agent to examine 
records in another state, Nevada had been forced to depend on 
threats of suit to bring a grudging admission of quarterly net 

• proceeds of $so,ooo. Several other companies had corrected 

""Report of the Nevada Tax Commission, 1927, p. too. 
68 Report of the state controller, 1900. 
"'Report of the Nevada Tax Commission, I9t3-14 . 
.. Statutes of the State of Nevada, tgos, p. 226. 
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their reports to indicate profits rather than losses, on no other 
pressure than vigorous letters from the agent. 

The agent had neither the time nor the funds to examine the 
accounts and plant of _every mine, and he was of the opinion 
that an improvement in administration was vitally necessary. 
"Evidence of laxness is again becoming apparent, and more 
drastic action may be necessary in the near future." OJ?e par
ticularly glaring error was found to rest on inaccurate account~ 
ing and ignorance of the law. On a summer trip through the . 
State the agent stumbled upon a twenty-stamp mill of which he 
had no previous knowledge. In casual conversation the super
intendent of the mill professed to be making a good profit, but 
the county assessor expressed himself as unaware of the mill's 
existence. The bullion tax agent in this report recommended a 
state tax commission.46 

The wave of- tax reform then sweeping the western states 
found ready reception, therefore, in Nevada. Added to the 
proven looseness of tax administration was the fact that in the 
four years 1909-12 the state had accumulated a deficit of 
$48I,769.75·n Governor Oddie submitted tax commission bills 
both to the regular session of I 91 I and to the special session of 
1912, but neither was passed. Senator Newlands then suggested 
that the Reno Commercial Club take the initiative in sponsoring 
tax and administration reform, and this club in turn asked 
Governor Oddie, Lieutenant Governor Ross, and senators 
Newlands and Massey to appoint a committee of citizens to 
investigate and report on matters pertaining to economy and 
taxation. 

Driven primarily by the specter of a mounting state debt, 
the Citizens' Economy and Taxation Committee not only 
recommended some steps towards economy but, for a better 
administration of the tax on the large corporations, urged the 
creation of a state tax commission. In spite of opposition from 
an important body of taxpayers, this committee succeeded in 
forcing the bill through the legislature. The commission was 

• State License and Bullion Tu Agent, report of 1912, pp. 8, 38. 
"Report of Nevada Tu Commission, 1913-14. 
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directly charged with the restriCtion of deductions· from gross 
proceeds for each mine to those which should be "just, proper, 
and reasonable, and not introduced to deprive or defraud the 
State." 48 

In August, 1913, the tax commission and the Nevada Mine 
Operator's Association held a conference on the subject of 
allowable deductions. Here the mine owners contendeq that 
until all property was assessed at its full cash value, as provided 

· by law, the mines were entitled to some relief from a tax against 
their full net proceeds. To effect such equalization it was pro
posed by the mine operators that for 1913 the mines would 
abolish their milling and transportation divisions and report 
actual "net proceeds" from all operations, but that a flat charge 
of $3 per ton should be allowed in addition to the legal deduc
tions from gross yield, the flat charge to be reduced to $2 in 
1914 and $1 for 1915 and thereafter. This proposal the tax 
commission rejected on the grounds that the flat charge would 
allow many companies to escape taxation of net proceeds en
tirely. Instead, the commission proposed more careful definition 
of deductible charges, including actual costs of transportation 
and of reduction if the companies owned their own facilities, 
and actual payments if they did not. As part of these costs the 
commission consented to recognize depreciation. A further flat 
deduction of 40 per cent from net taxable yield was allowed by 
the commission, apparently in recognition of the 6o per cent 
valuation of other property in the state for that year. All of 
these deductions were contingent on the abolition. of the so
called secondary milling and transportation companies. The 
result of this revision of methods of assessment was to in
crease the per cent of gross production assessed as net in 

1913. 
But the compromise. with mining companies over the ratio of 

assessment was unsatisfactory, and the tax commission in 1914 
made an effort to raise the general level of all property valua
tions nearer to that demanded by law. For many years there 
had been an insistent demand for higher valuati.ons in Nevada, 

.. Young, Mine Taxation, p. ss. 
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and one of the tax commission's duties was to enforce the legal 
requirement of true assessment!' 

Early in 1914, therefore, the tax commission was able to 
notify the mining companies that assessed valuations had by 
then been raised to So per cent of full cash valuation and to 
offer the choice of two alternatives; the mines might be taxed 
on an assessment of So per cent of net proceeds with some 
allowance for depreciation as in 1913, or on 6o per cent without 
such allowance. The announcement brought a protest from the 
mining ·companies that depreciation was one of the costs of 
doing business, and to this the tax commission was inclined 
partially to agree, until a ruling from the attorney general 
declared depreciation not to have been included in the deduc
tions authorized by statute. The mine operators, therefore, 
were content to elect assessment on 6o per cent of net proceeds 

.. The State Controller in 1900 put the case for full-cash-valuation as well as 
did any other public officer in the West: "If anyone has even been indicted for 
perjury for making a false return of property in this state, it has escaped the 
recollection of the writer. In a case of that kind the defendent would only have 
to call for a 'jury of his peers' and his attorney would have but to remind the 
jury that the time had come when 'we tax dodgers should stand together.'" 
Competitive undervaluation, he thought, gave Nevada "a black eye abroad which 
it does not deserve, and results in a constant increase of the tax rate, which is 
now sufficiently large to frighten away any outside capital seeking investment.'' 
He then reproduced the following letter: 

3 Fullwoods Rents, High Hilborn, W. C. 
London, April 25, 1900 

S. P. Davis, Esq., Carson, Nevada. 

Dear Sir: 
I have submitted your exhaustive report of the conditions on which a sugar 

beet enterprise could be started near Lovelock, in Humbolt County, Nevada. 
The percentage of sugar in the Nevada beets and the low price of land offered 

are very alluring to capital, and I have conferred with several parties here who 
would be glad to invest in such an enterprise but for the prohibitive rate of 
taxation in your state. The information is always asked for, and I am bound 
to give them the facts. 

The rate, averaging in your State $3.8o on the hundred, is quite sufficient to 
deter any conservative business man from investing. 

I may also say that the copper proposition submitted by you was very 
favorably considered until the question of your State Tax came to be discussed. 
After that it was simply impossible to do any business. 

Very sincerely yours, 
F. R. CALDWELL 

There were few business men in the state, said the Controller, who could not 
recall similar instances. "With full cash value assessment and a lowering of the 
tal rate, this menace to capital is removed." 
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without depreciation.50 This failure of the law specifically to 
allow depreciation as a cost of operation has since been clarified 
by statute, as described in a foregoing paragraph. As is gen~ 
erally necessary with such a mine tax base, depletion must be 
ignored. 

The large amount of work done on the older mines in the 
state by lessee's and sub-lessee's led ttl an amendment in 
1937 61 allowing operators to deduct royalties from the tax base. 
While it is generally .considered in the state that these indi
vidual lessees, operating partly with their own capital, in the 
old drifts of the larger mines, may make something less than 
wages on the average, they do occasionally strike a profitable 
pocket of ore. In any case the state is willing to recognize and 
encourage in this manner the continuation of operations in old 
and marginal mines. . 

Aside from continuous trouble with administrative definition 
of taxable 'net proceeds there have been few new developments 
in mine taxation in the state. Administration is aided by the 
constitutional provision of 1906, stating that each patented 
mine be assessed at not less than $soo except when $roo. in 
labor actually has been performed on such patented mine dur
ing the year.52 In practice most mines in the state are checked 
only to see that labor to the value of $1oo has been performed 
on them, for the great bulk of the mines can be valued for tax 
purposes only with difficulty. Net proceeds, of course, are tax~ 
able without regard to the amount of labor expended during 
the year, and the administering officer, in an attempt to confirm 
the reported gross and net proceeds, spends a considerable . 
portion of his time at the location or the offices of the profitable 
mines. 

The reported net proceeds of mines and total property assess
ments for Nevada from 1865 to 1939 are set forth in Table 3· 

110 Report of the Nevada Tax Commission, 1913-14. 
a Statutes of the State of Nevada, 1937, p. 140. 
0 Article X, Constitution of the State of Nevada. 
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TABLE 3 
NEVADA ASSESSMENT 

(in thousands of dollars) 

Year Net proc:eeds of mines Total assessment 

1865 ....................... J,287 21,985 
1866 ······················· 2,2o8 19,858 
J867 ....................... ~ 7,042 26,244 
J868 ....................... ti,534 25,368 
1869 ······················· 4,253 30.440 
1870 ······················· 5,901 25,6o9 
1871 ........................ 7,856 28,757 
1872 ······················· 7,814 J0,693 
1873 ....................... 14,209 41,076 
I874 ....................... 13,870 40,500 
I87S ....................... 17,004 46,243 
1876 ....................... 24,167 53.732 
I877 ······················· 24,033 53,655 
1878 ....................... 23,046 51,071 
1879 ······················· 7,268 36,s6o 
1880 ....................... 4.497 32,095 
1881 ....................... 2,542 30,910 
1882 ....................... 1,741 291IIO 
1883 ....................... 1,643 29,402 
1884 .......... ~ ............ 1.454 28,051 
1885 .... ·················· 939 27.403 
1886 ....................... 554 26,303 
J887 ······················· 1,557 27.997 
t888 ······················· 2,109 28,848 
!889 ··············-········ 1,285 27,915 
1890 ....................... 687 25.350 
1891 ....................... 763 30,570 
1892 ....................... 222 31,318 
1893 ······················· 158 26,336 
1894 ....................... 181 23,810 
1895 ······················· 168 23,723 
1896 ······················· 352 23,458 
1897 ······················· 449 23.497 
1898 ······················· 330 23,517 
1899 ······················· 126 23,693 
1900 ······················· xo6 24,287 
1901 ······················· 294 28,391 
1902 ······················· 507 29,831 
1903 ······················· 454 33,162 
1904 ······················· 926 37,196 
1905 ······················· 1,596 43,240 
19o6 ······················· 2,378 46,843 
1907 ........................ 902 71,986 
1()08 ······················· 3,154 .77,010 
1909 ······················· s,78S 79,61o 
1910 ······················· S.S74 87.429 
19U ······················· g,823 95,170 
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TABLE 3 (continued) 
NEVADA ASSESSMENT 

(in thousands of dollars) 
Year Net proceeds of mines Total assessment 

1912 ....................... 8,733 IOI,087 
1913 ....................... 4,416 II2 1210 
1914 

I 
3,681 136,6os ....................... 

1915 ....................... 7,400 1$1 1139 
1916 · ....................... 14,861 174,471 
1917 ........................ 15,635 183,060 
1918 ....................... 9,091 197.993 
1919 ....................... 5,805 xg8,o44 
1920 ....................... 4,577 213,421 
1921 ....................... 1,862 203.423 
1922 ....................... 2,801 198,636 
1923 ······················· 3,865 213,421 
1924 ....................... 3,154 201,292 
1925 ............. . ~ ....... 3,679 199.319 
1926 ....................... 3,835 202,987 
1927 ....................... 4,580 203,071 
1928 ....................... 7,046 205,186 
1929 ....................... 12,046 216,93 7 
1930 ......................... s,8s6 207,851 
1931 ........................ 499 206,991 
1932 ........................ 773 199,024 
1933 ....................... 706 191,397 
1934 ....................... 777 188,053 
1935 ....................... 1,457 184,531 
1936 ....................... 6,552 190,594 
1937 ....................... 9.335 193,870 
1938 ....................... 6,895 192,675 
1939 ....................... 4,516 190,190 



CHAPTER VII 

UTAH 

THE MINERAL RESOURCES of Utah may have been developed 
somewhat more slowly than those of other western states, for 
it was the belief of Brigham Young that the mining of gold and 
silver was unproductive. Other types of mining he tended to 
encourage, but he advised his followers against prospecting, 
either in Utah or in California, and adhered to the philosophy 
that "real capital consisted in knowledge and physical 
strength." 1 

But in Utah, as in Arizona, the officers and men of the federal 
army found time to look about the country, and to make a few 
efforts at prospecting and promotion. After the battle of Bear 
River, January 29, 1863, against the Snake and Bannock 
Indians, Brigadier General Patrick Edward Connor found his 
troops discontented with idleness, and arranged that a certain 
number might be furloughed for the purpose of prospecting. 
He apparently aided in the formation of a code of miners' laws 
and attempted to afford the men every facility for travel. 
Connor incorporated the Jordan Mining Company, interested 
California friends and built the first two smelting furnaces in 
the territory. Another early promoter was Eli B. Kelsey, who 
severed his relations with the Mormon church, and in the belief 
that the hour had come to develop the mineral resources of 
Utah went East "in the old missionary style" to lecture upon 
the territory and to interest Eastern capital. 2 

Yet in its memorial to the Congress of the United States, in 
1872, seeking admittance to the Union of the State of Deseret, 
the constitutional convention spoke earnestly of the vast de
posits of inexhaustible mineral wealth within the borders of the 

1 Susan Young Gates, The Life Story of Brigha• Young (London: Jarrolds 
Ltd., 1930) 1 p. 169 ; Clarissa Young Spencer 1 One Who W llS Valiant (Caldwell, 
Idaho: The Caxton Printers, 1940) 1 p. 253. 

1 Tullidgt's QlUJrterly Magasint1 1 (r88o) 1 178. 
I 
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territory, and estimated that 2o,ooo men, with over $xs,ooo,ooo 
In capital, were actively prospecting and mining in the area. 8 

In this constitution the article on taxation provided for a uni
form property tax, except that only the proceeds of mines and 
mining claims were to be taxed. Ten years later, accompanying 
the fourth unsuccessful petition for admittance to the union, 
was ~ constitution which followed that of Colorado, in that it 
exempted mines for a period of ten years from the date of 
adoption of the constitution, except that the net proceeds and 
surface improvements thereof were to be taxed.4 

The tendency to become less anxious concerning the in-
. ducement of investment in mining as the mining became more 
profitable was undoubtedly a general characteristic of the West, 
but it is nowhere more obvious than in this series of constitu
tional conventions in Utah: By 1895 mining was considered to 
be the chief single industry of the state, and the encouragement 
offered was commensurably less.i1 

The section on mine taxation submitted to, and adopted by, 
the final convention in I 89 5 was copied from Montana, and 
differed from that of Nevada primarily in the fact that the tax 
was to be paid on a year's net proceeds rather than on the 
quarterly basis. It provided that the surface land should be 
taxed on the price paid the United States, plus the surface 
improvements and the net annual proceeds.6 To this apparently 
mild proposal the mining men offered considerable objection, 
pleading that the tax on the surface value would discourage the 
impoverished prospector. Those who supported the measure 
did so on the ground that while the cost of the patent (from 
$2.50 to $s.oo on placer mines to $20 on coal land) was not the 
measure of the value of the mine, it was presumably not more 
than the value to the man who had filed upon the land. While 

8 Constitution of the State of Deseret and Memorial to Congress adopted in 
Convention March 2, 1872. Ratified by the people March 18, 1872. Printed in 
Salt Lake. Page ;k 

• Constitution of the State of Utah, adopted by convention April 27, 1882, 
and ratified by the people May 22, 1882, article X of the Constitution, p. 40 
of the memorial. 

1 Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention of Utah, 1895, p. I075· 
• Article XIII, sec. 4· 
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it was admitted that mining was "the very life of the Territory, 
always had been, and always will be, so long as it exists/' the 
industry had been particularly favored by the exemption in 
the past. 

The only thing which has ever been taxed yet in Utah is the improve
ment upon mines; not even the net products have been taxed. None of 
the surface ground has been taxed, and with the great benefit which min
ing has given us, yet at the same time we all know that some men have 
amassed great wealth from the products of mines and yet have paid noth
ing whatever toward the support of the Territory ... now we have come 
to the point where it is necessary to raise some revenue. , It is burdensome 
enough upon the poor farmer, the shopkeeper, and the man who is engaged 
in the various avocations of life in this Territory, to have to pay taxes to 
support the government.' 

It was estimated that an assessment of $5 an acre on an ordi
nary mining claim of 1500 feet by 6oo feet, taxed at the rate of 
12 mills, would pay a tax of about $I.J5.8 

The valuation of net proceeds of mines in 1898 was 
$1,343,715, but under an energetic board of equalization, the 
total for 1900 was raised by over a million dollars.9 The board 
reported difficulty in the application of the net proceeds tax 
to coal lands, alleging that coal was turned over to coke depart
ments at cost, so that the net profits were to be found only in 
the coke, and the board asked that coke be defined as one of 
the products from which coal mining companies received "Net 
Proceeds." 10 But in 1905 the Supreme Court of Utah declared 
that the assessment of the net proceeds of mines by the state 
board of equalization, as directed by sections 2589 and 2584 of 
the code, was unconstitutional, and in 1907, on the suggestion 
of Governor John C. Cutler, the legislature offered an amend
ment to the voters which, when adopted a year later, provided 
that "the net annual pr9ceeds of all mines and mining claims" 
should be assessed by the state board of equalization.11 

The board appeared not to be gratified by the renewed re-

'Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention, p, I07S· 
1 Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention, p. I079· 
• Report of State Board of Equalization, I goo, p. S· 
,. Report of State Board of Equali.tation, 1902, p. 9· 
u Article XIII, sec. 4-
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sponsibility. In 1906 it had asked, not for constitutional power 
to continue the assessment of mines, but that the unconstitu
tional sections of the law giving that power be repealed by the 
legislature, 12 and it continued to find the problems of adminis
tration to be onerous. In 1910 it urged that the net proceeds 
law be amended, and listed the technical difficulties inherent 
in it: 

(I) The law did not provide for the determination of the net 
proceeds of companies held under private ownership, 
unincorporated, or of those mines worked under lease. 

( 2) The net proceeds earned in the first quarter of one year 
were not called upon to pay taxes until the last quarter 
of the next year, and in the mining business such an 
interval was long enough to allow the mining company 
either to go out of business or to reinvest its profits. 

(3) The law failed to define the deductions permitted in 
ascertaining net proceeds, including taxes and insurance, 
and provided no method for reaching companies selling 
at cost to associate companies. 

(4) Finally, the appropriation was too limited to allow em
ployment of the help necessary to make the required 
investigations. The board suggested that the state em
ploy a bullion commissioner, as in Nevada. 

Governor Spry, in his message of the following year, urged a 
program of tax reform, and the legislature, finding the problems 
complex and difficult, provided for the appointment of a Board 
of Commissioners on Revenue and Taxation, to study the prob
lem and to draft bills for the legislature.13 The same session, 
following the recommendations of the state board of equaliza
tion, proposed several constitutional amendments to be voted 
upon at the November election of 1911. One of them proposed 
that "the net annual proceeds of all such precious metal mines 
and mining claims shall be taxed as provided by law," with the 
intention that as an accompaniment to other reforms the legis-

12 Report, 1905 and 1906, p. 8. 
u Proceedings of the National Tax Association, 1914, p. no. 
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lature should raise the base of taxation of metal mines.14 None 
of the amendments carried, and the commission and legislature 
had too little time during the ensuing session to agree upon the 
reforms that could be had under the constitution.15 The com· 
mission urged, however, that in the opinion of tax experts all 
property should be assessed at its full cash value, both because 
it led to more equitable assessments, and because the resulting 
lower rate of taxation was "desirable from any point of 
view." 16 Surveys had convinced the commission that owing to 
competitive underassessment and lack of central supervision 
assessment ratios for section property varied from 18 per cent 
in Grand County to 56 per cent in Kane County. As a prelim
inary to a change in such ratios the commission urged that total 
levies for all purposes should be limited to I 5 mills, with a right 
of the taxpayers to vote additional levies when desired. To 
substantiate the recommendation the commission referred to 
the paper read by T. C. Townsend at the National Tax Con
ference in Milwaukee in 1910 emphasizing the more equitable 
assessments which, in Kansas, had followed full cash valuations 
and maximum levies. 

The commission hesitated to give full support to such a plan 
for Utah because of the lack of constitutional power resting in 
the board of equalization to adjust property within counties, 
and because the mines with relatively fixed assessments would 
pay a smaller share of taxes if other valuations were raised. 
While the commission was not prepared to say that a better 
method than a net proceeds tax could be devised, it was willjng 
to point to the incongruity of the fact that a mine under the 
Utah system paid only once on its entire value, when the ore 
was brought to the surface, while a horse or cow paid taxes on 
its present worth every year of its life. The findings of this 
commission came too late for any xnaterial change in the revenue 

" Vto.ls Eduastional Revitw, September-{)ctober, 1918. 
11 Governor Spry laid the defeat of the amendments to the "misrepresentation 

and self -interest on the part of certain individuals and corporate interests who 
saw in the adoption of the amendments a certainty that they would be brought 
to bear an equal burden of the taxation of the state." (Message of 1913.) 

"'Final Report of the Board of Commissioners on Revenue and Taxation for 
the State of Utah, 1913, p. 14. · 
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laws, and the state board of equalization had to be content for 
a few years with a small amount of relief given through court 
interpretation of laws already on the books.11 

The legislature in 1915 made such adjustments of the revenue 
law as it thought might' compel the assessors and boards of 
equalization to bring the assessment of property to full cash 
value/8 and to accompany this reform it presented to the voters 
a constitutional amendment authorizing an increase of the mine 
tax base to three times the net proceeds, plus the surface im
provements and $5 an acre for the surface land. But while the 
state board of equalization did succeed in raising assessment 
ratios of other classes of property from 20 to 40 per cent of 
actual value to somewhere near true value/9 the proposed 
amendment on mine taxation was defeated- accordi,ng to the 
state .board of equalization "by the expenditure of a large sum 
of money and by gross and malicious misrepresentation of the 
amendment by the mining companies, and by reason of the very 
general feeling of aversion to making a change in the Constitu
tion." 20 The board called the attention of the legislature to the 
fact that in many states the mines were assessed, like other 
property, upon their actual value, a procedure which in Utah 
would increase the valuation of deposits much more than 
three times. 

With the coming of the war boom the mining industry again 
beca~e an attractive target, and by 1918 the demand for high 
mine taxes was too strong to be successfully opposed. The 
Utah Educational Review, issued just preceding the November 
elections, carried the arguments for a new proposed constitu
tional amendment, which would allow the legislature to fix at 
its discretion the multiple of net proceeds upon which the mines 
should be taxed.21 The amendment had been endorsed in prin
ciple, said this publication, by three legislatures and by the 
Republican party platform of 19II. 

17 Report of the State Board of Equalization, 1913-14. 
JB Report of the State Board of Equalization, I9I5-I6, p. 72. 
l1l Report of the State Board of Equalization, I9IS-r6, p. 72. 
111 Report of the State Board of Equalization, 1915-r6, p. 72. 
• Utah Educational Review, September-October, 1918. 
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With the backing of such groups as the education association, 
the amendment was carried and was put into effect by the 1919 
session of the legislature. Metalliferous mines, thereafter, were 
taxed upon thrice the net proceeds, plus improvements and the 
price paid the United States for the surface land.22 Taxes 
thereon rose from $32,039,239 in 1918 to $57,527,962 the fol~ 
lowing year, though the subsequent depression reduced the tax · 
to $28,123,847 in 1920. 

Much of the problem of mine taxation in Utah, incidentally, 
has to do with non-metallic deposits, the assessment of which, 
after 1919, fell entirely into the hands of the state board of 
equalization and the newly formed state tax commission. Such 
deposits, after 1919, were made taxable on their present 
worth.23 During three field studies spent in the survey of coal 
outcrop, the board separated the coal into eleven classes, ac~ 
cording to access to railroad transportation, ranging from a ton 
value of $0.04 for land then operated on the railroad in forty
acre tracts, to $o.ooo7 per ton for coal requiring forty to fifty 
miles of railroad. The board also surveyed the Gilsonite, 

· Elaterite, Phosphate, Cement, Sulphur, Stone Quarries, Alunite, 
Potash, Salt, Gypsum, Clay, and Oil Shale. It later added 
asphalt and related bitumens, cement rock, sand and gravel, 
silica, phosphate rock, fuller's earth and natural gas.24 With 
regard to stone quarries the board remarked that the profit lay 
in the manufacture rather than in the quarry. This field survey 
appears to have been one of very few made in the twenties. As 
in most other states, this postwar decade witnessed little serious 
change in the method of mine taxation. 

The collapse of the metalliferous mine tax during the depres
sion was something of a disappointment to those who were 
accustomed to the elasticity of revenue under the property tax. 
In Wasatch County the per cent of the total tax paid by mining 
companies dropped from about 30 per cent in 1930 to less than 
5 per cent in 1931, largely because of·suspension of production 

• 5864, sec. 1, ch. 114, Laws of Utah, 1919. 
• Report of the State Board of Equalization, 1921-22, pp. to If. This report 

contains a good description of the coal deposits of Utah. 
• Third Biennial Report, State Tu Commission, p. 14. 
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by Park Utah and other companies.25 The drop in Juab 
County, containing the Tintic Standard, was more gradual, 
descreasing from 26.86 per cent in 1927 to 6.68 per cent in 
1931.26 But in Carbon County, where the assessment of coal 
lands was on the ad valorem basis, neither the mine taxes nor 
the per cent of total county taxes varied appreciably during 

· those five years.27 The "three-times-net" dropped from ap
proximately ninety-seven million dollars in 1929 to less than 
one and a half million in 1933,28 and the state saw its mine tax 
reduced from about 14 per cent of the total in 1930 to 5.56 
per cent two years later.29 

To the governmental units this discrepancy between the yield 
of the net proceeds base and the yield of the property base 
appeared to be an indication of weakness on the part of the 

• 

• 

, 

WASATCB COUNTY 

Mine ta:ees charged Per cent of total 
1927 $103,692.26 40.01 
1928 109,488.64 40.85 
1929 85,218.83 34·15 
1930 67,44948 29·43 
1931 7,886.41 4.86 
1932 6,583.09 4.51 

(From First Biennial Report of the State Tax Commission 
of Utah, 1931-1932, p. 230.) 

JuAB CoUNTY 

Mine ta:ees charged Per cent of total 
1927 $1o8,139·54 26.86 
1928 71,142.08 18.93 
1929 40,240.92 11.92 
1930 28,294·87 8.68 
1931 19,352.63 6.68 
1932 18,101.66 6.67 

CARBO;N COUNTY 

Mine taus charged Per cent of total 
1927 $331,26741 45·63 
1928 320,541.10 44.10 
1929 342.493·50 43·90 
1930 363,694·27 44.18 
1931 368,528.38 44·77 
1932 3501II0.21 44·85 

• Report of State of Utah Investigating Committee, 1936, p. go. 
• Fiist Biennial Report of the State Tax Commission, 1931-32, p. 204. 
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former, and several efforts were made to strengthen it. The 
state tax commission, established in 1931, recommended in its 
second, third, and fourth reports 30 that the net proceeds be 
averaged over several years, and in 1935 a bill to this effect 
was passed by the senate.81 

The year 1935 witnessed an intense political drive upon the 
mining companies, for nine bill~ in the senate and one in the 
house were aimed at revision of the mine tax law, but amidst 
the confusion of bills and arguments there was no clear-cut line 
of battle. A not inconsiderable group of property owners urged 
the adoption of the Arizona system of ad valorem taxation of 
mineral deposits, and the fact that the constitutional provision 
of 1930 82 automatically allowed a change in the method of 
mine taxation after January x, 1935, seemed to the agricultural 
element to suggest an increase in the general mine tax burden. 
The Deseret News of January 30, 1935, called for higher taxa
tion of depleting resources, and charged that the Hearst in
terests had taken money out of Park City to erect buildings for 
the University of California at Berkeley.33 Governor Blood's 
recommendation at this session was rather mild, constituting 
little more than a suggestion that if net income continued to be 
used as the tax base, it be averaged over a period of years.84 

Typical of the answer to the demand for ad valorem taxation 
was the testimony of Paul F. Hunt, of Park-Utah Consolidated· 
Mines Company, at the legislative hearing during that session.35 

He warned the state against following the precedent set by a 
state which had been experimenting with mine taxation (Ari
zona), and which had gradually increased the rates until they 
were the highest in the world. The decline in mine valuations 
in Arizona he attributed to this "confiscatory" method of taxa
tion. "This is a picture of a great industry being slowly bled to 
death by excessive and confiscatory taxation. The mine owners 

10 
Second Biennial Report, State Tax Commission, 1933-1934, p. 24; Third 

Biennial .Report, 1935-1936, p. %3; Fourth Biennial Report, 1937-1938, p. 12 • 
• 

11 Third Biennial Report, p. 24. 
• Article XIII. sec. 4· 
• The Dtstrtt News, Jan. 30, 1935. 
• The Salt Lake TribuM, Jan. 16, 1935. 
• At Newhouse Hotel, Salt Lake Tribune, February 14, 1935. 
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have lost. enormously, the State of Arizona has lost revenue and 
the people of Arizona have lost in distributable income many, 
many times what the mine stockholders have lost." 36 The 
charge that the Arizona taX had grievously injured the mining 
industry of the state was made repeatedly in this and other 
sessions. 

A. G. MacKenzie, representing the taxpayers association, 
testified that mines were responsible for half of the originating 
freight in Utah and consumed half of the power produced in 
the state. A quarter of the dividends paid by the mines and 
over three quarters of total mine expenditures were made, he 
said, within the state of Utah.37 

The most popular arguments against the ad valorem method 
are expressed by the reports of the state tax commission, in its 
numerous discussions of the subject. There is, in the first place, 
a general feeling that some of the mines in.Utah, particularly 
those producing silver, would be difficult to assess. In the 
existence of a wide variety of mining, of course, the problem 
does differ in degree from that in Arizona.88 

The tax commission has also expressed the opinion that the 
value of ore in place could not be determined by any known 
scientific or engineering method. The use of some multiple of 
the net proceeds, on the other hand, had the advantage, in Utah, 
of many years of experience, and the commission hoped that 
with some additional adjustments most of the difficulties might 
be corrected. There is the further argument that while the in
crease from one-times-net proceeds to three-times-net proceeds 
had been made with the view to increasing mine valuations to 
correspond to the increase of other assessments under the effort 
to acquire full cash valuation, the ratio of assessments of other 
property had not reached such a ratio but had in fact steadily 
declined throughout the twenties. The State Tax Commission 
had not only recognized the existence of lower valuations but 
had openly and admittedly sought to secure equalization at some 
ratio of "true value" less than "full cash value." 39 

• The actual results of the Arizona tax will be discussed in the final chapter. 
"'The Desnet News, Feb. IS, I93S· 
• Second Biennial Report, p. 20. • First Annual Report, p. 14. 
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Finally, many observers saw that to tax the value of a mine 
would make some communities wealthy at the expense of the 
stockholders, without materially benefiting the rest of the state. 
The legislature, looking at the enormous reserves of the Utah 
Copper Company, desired not to increase the total income to 
the school district and county which contained this deposit, for 
these localities were already in a better position than the rest of 
state, but to take more of the rent of the mine into state coffers. 

By 1937 this last conception of the mine tax problem ma
terialized in the form of a mine occupation tax.4° The base of 
the property tax was reduced from three-times-net to two-times
net, and as a substitute for the part of the base thus reduced 
there was enacted a tax of i per cent of the gross receipts, with 
an annual exemption of $2o,ooo, less cost of transportation, the 
usual charge for milling, smelting, or reduction (if the mine also 
did custom milling), or (if the mill was run exclusively for the 
mine), less actual cost of assaying, sampling, refining, and 
transportation. The proceeds were turned into the state gen
eral fund. 

A study by the tax commission has indicated that while the 
occupation tax has diverted revenue to state uses, the burden 
upon the individual mines of the state hi 1938 was little dif
ferent from that which they would have had under the old basis. 
Some o( the smaller mines paid two or thr~e thousand dollars 
more under the occupation tax than they would otherwise have 
paid, but the three largest taxpayers paid slightly less under ~e 
new provisions, and the mine revenue in 1938 was about half of 
one per cent less than it would otherwise have been.'u 

The state tax commission, since its organization in 1931, has 
probably given more attention to the administration of the net 
proceeds tax than has any similar body in those states using 
this form of revenue. 

In an effort to improve administration Utah accompanied 
the tax commission act with a revision of the mine tax law, 
attempting to define explicitly those deductions which a com
pany might make from the gross proceeds realized during the 

• Laws of Utah, chapter 101, 1937, sections 1, 3· 
• Fourth BieDni.al Report, p. 123. 
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preceding calendar year from sale or conversion of ore into 
money or its equivalent. These taxable gross proceeds might 
rise from mining activity on the part of owner, lessee, or con
tractor working upon or operating the property, incl!Jding all 
dumps or tailings. Allowable deductions included money spent 
for tools, and wage and salary payments to all employees within 
the state, except corporate officers, including prevailing wages 
to the lessee. Improvements made during the preceding year, 
including even reduction works and mills operated in connection 
with the mine, were deductible, as well as cost of transportation . 
of ore to reduction works or market, cost of sampling, assaying, 
reducing, smelting the ore, and cost of extraction of the metal 
therefrom. The mine might also deduct state and local taxes, 
and compensation insurance or payments on account of accident 
to employees. 

The mine tax law of Utah is unique in its attempt to describe 
the deductions not allowable. The salaries of corporate officers, 
of those employees who live in other states, legal expenses, 
federal taxes paid on operations outside the state, the cost of 
boarding houses, bunk houses, mess houses, dwellings, or other 
improvements from which revenue might be directly or in
directly derived were all specifically ruled non-deductible.42 

But even this revision left several problems. In the first 
place, a small but profitable mine, anticipating rapid deple· 
tion, might elect to become delinquent, in the knowledge that 
by the time the county was allowed to sell the property free of 
redemption the mine would be exhausted.43 To eliminate this 
possibility the tax commission recommended that the law be 
amended to allow collection of tax with penalty and interest by 
suit or otherwise immediately after delinquency; but while the 
bill passed the legislature· in I935 it was never engrossed.44 

A second defect lay in the opportunity afforded an integrated 
industry to transfer costs from other operations to the mine 
and to reduce net proceeds. Inasmuch as the law allowed 

u Revised Statutes of 1931, So-5-56-64. 
os Second Biennial Report, 1933-34, p. 23. 
"Second Biennial Report, 1933-34, p. 23. 
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deduction of transportation, sampling, assaying, milling and 
smelting costs, ownership of any or all of these facilities by 
the mine operator would allow reduction of net proceeds. To 
rectify this condition the commission suggested valuation of 
the ore at the mouth of the mine, and the deduction of only 
reasonable costs (not exceeding actual costs) of transportation, 
smelting, refining, etc.45 

One of the greatest sources of difficulty was the problem 
presented by a mine owned by the United States Smelting and 
Refining Company, which not only smelted ores from its own 
mine but "custom ores" as well. The mill was built ten or fifteen 
miles from ~ny mine, and at that time no deduction was claimed 
for the cost of the investment on the theory that the reduction 
works were not "in connection with the mines," as required 
under statute for deductible investments. The company main
tained, moreover, that while by the use of arbitrary averages 
and after much labor ~t might be possible to report "probable 
costs" of operation per ton, no method existed for the deter
mination of actual costs. Moreover, the company did not con
sider it fair to determine "gross proceeds" from the income 
from sale of the refined product, and the old board of equaliza
tion had established the custom of assuming a "sale" at the 
portal of the mine to the milling division of the company. 

In 1936 the company filed returns showing an assessed valu
ation of $2 ,6oo,ooo, while the tax commission set up a valuation 
of $5,6oo,ooo. The commission preferred not to go to court, 
fearing that the precedent set by the board of equalization 
might be interpreted by the court as "contemporaneous con
struction of an administrative board," and a compromise was 
made on the figure of $4,Ioo,ooo.46 To reduce such difficulties 
in the future the state tax commission suggested an amendment 
to the law providing that where ore transference was inter
company, the burden of proof of the fairness of price should 
be upon the mining company. 

A difference of opinion between the commission and the Utah 

• Second Biennial Report, 1933-34, p. 23. 
• Third Biennial Report of State Tax Commission, p. 15. 
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Copper Company resulted in a court decision which made it 
necessary for the ~ommission to appraise the metal produced 
but not sold in any given year, and to limit the tax to the metal 
sold.47 · 

I 

The tax commission ,employed part-time geologists after 
1919, particularly for the valuation of non-metallic deposits, 
and in 1934 began a serious attempt to collect data on the actual 
production of metal in the state. In 1936 the sub-committee on 
Homestead Exemption, of the investigating committee of Utah 
Governmental Units, published a comparison of the reported 
gross proceeds of mines and the gross value of metals compiled 
by the U.S. Geological Society.48 In the case of the Utah Cop
per Company these two totals were identical, for this company 
marked its own refined copper, and reported the amount both 
to the state tax commission and to the Bureau of Mines. But 
between the value reported to the Bureau of Mines and that 
reported to the state tax commission by all other metalliferous 
mines there was a discrepancy for the period 1919-1934 of 
26.8 per cent. The committee wal) of the opinion that the two 
reports should coincide, and urged a more careful definition of 
gross and net proceeds, particularly as it applied to integrated 
companies. The state· tax commission did not agree that the 
reports for tax purposes should always equal those made to the 
Bureau of Mines, but the facts brought out by this committee 
were used as the basis of a request for a mine valuation en
gineer, who was added to the staff in 1936. 

•• Third Biennial Report, p. 23; Fourth Annual Report, p. 12. 
'" Report of the sub-committee on Homestead Exemption, of the Investigat

ing Committee of Utah Governmental Units, 1936, p. 97· 



CHAPTER VIII 

IDAHO 

IDAHO continued to be a steady producer of ~etal even after 
the gold rush of the sixties, and there were occasional demands 
that the industry pay heavier taxes. The Idaho World main
tained in rebuttal that the farmer could not be compared to the 
miner, because he made no large investments and took no par
ticular risks.1 From the large investments made by the miner
reaching at times several hundred thousand dollars before any 
realized return - the entire community benefited. The cities 
of Butte and Helena and the many mining towns of Idaho, said 
the editorial, were brought into existence only by mining invest
ments. In spite of disagreement from several quarters,2 these 
and similar arguments were used to help stave off any tax upon 
mines as working property until long after the close of the 
territorial period. 

When the state constitutional convention met in 1888, the 
law still provided that "mining claims" should be untaxed, 
except upon the value of surface improvements.3 This condition 
of almost complete exemption had been of long standing, but 
during the previous twenty years a change had taken place in 
the character of the territory. In 1870 miners outnumbered 
those engaged in agriculture by a ratio of five to one. • The ratio 
in 1890 was one to two.6 While an influential portion of the 
pioneers of the sixties appear to have hailed from Missouri and 
the South,' the majority of the settlers of the eighties and 
nineties carried into the state the polidcal traditions of Iowa 
and the Northeast. It is a striking illustration of this shift in 

'Idaho World, May 17, 1884. 
1 ldalto Statesma1l, Jan. u, 1887. 
• Revised Statutes of 1887, sec. 1401, from 1865 Second Session, p. 336. 
• Census of 1870, I, 671. 
• Eleventh census, Population, ll, sso. 
• Bancroft, History of the Pacific States: vol. XX, NtviJda, ColortJdo, arid 

Wyoming, p. 268. 
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the source of population that the political temper of the state 
of Idaho was almost the reverse of the territory. Before the 
constitutional convention only one delegate was Republican 
and he was elected before the gold rush, while of the senators 
and representatives sent to Congress during the next forty years 
only one was Democratic.7 • 

Even the delegates from mi.ning counties were uncertain as 
to the best course to pursue. Some felt that the question was 
too delicate to be allowed to become the football of the legis
lature, and Ainslie of Boise County 8 proposed that to give the 
greatest possible security to eastern capital, the state should tax 
net proceeds and exempt mines and mining claims from all other _ 
taxation, as in Colorado, for ten years. The delegates from 
Shoshone County, the location of the most important mines, 
opposed any form of mines tax. One of them read from Cooley's 
Treatise on the Law of Taxation to prove clearly the impropriety 
of double taxation. He then confounded the supporters of the 
foregoing proposal by pointing out that after net proceeds were 
taxed they would be deposited in a bank and, for the second 
time, would be taxed as cash.9 His colleague elaborated on this 
theme: 

You have a mine whose value consists entirely- because there is no 
power of recreation or reproduction in the mines as there is in the farm or 
any other property- the value of the mine consists entirely of the value 
of the ore that is in its walls. You go then upon the theory of my friend 
from Boise and tax the mine or provide that the legislature may tax it to 
the full extent of its value which it has because of the ore in it. Then you 
take the ore out of it and destroy the value of the property and then you 
propose to tax the ore besides - double taxation. Then on top of all that 
tax the improvement ... and you have treble taxation. Then go and tax 
all the improvements which result directly from the labor of the material 
men and laboring men, and which are paid for and which are taxed in the 
way of houses and farms and everything of that kind and you have 
quadruple taxation.10 

The proposal to tax net proceeds of mines, while other business 
paid on its capital value, met opposition from agriculture. Some 
of the counties in the state, because of the exemption of mines 

'Biographical Directory of the American Congress (Washington, D. C., 1928). 
8 Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention, p. 1657. · 
'Under Sec. 1429, R. S. of 1887. · 10 Proceedings, p. 1746. 
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from taxation, had found themselves unable to provide adequate 
schools, in spite of large capital investments within their bor
ders. It was pointed out that in actual practice even the surface 
improvements were assessed far below true value, so that while 
one smelter in Ketchum had cost $3,ooo,ooo, the total valuation 
of all smelters in the state, as returned by the county assessors, 
was only $32,ooo.U 

Out of the argument there appeared to emerge the general 
conclusion that mines should be taxed upon their surface im
provements and net profits/2 but betause, perhaps, of the 
influence of agriculture in Idaho, the convention did not, as 
in Montana, adopt a constitutional provision to that effect. 

The first session of the state legislature (I 89 I) witnessed an 
effort to place unpatented mines under the property tax. Sec
tion 2 of HB 85 of that year provided that the exemption of 
unpatented mining claims should be extended only to those not 
producing mineral during the year in excess of $s,ooo in value,13 

but the proposal was voted down in the house by the narrqw 
margin of thirteen to twelve.14 Said the Idaho Statesman, "The 
onslaught of the grangers upon the miners has been defeated, 
and the prospector may rejoice." 

Again in 1893 the question was brought to the front when 
the house committee of the whole recommended that mines be 
taxed on a base of one half of the yearly gross production of 
each mine producing over $3,ooo, such base to be placed under 
the general property tax. The proposal finally met defeat under 
the charge that it would close every mine in the state. 

In 1897 the attack was led by Governor Frank Steunenberg, 
who remarked in his message to the legislature: 

u Proceedings, p. 1755. "'Proceedings, p. 1762. 
"Idaho Statesman, March 3, 1891. Against this proposal the following argu

ments were advanced: mining claixns are not property, but only possessory rights, 
and should not be taxed as property; taxation should not be based on what a 
mine yields because of the difficulty of forecasting continued productivity; com
parison between mines and farming land is impossible -there can be no justice 
in the assessment of a hope, a purely imaginative value; the proposed tax was an 
income tax and there was no reason why the mining business should be singled 
out for the imposition of such a tax; finally, the mining industry of Idaho would 
be crushed out if the attempt were successful. 

,.Idaho StauSfiUJn, March 10, 1891. 
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Exclusive of Idaho, and possibly Utah, every mining State in the West 
derives a considerable portion of its assessed valuation and subsequent 
revenue from the taxation of mines. Just why this class of property should 
be exempt from taxation and escape bearing a just portion of the burden 
of government is not apparent. 

He urged the adoption of the Colorado system, whereby a cer
tain percentage of the gross output of the preceding year in 
excess of $1 ,ooo should be the base upon which the property tax 
should be levied. Such a law would, he declared, add materially 
to the assessed valuation of the state; it would assist in equal
izing the burden of taxes, and place a "just tribute" on wealth 
which when once produced, largely left the state. The charge 
that such a tax would "drive capital out of the country" seemed 
to him to be unimpressive. He had not noticed any "marked 
influx of ~ining capital from these States to ours on account 
of our present exemption." 111 

A bill embodying his suggestion was introduced into the house 
and supported by the following arguments: (I) that Idaho was 
the only great mining state to exempt mines, (2) that the tax
able property in the state would thereby be iqcreased, (3) that 
this proposal was to tax productive mines, and that not to tax 
them would be to discriminate between industries in the state, 
( 4) that mines were not bearing their just share of the cost of 
government. The Shoshone County delegates, in support of the 

' bill, reported that in the preceding eleven years the mines of 
their county had produced $ss,ooo,ooo worth of mine prod
ucts, at a cost to the state of $so,ooo.16 It was charged, too, that 
in Alturas County even the mills had been exempted from 
taxation. Against these arguments were opposed the following 
objections: (1) that mines were taxed fairly already, inasmuch 
as improvements are always taxed, ( 2) that under the bill pro
posed, a mine might be compelled to pay taxes even though its 
costs of operation exceeded its output, (3) that the bill would 
prevent sales of mines now pending, (4) that such a law had 

111 Governor's Message to the Legislature, p. 8. 
11 This was a reference to the expenditures made to preserve law and order

especially during the strikes of 1899. Brosnan, History of the State of Idaho, 
(New York: Scribner's, 1926), p. 194· ' 
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depopulated the state of Nevada and was ruining the mining 
interests of Arizona, (5) that the taxation of gross output would 
tax unfairly the mines which had invested capital under the 
assumption that no extra tax would be laid, ( 6) that there 
would be danger of ruining the small mines in the hope of 
catching large ones. The arguments presented on both sides are 
interesting because they plainly indicate that the issues were 
not such as might be settled by debate. The bill was modified 
in the house and defeated in the senate, and the mine exemption 
left as beforeP 
. Again in 1901 the issue took a prominent place. Three mine 
tax measures were introduced to this session. One, by Senator 
Moore of Latah County, proposed to levy the property tax rate 
on the gross output of mines, after subtracting the sum of 
$x,ooo from that output. Another, by Representative Mandell 
of Blaine County, proposed that in view of the difficulty of 
assessing patented mining claims the county assessors should 
assess all patented quartz mining claims at the rate of $5 per 
acre and all patented placer mining claims at the rate of $2 .so 
per acre, and should assess surface improvements as formerly.18 

The third bill was in the nature of a compromise. It proposed 
to assess all ore, tailings, and mineral·bearing material at its 
full value after the cost of extraction and transportation had 
been deducted. This bill also fixed an assessment of $5 an acre 
for nonproducing patented quartz mines and $2 .so an acre for 
placer mines. Deductions were not to include salaries of the 
president or officers not actually engaged in the working of the 
mine or personally superintending the management thereof.19 

This compromise bill, however, went the way ·of all others of 
that year.20 

"Idaho Statesma11, Feb. 28, March 21 1897. 
18 Senate Journal, 1901, p. 25. 
11 /daho Statesma11, Feb. 8, 28, 1901. 
• One of the sidelights was the biennial report of State Auditor Bartlett Sin

clair, which estimated the annual output of mines in Idaho at about $8,ooo,ooo 
and suggested taxation of the net proceeds of mines. Another is a letter pub
lished in the Statesma11 of Jan. 17, from W. H. Watt, Hailey miner and b~er, 
to Representative Mandell. Mr. Watt stated that there were a hundred non
producing mines to every producing mine, and tha,t producing mines should not 
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During the process of debate in the legislature State AUditor 
Jones sent a communication to the Idaho Mining Journal, show
ing that most mine improvements escaped taxation. He pointed 
out that in two of the leading mining counties, Blaine and 
Lemhi, the abstracts of assessment showed no mining improve
ments taxed, while Custer, another leading mining county, had 
taxed only one item- ore worth $1 soo. In 1900, he $aid, the 
total assessed valuation of mining improvements was only 
$1,533,406.21 

The impasse was indirectly brought to an end by the case of 
Salisbury vs. Lane,22 which had arisep. in 1900 over the inter-
pretation of the statute which said: · 

the following property is exempt from taxation: . . . Seventh. Mining 
claims, but machinery, property and improvement upon or appurtenant to 
mining claims shall not be so ex~mpt."" 

The court held (C. J. Huston, J. Quarles, J. Sullivan dissenting) 
that it had been the purpose of the revenue act to tax all except 
government property, and that the term "mining claims" should 
be interpreted to mean only claims not patented. The title to 
patented claims resided in private hands, and there could be no 
just reason for exempting such property from taxation. 

Governor Hunt in his message of 1901 called the attention of 
the legislature to the new court ruling, and pointed out that 
immediate action should be taken to place both mines and 
mining claims upon an equitable basis of taxation, for the taxa-

be taxed over $5 an acre. The taxation of the output of mines was tried in 
Nevada, he said, and although it succeeded in building up a big school fund, it 
was a class tax, instituted by the cattle and sheep men, and had destroyed the 
mining industry and had resulted in a big decline of the population. Moreover, 
said Mr. Watt, the legislature should be careful not to discriminate against the 
patented mines in favor of the unpatented. He was in favor of taxing net profits, 
providing 'other industries are so taxed. On the whole, he thought it would be 
the best thing to make it plain "for some time to come" that all mines, except 
for improvements and machinery, would be exempt from taxation. A mining 
claim that is producing, said he, has more machinery and improvements on it 
than the average property holder pays taxes upon. Moreover, taxes in mining 
counties were high, and to tax claims would drive out capital. 

m Idaho Statesman, Feb. 3, 4, 1901. 
a 7 Idaho 3 70. 
• Subdivision 7, Sec. 1401, Revised Statutes of 1887. 
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tion of patented mines alone would be unwise discrimination. 
Custom had treated mines and mining claims as exempt from 
taxation (except the surface improvements), but while the 
construction placed upon the act by the supreme court would 
make patented mines taxable, possessory rights were still 
exempt and of more value than the patented. Neither or both 
should be taxed, he said, but it should be kept in mind that a 
mine was a speculative investment until it became producing. 
The legislature responded by exempting mining claims only 
when "not patented," and by stipulating that under the term 
"real estate" should be included "All mines, minerals and 
quarries in and under the lands and all rights and privileges 
appertaining thereto." 24 

This law of 1901 obviously allowed the taxation of patented 
mines as property, and under it the assessor of Shoshone County 
sent (in 1901) to the several large mining companies of his 
county a request for an estimation of the value of those mines. 
The mines obliged by a valuation at the figure of $5 an acre. 
The assessor, believing the mines to be worth, as property, a 
great deal more, levied a general assessment of $soo,ooo apiece 
on the large mines.25 The mines objected and took the matter 
before the county board of equalization, which unanimously 
refused to lower the assessment. The mine owners seem to have ' 
made a compromise offer of between $2 s,ooo and $4o,ooo in 
taxes, but the offer was declined. The mines thereupon refused 
to pay the first tax levied, and defended their action on the 
grounds that the assessment was arbitrary and unequitable, and 
that the law under which it was made was unconstitutional.28 

The assessment was eventually held by a local court to be not 
a true assessment, and invalid. 

It is nevertheless noteworthy that just as the Board of 
Equalization of Cochise County, in Arizona, forced the mines 
to sue in the legislature for a special tax, by its local assessment 
of 1901, so this Shoshone County assessor forced the Idaho. law 

111 General Laws, 1901, pp. 234, 235. 
• Through a clerical error he seems to have assessed the Hercules mine at 

$so.ooo. Idaho SUJ.usma11, Jan. 4, 1903 (defense of mine owners). 
111 ldalto St4usma~t, Jan. 4 and Jan. 30, 1903· 
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of 1903. Even the minhig companies now wanted a special 
mines tax. Both parties made a platform pledge to secure tax
ation of mines,27 with net output as a measure of value, and 
the governor, pointing to the conflict and uncertainty existing 
in mining counties,28 asked the legislature for some definite 
action.29 

The net proceeds tax was not put through without opposition. 
A mass meeting of business men and farmers in Shoshone 
County, principal mining center, petitioned the legislature, 
January 20, not to change the mine tax law until the mines at 
Shoshone paid their taxes. They favored the ad valorem taxa
tion of mines, and, in opposing the use of the net proceeds base, 
protested against the enactment of any plan that would enable 
mine managers and expert accountants "to figure down to noth
ing immense taxable mines that should be reached and can be 
reached under the present law." 3° Farm representatives in 
general opposed the bill as inequitable, but Shoshone County, 
with most of Idaho's richest mines, lay in the distant north, 
accessible only by a circuitous route through Oregon and Wash
ington, and the direct benefit to the southern Idaho farmer from 
high taxation of the deposits would have been small. At the end 
of a quiet but grim campaign the bill was passed, and in spite 
of some effort to keep away the governor's signature 31 it be
came a law. 

The new law was much like that of Nevada. "Net annual 
proceeds" was defined to mean the amount of money received 
from the Inining of metals, after a deduction of: · 

"'Idaho Statesman, Jan. 31, 1903 . 
., Governor's Message, 1903, p. 24. 
118 Mine Inspector Martin H. Jacobs emphasized in his biennial report the 

need of revision of the mine tax statute, on the grounds that assessors were not 
able to decide upon a fair cash value for mining property, and that an attempt 
to do so would inevitably result in litigation and delay. He pointed out that the 
mines of the state had produced, in 1902, gold to the value of $2,467,22J.2I; 
silver to the value of $6,784,IIJ.62; and lead to the value of $4,I72,8os. He 
suggested that mines be taxed on all improvements, and that all patented mineral 
lands be taxed at fair cash value. In addition to this, he suggested a tax on the 
net proceeds of all producing mineral lands, patented or unpatented; such net 
proceeds to be carefully defined to exclude salaries of general offices or office 
expenses except at the mines themselves. Idaho Statesman, Jan. 7, 1903. 

80 Idaho Statesman, Jan. 20, 1903. "'Idaho Statesman, Feb. 14, 1903. 
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( 1) actual expenditure of money and labor in extracting the 
metal and transporting the same to the mill, concen
trator, and reduction works; in the reduction thereof, 
and the conversion of the same into money. 

( 2) all money expended for necessary labor, machinery and 
supplies needed and used in the mining operations. · 

(3) all money expended in necessary improvements in or 
about mining claims. 

(4) money expended in reducing ores, or for the construc
tion of the mills and reduction works used and operated 
in connection with the mine or mining claim, for the 
transportation of the ore and for extracting the metals 
and minerals therefrom; "but the money invested in the 
mine, or improvements made during any year except the 
year immediately preceding such statement, must not be 
included therein." 82 

The law met with some dissatisfaction in the rural parts of 
the state and Governor Gooding felt it advisable during the next 
session, to say: 

Next to agriculture, the mining industry is the largest in our state, 
bringing in a revenue each. year of more than $u,ooo,ooo. In all legislation 
affecting this industry I would advise care and caution in your deliberations. 

Most of the complaint since that day, however, has been on the 
ground of principle and has not represented any determined 
body of voters. Though occasionally it reached the stage of 
legislative bills,83 the issue did not again become of practical 
importance until 1914. 

The prewar reform movement in Idaho took the form of 
demand for true valuations and for a tax commission. Both 
projects ran into considerable difficulty, and the short life of the 
tax commission has been laid to the fact that in its first and only 
report a• it expressed the belief that mines were not bearing a 
proportionate share of the tax burden. It suggested that as 

• General Laws, 1903, p. 4· 
• N. in HB 51, 1912 (Idaho StattSffUJil, Jan. JO, 1912); SB 28, 1925 (Idaho 

St4ttsmall, Jan. 21, 1925). 
• First Biennial Report, Idaho State Tax Commission, 1914. p. 46. 
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property in the state seemed to be assessed at about 6 5 per cent 
of actual value, the basis for assessment of mines might well be 
about twice the net annual proceeds, in addition to the valuation 
of the ground, improvements, and machinery customarily 
assessed. 

The commission received little support even from the farm 
population. Net profits of mines, as reported to the state board 
of equalization, have varied from $2,709,236.oo in 19u to' 
$13,178,362 in 1918. In 1929 they were approximately 
$7,ooo,ooo, all from Shoshone County. Total state valuation 
was about $485,ooo,ooo.35 

But 1935 was a black political year for many mines in the 
western states, and those in Idaho did not come out unscathed. 
Governor C. Ben Ross, elected first in the fall of 1930, based 
much of his political program on the proposal to reduce the 
general property tax, and under his long regime the legislature 
adopted taxes. on the production of electric power, on chain 
stores, and on sale of beer and liquor. It increased the inheri
tance tax rates, added a contractors license, and enacted a mines 
license tax. The sales tax was submitted to referendum and 
defeated. 

The fact that the mines were forced to submit to heavier 
taxation as a part of this larger program merely bears out the 
observation made in several other places that the relatively 
lighter tax on the Idaho mines came not so much from their 
opposition to the tax as to the nature of the drive upon them. 
The drive increased in intensity, not only because, during a 
depression, the value of a tax dollar to the farmer was higher 
and the opportunity cost of political activity lower, but because 
the total yield of this group of supplementary revenues prom
ised to be worth the effort required to hold the agricultural 
representatives in line. Whether the program could have been 
accepted if all these supplementary revenues had been proposed 
at once is another question, for the combined forces of these 
taxpayers might have formed a stubborn opposition, but the 
experience in Minnesota and Arizona would appear to indicate 

• Abstract of Assessment books, State Board of Equalization. 
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that numbers will dominate a legislature if the priie is suffi
ciently high. 

There had been a feeble but persistent demand for many 
years that mines be taxed upon some multiple of net proceeds, 
as in other western states, but the fact that they were all in 
Shoshone County, already one of the richest in the state, made 
the proposal politically impractical. The law of 1935' solved 
this dilemma by levying a tax of 3 per cent upon net profits, 
defined as the gross income less actual costs of extraction of 
ore from the mine, costs of reduction, costs of improvements 
in and about the mines or mills during any given year, but not 
including salary of superintendence or expenses outside the 
state. The new law covered all types of deposits, including coal. 
The reports were to be made to the commissioner of law en
forcement and the money was turned over to the state treasurer 
to be placed to the credit of the public school fund. Failure to 
pay the tax or to make accurate reports subjected the mine to 
a penalty of three times the tax.36 

311 Idaho Session Laws, 1935, ch. lxv, p. 182. 



CHAPTER IX 

MONTANA 

THE FIRST LEGISLATURE of the Territory of Montana, meeting 
in December, r864, repealed the Idaho mine tax of r per cent 
on net proceeds and enacted in its place a measure which ap
pears to have placed the net proceeds under the property tax.1 

In 1866 Montana readopted the tax of $r on every $roo of net 
proceeds,2 but in r869 exempted mines and mining claims 
except for machinery and surface improvements. Thereafter all 
except the underground workings and ore bodies fell under the 
property tax. 

The reform of 1879 was due to the activities of assessors in 
at least two counties, Deer Lodge and Beaverhead, who decided 
that the daily output of ore constituted personal property and 
who made such frequent assessments thereon as to turn the law 
into a tax on net pr.oceeds.8 In this interpretation they were 
upheld by the State Supreme Court in 1877, and the miners 
were thereupon driven to the legislature for relie£.4 

The early law, they said, had been passed during the days 
of the placer mi~es and before quartz mining had become an 
industry.5 Quartz mining was the most hazardous of human 

1 First territorial session laws, pp. 428, 532. 
1 Third session, p. 28. 
1 The Helena Daily Herald, Feb. 1, 1897; Jan. 27, 1879; Feb. xo, 1879. 
'Hope Mining Company vs. Kennon, 3 Montana 35· 
5 The reports of the several auditors of the Territory and State of Montana 

show the following gross receipts reported by placer mines and quartz mills: 
Year Placer Quartz 
1874 $1,864,007 $ 796,170 
1875 1,264,870 677.469 
1876 1 1254,820 392,860 
1877 955,730 473,001 
1878 822,055 909,948 
1879 279,663 191,901 
x88o 655,054 3,036.476 
1881 438,438 1,796,583 
1882 637,9II 1,916,645 
1883 419,686 1,022,904 
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enterprises, and needed encouragement, and there was no more 
sense in the taxation of both mines and proceeds than of cows 
and daily milk production.6 Above all, the miners asked that 
the tax be clarified, for the assessment of net proceeds as per
sonal property had been entirely unexpected, and the intent of 
the legislature was still in doubt. The resulting mine revenue 
law of 1879, which laid the foundation for mine taxation for 
many years thereafter, provided for the assessment of surface 
land at the price paid the federal government (usually $5 an 
acre), of machinery and surface improvements, and of the net 
profit determined by formula. From the gross yield the mine 
was allowed deductions for actual expenditure of money and 
labor in extraction, reduction, and conversion into bullion.1 

Of all the incidents in the history of mine taxation in Mon
tana, probably the most important was the constitutional 
convention of 1889, for the restriction on mine taxation written 
into this state constitution acted as a bulwark of defense for 
many years thereafter, and helps to explain the fact that, as 
observed in Chapter IV, Montana is one of the few important 
copper producing states without an ad valorem tax on deposits. 
From the standpoint of the miners the convention came at a 
favorable period in the history of Montana. Economic con
ditions had undergone no radical change for a decade and the 
dominant industries were still mining and cattle raising, with 
the former predominating. Whereas in Idaho the farmers out
numbered the miners two to one, the miners in Montana still 

Year Plaur Quarts Bullion in re-
duction ju1'111lles 

1884 457.655 3,864,848 $ 3.430,305 
1885 553,967 5,607,648 u,xo6,615 
1886 449.585 9·969,041 13,319,693 
1887 520,962 4.348,no I$,864,519 
1888 440,111 20,293,171 15,864,519 
1889 285,451 24,012,000 21,328,725 
1890 139o50S 23,934,196 23,382,558 
1891 174,667 30,260,729 JO,I241165 
1892 256,825 19,270,957 20,899.478 

(The variation from normal trend in 1879 was due to change to the fiscal year.) 
1 The HtltfiiJ DIJily Herald, Jan. 27, Feb. I, 1879. 
'Compiled Statutes, 1887, V, uo8. Revised Statutes, 1879, ch. lili, sec. 1047. 
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held a numerical superiority.8 William A. Clark, the leading 
miner in the territory, and for many years thereafter one of the 
most respected men in Montana, was chosen chairman of the 
convention, after caucus by the Democratic delegates.9 The 
committee on finances reported substantially the same section 
on mine taxation that was finally adopted, limiting mine taxa
tion to surface valuation and net proceeds. Although opposition 
to the measure lacked any important strength, the arguments 
are interesting. Delegates from Custer County 10 asked that 
the mines be assessed, like other property, upon their real value 
-a method held impossible by de~egates from Deer Lodge. 

Even the world-famed mines, such as the Granite Mountain and the Ana
conda, and mines of that class, which perhaps those gentlemen imagine 
can be assessed upon a proper valuation, I desire to say that I believe it to 
be a fact that there are no two .assessors in this Territory, each one basing 
a judgment upon his knowledge of those mines, that can come within a 
million dollars of each other as to. what they are worth.11 

To an alternative suggestion that because the provision for 
special taxes was not properly the function of a State Constitu
tion the entire section should be omitted, Clark argued that to 
leave the matter to the legislature would endanger "the greatest 
industry we have in the State of Montana." It was not that the 
mining men were averse to paying their ·share of taxes: 

I will venture to say that there is no class of men engaged in any indu~try 
in this Rocky Mountain Country that has a higher regard for integrity or 
is more disposed to make a fair and equitable return of their property than 
are the men engaged in the mining industry. They do not propose to evade 
any of the duties of citizenship; they never have put themselves in an 
attitude of attempting to evade any of the responsibilities of citizenship in 
this Territory; but they do contend that the only way to reach a fair and 
equitable assessment of their values is to base it upon the net proceeds of 
their mines, in addition to whatever improvements may be found upon the 

8 Eleventh census, Population, ll, 550. 
OccUPATIONs, MALE 

Idaho M onttJntJ 
Mining .. • ......... ·. . .. . .. • .. .. . • • • • .. .. .. . • • 5,200 10,502 
Agriculture (including farm labor and cattle men) II.JI4 8,839 

• The Daily Independena, Helena, Julys, x88g. 
»Proceedings of the Montana Constitutional Convention, pp. 381-382. 
11 Pages 470 ff. 
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surface thereof, and, as has been said by the gentlemen from Deer Lodge, 
Mr. Toole, there is no method known to metallurgy, mineralogy or geology, 
whereby, considering all the uncertain circumstances that attend this in· 
dustry, a fair and equitable value can be placed upon the property they 
call a mine. Today it may seem to be a bonanza . . . . but how many are 
there here . . . on the floor of this convention .•. who have had in. 
their experience the beautiful hopes of today frustrated by the stroke of 
the pick tomorrow? 

Both he and J. R. Toole pleaded for the small mine owners 
who were often led to value their mines at tens of thousands of 
dollars, when nine times out of ten they were not worth fifty. 
cents: 

The constitution, adopted in the November election, provided 
that mines and mining claims should be taxed at the price paid 
the United States therefor, unless the surface was used for 
other than mining purposes, that improvements should be taxed 
at their value, and that the "annual net proceeds of all mines 
and mining claims" should be taxed as provided by law.12 

The constitutional provision was given effect by Section 3 
of the laws of 1891, providing that annual net proceeds should 
be taxed as other personal property._ As actually administered 
the mines were allowed to deduct from the gross yield of each 
mine: 

(I) All moneys expended for necessary labor, machinery, 
and supplies needed 'and used in the mining operations 
·and developments. 

( 2) Actual costs of improvements, repairs, and betterments 
necessary in and about the working of the mine. 

(3) 

(S) 

(6) 

Actual cost of repairs and replacements of the milling 
and reduction works used in connection with the mine. 
All money expended for transporting the ores, mineral 
products, or deposits from the mine to the mill, or to 
reduction works, or to the place of sale, and for extrac
tion. 
Actual cost of marketing the product and converting 
the same into money. 
Depreciation in the sum of 6 per cent of the assessed 

u Constitution of the State of Montana, art. xn, ~- l· 
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valuation of the milling and reduction works used in 
connection with the mine for the calendar year covered 
by the statement.13 

The average value of patented mining claims was $6.34 per acre. 
of land, while mineral reservations averaged 51¢ in value per 
acre, by the price paid the federal government.14 

As in Michigan the early evidences of discontent had more 
to do with railroad taxation than with the taxation of mines/5 

. but in 1912 Joseph M. Dixon, United States senator and, in 
that year, chairman of the National Committee of the Pro
gressive Party, took a forthright stand against the copper com
panies. In his keynote speech to the state convention of his 
party he referred to the Amalgamated Copper Company in 
these words: 

These gentlemen are paying on the basis of about one-eighteenth of their 
real valuation. . . . They should be paying about one-half of the taxes of 
the state, on our present total assessment. Then your taxes could be re
duced to just one-third of what they are now.1" 

The Progressive Party incorporated this plank in the platform: 

We declare ourselves as being unalterably in favor of a complete reform 
of taxation laws and methods in Montana, to the end that there shall be a 
fair and equitable assessment of all classes of property. We believe that 
under present conditions railroads, the Amalgamated Copper Company, 
and other corporations are avoiding the payment of their just proportion 
of the taxes. . . .17 

The basis of discontent is easily apparent. Where once the 
base of the mine tax consisted of numbers of small mines, scat
tered about the state, there had now grown up on "the richest 
hill in the world" one of the richest mines in the world, owned 
by a "corporation." The demand for additional mine taxes 
became strong enough to compel recognition by the other po
litical parties. The Democratic party contented itself with a 

11 Sec. 2500, Rev. Code 1917, Montana State Board of Equalization, 1926, 
pp. 40 ff. 

"Sec. 2500, Rev. Code 1917, Montana State Board of Equalization, p. 6o. 
15 Levine, Taxation of Mines in Montana. 
•• Levine, p. 8. 
17 Levine, p. 9· 
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general indictment of the inequalities of the tax system and 
upon election in 1912 established a state tax commissioner, an 

' office which was abolished during the depression months of 
1914,18 

Again, in 1916, the problem of taxation dominated state 
politics. The Republican platform made an outright demand 
for a license tax upon net profits of mines, and the Democrats 
asked for a "non-partisan commission to make a study of pres
ent methods of taxation and to draft such constitutional and 
statutory amendments as may be adequate to equalize taxa
tion." Following this last suggestion both the house and the 
senate appointed tax investigation committees, which built their 
separate reports about the same set of figures on total assess
ments for various types of industry in the state- the estimated 
gross proceeds for the year 1916 and the proportion of total 
taxes paid by each.111 The essence of the matter appeared to be 
that the farming industry, with an estimated gross production 
of $8o,IS4,I90, paid 32.14 per cent of the taxes, while the 
mines, with an estimated gross production of $I4I,soo,ooo, 
paid only 8. 79 per cent of the taxes. The house committee, 
however, emphasized the fact that the figures on gross proceeds 
were merely approximates, and although it concluded that there 
existed some inequality in matters of taxation, it called for 
further study and a report to the next session of the legislature. 
The senate committee, after a more exhaustive treatment of the 
problem, came out with the conclusion that the mining com
panies and the hydroelectric companies, among others, were 
not being taxed in proportion to their value and income. 

The sessions of this fifteenth legislature were conducted amid 
considerable excitement. A representative of the farmers in the 
eastern part of the state introduced a bill to impose a tax of 
6 per cent on the net proceeds of mines. The newspapers of the 
state rallied wholeheartedly to their respective constituents, 
and the mine organs took the position which they were destined 

,. Levine, p. 10. 

,. Report submitted by the Tax Investigation Committee of the House to the 
Fifteenth Legislative Assembly, pp. 4 ff.; Report of the Tax Investigation Com
mittee of the Senate, Fifteenth Legislative Assembly, pp. 4, 23, 26. 
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to hold thereafter- that the mines, far from avoiding their just 
taxes, were paying "an extraordinary tax ... not levied against· 
any other industry in Montana," namely, the tax on net 
proceeds. 20 

1 

Hinting that the mines might awake to the unfairness of this 
tax, the Butte Miner warned the people that there was a "limit 
to the good nature and patience" of the miner. Owners, oper
ators, leasers, and prospectors in the state organized to defeat 
this threat to their interests, and by circular letters and tele
grams to commercial bodies, rotary clubs, mining men, and 
others "in related industries" over the state invited the forma
tion of local branches to "assist in the protest to the legislature 
against the imposition of the proposed special license tax." In 
Butte and other cities mass meetings were addressed by speak
ers sent by the mining interests. C. F. Kelley, vice-president of 
the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, and other mining men 
appeared before the joint session of the tax investigating com
mittees of the house and senate to present their case.21 It was 
during these hearings that C. F. Kelley gave the argument that 
uniformity in taxation demanded that the mines, like the farms, 

· be taxed on the value of surface property only: 

For the demagogue who, unable to aspire to a coveted position of leader
ship by the qualities that endure and are constructive, seeks to take ad
vantage of the passing sentiment of an hour, and with a total disregard of 
possible consequences, fans into a frenzied flame the spark of passion which 
he has ignited, I have only that unspeakable contempt which he so richly 
deserves, and which without faU is ever the ultimate reward for political 
perfidity ..•. 

Now I submit as a fundamental proposition that when you have taxed 
the surface of a mining claim at its full value for the purpose for which it 
is used, or is capable of being used, and when you have taxed the improve
ments that have been made upon that surface, you have gone so far in the 
matter of taxation as the law reaches any other class of property in this 
state. The law does not impose upon the net proceeds of crops raised on 
farm lands. You do not pay so much per bushel of oats, per sack of 
potatoes, or per ton of hay .••. • 

The legislature compromised on an annual corporation li
cense fee of 1 per cent upon the total net income received by 

'· 
• Levine, pp. II ff. 
• Levine, pp. II ff. 211 The Anaconda Standard, Jan. 19, 1917. 
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corporations from all sources within the state of Montana over 
and above the sum of ten thousand dollars.23 The leader of the 
Republican minority opposed the measure as being far less than 
adequate. He called on the legislature to save the mining in
terests from their own cupidity, lest an agrarian revolt at the 
next election confiscate their property. "We know that the 
mine representatives say that the mines are paying their share, 
but an overwhelming majority of the people of Montana know 
that the mines do not pay their just share .... " 24 

In recognition of the fact that an important body of voters 
still considered the revenue system to be in need of revision, 
this session created a temporary Tax and License Commission 
to make an interim investigation of the problem and report to 
the board of equalization in 1919.25 The commission held hear
ings during the fall and winter of 1917-I9I8 and sent a delegate 
to the convention of the National Tax Association in Georgia, 
who listened without apparent enthusiasm to the eloquent . re
port by C. M. Zander on the system as it operated in Arizona. 
The Montana interim commission completely avoided the mine 
tax question, except to propose that a permanent state tax 
commission be created and that the tax system should legalize 
the classified assessment rates which at that time were in fact 
being used in the state. The mining element thus called atten
tion to the fact that all property was underassessed. 

This commission found that in spite of the legal requirement 
of full cash valuation, the only property so assessed appeared 
to be the net proceeds of mines, and moneys belonging to 
widows, orphans, and executors of estates which were revealed 
.by court records. Land appeared to be assessed at· about 30 
per cent of its full value; cattle at 45 per cent, sheep at 40 per 
cent, horses and mules at 52 per cent, hogs at 18 per cent, bank 
·stock at 6 5 per cent, and other forms of property at varying 

11 Though express companies were required to pay a license fee of 2 ~ per cent 
of gross receipts and private car companies s per cent. (Report of the Tax and 
Ucense Commission to the State Board of Equalization, 1918, p. 33.) 

II Levine, p. 13. 
• Report of the Tax and Ucense Commission to the State Board of Equali

zation, t9t7-t9r8. 
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rates. In the . face of the law and the instructions from the 
attorney general, said the commission, "the assessors meet 
every year, resolve themselves into a sort of legislative as· 
sembly and proceed to fix the values at which different species 
of property shall be assessed ..... " The commission recom
mended a permanent state tax commission and a classified 
property tax, at the following rates: 

(x) Net proceeds of mines to be taxed at roo per cent of 
true value. 

( 2) Household goods and furniture, agriculture implements, 
automobiles, trucks at 20 per cent of value. 

(3) Livestock, poultry and agricultural products, stocks and 
furniture of merchants at 337'3 per cent of value. ~ 

( 4) Land, town and city lots with improvements, manufac
turing and mining machinery, 30 per cent of value. 

(S) Money and credits at 7 per cent of value. 
( 6) Bank stocks and capital employed therein at 40 per cent 

·of value. 
( 7) All other property at 40 per cent of value.26 

To endorse its position the commission, quoted numerous author
ities on the widespread breakdown of the general property tax. 
The classified property tax, with rates as recommended by this 
commission, was adopted by the legislature of 1919.27 Thus the 
Montana classified property tax, as well as that of Minnesota, 
was a direct growth of the debate over mine taxation. 

The legislature, the tax and license commission, and the two 
major parties indicated in 1919 that political pressures were 
now apparently deadlocked. The state legislature had avoided 
.direct action by appointing the commission. Both the Demo
crats and Republicans had urged a more equitable distribution 
of the tax burden, and each had called attention to the tax and 
license commission, suggesting that in the final report of this 
body would come the answer to the problem. But the tax and 
license commission had refused to take the responsibility so 

• Report of the Tax and License Commission, p. 21. 

• Revised Codes of 1921, ch. 159, sec. 1999, 2000. 
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willingly thrust upon it, and had recommended only the legali~ 
zation of the system then actually, in operation. 

Into this static political situation there was suddenly pro~ 
jected a well-written monograph entitled The Taxation of 
Mines in Montana by Louis Levine, Ph.D. (now Lewis Lorwin), 
professor of economics, State University of Montana, a booklet 
of 141 pages, published by B. W. Heubsch, New York. There 
exists some difference of opinion as to· the real effect of this 
study upon the development of mine tax laws in Montana, but 
the book was done the honor of a second printing, and the 
Levine case has been immortalized in academic legend. Indeed, 
though the incident is now over twenty years old, memory of it 
is still tender enough to make difficult the way of a student of 
mine taxation in the company offices and even among the 
"public" records of Butte, Montana. 

In this brochure Dr. Lorwin first endeavored to disprove the 
assertion that the constitutional provision regarding min~ taxa- . 
tion had added to the tax burden of this industry an element· 
not borne by any other. He quoted the dedicatory speech of 
Colonel W. F. Sanders, given at the completion of the state 
capitol, in which the constitutional convention was charged with' 
having made the mistake of incorporating a desirable temporary 
encouragement of the mining industry into a constitutional tax 
measure. He quoted court decisions to show that the net pro
ceeds tax was in lieu of other taxes on mineral deposits. He used 
Young's figures to show a smaller per cent of surplus paid in 
taxes by Montana copper mines than in Michigan and Arizona 
in 1909, and used Zander's figures in Arizona for the following 
comparisons: 

Montana 
Gross proceeds from mines .............. $r46,soo,ooo 
Net proceeds reported . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28,6oS,JSS 
Assessed valuation of mining . . . . . . . . . . . . 43,7Io,8s4 
Assessment per $xoo of gross proceeds . . . . 29.8 
Assessment per $xoo of net proceeds . . . . . 152.8 

Arizona 
$ 82,036,342 

41,845,6o4 
17t,888,6x6 

209.5 
410.8 

In 1916, by these figures, the mines of Arizona, he said, were 
assessed about three times as heavily as the mines in Montana. 
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By numerous illustrative -income statements he concluded 
that "net proceeds" roughly equaled the accounting definition 
of net income from operation less deduction for depreciation 
and development charges. He estimated the book value of the 
Anaconda Copper Mining Company and concluded that on the · 
percentage of its holdings in Montana the company had been 
assessed at approximately 23.9 per cent. 

By reference to a comprehensive bibliography on mine valu~ 
ation he· showed that through proper amortization allowance, 
engineers and accountants could arrive at the approximate 
value of a mine, in spite of the fact that it was a depleting asset; 
and he quoted mining engineers to the effect that mining, when 
properly carried on, was no more speculative than other busi

. ness. As a "punch-line" he drew from a report of a committee 
of the American Institute of Mining Engineers which in its 
attack on the federal provision for computing excess profits had 
maintained vigorously that "the present worth of a mine of 
known earning capacity, with developed tonnage, can be ascer
tained." 28 C. F. Kelley, he pointed out, had been on this 
committee. 

Dr. Lorwin gave a succinct summary of the progress that had 
·been made in the valuation of ore deposits in the Great Lakes 
region and in Arizona, and Cited the conclusions of L. E. Young 
and of the corrunittee on the taxation of mines of the National 
Tax Association favoring the use of the ad valorem method. 
He suggested that the constitution of Montana be amended to 
allow this method of taxation, or, failing this, that the mines 
be taxed on some multiple of net proceeds, a step which ap
peared possible under the constitution as it then stood. 

In spite of the fact that it went a long way to clarify some 
of the debated issues in the state, the study met with a chilling 
response from the university. Chancellor Elliot, who had orig
inally underwritten an investigation of state income sources 
and had provided the time and expense necessary for Dr. Lor
win's work, decided when it was completed that it should not be 
published, giving as his reason one frequently heard in matters 

• Levine, p. 130. 
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of this sort. "From every standpoint of sound public policy 
it is untimely and inappropriate for the university, as an agency 
of the state, through any of its representatives, to introduce 
itself into discussion of the tax problem. Any such intrusion is 
bound to be misunderstood by the public and by members of 
the Legislature." 29 The book appeared shortly thereafter, and 
on February 7, somewhat less than a month after Chancellor 
Elliot's statement, Dr. Lorwin was suspended "for insubordina
tion and unprofessional conduct prejudicial to the welfare of 
the university." 80 

The most complete study of this case is that made by Pro
fessor F. S. Deibler at the request of the American Association 
of University Professors, and published in its Bulletin of May, 
1919.81 This report noted that there had been a definite under
standing that if, for reasons of diplomacy, the university pre
ferred not to publish the bulletin on mine taxation, it could be 
published privately. The prevailing practice in all standard 
non-denominational educational institutions was to allow a xnan 
to obtain credit for his work, and the principle should not have 
been abrogated at the direction of the governor of Montana. 

The basic disagreement between the A. A. U. P. report and 
Chancellor Elliot lay over what the latter called "the all
important question as to whether the Chancellor's policy of 
insisting that University men s~ll not mix in legislative po
litical controversies is a sound one." The report called attention 
to the opinion of President Lowell of Harvard that there was 
no middle ground in such a case as this: "Either the university 
assumes full responsibility for permitting its professors to ex
press certain opinions, in public, or it assumes no responsibility 
whatever, and leaves them to be dealt with like other citizens by . 
the public authorities, according to the laws of the land." To 
carry the chancellor's policy to its logical conclusion would 
prohibit any expression of opinion by faculty members on any 
controversial issue, local or national. The chancellor's con-

• Robert George Raymer, Motd4JUJ (Chicago: The Lewis Publishing Com
pany, 1930), I, 537 If. 

• The Afl4lollilo St411d4td, February 8, 1919. 
• Volume V, number s, pp. 13-25. 
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tention that the statement on the title page that Dr. Lorwin was 
a professor of economics in the Montana State University made 
the university responsible for the publication, was no more true 
than that a statement to the effect that an author was a member 
of the New York Bar made a publication that of the New York 
Bar Association. · 

For a time thereafter the matter was a cause celebre. To 
many of the established citizens of Montana this new intrusion 
was distateful, regardless of the weight of the argument on the 
point at issue. An effort was made. to indict the economics de
partment of the university before the committee of education 
of the Montana legislature, for teaching cooperation, socialism, 
and the wrong doctrines concerning the origins and character 
of the World War.32 Robert George Raymer, in his history of 
Montana, takes the economically indefensible point that the 
mines were already paying' an extra tax,33 and suggests that the 
drive upon the mines was socialistic. But on the other side the 
New Republic and the Nation 34 discussed the case at some 
length and with considerable display of sympathy for Lorwin, 
and the farming sections in the state were not. slow to go to the 
defense of their new champion. Lorwin carried on some cor
respondence with Zander, in Arizona, who told him to go out 
in the state and carry the issue to the people.35 Joseph M. 
Dixon, editor of the Daily Missoulian and friend of Lorwin was 
particularly direct in his criticism of. the governor and the board 
of education. Lorwin's suspension rapidly became "political 
dynamite" and two months later the state board of education 
reinstated Professor Lorwin on a permanent appointment, is
suing the pay warrants temporarily withheld.36 His career in 
Montana was ended shortly, however, when Ralph Pulitzer 

88 Letter from Lewis Lorwin, Economic Advisor to the International Labor 
Office, Geneva, Switzerland, March 3, 1936. 

18 "The feeling against any increase in the general property tax was strong, 
yet, strangely enough, there was nothing said about a 'possible income tax for 
everybody,- the copper miners had been paying such a tax since the earliest 
times." Raymer, I, 537 ff. 

16 New Republic, March 8, 1919; the Nation, May 3, 1919, Sept. 19, 1923. 
111 Interview with C. M. Zander, November 1936. 
11 Raymer, I, 537 ff. 
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asked him if he would not rather teach economics to the 2oo,ooo 
readers of the New York World, as a special editorial writer, 
than to a small classroom, and Lorwin was launched upon a 
new career. 

Partly because of his influence, the demand for higher 
mine taxes increased from the farming sections. The Montana 
Equity Society kept the topic alive in the pages of the Montana 
Equity News, and during the annual convention at Great Falls, 
February 1918, devoted a day to the matter. Carl W. Riddick, 
later representative to Congress from eastern Montana, chided 
the farming element for allowing the mining interests to run the 
state house and the legislature.37 The Nonpartisan League 
moved into the state political arena with a platform asking for 
the exemption of farm improvements from taxation and "equal 
taxation of railroads, mines, telegraph, telephone, electric light 
and power companies, and all public utility corporations." 

In the campaign of 1920 the mines faced a difficult choice. 
From every direction they felt the agrarian onslaught. The 
Nonpartisan League, which had already interested itself in 
the problem of mine taxation in Minnesota, backed Burton K. 
Wheeler for governor of Montana. The opposing candidate 
was Joseph M. Dixon, who, many years earlier, had expressed 
the conviction that the mines should pay higher taxes. Of the 
two men the conservatives picked Dixon as perhaps the least 
undesirable, and aided his election. 

In his message to the legislature in 192 I Governor Dixon 
gave considerable attention to the mine tax question. He ad
mitted, to begin with, that the contribution of the mining com- . 
panies to the public treasury was considerable, but he thought 
it to be still insufficient.88 The corporation license tax was a 
heavier burden on mines than on other types of business because 
it took no account of the fact that part of the net income was a 
return of capital. He admitted that while the net proceeds of 
mines were assessed at 100 per cent of value, other classes of 

.. Levine, p. 14. 
• Anaconda alone had averaged more than a million dollars a year in proP

erty taxes from 1916 to 1920, and in the three-yeas period from 1917 to 1919 the 
1 per cent corporation license tax had averaged nearly $200,000 more. 
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property were assessed at rates varying from 20 per cent to 
40 per cent. But he was still of the opinion that the method of 
taxing metalliferous mines should be adjusted. In the first 
place the return from the net proceeds tax fluctuated widely, 
swinging from $x,2o8,ox3 in 1917 to $108,629 for 1920. In the 
second place he did not believe that the metalliferous mining 
industry bore its rightful burden of government. The neighbor
ing state of Utah levied on three times the net proceeds, and 
in order to guard against wide fluctuations in revenue used as 
the tax base a five-year average production. He believed it 
would be feasible to enact a license tax for the sole benefit of 
the state government, and to equalize the returns over a five 
year period. 

In addition to the new tax on mines Governor Dixon asked 
for an inheritance tax, an income tax, a 3 per cent gross returns 
tax on oil production, a coal tonnage tax of 10¢ per ton, and a 
higher automobile license and gasoline tax. Finally, he de
manded a state tax commission to aid in the administration of 
the law and to advise the state in its effort to work out a co
ordinated tax program. With his message he submitted nine 
pages of charts showing the increase in the burden of the ad 
valorem tax since 1870. 

Most of these recommendations the legislature followed. It 
enacted a gasoline license tax, a coal license, a cement license, 
an inheritance tax, an oil production license, and a metalliferous 
mines license of I0 per cent of net proceeds.39 The assessment 
of net proceeds under the old property tax law was taken out of 
the hands of the county assessors and placed with the state 
board of equalization. Because of the increased duties which 
these new measures imposed upon the old ex officio board the 
legislature also submitted a constitutional amendment providing 
for a state board of equalization to consist of three members to 
be appointed by the Governor and approved by the senate. This 
measure, too, carried by a substantial majority.40 

• First Biennial Report of the Montana State Board of Equalization, 1924, 
pp. g, 32 ff. 

411 First Biennial Report, p. 3· 
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The 192 I metalliferous mines tax was not as productive as its 
supporters had wished. The net proceeds upon which it was 
levied were calculated in the same manner as net proceeds under 
the property tax, but the two together yielded to the state only 
$82,102.28 for the year ending June 30, 1924.41 In that same 
year the corporation license tax enacted in 1917 (I per cent on 
net profits) yielded $2o5,163.29, of which the mining, milling, 
and smelting corporations paid only $47,535.I5.42 In I924, 
therefore, Governor Dixon again demanded higher mine taxes, 
trusting this time not to the legislature but to direct referendum 
to the voters. 

The campaign of 1924 was a well-fought affair. John E. 
Erickson, opposing Dixon, ran on a strict economy platform. 
Governor Dixon presented an initiative measure, to be voted 
upon in the same election, substituting for the metalliferous 
mines license tax of I 0 per cent a tax on the gross output of 
every mine producing metal over the value of $IOo,ooo. Over 
this minimum the first $I5o,ooo or portion thereof was to pay 
~ of I per cent; the next $15o,ooo or portion thereof, 0 of 
I per cent; the next $roo,ooo or portion thereof ~ of I per 
cent; and all over $5oo,ooo, I ~er cent. This was Governor 
Dixon's platform, and the mines attacked both the increases in 
expenditures under his regime and the referendum itself. 

Governor Dixon was aided in his campaign by the fact that 
Clark's Elm Orlu and the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, 
during the depression of I92I and I922 1 had paid minimum net 
proceeds taxes of $x.oo apiece, the actual checks for which he 
waved from the platform during the campaign. His backers 
sent out data to show farm owners how they would benefit if 
they were taxed on net proceeds rather than on value of prop
erty. The Anaconda Copper Mining Company was said to have 
bought the Daly-Davismine for approximately $3,ooo,ooo, and 
the Dixon forces made much of the fact that two weeks after 
the sale the yearly assessment on the property was allegedly 
$I4I,66s. Clark was accused of charging himself so much for 

.. First Biennial Report, p. 25 . 

.. First Biennial Report, p. 29. 
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milling his ore that his mine showed little net income, and his 
Elm Orlu was compared with the United Verde Extension in 
Arizona in an attempt to show that his taxes were one~ninth 
to one-third as high. 48 

Anaconda, pointing to the large taxes paid during a period 
in which it had suffered a loss, called attention to the fact that, 
in spite of the increasing variety of taxes under Dixon's regime, 
the tax burden on property had grown heavier.44 Even this new 
proposal to increase Anaconda taxes by half a million dollars 
would, said Anaconda, save the owner of the average 320 acre 
Montana farm only 98 cents.45 The Anaconda Standard pleaded 
with the electorate not to adopt the petty, selfish principle of 
"unloading on the other fellow regardless of justice or fair 
play." The continuous threat against the mining interests, said 
the miners, seemed to show. a persistent determination to drive 
out of Montana the two things most needed - men and 
money.46 

D. M. Kelly, lawyer for Anaconda, bore the brunt of its 
speaking campaign, and his general thesis was a reiteration of 
the sentiment that Anaconda was willing to pay on the same 
basis as did other property, but no more. He explained that 
mines could not be assessed as other property, for the reason 
that it was impossible to determine the value of a mining claim 
and, more importantly, 'because a mine produces but one crop 
of ore. The mines of Butte, he said, had been operating for 
forty years, and if the' ore in the ground were assessed every 
year for that period of time, the entire value would have been 
taken out in taxes before the ore was mined. It is an interesting 
commentary on the influence of academic analysis in such a 
state that Lorwin had presumably disposed of this argument 
in his book in 1919. 

To develop the thesis that the value of a mine is the value of 
its net product, Kelly argued that if a mine made ten thousand 

.. Anaconda Standard, Oct. 27, 1924. 
"'Anaconda Standard, Oct. 10, u, 1924 . 
.., Anaconda Standard, Oct. u, 1924 . 
.. Anaconda Standard, Oct. 15, 1924. 
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dollars it might pay a total tax on this sum of six or seven 
hundred dollars, while a farmer with a . farm or a building 
assessed at the same figure would pay only a hundred and fifty 
dollars. The same sum of ten thousand dollars in a bank, in 
cash or in solvent credits, would pay under the classified prop
erty' tax only about thirty-five dollars. These extremely vul
nerable arguments he gave at public addresses throughout the 
state.•'~' 

The large mining companies also took up the defense of the 
smaller mines, charging that the proposed measure would 
hamper their ability to obtain funds for sorely needed develop
ment work.48 In answer to this charge the chairman of the state 
board of equalization, J. W. Walker, pointed to the exemption 
of $xoo,ooo of net proceeds for each mine.49 

The outcome of the campaign was a surprise to both camps. 
Governor Dixon had expected to stand or fall with the proposed 
initiative measure, and his opponents had felt that the best . 
way to defeat the metalliferous mines tax was to defeat Dixon. 
But the taxpayers, with some show of financial discrimination, 
elected Erickson, who had run on an economy platform, and 
adopted the initiative measure which promised to transfer 
more of the tax burden to the mining companies. 

One of the arguments against the measure had been its 
vagueness. The tax base was to be the gross value of the 
product, or the market value of merchantable ores, without 
deduction for cost of mining, smelting, or treatment, the said 
value to be "based upon the average quotations of the price of 
such metals" in the city of New York, as evidenced by some 
established authority or market reports. During the campaign 
Anaconda had pointed out that this would produce an inflated 
estimate of gross proceeds, because the New York value was 
far more than the Montana value. The state board of equaliza
tion considered this to be a weakness in the law, and in practice 
made a deduction from the New York price to arrive at the 

•• AIUilondiJ Standard, Oct. 16, 31, 1924 . 
.. ..tl'l4loll.da Standard, Oct. 16, 31, 1924 . 
.. .AII4loll.da Standard, Oct. 27, 1924. 
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value in Montana. The principal objection to this arrangement 
was that the state board appeared to use an arbitrary differen
tial, favoring the copper mines over producers of other metal. 
In the case of State vs. State Board of Equalization, 5° the board 
was found to have recognized a differential of 3¢ per ounce on 
silver, of 2~¢ a pound on lead, and 1¢ a pound on zinc. 

With the arbitrary deduction a majority of the state supreme 
court found no fault. The record did not disclose the factors 
employed by the board, said the court, when, after public 
hearings, it determined this difference, but there was no indi
cation that the board failed to exercise its honest judgment. 
So long as the Montana value was "based upon" the published 
New York price, the court allowed the board a considerable 
latitude for administrative discretion. 

To •this decision the dissenting opinion protested vigorously 
that by the uncontroverted statement of one of the members 

. of the state board the greater allowance for copper was in 
recognition of refining costs, there being no great difference in 
freight charges, commission or insurance, between copper, zinc, 
or lead. "How deduction of refining costs can be allowed in the · 
face of the express declaration of the act that no deduction 
shall be made for cost of smelting, reduction, or treatment or 
otherwise is beyond our comprehension." 

The mines today are deep and costs of production are 
thought to be relatively high. It is not anticipated that the 
mines will again be forced to withstand a strong agricultural 
drive. Political conditions bear a strong resemblance to the 
stable atmosphere characteristic of an old mining community. 

110 93 Montana 19 (1932}. 



CHAPTER X 

LOUISIANA AND ARKANSAS 

Bv constitutional amendment adopted November, 1902, the 
machinery and other property employed in mining operation 
was exempted from parochial and municipal taxation for ten 
years, from January I, 19001 and though the mines, theoreti
cally, were under the property tax, they were not taxed on their 
mineral content. By 1910 the legislature changed its point of 
view and attempted to create a conservation fund from taxes 
levied upon all businesses extracting resources from the soil, but 
the act was declared unconstitutional.1 Several efforts were made 
thereafter to amend the constitution to allow a severance tax. 
The amendment adopted in 1910 proved somewhat inadequate, 
as it was interpreted to allow the taxation of the business of 
severing natural products from the soil, but to exempt the 
owner of the land or the royalty holder.2 The proposed amend
ment of 1912 failed to carry,8 but the constitution of 1913 

allowed a severance tax, provided that it be graduated or fixed 
according to the quantity or value of the product at the place 
where it is severed.4 

In 1922 the state of Louisiana enacted a tax of 3 per cent on 
oil and gas production and 2 per cent of the gross market value 
of all other products, two-thirds to go into the state severance 
tax fund and one-third to the local parish for schools. 

The movement during the twenties to better the educational 
standards of some of the southern states took on additional 
drama in Louisiana with the rise of Huey Pierce Long. Gov
ernor Long in 1928 gave increased severance taxes first order 
of importance in his financial program, depending upon this 
revenue to underwrite his proposal for free textbooks and 

1 Young, Mirae Ttu4tiofl, p. 49· 
1 State vs. Stiles, 68 Southern 947 h9IS); Young, Mirae Ttu4tior~, p. 49· 
*Young, Mirae Ttu4tiofl, p. 49· 
'Article 229. 
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increased state support of public schools. In the house, in spite 
of the fact that the bill was never in danger of failure and 
finally passed by the overwhelming majority of eighty to 
fourteen, the speaker surrendered his chair and took the floor 
to make clear to the public the political issues involved. "By 
the aid of Huey P. Long," he said, "the children will get free 
textbooks and the'oil men will be prevented from gypping the 
state out of its rightful taxes." 5 Before the senate finance 
committee T. H. Harris, the state superintendent of education, 
as the first witness in favor of the bill, estimated that not more 
than half a million dollars would be needed the first year for 
textbooks and from $35o,ooo to $5oo,ooo for replacements 
thereafter, leaving of the estimated total yield of two million 
dollars over a million and a half a year for the general school 
fund.6 Opponents called the bill "ruinous to the Louisiana oil 
industry," but Governor Long appeared in person before the 
committee to attack the Standard .Oil Company and to make 
his demand for free textbooks and a better school system. The 
bill passed the senate by a vote of twenty-five to fourteen,1 and 
while it was directed principally at oil production, it placed 
rates of 5¢ a ton on coal, lignite and ores, and levied specific 
rates on fifteen other products.8 

Throughout the twenties the state of Arkansas made a vig
orous attempt to improve the position of its educational system. 
Funds for an educational survey were raised by public sub
scription under the auspices of the Forward Education Move
ment and the Arkansas Educational Association, and with the 
cooperation with the United States Commissioner of Educa
tion. 9 The Honorary Education Commission made its report 
in 1922.10 In response to the public interest aroused by this 
report, a conference on education and tax reform was held in 
the state capital. 

6 Times-Picayune, June 14, 1928. 
• Times-Picayune, June 20, 1928. 
'Times-Picayune, June 29, 1928. 
8 Louisiana General Statutes, 1928, No. 531. 
• ArkiJIISas Democrat, Jan. 27, 1924, p. 15. 

111 Journal of the Arkansas Educational Association, October 1922. 
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But the financial problem was difficult. Taxes upon property 
seemed already to be onerous, and the governor expressed the 
hope that sufficient additional sources might be found to allow 
state support of education and, at the. same time, to make it 
possible to relieve property entirely of the state tax. In his 
message to the legislature in 1923 11 the governor expressed 
the opinion that "a true test of the progress and civilization of 
our people is the amount of money spent for education," and 
he called attention to the fact that after fifty years the state 
had less than one and one half million dollars in the permanent 
school fund and nearly xoo,ooo adult illiterates. The average 
school term was only 131 days, equipment and buildings were 
inadequate, and state educational rank in the nation was forty
sixth. Total state assessments were decreasing rather than in
creasing, so that constitutional limits to tax rates placed a strict 
limit upon property taxes. The governor felt that in any case 
property was not a true measure of ability to pay. "With all 
the fortunes made in our state in oil development in the last 
few years the taxable property is thirty-eight million dollars 
less." Most sources of wealth in Arkansas, he concluded, lay 
outside the scope of the property tax. 

The Democratic platform had called for the elimination of 
the state property tax and a substitution of inheritances taxes, 
corporate franchises, and other supplementary revenues, and 
the governor liuggested the use of severance and privilege 
taxes.12 Both the Arkansas Democrat and the Arkansas Gazette 
backed the demand for better schools.13 

The two original proposals for a severance tax on bauxite 
carried rates of so¢ and $x.oo a ton!' The bauxite producers 
expressed a preference for a tax of perhaps 5.3¢ to x8¢, or 2 

per cent of the market value, which varied at that time from 
$2.65 to $9.00 a ton. While most other taxes were placed upon 
a per cent of value of output, the fact that bauxite was sold by 

u ..tric:uuas Dtmocra.t, ]an. 10, 1923. 
u Arka~tsas DtfftOcra.t, Jan. 10, 1923. 
"Set ..trka.~tsas Dtmocra.t, Jan. u, 1923; Arkamas Gautu, March 24. 1924. 
,. Arkamas Dtmocrat, Feb. 4, 1923. 
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the American Bauxite Company to the American Aluminum 
Company raised doubts as to the ability of the administration 
to determine its actual value. The bill as finally passed was a 
compromise measure, providing for a 25¢ tonnage tax on 
bauxite, 1¢ on coal and 7¢ a thousand feet on timber, and a 
2 ~ per cent tax on all other products mined, cut or otherwise 
severed from the soil or water of Arkansas for commercial 
purposes.15 Any person so severing products was required to 
obtain a license each month, after an application to the com
mission, in which the probable future output was estimated 
and the tax thereon placed as a lien on the output. 

For several reasons the financial program as laid down by 
the session of 1923 proved unsatisfactory. The yield was in
sufficient to allow the elimination of the state property tax rate, 
as proposed by the administration, and the gross income tax 
passed in 1923, to be effective April xst, 1924, was widely 
opposed as unproductive and inequitable.16 Early in 1924 the 
governor offered a four point program for educational and 
financial relief, suggesting a shift from tangible to intangible 
property, an enlarged special privilege tax, taxes on incomes 
and profits of corporations, and a revision of the budget system, 
but he met a growing doubt as to the practicability of the plan 
for separation of sources of state and local revenue. The 
Arkansas Democrat, while agreeing that the educational pro
gram should be expanded, quoted C. J. Bullock ·and Mabel 
Newcomer as to the doubtful value of any effort to relieve real 
estate of the state property tax. Governor McRae himself was 
inclined to await the attitude of public opinion toward the 
proposal for further revenue reformP 

A special session was finally called, primarily with the pur
pose of substituting a net income tax for the gross income tax 
of 1923.18 Demands for educational reform were still insistent. 

u Including minerals and ores, pearls, diamonds, and other precious stones, 
fuller's earth, phosphates, shells, chalk, cement, clay, sand, gravel, asphalt, ochre, 
oil, gas, salt, sulphur, lignite, marble, stone and stone products, timber, and all 
other forest products. Sec. I, act uS of 1923. 

u Arkansas Democrat, Jan. 13, 1924; Arkansas Gazette, March 5, 1924. 
11 Arkansas Democrat, Jan. 301 1924. 
18 Arkansas Gazette, March 5, 1924; Arkansas Democrat, Feb. 13, 1924. 
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The editor of the Arkansas Gazette asked that the entire net 
income tax be diverted to the school fund, observing that while 
in 1920 Arkansas was last in per capita current expense for 
education among the states, in 1910 it had been eighth from the 
last. In 1923, said the editor, 57 school districts, with 2 ,o6o 
school children, had no school whatever; and 694 districts, with 
31,820 children, had received less than $2oo per district, be
cause of the limitation on property taxes. 

Against this background, only a genuine alarm over the 
condition of the bauxite industry in Arkansas or a strong cam
paign on the part of the producers could have implemented an 
administration bill asking for the reduction of the severance 
tax on that item. Although production of bauxite had risen 
72 per cent between 1923 and 1924/9 the price had dropped 
somewhat in the meantime and the bauxite industry was re
ported to be in a slump in the first few months of 1924,20 owing 
partly to competitive imports up the Mississippi River. The 
governor received a petition from the Benton Chamber of Com
merce stating that while the value of bauxite at the point of 
severance was about $2.oo, the cost of severance was $1.75, 
that s,ooo people were dependent upon a continuance of the 
industry, that the mines expended two million dollars a year 
in the state, and that some of the land was assessed at $400 
an acre.21 Bauxite had paid $18,034·49 in severance taxes in 
1923, and the tax of 25¢ a ton, said this petition, threatened to 
kill the industry. The sharp curtailment of employment during 
this debate was attributed to the insecure economic position of 
the industry.22 Other groups in Saline County attested to the 
fact that as an employer and member of the community the 
company was "a model." 

While, therefore, a minority charged the bauxite interests 
with "double-crossing" the state, and described as "bull, pure 
and simple," the bauxite company's "threat" to leave the state 
if the 2 5¢ tax was declared legal, both houses passed the bill 

11 Arkamas Gastltt, March 19, 1924. 
• ArkallSas Gastttt, March u, 1924. 
• ArhllSas Ga:.tttt, March 23, 1924. 
• ArkallSas Gar.ettt, March n, 1924. 
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as recommended by the governor. 23 Shortly thereafter the 
legislature also voted down the income tax, lest it drive capital 
from the state.24 

The 1924 measure substituted for the 25¢ a ton tax on bauxite 
the rate of 2 0 per cent already in effect on most extractive 
industries and made the measure retroactive, applying it to 
the 1923 as well as to the 1924 production. 

""Arkansas Gazette, March 30, 1924. 
"'Arkansas Gazette, April 21 1924. 



CHAPTER XI 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

To IIHE STUDENT of political history, searching for the basis of 
political unity in these United States, a visit to South Dakota 
yields unexpected and even startling results. Homestake is 
admitted by the hardy politicians in Pierre to be a· popular 
institution. The Homestake Mining Company has achieved a 
distinctive position as an honored and respected South Dakota 
enterprise in the face of the fact that it stands as a large and 
prosperous industrial concern in an agrarian state with gen
erally low property values. To merit the good will and friend
ship of the people of South Dakota the company has been 
willing to spend money and effort over a quarter of a century. 
Throughout the state it is known for its ready contributions to 
charity, and for its exceptional record as an employer. The 
employees' band has traveled extensively through the small 
communities of South Dakota. The company has long aided 
the Junior League Baseball Tournament and broadcasts the 
results of the games. In the winter of 1935 a severe blizzard 
marooned a number of communities in Meade County, and 
Homestake donated a carload of coal, a large crew' of men, and 
several pieces of equipment to keep the families supplied with 
the necessities of life. Homestake has an. exceptionally low 
labor turnover. It boasts a Veterans Association of 400 em
ployees, all of whom have been employed by the company for 
at least twenty-one years. None of these diverse activities are 
unimportant, for totaled together they indicate an appreciation 
on the part of the directors and stockholders of the duties of a 
corporation as a good neighbor. The most obvious characteristic 
of this company is that it is not only a force in the community 
but that it is of the community. 

During the drought period from 1930 to 1936, the company 
drew and put to new employment over 400 men from the 
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neediest families in the eastern part of the state, and has been 
able to point out that during those years it paid $2,782,738 in 
wages to South Dakota farmers 1 trained at some expense in 
preference to · nonresident miners. These men increased the 
total pay roll of the company without a corresponding increase 
in ore production. At some additional sacrifice the company 
has also shown preference for South Dakota building products 2 

in its construction work. In 1938 the expense of its public and 
industrial welfare work totalled $203,657·97·11 Since before the 
first World War, 'when strikes first convinced the management 
of the desirability of good public relations, labor troubles have 
been at a minimum. Two bonuses have been paid in most years, 
and the company claims to have paid the highest wages in the 
metal mining industry during the last eight years. Even to the 
casual observer the morale' of the town of Lead is exceptionally 
high. . 

It is true, as other mining companies allege, that to some 
extent the position of the Homestake Mining Company is due 
to the nature of ·its ore. The mine produces gold in steady 
quantities, with a stable market even during depression. But 
while this dependability of income does allow the company more 
scope for its social policies, it results, also, in greater vulner
ability to political attack. Until the depression there had been 
no important drive upon Homestake throughout its seventy odd 
years of life, but the increase in price of gold drew to it the 
attention of all farm organizations in the state. 

In 1935 the "Farmers Union ore tax bill," 4 backed by the 
slogan 11Tax Gold- Not Poverty," proposed a levy of 10 per 
cent on all ores after deduction of production costs. The bill 
was copied largely from the Minnesota law,5 though the farmers 
found considerable difficulty in the determination of deductible 
costs and eventually turned it into a straight gross production 
tax. , Mining engineers representing the Black Hills interests 

1 Homestake, A South Dakota Enterprise, p. 27. 
1 Homestake, A South Dakota Enterprise, p. 20. 
8 Homestake, A South Dakota Enterprise, p. 26. 
'Daily Capital Journal (Pierre, South Dakota), Jan. 18, I935· 
6 Daily Capital Journal, Jan. 23, 1935. 
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pointed out that while iron ore mining in Minnesota involved 
simple stripping operations, mining in South Dakota involved 
unknown quantities and highly technical, even speculative, 
operations.6 The bill, it was objected, would injure the small 
prospectors, 7 and a circular issued by the Associated Black 
Hills Commercial Clubs pointed out that during the· preceding 
fifteen years every mining company in the Black Hills except 
the Homestake had ceased operations. Most of them had gone 
bankrupt and had sold their machinery as scrap, and only the 
higher price of gold had been able to revive mine activity.8 

A petition signed by 1200 West River farmers maintained 
that I 8 out of 2 5 farmers in that section opposed the bills, and 
another presented by two youths and signed by I 2 ,ooo residents 
of the Black Hills, "persons having no interest in mining," 
maintained that the proposed tax "would not affect the Home
stake and other mining companies nearly as much as it would 
affect the youths of the Black Hills." 9 In general the mining 
interests felt that the law was unfair, unworkable, discrimi
natory, and would discourage future developments.10 

The president of the Farmers Union maintained that mine 
taxation was "fifty years past due in South Dakota." Attention 
was repeatedly called to the fact that the mine owners were 
nonresidents. The charge that the mine was owned in England 
was denied by a Lead attorney,11 but the farm group made 
much of the fact that the Hearst interests had once been im;. 
portant stockholders in Homestake.12 The bill passed the 
house early in the session by a vote of 73 to 30, after which 
the legislature settled down to an arduous debate. Governor 
Tom Berry suggested that with less haste and a more careful 
consideration of all the alternatives the results Inight be more 
satisfactory, and the measure was modified appreciably as the 

• Daily CapitaJ Journal, Feb. 8, 1935. 
'Daily CapitaJ Journal, Feb. 1, 1935. 
• Daily CapitaJ Journal, Feb. 5, 1935. 
• Daily CapitaJ Journal, Feb. u, 1935· 
"Daily CapitaJ Journal, Jan. 24, 1935. 
"Daily CapitaJ Journal, Feb. g, 1935· 
"Daily CGpitaJ Journal, Jan. 25, 1935. 
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session progressed. The final tax was 4 per cent on the value of 
mine production, with an exemption uf the first so,ooo tons of 
ore mined by any one company in any one calendar year.13 

Little else was accomplished by that term of the legislature. 
In 1937, a similar contest took place over a bill to tax mineral 

production 10 per cent on its value.14 The small producers 
would have favored the repeal of the 4 per cent tax and a 
substitution of a new income tax.15 0. D. Collins, president of 
the Bald Mountain mine, producing 3 so tons of ore daily .and 
employing approximately I 7 5 men, protested that he already 
paid 6o per cent of the money received above mining costs in 
the form of taxes, in spite of the fact that the stockholders had 
not yet received a return on their investment. But. on the 
grounds that the contest was "a fight between the rich and the 
poor" 16 the farm leaders demanded a readjustment of the 1935 
measure, and as a compromise the house approved a 6 per cent 
tax on the value of ore production, with an exemption of the 
first 1oo,ooo tons produced each year. As interpreted and ad
ministered the tax is levied upon the mint value of the gold 
produced, without deduction of costs. 

In 1934 state taxes paid by Homestake were less than half 
a million dollars; in 1938 they were over a million and a half.17 

From the standpoint of the state of South Dakota, the gross 
proceeds tax was not a good one,' for, as the company has well 
indicated 18 by pamphlet and by motion picture, a gross income 
tax is a charge against the ore, and the effect is to shrink the 
area of minable rock within the mine. The extent to which the 
mine's life is thus shortened is debatable, but it cannot be 
denied that the nature of the tax is to produce this result to 
some degree. 
· The company does not consider that prior to 1935 it had a 
conscious public relations program, but alleges that the mis-

lll Session laws, 1935, ch. 203. 
10 Daily Capital Jo-urnal, Feb. 3, 1937. 
111 Daily Capital Jo-urnal, Feb. 4, 1937. 
,. Daily Capital Jo-urnal, Feb. 10, 1937. 
1• Homestake, A So-uth Dakota Enterprise, p. 30. 
211 H omestake, A So-uth Dakota Enterprise, p. 29. 
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information spread about the state regarding its operations 
made such a program necessary thereafter. The intensive 
educational campaign then inaugurated included a series of 
talks to civic organizations, informational advertisements in 
the several hundred weekly rural newspapers, a bulletin on the 
operations of the company, and a sound motion picture show
ing the scope of the Homestake operations. The picture has 
been shown throughout the state to schools, civic organizations; 
farmers meetings, and at the state fair. The company has also 
encouraged tourist visitors from within and without the state. 

The company feels that these efforts have achieved results, 
and point to the fact that a bill reducing the ore tax from 6 per 
cent to s per cent passed the senate by a substantial majority 
in 1941 and failed in the house only by a narrow margin. In 
any case it cannot be denied that, owing partly to this recent 
effort at better public relations but even more to its long stand
ing "good neighbor" program, Homestake has acquired the 
respect of the rest of the state. In terms of the social psy
chologist, it has succeeded to a unique degree in establishhtg 
itself as one of the "in" group rather than the "out" group. 



CHAPTER XII 

COLORADO: TERRITORY AND EARLY STATEHOOD 

THE HISTORY of mining in Colorado falls roughly into four 
periods. Placer mining began with the Russell Expedition into 
the Pikes Peak region in 1858, but excitement subsided after 
1861, and there was a decline in population from 1863 to 187o.1 

Thereafter for twenty years the chief development came in the 
eXploitation of silver and lead fissure veins. California Gulch 
saw some activity in 1861, but not until after the discoveries of 
silver and lead in 1877 was the town of Leadville organized. 
A railroad was built to the camp in I 88o. Additional discoveries 
in Cripple Creek in the early nineties led to one of the greatest 
gold camps in history.2 

Along with this development of lode mining came new meth. 
ods of ore treatment, overcoming the problems of reduction of 
refractory ores' which had often paralyzed concentrating mills 
in the early eighties. The cyanidation process was adopted in 
the early nineties and the use of flotation after 1916 added to 
Colorado's position as a metal producer. A characteristic of 
the final phase of mining history has been the development of 
deep vein mining, with large capital investments, tunneling 
projects, scientific unwatering, and new treatment discoveries, 
permitting the reworking of old ore dumps. 

Even prior to the organization of Colorado Territory in 1861, 
the miners had paid some sort of local road tax at a flat 
rate for mining claims. 3 The Gold Hill District, in Boulder 
County, apparently went on record in 1861 as opposing a tax 
system which required an inspection of books.4 The ad valorem 
tax, as in other new communities with small property values, 

1 This rough outline of mining history is taken primarily from Wilbur Fisk 
Stone, HistO'f'J of Colorado (1918), ch. xiii 

2 T. A. Rickard, The Cripple Creek District (1900). 
1 Young, Mine Taxation. 
'Young, Mine Taxation. 
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developed somewhat slowly, and the laws of the first session of 
the General Assembly of Jefferson Territory, held at Denver 
City, I859-186o, said nothing about the taxation of lands or 
of mines.5 

The Colorado State Constitution of 18 76 specifically exempted 
mines from taxation for a period of ten years, except for 
taxes upon net proceeds and surface improvements. While the 
legislature failed to enact the net proceeds tax so suggested, 
Lake County (Leadville) appears to have assessed the mines 
on that basis for several years, until, in x88o, calling the tax 
illegal, the Little Pittsburgh became purposely delinquent on 
taxes of $53,055.64, levied against $I,soo,875 of personal prop
erty (net proceeds) and $xs,ooo of improvements on public 
lands.6 County Treasurer Richard Stanley thereupon attached 
all the personal property of the company, and placed a deputy 
sheriff with a squad of men to guard it, pending inventory. The 
Chrysolite, in alleged anticipation of similar action, also shut 
down, throwing 2 82 men out of work, and the community be
came sharply divided into two groups- one condemning the 
mines for removal of important source of county revenue, and 
the other condemning the county for stifling industry. The 
editor of the Daily Democrat vigorously denounced Stanley for 
making a test case out of so large a mine. The courts eventually 
upheld the mining company on the grounds that the legislature 
had not yet provided a method for carrying out the permissive 
provisions of the constitution. 

The effect of the decision was felt throughout the state. The 
tax on net proceeds in Lake County had constituted a large item 
of county revenue,7 and the expenses of the county were un
usually high because of mining operations. Leadville was a 
boiling camp. The Leadville Chronicle of February 21, '1879, 
carries a list of approximately' 900 unclaimed letters lying in 
the Leadville post office. The county was plagued with a steady 
succession of homicides, suicides, and litigation over claim: 

' Revenues and Collections, ch. xvii. 
1 The Daily DrmocraJ (Leadville), Feb. 24, 25, and March 1, 2, 1881. Stan

ley n Little Pittsburgh Mining Company, 6 Colorado 416. 
'The Daily DtmocraJ, Feb. 25, 1881. 
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TABLE 4 
GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD, AND ZINC PRODUCED IN CoLORADO, xSsS-1925, BY YEARS, IN TERMS OF RECOVERED METALS a 

GoLD SILVER COPPER LEAD ZINC Grand total 
Year Placer Lode Total Total value Total value Total value Total value value 

1858-1867 ••.••••.•..•.••. $14,923,918 $10,097,866 $25,021,'/'84 $ 406,139 $25,42'/',923 
r868 ......... ······ ...... 320,000 1,6900000 2,010,000 266,150 $ n,5oo 2,287,650 
1869 . ... ' ......... ...... 380,000 2,8oo,ooo 3,18o,ooo 630,000 24,'/'35 $ 9,ooo 3.843.735 
1870 ............. ····· .. 695,ooo 2,320,000 g,ors,ooo 66o,ooo 38,654 15,000 3,728,654 

1871 ................ 190,000 3.443.951 3,633,951 1,029;059 44,140 33.300 4.740,450 
1872 .................. 271,500 2,374.963 2,646,463 2,or5,ooo '/'2,542 73,600 4,8o7,6o5 
1873 .......... ······ 285,000 1,733,931 2,018,931 2,001,331 106,258 74,184 4,200,'/'04 
1874 <<TO< T <0>00000 > 258,997 x,893,490 2,152,487 3,ooo,966. 104,619 76,676 5.334.748 
1875 ................ 263,6o 1,961 0308 2,224,568 2,889,560 63,745 94.888 5,2'/'2,'/'61 

1876 . ' ... .......... 285,000 21441 03II 21'/'26,3II 2,974.707 '/'0,000 81,375 5,852,393 
1877 ............... 265,000 :z,883,7o8 3,148,'/'08 3.458,546 93.796 235.'/'50 6,936,8oo 
1878 . . .... ' .. .... 275.774 2,964,574 3,240,348 5.373.904 89,000 494,000 9,197,252 
1879 .................... 18'/',000 3,oo6,soo 3,193.500 13,32'/',257 131,000 1,941,268 18,593;025 
r88o ......... ·········· 1'/'9,000 3,0'/'3,514 3,252,514 16,55'/',I'/'0 183,826 3,56'/',400 23,56o,910 

1881 ... ........ ······· 175,5oo 3,124,500 3,300,000 14,997.5'/'2 x6o,888 3,892,512 22,350,9'/'2 
1882 ..... ······ .......... 192,5oo 3,16'/',500 3,360,000 14,548,359 285,354 5.390,000 23,583,713 
1883 . . .. . . ..... ........ 132,000 3,968,000 4,1oo,ooo 14,912,417 190,188 6,06'/',902 25,2'/'0,507 
1884 ..................... I23,551 4,1'/'6,449 4.300,000 13,736,251 261,'/'06 4,674,209 22,9'/'2,166 
1885 ................. 124,035 4,079.390 4,203,425 13,0'/'6,451 123,818 4,160,989 $4,300 21,568,983 

• From figures compiled by Charles W. Henderson, originally for inclusion in "Mining in Colorado," United States Geological Survey Prof. Paper 138, 1926. 
Certain figures for the years 1904 to 1913, inclusive, do not agree with figures appearing in Mineral Resources of the United States. From 1858 to 1895 the figures 
for gold and silver represent chiefiy United States Mint estimates of recovered metals; figures for copper, lead, and zinc, as far as possibl-e, represent refined metals 
(some of them estimates from assay content of ores treated, with allowance made for losses). The figures for t896-1905 differ only in that they are based on actual 
receipts at the mints and smelters. The figures for 1906 to 192 5 also represent actual receipts at mints and smelters, supplemented by reports from mining companies. 
For ore and concentrates to smelters the figures assay content of gold and silver but allow for losses of the base metals in treatment. 



TABLE 4 (CONTINUED) 

1886 ................ 163,328 4,286,672 4.450,000 12,251,250 IZ7,257 5.428,000 4,400 22,260,907 
r887 ......... ······ .. 280,933 3,719,067 4,000,000 11,369,534 277,660 5,670,000 4,6oo 21,321,794 
r888 .. ···········••4 104,500 3,653,599 3.758,099 13,813,596 272.345 5.649.777 14,700 23,508,517 
r889 .... ~ ............ 135,870 3.747.989 3,883,859 17,272,629 15'1.956 5,223,660 15,000 26,553,104 
1890 ........ ·············· u6,38o 4,024,752 4,151,132 19,740,000 559.368 4,913,639 16,500 29,380,639 

1891 ...... .... ......... U5,663 4.474.337 4,6oo,ooo 20,948,401 811,121 5,429,009 15,000 31,8o3,531 
1892 .... ······· ... ······· 71,900 5,228,100 5.300,000 20,880,000 88o,866 4,800,001 51,750 31,912,617 
1893 ' ... ······ ······ .... 98,216 7,428,784 7,527,000 20,154,107 831,149 4·070,000 66,ooo 32,648,256 
J894 ... . ................ 108,747 9,382,767 9.491,514 14,667,281 615,734 3,340,458 52,500 28,167,487 
1895 ..... ················ 95.499 13,209,601 13,305,100 15,209,024 650,479 3,oo6,976 6o,156 32,231,735 

1896 ····················. 90,419 14,820,581 147911 7000 15,349,642 650.395 2,688,178 50,388 33,649,6o3 
1897 .................. 130,646 19.448,787 19,579.433 12,766,919 1,097.995 2,908,592 II0,044 36,462,983 
1898 ..................... 83,428 23,451,104 23,534.532 13,866,532 1,347.965 4,309,813 179.430 43,238,272 
1899 ........... ....... .. 73.589 26.435,086 26,508,675 13,868,8II 1,258,041 6,212,178 655.438 48,503,143 
1900 ·········· ......... 77.966 28,684,0'70 28,762,036 12,6o8,637 1,299,251 7,228,090 716,410 50,614,424 

1901 ..................... 87,324 27,592,119 27,679.443. 11,095.538 1,3I4,712 6,368,772 10100,593 4'7.559,058 
1902 ······· .............. II8,774 28,398,140 28,516,914 8,449,008 r,132,6or 4.358,169 2,523,963 44,98o,6ss 
1903 ... ' ................. 129,049 21,476,308 21,605,357 7,152,536 1,069,958 4,263,566 4.353,263 38,444,680 
1904 ..................... 193,068 24,049.417 24,242,485 7,517,260 1,204,828 4,622,453 3,405,353 40,992.3'79 
1905 ....... ....... ... 99.984 25,195,238 25,295,222 7,52'7,056 r,so7,2or 5.440,098 4.930,123 44,699.700 

1906 ······· .............. 106,019 22,799.652 22,905,671 8,390,553 1,277.338 6,o78,85o 5,246,787 43,899,199 
1907 ..................... 97,219 20,210,429 20,307,648 7,655,679 1,765,251 4,'720,457 5,017,865 39.466,900 

,...., 1908 ..................... 184.457 22,4II 1114 22,595.571 4.'771,22'7 1,346,547 2,589,II8 r,4r6,no 32,'718,573 

... 1909 .................... 457,085 21,526,923 21,984,008 4,630,444 1,419,105 3,102,980 2,765,354 33.901,891 
(It 1910 ..................... 389,828 20,II5,786 20,505,614 4.594,829 1,o61,632 3,346,586 4,162,841 33,671,502 
\0 
~ 
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0 
319,038 !8,682,937 ...... 1911 ················ ..... 19,oor,975 3,884.989 I 0003,061 3,135,568 5.392,625 32,418,::118 

1912 ............... 423,865 18,164,697 18,588,562 s,oso,423 1,172,705 3.385,902 9,123,374 37.320,966 
1913 . ...... .... ........... 408,007 17,738,9o9 18,146,916 5,632,454 1,120,313 3,867,502 6,683,400 35.450,585 
1914 ..................... 642,360 19,240,745 19,883 1105 4,864,224 883,010 2,894,264 4.935.523 33.46o,I26 
1915 ..................... 693.310 21,721,634 22,414,944 3,563,182 1,244.694 3,234,098 12,969,779 43,426,697 

1916 . ... . ............... 712,924 18,440,897 19,153,821 5,038,oo6 2,121,524 4,893,072 17,994,252 49,200,675 
1917 .... ················· 661,028 15,068,196 15,729,224 6,018,787 2,217,307 5,847,141 12,272,209 42,084,668 
1918 ...... ·····. ········ 526,202 12,225,516 12,'/'51,'/'18 '/',063,554 x,s5o,5or 4,683,214 8,III,18S 34,160,172 
1919 ... ................. 5SO,S62 9,336,o65 9,886,62'/' 6,448.971 662,198 1,964,722 2,717,096 21,679,614 
1920 ...... ··············· 514,588 7,061,'/3I 7.576,319 5,896,175 744,047 3,730,383 3.952,050 21,898,974 

1921 '···················· 344,640 6,490,688 6,835.328 5,631,657 535.794 884,721 118,ooo 14,oo5,soo 
1922 ....................... 356,403 6,0171016 6,373.419 s,8ss,gu 455.416 ! 1291,246 1,325,706 15,301,698 
1923 ....... ·············· 364,429 6,227,200 6,591,629 4.374,280 624.472 3,198,873 3,682,336 18,471,590 
1924 ..................... 418,506 8,I74,6IO 8,6g,J,II6 2,180,428 355.432 J,804,565 3,687,255 18,620,796 
1925 ····················· 150,318 7,o76,704 7,227,022 3,127,816 335,191 5.478,042 4,683,196 20,851,267 

Grand total 1858-1925 .. · $30,243,106 $658,638,922 $688,882,02 8 $507,042,189 $4I,OI8,I89 $I 98,944,786 $134.586,854 $1,$70,414,046 
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jumping, and the editor of the Daily Democrat estimated that 
over half of the business of the courts grew out of mining disw 
putes.8 After the Little Pittsburgh decision, county warrants 
dropped to a value of about 40¢ on the dollar, and the warrants 
holders in Denver apparently had much to do with a statewwide 
demand for a heavier tax on mining operations.' 

In the campaign of 1882, Grant, the successful candidate for 
governor, suggested a mine tax, and two were introduced into 
the legislature in th~ following January,tO,the most important 
being a proposal to tax all mines producing ore to the value of 
$so or more on their net proceeds, after deduction of certain 
specifically recognized costs. The proceeds were to be applied 
only toward reduction of or payment of interest on the county 
debt, or to the general fund if there were no debt. 

In Lake County, as generally in Colorado, opinion over the 
bill was divided. One of the two mine tax measures had been 
introduced by Davis, Lake County, representatives, who mainw 
tained that 90 per cent of the people in his county favored the 
bill, 11 and backing him were his two colleagues in the house 
and the two Lake County senators.12 Two Denver papers 
favored the measure.13 

But a number of "leading citizens" of Leadville signed a 
memorial protesting against the taxation of mines for payment 
of bondholders.14 The Leadville mine owners felt that inasmuch 
as they produced nearly two-thirds of the metal output of the 
state, and inasmuch as Lake County was the nearest to inw 
solvency, the bill was aimed directly at them; and they argued 
that the $soo,ooo indebtedness was due not to low taxes but to 
extravagant expenditures. To tax the mines, said these inw 
terests, would drive capital to Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah, 
where there were no such levies, and would be unfair to the 

'The Daily Democrat, Feb. zs, 1881. 
• The Ltadt•ilk Daily Hera.ld, Feb. 8, 10, 16, 188r. 

111 The Lta.dvilk Daily Herald, Jan. 23, 25, 1883. 
u The Ltadt•ilk Daily Herald, Feb. 8, r88J. 
11 The Lta.dt•ilk Daily Herald, Feb. n, J88J • 
.. The Ltadt•ilk Daily Htra.ld, Feb. n, 1883. 
1111 The Lta.dt•ilk Daily Herald, Jan. zs, Feb. 8, 1883. 
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small miner who might by good fortune make $so a day.111 The 
measure they said should be termed "a bill to cripple the min
ing industries of the state." 

Forty influential "Leadvillians" made the long railroad trip 
around through Grand Junction to present their arguments 
before the legislature, and "a madder set of men was never seen 
in Denver" when they found that the bill had been passed the 
night before. They descended upon Governor Grant,. who, 
hciving been a mining man himself, received them cordially and 
for two hours listened to speeches against the tax. In the words 
of the enthusiastic reporter for the Leadville Herald: 

The main argument advanced was that the tax imposed, if the bill 
passes, will be the second tax imposed upon the same property. For this 
reason the bill is declared unconstitutional. The arguments were powerful 
and were listened to by the governor with great interest.16 

Pressure against the bill continued to grow. The Leadville 
Herald opined that "the legislature having passed a law to 
compel mining men to declare under oath the profits of their 
business, the people should now compel the members of the 
legslature to declare in the same manner the profits of their 
legislation." The mining and the Republican organs from the 
entire western part of the state joined in a denunciation of the 
measure/7 and the governor finally acceded to pressure and 
used his veto. The bill appeared to him to be hasty and ill
advised, threatening rates of 7 per cent on net proceeds, whereas 
they should have been limited to a maximum of 2 per cent. A 
"large majority of the mines of Colorado," he thought, "would 
be forced to cease operations, throwing hundreds of men out of 
employment, decreasing the capital of the state and working 
financial ruin in every way." 18 

With the expiration of the ten year constitutional limitation 

u The Denver Republican, Feb. 8, 1883; the Register-Call of Central City, 
quoted in the Daily Democrat, Feb. 6, t88J. 

16 The Leadville Herald, Feb. 8, 1883. 
17 lncluding the St. Elmo Mountaineer, Bonanza Enterprise, Colorado Springs 

RefJ'Ublican, Buena Vista Herald, Colorado Springs Gazette, Crested Butte 
RefJ'Ublican, Denver RefJ'Ublican, Register-Call; quoted by the Leadville Daily 
Herald, Feb. 23, 27, March 4, 1883. 

18 The Leadville Daily Herald, March n, 131 1883. 
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on mine taxation the subject again came to the fore. The 
message of Governor Eaton to the legislature in 1887 19 called 
the original exemption an error and expressed the opinion that 
its continuance would be a crime. Exemption, he thought, had 
defeated its own purpose, for instead of encouraging the devel
opment of mining it had allowed capitalists to plaster the coun
try with patents, to hold until the labor of others might give 
them value. Thus the rich had been given an advantage over 
the poor, and many promising mining districts had been held 
back by the "phlegmatic conservatism of money." He believed 
there would be no opposition to a mine tax law, as correspond
ence with mining men over the state made it evident that any 
attempt to give further exemption to the industry would be 
regarded as the "vainest and frothiest of demagoguery.'' 

But he was somewhat vague as to the exact type 'of law 
needed in Colorado, and the legislature was beset with a con
fusion of proposals. Here again the mining men, after consid
eration of all possible means of taxation, were finally found to 
ask for a production tax: Two senate bills and one house bill 
attempted to arrive at a formula for assessing the surface of 
mines. One proposed that all lode mines and mining claims should 
be valued at $70 per acre, and all placer mines at $2 s an acre, 
plus improvements. Another divided mines into five classes 
according to output, ranging from less than $s,ooo to over 
$Ioo,ooo; production to mean, in this case, the money received 
for ore without deductions. Assessment on lode claims should 
vary with the class, from $5 per hundred feet to $2oo: Placer 
mines should be assessed from $2 to $7 s per hundred feet 
according to class. 20 The house bill attempted to limit the tax 
to $2 s per acre for placer mines and $40 per hundred for 
others/n On January 3 I a committee narried by mining men in 
Leadville suggested a valuation of $5 for each hundred feet on 
the lode, with valuations to increase by $1 for each one thousand 
dollars of production. All three of the legislative bills were 

'*The Ltadvillt Chrortklt, Ju. 8, 1887. 
•The Ltadvillt Chrortklt, Ju. 26, 1887. 
• 9 Colorado 635, 1886. 
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finally presented to the Supreme Court of Colorado for an 
opinion, and the court, in its December session, 1886, declared 
them to provide arbitrary assessments, made by the general 
assembly rather than by the assessor. Inasmuch as legislative 
jurisdiction was limited to the enactment of "general laws 
which shall prescribe such regulations as shall secure a just 

· valuation for taxation of all property, real and personal," the 
court considered the proposals to be unconstitutional. Never
theless, the court advised the legislature, in another opinion,22 

that the termination of the ten year period did not automatically 
end mine exemption, and that some legislation on the subject 
was necessary if mines were to be taxed. · 

The mining men of Colorado, after considerable debate, de
cided to appoint committees to confer directly with the legisla
ture, and out of these conferences came the law finally adopted. 
All producing mines with an output exceeding $r,ooo in value 
were to be assessed at one-fifth of the gross proceeds. Non
producing mines were taxable, as before, on their surface 
improvements.23 In general the law was favorably received. 
Passage was scarcely contested by the mines, and the mining 
papers saluted it as a compromise measure of considerable 
merit.24 

In 1901 the mines in Colorado became caught in the demand 
for general tax reform. Colorado felt the need to expand the 
functions of some of its state institutions,25 and believed that 
new sources of revenue might be found not only in higher 
valuations but in heavier taxes on the larger corporations. A 
specific difficulty was a constitutional limitation of the state tax 
rate to four mills,26 but it was thought that taxes on other sorts 
of property should not be raised unless the mines tax were 
increased also. The report of the special revenue commission 
in 1901 confined itself almost entirely to an interesting and 
comprehensive account of the Australian· land-value tax, but 
observed in passing that: 

"'9 Colorado 622. 8 Laws of Colorado, 1887, p: 340. 
"The Daily Register-Call, Central City, AprilS, 1887. 
• First Annual Report, Colorado Tax Commission, 1912, p. 13. 

• Report of the Revenue Commission of Colorado, 1901, p. 10. 
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The taxation of mines and mining property is a farce, notwithstanding 
that a large part of them are owned by nonresidents. The value of the gold 
and silver mines of Colorado is more than the entire assessed value of all 
taxable property of the State; yet, while one mine last year sold for 
$ro,ooo,ooo, all of the gold and silver mining properties of the State were 
only assessed at $8,502,217 for the year 1898, and Colorado the principal 
mineral State in the Union I ~'~ 

To obtain full cash valuation of all property in the state the 
legislature completely revised its revenue law in 1901, providing 
incidentally that to arrive at the valuation of all mines of a 
value exceeding $x,ooo, the assessor should list them at one-:
fourth of the gross proceeds, rather than one-fifth as there
tofore.28 This tax was to apply only to mines produci,ng gold, 
silver, lead, copper, or other precious or valuable metals. 

A study of taxation in Colorado published a year later by 
James Edward Le Rossignol 29 gives additional insight into the 
method of mine taxation used at that time. In practice non~ 
producing mines were assessed on a purely nominal value. The 
assessed valuation of mines producing gold, silver, lead, and 
copper was $25,ooo,ooo for 1901, while production for the 
preceding year had been $so,ooo,ooo. The farmers of the state 
objected to such a condition, pointing out that the total gross 
production of farms and ranches, including sheep and cattle, 
was probably not more than $46,ooo,ooo in 1901, while the 
assessment was about $8o,ooo,ooo. Teller County, with a 
population of 29,000 and a total mining output of $x8,ooo,ooo, 
was assessed at $J4,ooo,ooo in 1901, while Weld County, with 
a population of I 7 ,ooo and a total agricultural product not 
exceeding $6,ooo,ooo, was assessed at $12 ,ooo,ooo. Le Ros
signol felt that a tax on the gross was likely to be unfair between 
mines because it impinged unequally upon their net. He sug
gested as a solution a larger tax on net incomes, at a rate more 
nearly approaching that paid by the farmers, merchants, and 
other property owners in Colorado. A 10 per cent tax on 
dividends of Colorado mines in 1901 would have yielded about 

.. Report of the Revenue Commission of Colorado, 1901, p. 6. 
• Laws of Colorado, 1901, ch. 94, sec. 82. 

• James Edward Le Rossignol, TtJutiofl of MiMs (1902), ch. vii. 
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$1,2oo,ooo, compared to a yield of $625,ooo from a tax of 25 
mills on the existing assessment of $2s,ooo,ooo. As a com· 
promise he suggested a 5 per cent income tax plus a tax on 
surface improvements and machinery. But the entire tax 
program of 1901 ran into several difficulties. 

The state board of assessors, set up in 1901 to aid in the 
assessment of corporate property, was declared unconstitu· 
tional, and the need of state institutions for funds made it 
necessary for Governor Orman to call a special session.30 Lake 
County had been one of the chief sufferers tinder the tax law of 
1901, for the assessor followed its provisions literally and in· 
creased assessed values from approximately $4,ooo,ooo to 
about $t4,ooo,ooo.31 Because some of the levies remained 
fixed, taxes in many instances were doubled. Owners of some 
non-productive mining claims reported that their valuations 
had been increased four or five times. The assessor explained 
that he had received instructions during the summer to assess 
all property at its full cash value, and argued that if the as
sessors in other counties had failed to do so they violated the 
plain provisions of the new statutes. That other assessors had 
so failed was evidenced by the fact that Teller County, with 
Cripple Creek, Victor, Altman, Anaconda, 'Gillette, Goldfield, 
and other towns, reported an 'assessment of only $2,79o,ooo, 
while ilie city of Leadville alone was assessed at $3,064,ooo.32 

But Governor Orman, calling a special session to untangle 
the situation, in no way retreated from his position that the 
mines should be valued at a higher rate: 

I have but one recommendation in the way of a change to make, and 
that is the provision providing for the assessment of mining property 
whether producing or non-producing. It seems to me as though when the 
assessing powers of the state are required to list and value all other prop-

. erty of the state at full cash value, that legislation of this kind, where the 
assessor is compelled to take one-fourth of the gross output for the year 
previous as the value of the property, that is certainly class legislation.• 

10 Message of Governor Orman, the Herald Democrat, Jan. 29, 1902. 

a Herald Democrat, Feb. 9, 1902. 
12 Herald Democrat, Feb. 9, 1902. 

• Herald Democrat, Jan. 29, 1902. 
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This special session appeared for a while to be willing to 
follow the governor's implied suggestion. On February x8, the 
house, after the most bitterly fought contest of the session, 
voted 30 to 2 7 to tax mines on their full cash value, like other 
property.34 The mining men declared that the measure would 
close the .mines, throw thousands of men out of work, and 
bring starvation to Colorado. Six days later the house agreed 
to work out a compromise measure with the senate, and the 
mining interests at length succeeded in passing a net output tax 
through the house by a close vote of 31 to 29. This new meas
ure divided mines into two classes, those yielding $s,ooo in 
gross revenue to be called producing mines, those with less to 
be called non-producing. Producing mines were required to 
report the actual cost of extracting the ore from the mine (but 
not the salaries of officers or agents not actually or consecutively 
engaged in or about the mine), the actual cost of transportation 
to place of reduction or sale, the actual cost of treatment, re
duction or sale, and the net proceeds after deduction of the 
foregoing expenses. The producing mines were to be valued 

. at one-fourth of the gross or upon the net proceeds, whichever 
was the greater. 

This measure, like that of 1901, applied only to mines pro
ducing gold, silver, lead, copper, or other valuable and precious 
metals, and not to coal, iron, asphalt, quarries, or lands valuable 
because they contained other metals, minerals, or earths. All 
of these last were to be taxed as other property.35 

It does not appear that the law was well enforced. In 1910 
Roy G. Blakey, writing a master's thesis at the University of 
Colorado, compared the reports of the United States Geologic 
Survey on output of gold, silver, copper, and lead after 1907 
with the assessment of mines, and found "entirely too much 
difference (in the case of valuable minerals) between output 
and assessment in many counties." Thus Gilpin County with 
an output of $1,283,355, Boulder with an output of $182,597, 
and Chaffee with $417,473 reported no assessments whatever 

• Rtrald Dt,.oCf'a,, Feb. 19, 1902. 
• Laws of Colorado, Extra Session, 1902, ch. 3, sec. 81. 
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on this ore, while most of the important mining centers reported 
only from about one-sixth to one-tenth of the output rather 
than one-fourth. A few other counties reported assessments of 
one-third to one-half of the total output recorded by the 
Geologic Survey. Some discrepancies might be explained, 
he thought, by the tendency of assessors occasionally to lump 
output with assessments on machinery and improvements, but 
he concluded that considering both the method of taxation and 
the ineffectiveness of administration, capital in mining paid 
nothing like its proportionate share of taxes in Colorado.36 

86 Roy G. Blakey, "Assessment of Property for Taxation in Colorado," mas
ter's thesis, University of Colorado (April I, 1910) I pp. s6 ff. 



CHAPTER XIII 

COLORADO: THE CASE OF CLIMAX MOLYBDENUM 

THE WAVE of tax reform that swept the western states just 
before the first World War also left its imprint on the state of 
Colorado. In 1911 the legislature provided for a state tax com
mission and following the specific recommendation of the State 
Board of Equalization 1 directed it to assess all property at full 
cash value. But a companion bill to prevent any appreciable 
increase in taxation by limiting tax rates failed of passage7

2 as 
did a proposed constitutional amendment giving the tax com
mission direct power to equalize valuations. The failure of this 
amendment at the general elections left the commission little 
control over the assessment of mines or any other property, 
except through the moral suasion of local officers and of mem
bers of the state board of equalization. The board of equaliza
tion, in turn, had little legal authority, for the court in 1900 

had declared that it could not change the valuation of classes 
of property within counties.8 

In its first report the commission argued at some length for 
full cash valuation' of property and for the changes in tax 

1 Report of the State Board of Equalization, 1909-I910. 
• First Annual Report, State Tax Commission, p. s. 
'People tis. Ames, 27 Colorado 346. 
• "In the more progressive states, which have adopted the centralized super

vision of the general property tax system, there has been a pronounced move
ment to secure the assessment of all property at its full cash value. The reasons 
for this movement are: First: The demand for greater revenue to carry on the 
ever increasing functions of government. When all property is listed at cash 
value, a large amount now concealed and escaping taxation will be found and 
placed on the tax rolls. Second: The persistent undervaluation of the assessor 
has enabled property to escape its fair share of the public burden. When a 
percentage of full cash value is agreed upon, it has generally been found that the 
assessor has tended to assess at a lower percentage. From x8g8 to tgog Dlinois 
tried the experiment of assessing at 10 per cent of full cash value. In 1909 the 
ratt was changed to 33 per tent. The result has been so unsatisfactory, and the 
assessments so far below the percentage, that a special commission has been 
appointed there to bring about a reform. Third: There is at the present time a 
km1er appreciation of the burden of taxation. Wealth is more UDeVeDJy dis-
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rates which should accompany the increase in assessments. It 
pleaded also for centralized assessments of public utilities, for 
an income tax, and for a radical alteration in the method of 
taxing mines: 

Since Colorado was made a state, all valuable mining property has been 
entirely exempted, or the assessed value fixed by the state in such a manner 
that the assessment thereof has been a farce. This practice has resulted in 

. innumerable hardships, and has not resulted in the supposed encourage
ment of the mining industry. 

In our opinion, mining property should be assessed the same as all other 
property. In view of the state going on to a full cash valuation, the gross 
output from mines, if taken as a basis of value at all, should be assessed 
at not less than xoo per cent! 

In partial support of its contention that mining property . was 
avoiding taxation, the ta:X commission showed that the gross 
output from metalliferous mining claims, as reported in the 
abstracts of assessment by county assessors, had dropped 
from $8,451,255 in 1908 to $1,497,146 in 1912.6 The table 
indicates that the value of production in those years rose from 
$32,718,573 to $37,320,966. 

Because all other valuations were to be increased, the legis
lature of 1912 made a material change in the assessment of 
mines, providing that the base thereafter should be so per cent 
of the gross and all of the net proceeds. It also provided that 
the total state tax for 1913 should be no more than 15 per cent 
above that for 1912, with a maximum raise allowed thereafter 
of 5 per cent a year. The same limitations applied to all tax 
levying bodies "from the state to school districts." 7 

tributed than was the case fifty or one hundred years ago. Prices are higher. 
There is a greater abundance of goods, but there are sharper contrasts and more 
interest in government matters. The electorate is more intelligent, and there is a 
greater demand for an equitable adjustment of the burden of government. 
Fourth: The impression to outside investors is much more favorable when they 
can be assured that the tax rate is low. It has long been known that a low rate 
of taxation is a strong inducement to migrating capital. Ohio was spurred to 
call a special session of the legislature and completely reform the tax system to 
obtain an assessment at full cash value, in order to prevent capital from leaving 
the state, where the tax rate is very high, and engaging in industry in West 
Vuginia, which had recently reduced the rate below 1 per cent" (p. 32). 

5 Page 38. 
"Page I77· 
~Second Annual Report of the Colorado Tax Commission, p. 5· State Tax 
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Considering the lack of specific power in the hands of the 
tax commission,8 the success of its .efforts to raise state valua
tions must be attributed to the general spirit of. reformation in 
the state as well as to the character of the state and county 
officers. In the fifteen mining counties of Colorado the state 
valuations from 1912 to 1915 were as follows: 

Assessed value Mining property AU other property 
1912 $17,896,172 $ 36,947,647 
1913 43,546,803 109,446,426 
1914 38,355,744 107,446,395 
1915 30,479,507 104,513,582 9 

In 1912 the total state valuation was $442,330,199, compared 
to $1,1 19,985,o34 a year later/0 and the state levy was reduced 
in the meantime from 4~ mills in 1912 to 1%o mills in 1913:11 

The steady rise in total taxes did not seem to the tax commission 
to be the result of the higher valuations. From 1906 to 1913 the 
increase in expenditures was as follows: state taxes, 22.2 per 
cent; county taxes, 46.11 per cent; town taxes, 47.13 per cent; 
school taxes, 7 3 ·4 7 per cent; total, 51 ·33 per cent. The tax com
mission felt that in all states there was a "tendency for taxes to 
increase faster than the valuation of taxable property. The 

Commissioner C. P. Link of Colorado expressed his opinion of his state's experi
ence with mine taxation, before the National Tax Association in 1913 (Proceed
ings, p. 299): "Our mining bill is a constant apology to those of us who know 
anything about taxation. Colorado has always been led falsely to believe that 
the mining industry was something divine and must not be touched in the way 
of raising taxes, and I am ashamed to say our grand state exempted that industry 
for ten years. After that they passed a bill assessing them on 25 per cent of output 
unless the net exceeded 25 per cent of the gross, which meant that there was 
practically no assessment of the mining industry in the state, and last year under 
that bill it paid only about 4 per cent of the taxes of the state. We introduced a 
bill in the legislature by which mining property was to be assessed at full market 
value, just as other property was to be assessed and thereby we opened some more 
gates (of Hades), but after a very hard fight and probably in the face of the 
greatest lobby organized in that state we got some remedy. Now we assess fifty 
per cent of the gross output plus all of the net, where there is net. That was an 
improvement of about rso per cent, but still it amounts to practically nothing." 

• Fourth Annual Report of the Colorado Tax Commission, p. 4· 
• Young, Mint T tu4tiorc, p. 4 7. 
• Second Annual Report, Colorado State Tax Commission, pp. 8 ll. 
u Second Annual Report, Colorado State Tax Commission, p. s. 
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difficulty appears to be in the excessive development of local 
civic pride." 12 

But the commission could not, as in Arizona, dwell at length 
upon the shift of taxes to the mining companies. Agricultural 
land improvements bore 25.32 per cent of the total valuation 
in 1914, as compared to 21.27 per cent in 1912, though town 
and city lots and improvements dropped from 40 per cent in 
1912 to 34.89 per cent in 1914, and the total valuation of 
corporations rose from 14.44 per cent in 1912 to over 20 per 
cent in 1914. Mining property, which was 4.27 of the total 
valuation in 1912, dropped to 3.17 per cent in 1914. 

Although taxes on producing mines seemed to be little higher 
· under the new law, the taxation of mining companies upon half 

of their gross and all of their net proceeds was considered to 
WOrk a hardship On mines with a large gross/3 and in 1915 the 
state responded to mining pressure by readopting the old base 
of one-quarter of the gross or the net proceeds, whichever was 
the greater. Inasmuch as other state valuations were still high, 
and the total assessment of mining property dropped by nearly 
$8,ooo,ooo in 1915, the share of total state valuation borne 
by the mines fell to 2.64 per cent.14 

Resentment engendered by the horizontal increases in valua
tions led to an initiative measure in 1916 to abolish the tax 
commission. The bill was originated in Weld County in co
operation with the officers of the county of Denver, for both 
counties felt that they had been ·discriminated against by the 
commission. As might·be expected from the shift of valuations 
under the higher assessments, the eastern part of Colorado, 
which was largely devoted to farming, gave majorities for the 
measure to abolish the commission, while the mining counties 
and the counties containing such cities as Pueblo, El Paso, and 
Las Animas favored the commission. 

u Third Annual Report, State Tax Commission, p. g. 
lll John Glanville, assessor of San Juan County, "Assessment of Metalliferous 

Mines and Mining Law," in Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Conference of the 
Colorado Tu Commission and the County Assessors of the State of Colorado 
(Denver, Jan: 20, 21 and 22, xgx6). 

M Fourth Annual Report of the Colorado Tax Commission, pp. 8, 32. 
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One of the factors operating against the tax commission was 
the unsatisfactory character of the tax limitation law. Of the 
1,700 school districts in the state, nearly 400 found it necessary 
to secure permission of the tax commission for additional levies 
each year, largely because the eastern section of Colorado was 
being rapidly settled by homesteaders and the needs of educa
tion increased faster than the valuations. The necessity of 
securing the permission of the tax commission to increase the 
total levy was resented by these communities as constituting 
"undue interference with the local affairs." 111 

The tax commission itself gave much of the credit for final 
victory to Professor R. M. Haig of Columbia University. When 
the initiative bill was filed, the state survey committee, which 
had been created by the previous legislature, had asked Pro
fessor Seligman to make an investigation of the work of the 
tax commission. Professor Seligman had agreed to supervise 
the study, but sent Professor Haig to make the actual investi
gation. Haig's characteristically incisive and readable report 
was distributed broadcast to the state, especially to newspaper 
editors, members of the legislature, and other civic leaders. The 
civic and legislative bureau of the Denver Chamber of Com
merce backed the commission and urged its retention, as did 
the Denver Civic League and the Denver Trades and Labor 
AssemblyY1 Professor Haig boldly endorsed the effort to com
pel higher and more accurate valuations by the exercise of 
stronger control from the top. 

Just before the vote on the initiative measure, the commission 
recommended that "mining property be assessed like other 
property, at its full cash value." The 1915 law, said the com
mission, allowed the wealthy mining properties to escape their 
rightful share of the public burden, and was unjust to the 
mines that operated on a small margin of profit. The tax rates 
in counties like Lake and Teller were oppressive because of 
low mine valuations. "It is true that the assessment of mines 
at their full cash value would involve a good deal of labor on 

11 Fifth Annual Report of the Colorado State Tax Commission, p. 100. 
11 Fifth Annual Report, Colorado Tax Commission, pp. 9 If. 
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the part of the assessor, but it is questionable whether or not 
greater inaccuracy would result than results from the present 
law .... " 17 Again in 1919 the commission recalled that it had 
"consistently and persistently urged that metalliferous mining 
property should be assessed at its actual value and not prac
tically subsidized as at present .... " 18 Both in 1919 and 1920 
the Colorado State Association of County Commissioners at
tempted to draft an initiative measure to change the method of 
mine taxation, but "for some reason" the form upon which the 
association had agreed was not submitted.19 There has, in fact, 
been no important drive for mine tax reform for many years, 
and most mines are past the period of high profit when such a 
drive might be expected. 

Providing another illustration of the effect of the size and 
content of the political arena upon the administration of tax 
laws, the Colorado Tax Commission of 1916 objected to the 
occasional perversion of the power of county commissioners to 
sell delinquent tax certificates at their own discretion. Under 
the law, said the commission, it was possible to offer a tax cer
tificate of a large, delinquent corporation in the usual manner, 
and if, for some reason, there were no bidders, to sell the same 
certificate to a friend or representative of the company at a fig
ure materially less than the amount of the tax. This method of 
avoiding taxes by control of the local administrative board the 
tax commission considered unsound. The legislature in 1916 
failed to remedy the condition so that, a quarter of a century 
later, it again became an issue in state politics, and this time the 
contest between local and state political spheres attracted na
tional attention. The remainder of the history of mine taxation 
in Colorado will be devoted to the case of the Climax Molyb
denum Company - a case which ranks as one of the more 
interesting and significant of the last decade. 

It is possible that the Climax Molybdenum Company found 
its political status altered by artiCles in Fortune Magazine.20 

11 Fifth Annual Report of the Colorado State Tax Commission, p. 13. 
18 Eighth Annual Report of the Colorado State Tax Commission, p. 6. 
18 Ninth Annual Report of the Colorado State Tax Commission, p. 5· 
• Fortune Magazine, October 1936, pp. 105 ff. 
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The fact as reported in an article in October, 1936, that $ro,ooo 
invested in Climax in 1926 would in ten years have been worth 
$1,23o,ooo 21 attracted a great deal of interest in Colorado, and 
the report of high profits to the Molybdenum Company drew 
from the state tax commission in 193 7 the suggestion that the 
assessment of this mine be adjusted to its probable value. This 
request opened a struggle which was destined to split the county 
and to find its way into the state legislative session of 1941. · 

The condition in Lake County was that which normally exists 
under home rule. The company had followed a policy of utiliz
ing local legal talent as direct representatives in the community. 
Attorney Barney Whatley the company hired outright, and Eu
gene Bond, the county attorney, it kept on retainer, with the 
understanding that in case of litigation between Lake County 
and the Climax Company, he should sever his connection with 
the latter. To give the county assessor a basis for determining 
net and gross income for assessment purposes, the company ar
ranged to report the value of molybdenum sold, reduced to the 
f. o. b. Climax basis,22 together with cost of production and 
transportation. The reports were accompanied by invoices pur
porting to show the value of molybdenite 23 shipped to compa
nies abroad. 

But the community representatives of this company were sit
ting over what might be termed a potential political fault, for 
the assessments were lagging behind the rising income of the 
corporation, and the political balance in Lake County was upset 
by an awakening interest on the part of the rest of the state. 

Following the suggestion of the tax commission in 1937, the 
Lake County assessor and county attorney made some addi
tional effort to check the reports of the company. Ordinarily in 
Colorado a company can be assessed by the use of net smelter 
returns and there is need to go little farther in the examination 
of company records, but the novelty of molybdenum rendered 
examination by the county more difficult as well as more neces-

• Forturu Magazirst, October 1936, pp. 105 ff. 
• Letter, Whatley to Bohen, May 25, 1932. 
• Molybdebum sulphate. 
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sary. Indeed, it does not appear that figures were ever available 
showing the exact gross and net proceeds of operations at the 
Climax Mine, and the county could only hope to arrive at cal
culations which would be defensible in court as the best avail
able evidence. In 1938 the company had produced 28,242,085 
pounds of molybdenum, which represented about s6,ooo,ooo 
pounds of concentrates. The value of these concentrates in the 
market, less the cost of shipping and sale, provided some means 
of access to the gross proceeds and the net proceeds of the min
ing operation, for such value comes close to being the net smelter 
returns, which, less costs of transportation to the smelter, 
have come by usage to mean gross proceeds. The courts have 
interpreted gross proceeds to mean the value of the ore at the 
mouth of the mine,24 and net proceeds have been defined as the 
gross proceeds less certain designated costs of mining. 

To ignore the company reports and to find a value of gross 
proceeds by deducting costs of transportation from the value of 
concentrates or molybdenum in the East provided a new type of 
problem. 

County Attorney Eugene Bond, using data from the Bureau 
of Mines and other sources, decided that he could defend in 
court a value of $2 .90 for molybdenum ore at the mouth of the 
mine, with gross proceeds for 1938 of $12,314,383, and net pro
ceeds of about $xo,309,586. This latter sum, added to improve
ments and other personal property in Lake County, brought the 
total assessment to $21,o36,858, and increased taxes from 
$36,074·57 in 1937 to $281,587.69 in 1939. 

During the process of calculating this assessment, Attorney 
Bond found to his chagrin that for several years the company 

·reports had misled the assessor. The order of assessment for 
1940 related the county's position in this fashion: 

The Company ·returned certain statements and schedules under oath. 
For many years these returns were supported by documents purporting to 
be sales bills, showing the alleged actual sales prices of molybdenum per 
pound contained in molybdenite concentrates. These documents repre
sented that the actual sales prices of these concentrates for .the years in 

• Standard Chemical Company vs. Curtis, et al., 77 Colorado Io, 233, 
Pacific xu. 
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question ranged from approximately IS¢ to approximately 30¢ per pound 
of molybdenum contained, f. o. b. Climax, Colorado. I accepted these 
figures as the true sales prices, and as such, corroboration of the alleged 
value of the concentrates. . . . 

Last August or September, and after I had completed my preliminary 
assessment, I discovered that the so-called "sales bills" were false in that 
they did not truly state the sales prices or value of the concentrates. They 
may have, and probably did, correctly state the cost of production at 
Climax per pound of molybdenum contained. The value, as represented by 
actual sale of unconverted concentrates (sold as such), exceeded 6o; per 
pound of molybdenum contained instead of the IS¢ to 30¢ represented. 

These false returns resulted in a gross under-assessment involving many 
millions of dollars of assessable value during the last several years.• 

In one respect, perhaps, this statement might be challenged. 
The documents were on their face merely invoices rather than 
sales bills, but it is certainly true that the documents had been 
presented to confirm the alleged price of the product, and the 
price therein contained was considerably less than the actual 
value of the metal. The explanation of the undervaluation in 
these invoices appears to lie in the fact that they accompanied 
exports to foreign markets (German) where prices were lower 
than in New York. 

In November of 1939 the tax commission held a meeting in 
Denver with the county commissioners and several representa
tives of the company, but the tax commission refused to disturb 
the new assessment. In the spring the company filed its protest 
with the tax commission, made some offers of a compromise 
nature, and endeavored to meet with the county commissioners 
without Attorney Bond (on the stated theory that "litigation 
was the livelihood of lawyers"). The tax continuing unpaid, the 
board of county commissioners wrote Frank E. Kendrick, county 
treasurer, on November 6, 1940, noting that most of the quarter 
of a million dollars of uncollected taxes on his books was due 
from the Climax Company on assessment approved by the Col
orado Tax Commission and the state board of equalization, and 
calling attention to the Colorado law authorizing the issuance of 
a distraint warrant in such cases. The board requested, and "in
sofar as it has the power so to do" directed, Kendrick to distrain 

• Pages '• l· 
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sary. Indeed, it does not appear that figures were ever available 
showing the exact gross and net proceeds of operations at the 
Climax Mine, and the county could only hope to arrive at cal~ 
culations which would be defensible in court as the best avail
able evidence. In 1938 the company had produced 28,242,085 
pounds of molybdenum, which represented about s6,ooo,ooo 
pounds of concentrates. The value of these concentrates in the 
market, le'ss the cost of shipping and sale, provided some means 
of access to the gross proceeds and the net proceeds of the min~ 
ing operation, for such value comes close to being the net smelter 
returns, which, less costs of transportation to the smelter, 
have come by usage to mean gross proceeds. The courts have 
interpreted gross proceeds to mean the value of the ore at the 
mouth of the mine,24 and net proceeds have been defined as the 
gross proceeds less certain designated costs of mining. 

To ignore the company· reports and to find a value of gross 
proceeds by deducting costs of tra~sportation from the value of 
concentrates or molybdenum in the East provided a new type of 
problem. 

County Attorney Eugene Bond, using data from the Bureau 
of Mines and other sources, decided that he could defend in 
court a value of $2 .go for molybdenum ore at the mouth of the 
mine, with gross proceeds for 1938 of $I2,314,383, and net pro~ 
ceeds of about $ro,309,586. This latter sum, added to improve
ments and other personal property in Lake County, brought the 
total assessment to $21,o36,8s8, and increased taxes from 
$36,074·57 in 1937 to $281,587.69 in I939· 

During the process of calculating this assessment, Attorney 
Bond found to his chagrin that for several years the company 

·reports had misled the assessor. The order of assessment for 
1940 related the county's position in this fashion: 

The Company returned certain statements and schedules under oath. 
For many years these returns were supported by documents purporting to 
be sales bills, showing the alleged actual sales prices of molybdenum per 
pound contained in molybdenite concentrates. These documents repre~ 
sented that the actual sales prices of these concentrates for .the years in 

• Standard Chemical Company 'IJJ. Curtis, et al., 77 Colorado 10, 233, 
Pacific xu. 
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question ranged from approximately IS¢ to approximately 30¢ per pound 
of molybdenum contained, f. o. b. Climax, Colorado. I accepted these 
figures as the true sales prices, and as such, corroboration of the alleged 
value of the concentrates. . .• 

Last August or September, and after I had completed my preliminary 
assessment, I discovered that the so-called "sales bills" were false in that 
they did not truly state the sales prices or value of the concentrates. They 
may have, and probably did, correctly state the cost of production at 
Climax per pound of molybdenum contained. The value, as represented by 
actual sale of unconverted concentrates (sold as such), exceeded 6o¢ per 
pound of molybdenum contained instead of the 15¢ to 30¢ represented. 

These false returns resulted in a gross under-assessment involving many 
millions of dollars of assessable value during the last several years.• 

In one respect, perhaps, this statement might be challenged. 
The documents were on their face merely invoices rather than 
sales bills, but it is certainly true that the documents had been 
presented to confirm the alleged price of the product, and the 
price therein contained was considerably less than the ·actual 
value of the metal. The explanation of the undervaluation in 
these invoices appears to lie in the fact that they accompanied 
exports to foreign markets (German) where prices were lower 
than in New York. 

In November of 1939 the tax commission held a meeting in 
Denver with the county commissioners and several representa
tives of the company, but the tax commission refused to disturb 
the new assessment. In the spring the company filed its protest 
with the tax commission, made some offers of a compromise 
nature, and endeavored to meet with the county commissioners 
without Attorney Bond (on the stated theory that "litigation 
was the livelihood of lawyers"). The tax continuing unpaid, the 
board of county commissioners wrote Frank E. Kendrick, county 
treasurer, on November 6, 1940, noting that most of the quarter 
of a million dollars of uncollected taxes on his books was due 
from the Climax Company on assessment approved by the Col
orado Tax Commission and the state board of equalization, and 
calling attention to the Colorado law authorizing the issuance of 
a distraint warrant in such cases. The board requested, and "in
sofar as it has the power so to do" directed, Kendrick to distrain 

• Pages 2, l· 
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the concentrates and other personal property in the county. But 
the board actually had not the power to order such distraint, 
and the treasurer, for various reasons, did not care to follow 
the course of his predecessor of 1884.26 The company fought all 
efforts to take the matter to court. 

In the meantime, the 1940 valuation also was contested. The 
company reported gross proceeds of $4,161,905.20. From the 
Bureau of Mines reports, the New York Stock Exchange appli
cation of the Molybdenum Company, and other sources, Mr. 
Bond determined that molybdenite was worth about 45¢ a pound 
and molybdenum 75¢ a pound, f. o. b. Langeloth, Pennsylvania, 
where it was treated; giving a total 1939 market value of over 
$x6,ooo,ooo. The annual report of the company showed that it 
paid over $8,ooo,ooo in dividends, that its selling profit for the 
~alendaryear 1939 was over $13,ooo,ooo, and that its net profit 
before "other income," but after depletion and depreciation, 
was $12,954,667.10.27 On the ba'sis of these and other figures 
the assessor was convinced and found that "the statement of the 
company that the gross value of the ore extracted in 1939 was 
$4,161,905.20 was and is wilfully false" under the provisions of 
the Colorado Statutes.28 

Although the assessor noted that in such case the law seemed 
to allow him to assess the mine at the full cash value of the de
posit, which was placed on the balance sheet at $63,827,798.89, 
he used instead the apparent "net proceeds" for 1939 of $9,9I2,-
569.8I.29 On this the tax was $166,883.66. 

While the company decided to fight the assessments without 
resorting to the normal course of litigation, and while, therefore, 
we do not know the precise pleas it might have made in the seri
ous course of a court case, the arguments presented in reply to 
the original order of assessment and the testimony given before 
the board of county commissioners presumably indicate its line 

• Above, Chapter Xll. 
~'~Actual reported net profit was $I0.309,586. 
111 Order of Assessment, p. 6. 
• Arrived at by multiplying 3.430,952 tons by $3.50 per ton ($12,oo8.332) 

and subtracting the reported cost of extraction (pp. 7, 8). 
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of reasoning. Indeed, to the extent that these arguments differ 
from those that would normally be presented to a court, they are 
doubly interesting to a student of political science, for they sug
gest clearly the limitations of local administrative bodies. If the 
reader finds the reasoning difficult to follow, he should picture 
to himself the setting in which it was originally presented. He 
should imagine himself to be, for the moment, the assessor, who 
had formerly been the proprietor of a livery stable, or one of the 
three county commissioners, who, in their daily occupations 
were, respectively, the proprietor of a pool hall, driver of a truck 
for hire, and the janitor of a small office building. He should 
picture himself seated in an old office in Leadville, dressed in 
his uncomfortable best, facing a smooth and imposing coterie of 
legal, accounting, and administrative talent from Denver and 
New York City. 

Prior to the hearing, the Climax Molybdenum Company filed 
its protest against the 1940 assessment. The first contention 
was th' technical one that the statutes of Colorado made no 
provision for the assessment of producing mines located in more 
than one county. The second was that the tax imposed by the 
statute was a specific rather than an ad valorem tax, so that the 
assessor must follow certain prescribed methods of evaluation. 
Such valuation, said the petition, must rest upon the value of 
the ore at the mouth of the mine, and the ore in question had no 
cash or market value because the nearest competitive mills were 
too far away to permit profitable shipment. The potential value 
of the ore, therefore, had no "existence apart from the crushing 
plant and mill that belongs to" the company. In brief, Climax 
contended that the ore had no value because no other firm could 
use it. 

It cannot be denied that both of these objections needed clari
fication by court or legislature action. Thus a company may 
own many contiguous claims over several counties and pay taxes 
only upon ore extracted from a shaft in one of them, depriving 
other communities of such revenue. As to the legality of the 
custom of figuring backwards from the "net smelter returns" or, 
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in this case, from the concentrates to determine the value of ore 
at the mouth of the mine, the court is not clear.3° Certainly the 
claim that ore has no value unless salable is extremely intri
guing. That the company elected to take none of these conten
tions to court suggests their weakness. 

At the hearing itself the argument for the company was car
ried by the accounting rather than the legal department. Good
kind, a certified public accountant of New York City, defended 
the valuation of $4,ooo,ooo by two ingenious methods. He took, 
first, a value of sales of $x6,458,6o4.75, by multiplying pounds 
of molybdenum sold by the average price of 76.08 cents. This 
total value of sales he then apportioned among the various "com
ponent parts that go to make up the finished products" accord
ing to the cost of various operations. Thus, since the cost of 
extraction from the mine w~s $2,095,762.19 and the total cost of 
operation of the company was $8,287,868, he concluded that the 
part of the total sales to be apportioned to mining should be 

$2,095,762.19 . " 
$8 8 868 times those sales, or $4,I6I,905.20. 

12 7, .13 
This "gross value or gross proceeds" he believed provable by 

another means. Following appraisal by an independent mining 
engineer, the company had passed a resolution as of January, 
1935, declaring that the value of the mine, as such, was 
$74,131 1250. This value was based upon the estimated average 
annual profit of six million dollars, "the life of the mine," and 
"a risk factor of 6 per cent and 4 per cent." The amount of 
molybdenum contained in the mine amounted to 1,oso,ooo,ooo 
pounds, and by dividing this amount "into the valuation of 
$74,I31,250, we find that the valuation represents 7.06 cents per 
pound for molybdenum contained in ore in place. By applying 
such a value to the 2 x ,2 8 5,2 82 pounds of molybdenum extracted 
during the year 1939, we arrive at a value of $I,538,oo7.48 as 
representing the value of the ore in place that was extracted 
during the year 1939." "By adding the cost of extraction to 
(this) value of ore in place, we arrive at a total value of the ore 

10 The leading case is Standard Chemical Company vs. Curtis, 77 Colorado 
10, cited above, note 24. 
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extracted ... of $3,633,839.67, as compared with the value re
ported by the company on January xs, 1940 of $4,I6I,905.20." 31 

This was the gist of the involved argument presented to the be
wildered Lake County commissioners by Goodkind, C.P.A. of 
New York City. 

We can dispose, first, of this extraordinary use of the battered 
Hoskold formula. The value of the ore in place, which he had 
obtained by dividing pounds of ore into the Hoskold valuation 
of the mine is, obviously, the present value of a pound of ore 
many years back in the mine. The phrase "the ore in place that 
was extracted" well represents the confusion in the argument. 
Taken by themselves the figures suggest another valuation. In 
the first place, the net profit of $s,ooo,ooo, if realized in x939, 
must have been considerably less than the "net proceeds" as 
contemplated by the Colorado law, for in the determination of 
"net proceeds" the law allows no deduction for taxes, for salaries 
of officers not directly engaged, in mining, for insurance, depre
ciation, maintenance, or general overhead, and all of these must 
be deducted before the appraiser can arrive at a net profit upon 
which to base a Hoskold valuation. In the second place, the 
stock market had placed a total value of approximately $xoo,
ooo,ooo on this company at a time when Climax had valued its 
ore at $74,13I,250,32 so that approximately three-fourths of the 
profits of the company might, by its own figures, be attributable 
to the mine. 

The other argument, on its face, is equally vulnerable. Cost 
and value are not directly related in such instance, either by law 
or in economics, and cost cannot, therefore, be substituted for 
value. 

The probable defense of the company of its refusal to recog
nize valuations made in the legal manner was the feeling that the. 
profit of the company, and even the value of the mine, was due 
in large part to the work of what might be termed the front 
office. The ore deposit had been known since about 1903, and 
Climax Molybdenum Company had paid some sort of property 

• Minutes of hearing, filed in the office of county attorney. 
• Fortune Magtuine, October 1936, pp. ros fl. 
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taxes in the state of Colorado since the World War. The decade 
and a half which preceded its first profits in 1931 was, for Presi
dent Max Schott and his friends, a long period of development 
and experiment and the education of steel men to the advantages 
of this product. The story of the effort is graphically told in the 
October 1936 issue of Fortune Magazine. For several years the 
company had a relatively small but dependable market abroad, 
largely in Germany, so that the promoters not only knew from 
experience the usefulness of their product but also that they 
could depend upon some continuity in plant operation. But it 
was only after many years of patient effort that domestic steel 
producers became educated to the value of molybdenum, and 
not until that time did the ore deposit become a valuable prop
erty. It did not seem necessary to the company to tum over to 
the residents of Lake Cou~ty and, through the state tax, to Col
orado in general, the harvest of the vision and endeavor of its 
officers merely because the tax law so directed. 

The difficulty is an old one. At bottom it is the problem of 
separating that part of the profit of a mining operation which is 
due only to the economic development of the country from that 
which is due to the success of management. On the same plane 
is Colonel Greenway's development of the New Cornelia copper 
deposits at Ajo, entailing an expensive and hazardous experi
ment in treatment methods. 88 A similar instance might be found 
in the chance taken in the development of the deposits of the 
United Verde Extension.u Many a silver and gold mine might 
claim the same extenuating circumstance, and if there are dif
ferences they are of degree only. But it is not difficult to see the 
point of view Qf this company. An appreciation of the useful
ness of molybdenum may have spread from Europe to America 
eventually, without the long process of promotion, but to the 
extent that Max Schott and his friends speeded its use, the value 
lying in the deposit can be attributed to them. 

It is in line with the central thesis of this study to point out 
also that even in 1938 Climax Molybdenum Corporation paid 

• Rickard, History of AIIUrica• Mining, p. 228. • 

• Rickard, History of American Mining, ch. xvi. 
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45 per cent of the Lake County taxes. The census for that year 
gave the county a population of 6,877, and Lake County con
tains several other mines and a smelter belong to the American 
Refining Corporation. It enjoys, moreover, a sizable tourist 
trade. 

Yet even among the mining men of the state of Colorado there 
were many who decried the attitude of the company. The Col
orado tax law is particularly liberal, and the mining men had no 
desire to see it threatened. Some pointed out, in private conver
sation, that if the deposit had been found in Minnesota it would 
be taxed not on the $4,ooo,ooo claimed, but on the $7s,ooo,ooo 
confessed value, plus a license tax. Here again, in the back
ground of their minds lay the basic principle of uniformity, and 
the need to enforce the law equally upon all. In this regard it 
might be noted that the state income tax law, which allows mines 
to deduct 40 per cent of the gross income, but not to exceed so 
per cent of net income in any one year for depletion, is applied 
to Climax Molybdenum as well as to the smaller: and less long
lived companies. 811 

Much of the criticism of the actions of this company was di
rected toward the methods employed to fight the assessment. 
For a company which elected not to go to court, the alternatives, · 
of course, were few; but certain peculiarities of the property tax 
law of the State of Colorado gave it an opening. If a delinquent 
tax certificate is legally put up for sale, and there are no bids, the 
certificate can be sold by the board of county commissioners for 
whatever price it deems proper, and it may thus indirectly fall 
into into the hands of the owner of the property. The company 
determined therefore to elect a loyal board of county commis
sioners and county assessor. 

The 1940 campaign was a bitter one, in which the company 
was accused of courting the good will of the religious organiza
tions with timely gifts and of intimidating the townsfolk by a 
threat of closing the mine. Against Assessor Bohen, partially 
crippled, the company backed a family man who had lost one 
leg in a railroad accident. The central target of the attack was 

• Stss.ioD Laws, 1937, p. 711. 
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the doughty Eugene Bond, for his office was appointive, under 
the control of the county commissioners, and it had been he who 
had contrived to unravel the principal legal, accounting, and 
chemical problems surrounding the question of valuatipn. The 
fact that he had been on retainer to Climax at the beginning of 
the altercation, while completely justifiable in a community 
where the county attorney must keep up his private practice, 
undeniably left him in a vulnerable position, and the company 
made the most of it. The company succeeded in supplanting the 
two members of the board of county commissioners, and through 
them, Eugene Bond, but Bohen, by the grace of a handful of 
.votes, was rewarded for his courage by reelection. 

Pending its control of the board of county commissioners 
and of the office of county attorney, the mine warned prospec· 
tive bidders for the tax delinquent certificate with the following 
announcement, published in the local paper: 

CLIMAX MOLYBDENUM CO. 

NOTICE 
TQ WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

The undersigned, owner of the Climax Mine and real property advertised 
for sale in the notice of tax sale of the County Treasurer of Lake County, 
Colorado, appearing in this issue, does hereby give notice to all persons 
that the validity and legality of this Company's general taxes for the year 
1939 covered by said notice of tax sale, are the subject matter of contra. 
versy between the undersigned Company and said County of Lake; and 
because of said controversy said taxes have not been paid by the under
signed, and the right and authority of said County to assess, levy, and 
collect said taxes, and of the said Treasurer to sell said property is wholly 
denied, challenged and controverted by the undersigned and will be resisted 
by every lawful means. 

This Company has repeatedly duly tendered to said Treasurer the full 
amount of all taxes, penalties, and interest lawfully owning to said Lake 
County on the real and personal property mentioned and referred to in the 
said notice of sale. 

CI.nfAX MoLYBDENUlrl Co. 

The advertisement was locally interpreted to mean that anyone 
who bought the tax certificate would "buy a lawsuit," and while 
several firms who specialize in such purchases expressed an in
terest, all eventually shied away from this tax delinquent cer-
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tificate of $294,938·75.86 No small factor in these decisions was 
the fact that to maintain the value of this first certificate the 
purchaser might be compelled to buy the next three also. 

As in many another instance, the political struggle shifted 
from the local community to the state capital, for the state tax 
commission, which had originally urged a revision of the assess
ment of this mine and in so doing had brought this trouble on the 
heads of the county officers, was not in a compromising mood, 
and neither was Eugene Bond. From their joint efforts six bills 
were presented to the legislature, one changing the base of mine 
taxation and of depletion under the income tax, one providing 
that the treasurer be compelled to distrain property of a 
producing company delinquent in its taxes, one clarifying 
the provision for taxation of mines whose property lies in more 
than one county, one providing that mines producing coal, iron, 
and molybdenum be assessed by the tax commission, and one 
·providing that no tax delinquent certificate of a value over 
$ro,ooo could be sold by county officers without permission of 
the tax commission. 

In order to present its case before the legislature the repre
sentatives of Climax Molybdenum gave a dinner in Denver, and 
the group was addressed by Attorney Barney Whatley. A few 
days later James Mcinroy, chairman of the state tax commission 
and highly respected citizen of Denver, turned over his bills to 
the legislative committee with the remark, "The law is needed 
but you can do as you please. We haven't any money to throw 
dinners for legislators." 87 To support the commissioner's re
quest for power to control sales of certificates of more than 
$1o,ooo face value, Mr. Mcinroy quoted from a tax commission 
report of 1916, which had included the same proposal. Then, 
as now, the law giving county commissioners carte blanche in 
such sales had led to a practice among certain corporations of 
refusing to pay the taxes levied, in the hope that they could later 
arrive at a compromise with the county commissioners. The 
1941 bill, invalidating sales of tax certificates whenever the de-

• Advertisement from the Htrald Democrat, Dec. 7, 1940. 
"Htrald Dtmocrat, Feb. to, 1940. 
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linquent tax exceeded $ro,ooo, unless the terms are approved by 
the tax commission, was signed by the governor on March 4th.38 

The basic dispute at this writing is not ended. Even more, 
perhaps, than is true of most other mining companies, political 
policy has had to be determined in New York and neither in the 
courts nor in the legislature does there seem to have been a final 
political integration of conflicting interests . 

., H~rald Democrat, March 4, 1940; Sessions Laws, 1949, ch. 193· 
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CHAPTER XIV 

ARIZONA: THE EARLY TERRITORY 

THE HISTORY of mine taxation in Arizona will receive more at
tention than that accorded any other state. Not only is it one of 
the most important mineral producing areas, but nowhere else 
has there been the constant political excitement over the subject. 
The mines have been extremely productive and well scattered, 
so that the entire population, during most of the territorial and 
state history, has taken sides on the question. Legislative ses
sions, like naval engagements, have merely been the more spec
tacular interludes in a constant maneuver of forces. At one time 
the valuation of mines was over half the total valuation of the 
state, and both taxpayer and tax beneficiary could afford under 
such circumstances to devote a considerable amount of energy 
to the matter of taxation. Students of public finance have been 
curious as to the effect of the political revolution in 1912, and 
those who have read the reports of the conferences of the Na
tional Tax Association from that time until 1917 will well re
member C. M. Zander's descriptions of Arizona tax reforms. It 
was Zander who dominated the Committee on Mine Taxation 
of this association, and thus it was in large part his report which 
was quoted to substantiate the several state studies favoring 
ad valorem taxation made thereafter. 

The first Arizona mine tax law has been discussed in an earlier 
chapter.• The second, passed in 1875, was aimed at lode rather 
than placer mines, and, as analysis will disclose, it in no way 
abrogated the general political principle that because of the 
difficulty of assessing either his property or his income, and be
cause of his aversion to government in general, the individual 
miner was difficult to tax. 

As is true of many tax reforms, this second mine tax accom
panied a general business depression. Between 1870 and 1875 

1 Above, Chapter V. 
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\0 

ARIZONA METAL PRODUCTION 0 
.......... AMOUNT OF MAJOR METALS • 

1858-1934 

Gold Silver Copper Lead Zinc Total 
Year Totlll (ounces) (ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) value 

1858-67 :134,6I9 748,ooo $ 5,85o,ooo 
68 E9,J50 E5I,OOO 6oo,ooo 
69 29,0:15 I5E,OOO Boo,ooo 
70 24,1:87 :1:16,000 Boo,ooo 
7I 24,1:87 2:J6,ooo 8oo,ooo 
72 :11,769 EJ21000 ...... 625,ooo 
'13 'E4,SE:J 154,000 ••• # •• soo,ooo 
'14 l4,SE:J E56,ooo Boo,ooo 590,000 
'lS :JE,769 242,000 900,000 954.300 
?6 24,187 259,000 r,ooo,ooo z,oro,ooo 
'17 z6,6o6 292,000 r,25o,ooo l 1I37,500 
?8 31,444 7731000 1,5oo,ooo r,865,ooo 
'19 29,024 I,I6o,ooo r,75o,ooo 2,224,500 
So 33,86:1 :1,685,740 2,ooo,ooo 4,2r7,000 
81 51,280 5,646,000 10,000,000 9,260,000 
82 SI,SI9 5,8ot,ooo 17,984,415 II,II31023 
83 45.956 4,022,000 23,874.963 9.353.369 
84 44,989 3,48o,ooo 26,734.345 8,268,465 
85 42,570 2,939,000 22,'106,366 6,47?,287 
86 53,212 2,63o,ooo X5,65'/,035 5.441,928 



TABLE 5 (CONTINUED) 

!887 40,151 2,939,000 1{,720,462 6,164,424 
88 42,159 2,320,000 31,797.300 8,394·446 
89 43.537 1,5oo,ooo 31,586,185 6,574,135 
90 48,375 1,ooo,ooo 34.796,689 7.478,283 
91 47,166 1,480,000 39,873,279 7.543.980 
92 51,761 1 0161,900 38,436,099 6,539.440 
9.1 57,286 2,935.700 43.902,824 8,215,551 
94 96,313 1,539.453 44.514,894 2,96o,ooo 7,287,416 
95 95,071 986,900 47.953.553 4,1o6,ooo 7.533.532 
96 IZ5,978 1,913,000 72,934.927 2,330,000 II,85I,912 
97 140,089 2,239.900 81,530,735 4,368,000 14,180,776 
98 119,249 2,246,8oo I 11,158,246 4.448,000 17,743.358 
99 124,135 1,578,300 133,054,860 6,754,000 26,569.391 

1900 b 1,838,500 202,856 2,995,000 II8,317,764 7,JOO,OOO 26,021,049 
I b 2,043.500 197.515 2,812,400 I30,778,6n 8,090,000 27,958,338 
2 b 1,565,200 198,933 3 1043 0100 II9,944,944 1,198,ooo 20,407,544 
3b 1,874,273 210,799 3.387,100 147,648,271 2,986,ooo 26,539,859 
4 2,324,070 168,274 2,314,910 199,48 I ,044 1,779.967 29,816,840 
5 2,678,059 135,412 2,6o5,712 228,418,679 4.940,910 170,000 40,246,861 
6 3,585,089 143.417 3,026,438 266,831,864 5,638,735 56,812,355 
7 3.567,133 126,613 2,5II,897 254,879.489 4,66o,684 228,490 55.5n,56o 
8 3.696.938 117,647 2,808,450 285,858,133 3,oo8,583 6;8,446 41,8II,975 
9 4,029,955 132,427 2,6ot,161 303,899.461 3,098,083 5.977,237 44,053,023 

IO 3,914,969 152,351 2,566,528 297,491,151 2,696,998 5,484,899 42,731,519 
II 4.567,139 165,951 3,276,571 306,141,538 10,274.552 4.562,984 44,157,223 
u 6,840,082 181,997 3.490,387 365,038,649 6,806.443 8,758,243 6;,o5o,784 ....... 13 7.931,862 194,657 3.948,091 407,923,402 16,144,772 9,428,067 ;o,875,027 ... 

\0 • From A.mona Metal Production, by Morris J. Elsing and Robert E. S. Heineman, Arizona Bureau of Mines, Economic Series no. 19, Bulletin No. 140 (Uni-... 
venl\rlg:,:~~~;ag~ldb:::;dtl~j~e; 9?r~~ U.S. Mint Reports • ~ 
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8,009,927 202,167 l5,003,068 59.956,029 ....... 1914 4.377.994 393,017,400 9.792,337 
IS 9,612,559 201,531 5,649,020 459.972,295 21,738,969 ' 18,220,863 90,806,349 
x6 17,033 1810 192,801 7,212,039 721,833,169 27,062,087 19,677.949 19o,8o6,170 
17 15,770,193 245,174 6,983,913 712,166,891 23,465,445 20,894,860 209,393,802 
18 19,038,486 262,919 6,686,152 764,855,874 12,503,689 2,269,643 202,134,880 
19 13,727.403 217,998 5,266,6os 538,100,844 10,203,078 1,717,000 II1,157,872 
20 14,920,478 231,529 5.355.303 558,256..302 14,599.765 1,457,296 n4,628,584 
21 5.455,030 141,753 2,469,394 185,034,194 6,541,433 29,563,472 
22 10,746,045 170,480 4.531,864 400,043,128 IS,070,894 210,624 62,902,725 
23 I7,0I5,I78 296,109 7.343.742 6r8,928,6o2 16,291,548 519,103 104,301,200 
24 19,82o,sos 235.996 6,649,276 677.752,013 18,642..314 99,610,379 
25 20,927,382 201,741 7,257,868 713,355,129 23,876,017 7,332,II6 II3,138,198 
26 22,382,685 234,0II 7,381,027 723,296,051 23,258,274 12,946.423 II3,536,288 
27 21,991,874 200,495 6,847,680 682,190,547 :19,865,961 2,268,960 98,790,957 
28 22,828,766 191,927 6,791,351 732,276,803 14,380,964 1,278,636 114,300,381 
29 25,86o,772 202,318 7.543,283 830,628,4II 16,054,122 2,458,580 155,567,133 
30 19,802,919 169,390 5.540,732 576,190,607 8,491,623 1,630,506 81,042,416 
31 13,69o,61o 126,186 3,245,3II 401,344.909 I,964,II2 40,144,694 
32 4,414,579 66,790 2,082,823 182,491,825 2,364,300 13,535.935 
33 995.728 79.993 2,390.363 II4,041,78I 3,442,540 II,024 10,307,749 
34 3,270,242 167,024 4.448,474 178,082,213 6,877,216 1,810,279 23,292,150 

Total 357.7?1,940 6,367,180 157.441,989 14,596,su,988 38o,s:zi,146 139,784,565 $2,632,9II,320 
Prior 
1900 ....... 1,869,851 55.714,693 B55,417,177 24,¢61,ooo 207,¢4,016 

Total 357.771,940 8,237,031 213,156,682 15,451,929,165 405,487,146 139.784,565 $2,840,875.336 
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gold and silver production in Arizona had fallen from $8oo,
ooo to $soo,ooo.2 The territorial treasury of 1872 had paid off 
the debt of $2 8,3 7 5 contracted by the first three legislatures 3 

and showed a surplus of $3,313.24," but the session of 1873, 
feeling the pinch of hard times, reduced the property tax rate 
from so¢ to 2 s¢, and within two years the public officers looked 
around for a new source of revenue. Governor A. P. K. Safford 
suggested a mine severance tax, and his message clearly indi
cates that the mining of veins of, ore had come to depend upon 
outside capital and thereby had tended to fall into fewer hands. 
The new measure, he suggested, was not so much a tax on 
miners as upon capitalists. He believed that "a judicious tax 
upon ores sold or reduced would operate beneficially." 

The capital to work our mines must necessarily, to a large extent, be 
brought "from abroad, and the wealth taken from the mines, as a conse
quence, will go back to those who furnish the capital. It thereby appears 
but just that the Territory wherein the mines are located and which gives 
protection to the property and invested capital, should receive a fair pro
portion for the support of the government, and this method of taxation 
seems to be the most equitable one of accomplishing the object. A similar 
tax bas been levied for many years in the State of Nevada, and all con
cerned acknowledged its justice. 

The debate over the Davis mine tax bill 5 centered about 
representatives of Mohave County, leading the demand for the 
measure, and of Yavapai and Pima, opposed to it. Opponents 
even moved that the bill apply only to Mohave mineral produc
tion and that the revenue be applied only to Mohave County 
needs, but Pima County may have been mollified by the removal 
of the territorial capital in that year to Tucson.' As finally en
acted, the law levied $2 for territorial and coqnty purposes upon 
each $too of net proceeds of mines, in lieu of the property tax 
upon mining claims. The net proceeds were to be found by de
ducting from the gross return the actual cost of extracting the 

1 Message of Governor McCormick to the Fourth Territorial Legislature; 
Bancroft Scraps, Arizona Miscellany (Bancroft Library), I, 449· 

1 Message of Governor McCormick to the Fourth Territorial Legislature. 
1 Bancroft Scraps, Arizona Miscellany (Bancroft Library), I, 145. 
'Da.ily Ariso114 Mintt, Jan. 27, t87S (debate on zsth). 
• Session Laws of 1875, p. ut. 
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ores of minerals from the mines, the cost of saving the tailings, 
the cost of transportation to place of reduction or sale, and the 
actual cost of reduction or sale. Following the precedent set in 
Nevada, the legislature exempted ores to the value of $30 a ton, 
and provided that when the gross yield was over $30 and under 
$6o a ton, the deduction should not exceed 90 per cent; if over 
$6o and less than $100 a ton, the deduction should not exceed 
So per cent; if over $100 and under $2oo, the deduction should 
not be over 6o per cent; and if $2oo or over, not more than 40 
per cent. An additional exemption of $20 a ton was to be al
lowed on ore tailings or minerals that were roasted before re
duction. If the miner failed to make his quarterly income report 
to the board of supervisors, the assessor was directed to make 
the assessment. The county treasurer was authorized to receive 
all taxes levied by the board of supervisors under the aet.. The 
deductions allowed were such as to discriminate against a mine 
with high costs.1 The administration was inadequate, for no 
county officer was specifically designated to compel the mines 
to make returns, and, as a matter of fact, this first law failed to 
indicate whether the county or the state should enjoy the pro
ceeds. Finally, the exemption of ore yielding less than $30 re
moved the tax from most of the ore in the territory, for smaller 
producers escaped through lack of proper administration, and 
only a few large silver mines handled ore worth over $30 a ton.8 

The failure to provide a manner of distributing the proceeds 
was not corrected until nearly two years later, when Territorial 
Treasurer P.R. Tully wrote to the clerks of the boards of county 
supervisors directing that the income should be handled as was 
revenue from the property tax.9 The next session (1877) stipu
lated that 2 5 per cent of the yield should go to the territorial 

• Compiled Laws of Arizona, 1887, pp. 351 ff. 
8 The Tombstone Weekly Epitaph, Oct. 19, t88o. 
• "In the absence of such provision it is fair to presume that the money so 

collected shall be divided the same as other revenues: that is to say; if your 
county tax is $1.50 on each $too, then for every $1.75 collected you would pay 
into the County Treasury $.25. 

"This seems to be the only fair and reasonable construction of the law, and l 
am legally advised that this is the proper construction." (Letter dated Nov. 27, 

· 1876, included in the report of the Territorial Treasurer, Jan. I, t877.) 
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government, and 7 5 per cent to the county road fund, and, so 
amended, the law was unchanged until its repeal in 1881.10 

It is significant that the repeal came at the height of one of the 
greatest mining booms in the West. The mine upon which this 
tax impinged most effectively was the fabulously rich Tomb
stone, not discovered until 1878 (three years after passage of 
the law), a mine which was said to contain $73 in silver and $4 
in gold per ton of ore.U 

From x878 to 1881 gold and silver output for the territory 
rose until the total for those four years reached $I4,744,ooo; 
or more, probably, than the combined output of the previous 
twenty years. Much of this increase was in the production of 
silver, the value of which rose from $3oo,ooo in 1876 to over 
twenty times that much in x88x. In 1881 alone, owing largely 
to operations in the Tombstone district, the territory produced 
gold and silver to the amount of $7 ,44o,ooo, and the total of 
$7,67 8,ooo produced in I 882 stood as an Arizona record until 
1916.12 

The Arizona Bureau of Mines estimates that the value of 
copper output rose from about $9o,ooo in 1874 to $r,82o,ooo in 
I 88 I, the year in which the mine tax was repealed .. Two years 
later the territory produced nearly twenty-four million pounds 
of copper with a value of nearly $4,ooo,ooo. 

Thus, by x88x, the year of the repeal of this second law, the 
long-heralded boom in mining was obviously on its way.13 "Men 
of money" appeared in search of investment opportunities, and 
mining claims began to bring high prices.14 In addition to re
investments of profits, the following dividends were reported to 

»Ninth Territorial Assembly, p. 109; Eleventh Territorial Assembly, p. 878. 
11 Bancroft, Works: vol. XVII, History of A.riz·o'IIIJ and New Memo, p. 587. 
•Table 1. 

u Report of Acting Governor Gosper to the Secretary of the Interior, t88I. 
George Kelly, Ltgislative History of A.ril!OM (Phoenix: Manufacturing Sta
tioners, 1926), p. 74i Hiram C. Hodge, A.rizoM A.s It Is (1887); R. ]. Henton, 
Till Handbook to Ariso114 (1878), particularly ch. iv with tables showing names 
of mines, districts, owners, work done on shafts, mills, estimate of product per ton, 
and assays per ton, Payot l Company; Patrick Hamilton, 1M Resources of 
Arizo114 (1881), compiled under authority of the legislature . 

.. The Totr~bstone Daily Nugget, Dec. 31, r88o; the Territorial Ezpositor, 
July u, 1879. 
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have been paid by Arizona mines in the first nine months of 
x88r: 

Copper Queen 
Grand Central 
Silver King 
Tip-Top 
Tombstone 
Western 

$ roo,ooo 
roo,ooo 
225,000 
6o,ooo 

450,000 
675,000 

$r,6ro,ooo 15 

Early newspaper accounts indicate that throughout the territory 
there prevailed the sentiment that, given time and care, the 
capital to develop these resources would finally appear, and that 
the ambitions of a generation might at last come true. The 
repeal of the mines tax ~nder these circumstances requires 
explanation. 

The drive against the bullion tax of r875 appears to have 
begun in and about Tombstone, but there, also, the tax found its 
strongest support. The Republicans, backed by the Tombstone 
Epitaph, and led by "mining men of influence," 16 fought the 
tax in a vigorous written and spoken campaign. They argued, 
first, that the tax discouraged timorous capital. The mines were 
already the heaviest taxpayers in the country, for the fourteen 
mines therein paid nearly 10 per cent of the total county tax and 
would pay over twice as much in .the coming year. In the sec
ond place, the arbitrary allowances for deduction of costs were 
felt to be confiscatory against mines where both costs and yield 
were high.17 The tax was highly discriminatory, in the third 
place, because it was inadequately enforced 18 and because only 
silver ore yielded $30 a ton.19 Thus, while the Vulture Mine had 

:os The Tombstone Daily Nugget, Oct. 18, x881. 
"'Tombstone Daily Epitaph, Oct. 6, I88o;.letter by T. L. Stiles, candidate 

for probate judge. -
11 Tucs011 Daily Citizen, Oct. 14, t88o; Arizona Sentinel, Yuma, Jan. 8, 1881. 
u The Arizona Miner, Prescott, Oct. 19, x88o; the Tucson Daily Citizen, 

Oct. 21, I88o, speech by H. G. Rollins, of Tombstone; the Tombstone Daily 
Epitaph, Oct. 6, x88o, Stiles letter. 

19 Tombstone Weekly Epitaph, Oct. 19, x88o. 
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the largest mill in the state,20 its ore ran not over $16 a ton, and 
while many another spot in southern Arizona had become pros
perous under the influence of a non-taxpaying copper mine, the 
Tombstone Mill and Mining Company contributed $r,ooo a 
month toward county and state expense.21 Because the tax 
depended upon the cooperation of the miners it could never hope 
to be enforced as long as it was patently so unfair. Not only did 
it discriminate between mines, but it made no allowance for the 
hundred thousand dollars or so necessary to start a mine. Finally, 
said the Republicans, the patrons of custom mills escaped 
entirely. A meeting of citizens at Tombstone petitioned against 
the law and demanded that each candidate for the legislature 
declare his position upon this issue. Of the candidates who re
plied in the Tombstone Epitaph, the Republicans were solidly in 
favor of repeal of the existing measure, while the Democrats as 
solidly favored only modification.22 

The most popular argument of the Democrats against repeal 
was that no system should allow the ranchers to be taxed "to the 
ground" while the rich corporations were allowed to go scot
free, and they pointed out to the mine owners that if this tax 
were repealed the deposits would be assessable as property and 
the tax therefore would be heavier.23 In such case, said Editor 
Woods of the Tombstone Dauy Nugget, the mines would be 
quick to say that "the actual value of a mine is the value of its 
net profits." 2

t That the tax was inquisitorial was an advantage, 
he thought, for it resulted in better knowledge of the value of 
the mine and acted as a protection for the investor. Others sug
gested that the law might be made acceptable by lower rates, 
fairer deductions, enforcement by some designated county offi
cer, and a provision that all shippers should be responsible for 
the tax on the ore they carried. The Mohave County miners 
expressed these views in a petition to the legislature, and stated 

., For 1 description of this famous mine, see Bancroft, Works: vol. XVII, 
History oj ArisoM ofld New Mexico, p. 587. 

• TDJffbslortl Doily Epitoph, Sept. 4, 188o. 
• ToMbstortl Doily Epitoph, Oct. 9 to 15, 1880. 
• TDJffbstortl Doily N,.gget, Oct. 10, 188o. 
•ro,.bsto,., Doily N,.gget, Oct. 10, zSSo. 
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their readiness to pay a fair share of the taxes if collection were 
prompt and certain. 25 

The campaign in Pima County seems to have been drawn up 
along orthodox economic lines, with the Republican friends of 
mining on one side and the'Democratic ranchers on the other. 
The Republicans complained that whereas a petition "signed by 
some of the leading mine owners of this district and the heaviest 
taxpayers in the county" for a new polling place at the office of 
the Tombstone Company was refused, the county officers were 

' willing to place one near the Mexican border for the use of the 
same group of cowboys who had recently demoralized Lincoln 
County in New Mexico.26 

On the surface the repeal of the mine tax by the legislature of 
I 881 seemed simply to be a victory for the political chicanery of 
the mining corporations, and such was the opinion of several 
observers.27 This conclusion is supported by the fact that in 
Pima County, the only locality witnessing an active campaign 
on the issue, the Democrats elected eleven of the sixteen senaw 
tors and representatives to which the county was entitled, and 
the entire legislature contained only 35 members. In roll call, at 
least, the Pima County Democrats were well represented.28 

There seems to be no record of the political machinations within 
the legislature nor of how the members voted, although we do 
know that in this session Tombstone was made the county seat 
of the new county of Cochise- an honor long its ambition.29 

Tradition also has it that the mine owners threatened the cattle 
men with a closer count of their livestock for assessment purw 
poses, if the mine tax were left in force. This explanation is 
particularly credible, for there is ample evidence that the in
herent difficulty of assessing range stock gave to the cattle men 
an advantage similar to that enjoyed by the mine owners.30 It 

1111 ArizOM Miner, Prescott, Oct. rg, I88o. 
1111 Tombstone Daily Epitaph, Oct. 14, r88o. 
• ArisOM Miner, March 5, r88r, Kelly, p. g6, quotes the Phoenix Expositor 

of April 8, r88I, which in turn quotes a long and vigorous denunciation by the 
Salf Francisco Bulletilf of the repeal of this mine tax. 

1111 Session Laws, r88r. 
• Session Laws, p. 4· 
• Thus, during tax reform movement of thirty years later, the tax commission 
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seems obvious that this was but another 1Ilustration of what 
would today be called the collapse of the general property tax 
principle. Elsewhere the general property tax tended to become 
inapplicable as the community became industrialized. Here is 
an illustration of the fact that in the earliest period of the ex
ploitation of natural resources, the property tax may be equally 
inapplicable and remain so until agriculture becomes the domi
nant occupation. 

Those, therefore, who emphasize the corruptive influence of 
the mining interests in the legislature of 1881 take an unduly 
narrow view of the situation. The property tax was unenforce
able upon the cattle industry, and no equivalent tax was enforce
able upon the mining industry as a whole. The few larger mines 
defended themselves by whatever means they possessed, and 
their defense was aided by the basic rule that as a proposed tax 
base becomes smaller, so does the probable yield and the pres
sure for the tax law itself. · 

In further explanation of the power'of capital in these frontier 
communities, attention should be directed to its scarcity. These 
territories lived in terms of the future. Their industries were 
infant industries and to encourage the investment of capital 
seemed, as will be demonstrated, their most pressing and im
portant duty. Both before and after 31 the repeal of this tax the 
feeling was expressed that any burden on capital cost the terri
tory more in discouragement of new enterprise than it would 
yield in revenue. Frequently thereafter the exemption of mines 
from taxation was explained on the grounds that the mines were 
young, and hence were entitled to encouragement. While this, 
also, is too narrow an interpretation of the tax program, it does 
deserve the consideration which the remainder of this chapter 
will give it. 

There are many interesting evidences of the fact that the 

Dotictd that 200,000 sheep had been dipped iD Chochise County, ud im
mediately looked with suspicioD upoD the fact that only 93,610 sheep were upoD 
the assessment rolls. More vigorous search added sheep ud cattle to the value 
of $100,000, but even iD these figures, of course, there is a puzzling discrepancy. 
ArisDM History, p. 137. 

• AriJOIIG Wed:l)l Democrllt, March t, 188.}. 
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exodus of capital from the financial centers "to the more fertile 
soils and unworked mines of the thinly peopled parts of the 
globe" 32 held the rapt attention of all of those in this thinly 
peopled region, and every move of the government was judged 
primarily by its effect upon investments. As has been demon
strated, the early miners had vigorously besought the federal 
government to protect the title to their claims and to drive off 
the Indians, but warned that a tax might impede the opening of 
new mines and thus "kill the goose with the golden egg." 33 

. That the egg was to be golden was never doubted by the early 
prospectors, and from this optimism there sprang a continuous 
effort to lure capital. To say that capital was the "limiting fac
tor" may be somewhat inaccurate from the standpoint of eco
nomic theory, but c~rtainly it is true that the early residents 
wanted more capital rather than more labor, and, most im
portant of all, they knew that eventually it would come. This 
youthful enthusiasm sprang logically from the fact that no one 
knew how great the future might be. The same spirit that had 
dictated the petition to Congress asking for organization of the 
Territory of Arizona 34 was now responsible for long and en
thusiastic letters to California papers urging investment in Ari
zona mines. "Great was the Comstock," said a correspondent to 
the San Diego Union,, "but greater is to be the McCracken." 35 

"Every dollar advanced toward developing the mines of Arizona 
will at once come back and a hundred fold more," wrote another 
enthusiast to the San Francisco Alta.36 Just as the middle west
ern farmer of the 185o's trod his raw acres and felt no doubt of 
the ability of railroads to make them valuable, so these mine 
owners were sure that only the want of capital stood between 
them and fortune. . 

Newspapers in every part of Arizona and California carried 
ardent pleas for the entry of capital into the territory.37 The 

• John Stuart Mill, Prifu:iples of Political Economy, book IV, pt, 2. 
11 Mowry, ArizOfiiJ oxd Scmoro, p. 209; see also Sylvester Mowry, U.S. A., 

Delegate Elect to Washington, Memoir of the Proposed Territory of Arizono. 
11 Above, Chapter V. 
• February 3, t875; Bancroft Scraps, Arizona Miscellany (Bancroft Library), 

-I, 377· •page n4. 
• Beside the Arizona papers quoted elsewhere see Arizcmo Stor, July 29, t88o, 
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Indian uprisings after the Civil War had seemed to many Ari
zonans the only logical reason for the tardy appearance of in
vestors, but to the disappointment of the territory, interest in 
Arizona mines developed slowly among financial circles even 
after that scourge was withdrawn. "The Indians are gone," 
cried the Yuma Sentinel, "capitalist ... come and help us." 38 

The citizens of Prescott complained that though the Indians had 
once been blamed for the timidity of the "capitalist," the bound
less bodies of gold, silver, and copper still awaited him. A per
suasive correspondent to a west coast paper described the popu
larity of a "reputed capitalist" in a mining camp, and remarked 
that the immediate swarming of all the "tender feet" upon such 
an arrival was due to an ignorance of the fact that in most cases 
the capitalist could and would go out to find his own claim.89 

The economist will be struck by the personalized nature of 
this longing for capital. The "capitalist" ordinarily bears the 
blame for the imperfections of the institution of capitalism, but 
rarely does the need for capital make him the personal object of 
popular solicitation. Perhaps the most revealing item came from 
the able pen of the editor of the Arizona Miner 40 in a plea for 
subsidization of railroads. He had once thought, said he, that 
the timidity of the capitalist was due to the Indians, but those 
troubles were definitely over: 

Still, the capitalist, who is able to take his ease and ride in palace coaches 
over the road of iron refuses to give up luxury and comfort, and we remain 
with our treasure vaults unprospe~ted, dormant, and to the owner valueless. 

From men who had not ridden in palace coaches to seek their 
fortune these sentiments had a certain supercilious undercur
rent. The capitalist was loved, alas, only for his money. 

Nov. 18, 1880, June 16, 1881. This last editorial foresaw in the development of 
the telephone and electric light a future demand for copper. For illustrations of 
the nature of the correspondence in California papers, see Bancroft Scraps, 
Arizona Miscellany (Bancroft Library), vol. 1: Sa" Diego Umo,., Feb. 3, 1875 
(p. 377) i Sa" Francisco Chronicle, April 29, 1877 (p. 384); Sa" FranciJco Post, 
July 19, August 13, 1877 (pp. 3931 396); Sa" Francisco Alta, August 2, 1875 
(p. 114) i and pp. 85, 92, 433· 

• Arizona Se,.timl, Nov. 14, 1874. 
• Bancroft Scraps, Arizona Miscellany (Bancroft Library), I, 433· 
• ..triso1110 Minn, July ao, 188o. 
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And yet the need for capital was serious and undeniable. The 
reports of the various governors of the Arizona Territory to the 
Secretary of the Interior wove into descriptions of the mineral 
wealth and delightful climate a continuous plea for the encour
agement of capital investment. In Arizona, said Governor J. C. 
Fremont,41 were the only instances within his knowledge where 
three or four men working together without money or outside 
aid had managed to dev~lop veins into regular silver mines with 
a record of several hundred thousand dollars production. More 
important than these enterprises, he said, were the innumerable 
smaller "silver farms" then in operation, whose production was 
hindered only by lack of capital and transportation: To tap 
these resources and the rich trade of Mexico, Governor Fremont 
asked the federal government to intervene in three directions to 
aid in giving security of titles, to spread "authorized knowledge 
of the value of mines," and to encourage transportation facili
ties: 

There are neither railroads to it nor in it, nor any roads other than those 
afforded by the natural surface of the ground, and these are rendered more 
than ordinarily difficult by the hot, dry, and sandy or stony ground over 
which lie the approaches to the Territory.11 

"To give full development to the mining interests," said the 
governor, "large capital must be brought into the Territory. 
There is not money here to do it." 

As a matter of record, in the hunger of the state for invest
ment, mining was not the only enterprise encouraged by tax 
exemption and other legislative aids. The unfortumite Pima 
County Narrow Gauge Railroad, described by Hubbard,43 was 
but one of the many projects for which the credit of the county 
was given or offered. In an effort to encourage the drilling of 
artesian wells the legislature offered in 1873, 1875, and 1889 
rewards of from $I,soo to $s,ooo to anyone who should drill a 

n Report of the Governor of Arizona Territory, Prescott, October 28, 1878. 
(In report of the Secretary of the Interior, 1878.) 

• Report of the Governor of Arizona Territory. (In report of the Secretazy 
of the Interior, xo87 .) 

• H. A. Hubbard, A Chapter in Early Arisona Transportation History (Uni
versity of Arizona, Social Science Bulletin no. 6, 1934). 

I 
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flowing well in an otherwise arid region," and all ditches carry
ing water for any purpose were exempt from assessment." 
Homesteaders were exempted in 1899 to a value of $J,ooo for 
real estate and personal property.46 The territory early bonded 
itself heavily for specific roads,47 as is illustrated by the fact that 
the bond issue of 1879 paid 10 per cent interest, and the bonds, 
in denominations of $so, $Ioo, and $350, were ordered to be paid 
for work on the road at not less ·than So¢ on the dollar. The 
sum of $4o,ooo was apparently a strain on the credit of the ter
ritory. Counties, of course, were also allowed to bond them
selves during the eighties and nineties and thereafter for roads 
within their boundaries.48 

Considering the dearth of transportation facilities, the step 
from roads to railroad subsidies was not a long one. Maricopa 
and Yavapai counties were each allowed in 1879 to issue $3o,ooo 
of 10 per cent bonds to railroads, within ten days after the com
pletion of each ten miles of construction, the limit in the former 
county to be $tso,ooo and in the latter $25o,ooo. For payment 
of interest and principal each was to levy a tax of not less than 
90¢ on each $1oo of valuation. A tax exemption of up to four 
years was allowed the Maricopa road during its construction. 41 

The railroad from Prescott, to connect with the Atlantic and 
Pacific line, was allowed a tax exemption of six years, after 
x88x, provided the road was completed within three years.50 

Exchange of county and railroad bonds was permitted in several 
instances. Pima County, in 1883, was allowed to exchange bonds 
up to $2oo,ooo.111 Maricopa was permitted to vote on the pro-

.. Acts of x873, p. 61; Acts of t875, p. n; Acts of 1889, p. :u. 
• Acts of 1899, p. 20. 

• Acts of 1899, p. 48 . 
., Acts of Arizona, 1879, p. 39, $4o,ooo; p. 66, $xo,ooo. Acts of Arizona, 1879, 

p. 68, $xo,ooo; p. IJI, $6,ooo. Laws of Arizona, x88r, p. 31, $xo,ooo. 
• In 1881 the Laws of Arizona authorized bond issues for Yavapai County 

of $S,ooo (p. 251), and $15,000 (p. 255). In x88S the following issues were 
authorized! Yavapai, $4,000 (p. 25); Graham, $S,ooo (p. 187); Maricopa and 
Yavapai, $6,ooo (pp. 324, 325); Yavapai, $6,000 (p. 331); Apache, $n,ooo 
(p. 334). 

• Acts of Arizona, 1879, p. 49· 
• Laws of 1881, p. n8. 
• Laws of 1883, p. 61; Hubbard, A ClfGpeer ill &rly AriJoq TNUUptlrl4Uota 

His lory. 
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posal to exchange bonds up to $6o,ooo. 52 Various direct aids 
permitted by the legislature totaled at least $I,31o,ooo between 
1879 and 1885, and the additional acts allowed payments of 
from $r,soo for each mile of narrow gauge road to $4,000 for 
each mile of standard gauge, without specific limit, in any 
county.53 For many reasons, among them the objections of the 
counties involved, not all of this money reached the railroads, 
of course, and the policy came to a sudden end with the act of 
Congress of July 30, 1886, providing that 

no Territory of the United States now or hereafter to be organized, or any 
political or municipal corporation or sub-division of any such Territory, 
shall hereafter make subscription to the capital stock of any incorporated 
company, ... or in any manner loan its credit to or use it for the benefit 
of any such company or association, or borrow any money for the use of 
any such company or association."' 

In 1903 the bonds of delinquent counties were refunded into 
those of the territory, but by 1913 the four counties of Pima, 
Maricopa, Yavapai, and Coconino owed upon them to the State 
of Arizona a total of $868,8o5.~2.115 

Although the federal law of 1886 was aimed directly at Ari
zona, it should not be concluded that the inhabitants of that 
territory were the only people in the West who a!tempted to 
subsidize the investment of capital. The Granger movement in 
the Middle West against railroads came only after the middle 
western roads were built, and at that time in the Rocky Moun
tain states, still dependent upon stage coach and freighter, no 
such aversion was felt to the corporations. Neither the Repub
lican platform of 1872 opposing "further grants of public lands 
to corporations and monopolies" in order that "the actual do
main be set apart for free homes for the people,'' nor the resolu
tion to the same effect adopted by the lower house of Congress, 
struck a responsive chord in this western region, and the defeat 
in the lower house of Congress of the Senate bill to grant lands 
for the proposed Salt Lake and Portland Railroad seemed to the 

• Laws of 1883, p. 144-
• Laws of 1885, pp. 66, 193, 2o6, 259 • 
.. Hubbard, pp. 27, citing c. 818, 24 Stat. 170. 
• Hubbard, pp. 6I fl. 
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citizens of Idaho particularly selfish and narrow-minded, in 
view of the grants made previously in other sections.116 Both 
Nevada and Idaho sent repeated requests to Congress for rail
road subsidies.'17 Nevada, in every session from 1869 to 1875 
inclusive, made grants to railroads or allowed counties to do 
so.118 In Idaho the legislature could never bring itself to such 
action, partly because of doubt as to its mortgageable future, 
partly because of fear of Congressional disapproval, and partly 
because of the Credit Mobilier Scandal and general doubt as to 
the soundness of the principle.119 Yet even as a relatively con
servative community Idaho saw fit to grant a specific exemption 
to all railroads of any and all taxes levied between 1873 and 
188o.60 A bill to bond the Territory of Idaho for the benefit of 
a telegraph company met the governor's veto, but private sub
scribers thereupon collected enough to pay half the cost of the 
extension, taking in exchange a quantity of scrip entitling hold
ers to telegraph service.81 

When, in Arizona, the method of direct financial aid came to 
an unnatural end, the territory turned with concentrated enthu
siasm to tax exemption. It freed the Grand Canyon Railroad 
from taxes for six years after 1889.62 The session of 1891 gave 
a twenty year exemption to any road built without other sub
sidies, and every session thereafter until 1905 granted specific 
immunities from taxation.88 The last territorial session, in 1909, 
not only exempted one more railroad but substituted for the 
property tax on telephone and telegraph companies gross earn
ings taxes of 2 per cent and r per cent respectively, in lieu of all· 
taxes upon their operating properties.84 

•rdaho Statesman, March 7, 1872, June 13, 1872. 
81 Statutes of Nevada, 1864-65, Concurrent Resolutions Nos. VIII, XVII; 

Idaho Statesman, Jan. 9, r868, June 13, 1872, December 30, 1873, May 21, r874i 
Seventh Session Laws, p. 87. 

•Laws, 1869, pp. 39t 43, 62, 138; 1871, p. 67; 1873, p. 215i 1875, p. 77• 
•riUJho Statesman, Aug. 24, 1872, Jan. s, 1875, Jan. r6, r875. 
•riUJho Statesma11, Nov. 13, 1873. 
•riUJho World, July 23, 1875, Marth 30, r875. 
• Laws, 1889, p. 38. 
• The term "any" often used in railroad exemptions appears to have meant 

some specific road or roads then in the minds of the members of the legislature. 
Laws, 1891, p. 42i 1893, p. 44i 1894. p. 52; 1897, p. S4i 1899, p. 79i 19011 
p. 1448; 1903, p. 63. "'Laws, IC)OC), pp. 16o, 229. 
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The policy was a source of debate, but even Governor Mur
phy, federal appointee, favored railroad exemptions, if "not for 
too long a time." 

It is not the intention of this chapter either to defend such 
subsidies or to discount the active participation of the lobbyists 
in securing them, but to note that the legislature, far from con
fining its lioerality to low mine taxes, was willing to favor any 

· form of capital investment, even to the extent of exhausting the 
credit of the territorial and county governments. Equity in 
taxation seemed of less importance than full utilization of re
sources, and public indifference allowed any sort of difficulty in 
assessment to result in a gain to the owner of the property. To 
a certain extent such laxity usually springs from a relatively low 
tax burden, as students of the property tax have long recognized, 
and the difference between the experience in Nevada after state
hood and that of the Rocky Mountain territories suggests that 
the financial help of the federal government may have influenced 
the territories to an appreciable extent. In Montana, Nevada, 
and Arizona the coming of statehood was accompanied by heav-
ier mine taxation. . 

The primary role of the capitalist in this first act, therefore; 
was that ·of the wooed, timorous, and pampered darling. By 
what metamorphosis, now, does he become the infamous villain 
of statehood? 



CHAPTER XV 

ARIZONA: THE LAW OF 1907 

THE GRANGER MOVEMENT was not confined to the Middle West. 
As the nineteenth century drew to an end and the intensity of 
the conflict abated somewhat in the Mississippi Valley, it ap
peared here in the Rocky Mountains, and just as the passage of 
railroads into strong hands lost them the concern of the middle 
western farmer, so the growing financial strength of the deep 
mines lost them popular sympathy in the West. While wealth 
gave the mines added power in the legislaturcv it nourished there 
also an opposing force of public opinion, and though to neither 
side was there an immediate advantage, the contest, once rela~ 
tively unimportant, assumed little by little a grimmer aspect. 

After the decline of prices during the middle eighties the value 
of gold output recovered sharply and copper production steadily 
increased. By 1888 the Arizona Copper Company at Clifton, 
the Copper Queen at Bisbee, the United Verde at Jerome, and 
the Old Dominion at Globe were operating at full capacity, with 
other properties in the process of development! In 1890 the 
total copper product was 34,796,689 pounds; in 1900, nS,-
317,764 pounds; in 1906, 266,831,864 pounds; and the last 
amount was over half of the average yearly production between 
1920 and 1930. As stocks of the United Verde, the Copper 
Queen, and others rose on the eastern Inarkets and profits to the 
holders began to attract national attention, a fertile field was 
developed for fraudulent Arizona mining stocks.' 

1 Governor's report to the Secretary of the Interior, 1888. 
1 "The almost fabulous production of some of Arizona's great copper mines, 

the remarkable success of IDiniDg ventures in this territory, together with the 
high price of copper and the active trading in copper stocks, have afforded 
opportunities for speculators and stock jobbers to unload upon over-credulous 
Eastern investors a great deal of worthless IDiniDg stock, and companies have 
been organized upon quite a DUIDber of undeveloped prospects iD Arizona and 
capit.a.limi far beyond any reasonable valuations, and through much advertising 
and extravagaut lni.srepresentations have sold stock throughout the Eastem 
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The new railroads were an important stimulant in this eco
nomic development. The Southern Pacific, building from the 
West, first entered Arizona on the morning of September 30, 
1877, on a thousand feet of track,' without the permission of the 
Secretary of War and against the orders of the military post at 
Fort Yuma,9 and during the next four years opened to market 
many of the richest deposits in the territory. Only a forty-three 
mile wagon haul to Gila Bend separated the Ajo ores from the 
railroad. The building of the Santa Fe through the northern 
part of the territory in x88I allowed ore from the Jerome de
posits to be shipped to Denver, after a sixty mile wagon haul to 
Ash Fork! Because of lower copper prices in x884, work on the 
United Verde deposits at Jerome was suspended, but in 1888 
rail connections between Ash Fork and Prescott eliminated 
most of the wagon haul, an~ after the completion of the narrow 
gauge connection at Jerome Junction, in 1894, profitable opera
tion of the mine was possible in spite of the low copper prices of 
the early nineties.5 After 1884 the ore from the Morenci mines 
was hauled by wagon only seventy miles to Lordsburg, and 
direct rail connections were established to the mine at Globe 
in 1898. The Phelps Dodge Corporation began, in the late 
nineties, to build a road from the smelter in Douglas~ through 
Bisbee, to connect with the Southern Pacific at Benson, thus 
furnishing an outlet for the Copper Queen. The company then 
purchased the El Paso and Northeastern Railroad, extending its 
line from El Paso to the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, and 

States, amounting, I am told, in par value, to several millions of dollars and 
upon which no return whatever can be reasonably expected ..•. " (Governor's 
report to the Secretary of the Interior, 1889.} 

• Bancroft Scraps, Arizona Miscellany, I, 484; San Francisco BuUetin, Oct. 41 

~~ . 
'Waldemar Lindgren, Ore Deposits of the Jerome and Bradshaw Mountains 

Quadrangles, Arizona, U.S. Geological Survey, Bulletin 782 (Washington: Gov't. 
Printing Office, 1926}, p. 1782; E. D. Gardner, C. H. Johnson, B.S. Butler, 
Copper Mining in North America (U. S. Bureau of Mines Bulletin 405, 1938}; 
J. B. Tenney, "The Copper Deposits of Arizona," in Copper Resources of the 
World, a publication of the International Geological Congress (Washington, 
D. c., I93S), I, 167-235· 

• Tenney, "Copper Deposits of Arizona," Copper Resources of the World, 
I, 167-235. 
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completion of the work in 1903 more than doubled the output of 
the Copper Queen.8 After 1912 shipments were made by truck 
thirty miles from the Silver King at Superior to Florence, and 
in 1915 both Superior andAjo were given direct rail connections. 

Population expanded steadily, as indicated by the following 

figures: 

Year Population 
1870 9,658 
188o 40,440 
1890 59,620 
1900 122,931 
1910 204,354 
1920 334,162 

In 1870 the population was 70 per cent male, in 1900 6o per 
cent, in 1920 only 55 per cent. Civilization was inexorably en
croaching upon the last frontier. 

From the standpoint of mine taxation the most interesting 
aspect of the period between 1881 and the enactment of the 
special tax of 1907 is the fact that in reality there existed in the 
statutes, lacking only enforcement, the same law as that under 
which mines were taxed after statehood. This was no secret, for 
Editor Woods of the Daily Nugget had warned the mines, in 
I 88o, that upon repeal of the special tax their property would 
become taxable, like any other, upon its actual value as market
able real or personal estate. Also, in 1886 the Territorial Su
preme Court answered two questions directly involving mine 
assessment: 1 first, were mining claims, for which patents had 
been issued by the federal government, taxable under Arizona 
laws, and, secondly, were certain assessments for the year 1885 
valid? The court in this case upheld assessment of such claims 
at true cash value. That for a quarter of a century legislative 
chambers should ring with denunciation of the mines for their 
opposition to a fair tax, when such a measure was at hand and 
needed only to be applied by the assessor, is an interesting illus-

1 TenDey, p. an. 
'W&ller 11s. Hughes, 1886, ll Arizona Civil No. 163. 
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tration of the frequent difference between the law and its execu
tion. 8 The fact is that the assessor represented only the political 
synthesis of his county .. 

·The territory marked time on this matter for about twenty
five years, but the mine tax measures introduced were many and 
continuous. In 1883atleast two such bills appeared 9 - one a tax 
on bullion and the other a tax on I per cent of the net proceeds. 
The latter appears to have evoked the "best speech of the ses
sion" and was lost in the house only by vote of the speaker .10 

Editorial opposition was based on the grounds that such a tax 
would hinder the development of mining.11 During both of the 
two following sessions additional efforts were made to tax mines, 
first upon their net proceeds, 12 and then, apparently, upon the 
value of claims as property/3 but both were unsuccessful. 

The low price of copper. and lack of transportation facilities 
tended to keep the matter in abeyance during the middle eight
ies, 14 but by 1888 both of these obstacles had been somewhat 
overcome, and the territory began to feel more prosperous.15 In 
his address to the legislature of 1891 Acting Governor Murphy 
thought it time to express his hearty disapproval of the existing 
method of taxing mines: 

The question of taxing the proceeds of mines has always met with active 
opposition from the mining interests. The personal property of mining 
companies is now taxed, and in my opinion, there is no good reason why 
the profits of mining enterprises, if they can be properly reached without 
jeopardizing territorial progress, should not be taxed. 

Again at the next session he expressed the same sentiments: 

Although I am opposed to arbitrary assessments to a degree affecting the 
encouragement, healthy growth and perpetuation of the mining industry, 
yet I can see no good reason why dividends or other profits resulting from 

8 The same condition of an unenforced ad valorem tax often existed in other 
Mountain states. 

9 Arizona Gazette, Feb. 14, 15, 1883. 
10 Arizona Gazette, March 8, 1883. 
n Arizona Weekly Democrat, March 2, 1883. 
111 Council Journal, p. 512,1885. 
u Council Journal, p. 54, Jan. 27, 1887. 
u Governor's message to the Secretary of the Interior, 1895 and 1896. 
15 Governor's message to the Secretary of the Interior, 1888 and 1890. 
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the mining of precious metals in Arizona, and distribution to other parts 
of the country should not contribute something to the revenue of the 
Territory. 

Governor Louis C. Hughes, in his message of 1895, went to the 
heart of the matter when he pointed out that many industrial 
interests escaped taxation, and argued that every enterprise that 
received the protection of the law should pay its share of the 
cost of government. The entire theory of tax exemption, in his 

• opinion, was wrong, and the failure to levy an adequate tax 
upon the mines was but one result of a fundamental error in 
principle. · 

The opinions of these and later governors of the territory are 
lent importance by reason of the fact that governorship came 
not by popular election but by appointment from the president 
of the United States, and the appointee did not need to betray 
his better judgment upon a question of this kind merely to gain 
favor with the voters. 

During the middle nineties the territory indicated frequently 
that it was suffering a change of mind regarding the need to en
courage capital. The house, in 1891/6 suggested by resolution 
that no railroad should be exempt from taxation without express 
vote of the people. When, in 1895, a bill proposed to exempt 
from taxation for a period of five years all public smelting and 
reduction works thereafter to be created,17 the committee rec
ommended that it not pass, on the ground that capital was 
"able to take care of itself." 18 Other bills to exempt mining 
claims and ores from taxation 19 and to exempt unpatented min
ing claims 20 failed of passage, as did Mr. Ashurst's bill to en
courage the construction of certain railroads 21 by tax exemption. 

A mine tax bill introduced by Mr. Brady, of Pinal County, 

,. Journals of 16th legislative assembly, pp. 316, 548. Resolution adopted by 
the bouse asking council permission for the introduction of an act forbidding 
exemption of railroads from taxation without submission of the question to the 
people. 

"Journals of the Territory of Arizona, 1895, p. 315. 
11 Journals, 1895, p. 330. 
u Journals, 1895, p. 363 (House Bil136). 
• Journals, 1895, p. 404· 
• Journals, 1899. p. s86. 
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into the Council in 1897 was done the honor of a second reading, 
though upon motion of G. W. P. Hunt (of Globe, the home of 
Old Dominion) the bill was tabled.22 In 1899 the members from 
Maricopa County introduced another bill providing for the tax
ation of mines, mining property, and possessory rights in the 
territory, but after the committee reported it to the house with
out recommendation it failed of passage.23 This failure came in 
face of Governor Murphy's vigorous support of such a measure 
in his address before the legislature: 

Either the profits of mines or a proper value upon dividend-paying 
mines should also be assessed. There can be no possible justification for 
permitting great producing mines to escape contribution to the revenues 
of the Territory. It is frequently stated that mines worth $Ioo,ooo,ooo in 
Arizona, and which pay their owners on that amount, do not pay taxes 
upon a valuation for all their property, real and personal, of $2,ooo,ooo. 
This is wrong, and in no way can the proposition be defended that great 
riches in gold, copper, and silver dug from Arizona ground and distributed 
as dividends in the East and in Europe should not be taxed in some form 
within the Territory. 

In 1901 he repeated the same paragraph, word for word. In
deed, if governor's messages can be considered valid testimony, 
the cause of mine taxation apparently grew to overwhelming 
importance in the ten years from 1895 to I905. Between 1888 
and 1895 copper production had moved steadily forward from 
32 million pounds to 48 million pounds, and in the next three 
ye~ns jumped to 73 million, 81 million, and I I I million respec
tively. This industrial growth invited attack. Would it give to 
the companies an equivalent increase in their power of political 
defense? 

The major excitement of the session of I90I centered around 
the proposal to levy the property tax upon net proceeds, exempt
ing machinery and improvements, 24 but the bill lost in the com
mittee of the whole by vote of 6 to x8. Another measure propos
ing to tax net proceeds was introduced in I903. This so-called 

•Legislative Journals, 1897, pp. 421,426, 469,471. 
• Legislative Journals, 1899, pp. 598, 6go, 867, 872 (House Bill 78). 
• Kelly, Legislative History of Arizona, p. 217; Legislative J oumals, pp. 340, 

341, 351, 420, 422, 423 (House Bill 9). 
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Bullion Tax bill called for a tax on net proceeds after deduction 
of the cost of extraction, of the saving of tailings, of transporta
tion to the place of reduction or sale, and cost of reduction or 
sale, but it lost by vote of II to 12 25 in the house. Two meas
ures were introduced in 1905- one for the assessment and 
taxation of sites, mining property, and output of mines,26 and 
the other for the taxation of net proceeds.27 

Not tile least of the reasons for the growth of public resent
ment was an undercurrent of doubt as to the incorruptibility of 
its elected representatives, a factor which will be considered in 
the following chapter. While little was said openly upon this 
particularly delicate subject, we know from the general tradition 
of the state, as well as from newspaper editorials and governor's 
messages to the legislature, that objections to the low mine tax 
were reaching something of a crescendo during the first five years 
after 1900. The ArizotuJ Star pointed out that the act of 187 5 
had been repealed only "with the pledge and promise of the 
mining companies doing business at the time that there would be 
no opposition to a re-enactment of the law as soon as the indus
try was established. It was then believed (said the Star) that 
the law could be safely re-enacted in ten years from that date, 
but twenty-five years have passed and the law has not yet been 
restored to our statute books." 28 

Governor Brodie put the situation bluntly before the session 
of 1903: 

Great wealth has for many years been taken from the mines in this Ter
ritory and distributed as dividends in other sections of the world. . .. 

I believe, in justice and fairness, that owners of producing mines in this 
Territory would willingly pay a tax on the output of their mines, such a tax 
would be a just and proportionate one as compared with other Territorial 
taxes, and to be applied, as other income from taxes are, to the support of 
the Government under whose jurisdiction their mining operations are con
ducted and from whose territory their revenues•are derived. Such a tax 

• Legislative Journals, pp. 272, 287, 379, 429, 451, 458, 471 (House Bill 54; 
introduced by Parr, of Navajo County). 

• Legislative Journals, pp. 400, 409, 416, 436, 558 (House Bill 83, introduced 
by Wilson, of Pima County). 

".Legislative Journals, pp. 407, 409, 416, 438, 558 (House Bill 89, introduced 
by Kreuger, of Maricopa County). 

• February 24, 1907· 
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should be made so that in no sense would it become a detriment to the 
development of new mines and prospects. 

Such a tax as this, imposed upon the output of producing mines, would 
add materially to the revenue of the Territory, would greatly reduce the 
rate of taxation, and would allay the feeling of those engaged in other pur
suits than mining that they are bearing more than their share of the ex
pense of maintaining the Government. 

By 1905 he appears to have realized more clearly that there was 
an important relationship between the established policy of low 
mine taxation and the territorial tradition of exemptions to all 
other forms of capital investment: 

A system of taxation that excludes any particular industry or object is 
wrong. . . . At present our system is full of discrimination and injustices. 
The spirit of encouraging railroads by exempting them from taxation for 
a period of years is responsible for it to a large extent. . . . 

When the Territory fails to set an example of equity and justice in the 
matter of taxation it should not complain if there is a strong disposition 
to escape full taxation by those' who must bear the burden. . . . 

In the purchase of this profitable vocation mining companies pay to the 
Territory no tax on the production of their mines. Their taxation ends 
with the limitation of their land and improvement assessment, while the 
stockman pays a land and improvement tax and also a tax on the produc
tion of his land. The farmer pays a tax on his land, improvements on the 
land, and what the land produces. All states where large mining opera
tions are carried on exact certain revenues from mine owners in support of 
the government under whose protection they conduct their affairs. In 
Arizona previous legislatures have preferred to allow the period of exemp
tion to continue, but it is evidel}t to all fair-minded men that the Territory 
has extended leniency and fostered this industry beyond the years of 
expediency. 

He therefore recommended a moderate tax on the gross output 
of all mines in the territory. 

The break in the deadlock came in 1901, when the board of 
equ&lization of the county of Cochise, taking a step which 
might easily have been made twenty years before, exercised its 
right to review assessments, and made a material increase in the 
valuation of the famed Copper Queen Mining Company. The 
same method, incidentally, was used in Idaho to bring about the 
Idaho mine tax law of 1903.29 To oppose the increase the Cop
per Queen Mining Company appeared in the district court, 

111 Above, Chapter VIII. 
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charging discrimination between mines. For many years, said 
this company, the custom in Cochise County had been to list 
patented mining claims as land, at a uniform valuation of five 
dollars an acre, and except for the discriminatory assessment 
against this particular company, all other patented claims were 
still assessed at that price.30 The district court gave verdict for 
the mine, but the decision was reversed by the territorial court 
on the ground that the company had not been able to prove over
assessment. The lower court, said the decision, should have 
enjoined only the collection of such taxes as were based on the 
overvaluation. 

In February, 1905, J. H. Kibbey was appointed to the va
cancy left by the resignation of Governor Brodie. As a citizen of 
Phoenix he had been a member of the territorial council, and by 
appointment of Governor Brodie, territorial attorney general.31 

For the first time it was felt that the small property owners of 
Maricopa County were represented in the governor's chair. The 
board of equalization, of which he was the new chairman, took 
action which it, also, might have taken years before. Charging 
that the mines of the territory had been assessed at a rate rang
ing from .02 per cent to so per cent of actual value, it ordered 
material increases in the general mining valuations of most , 
mining counties. 

Against this onslaught opposition rose from two directions. 
The copper companies, on the one hand, took the matter to 
court; and the several boards of supervisors in these mining 
counties refused, on the other hand, to carry through the or
dered increases. In January, 1906, both issues reached the 
supreme court of the territory. 

In the first case, Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Com-. 
pany vs. The Territorial Board of Equalization,32 the court was 
called upon to decide two issues. First, did the territorial board, 
when it ordered higher valuations of mining property and caused 
a general increase in the aggregate valuation of all property in 

• County of Cochise "s. Copper Queen Mining Company, 8 Arizona 221. 

Three hundred and twenty-three claims were said to be assessed at $,J,686,83x. 
• Kelly, pp. 239, u9, 127. 
• 9 Arizona 383. 
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the territory, exceed its jurisdiction? This the majority of the 
court denied, and it called attention to the fact that such had 
been the practice of the board for eighteen years. When, in the 
revision of 1901, the legislature had left the statutes governing 
the question with no substantial change, it had given tacit ap
proval to the "practical construction" given by the board of 
equalization. The second question was that of whether or not 
the board might equalize assessments of patented mining prop
erty, as a class, when such property was merely a sub-classifica
tion on the rolls, existing by custom or wish of the assessors and 
not by direction of the law. To this the majority of the court 
replied in the affirmative, stating that there was nothing in the 
statute to prohibit the extension on the roll of descriptions of 
land other than those required by the statute. The equalization 
could not have been made without such extentions, and inas
much as they were upon the rolls their equalization could legally 
be made. Moreover, said the court, the board had power under 
the statutes to compel the assessors to make such sub-classifica
tion.33 

In the next case the territorial board was, in a legal sense, less 
successful. 84 The matter in litigation was the attempt of the board 
of equalization to compel the several boards of supervisors to 
revalue mining property in their respective counties as directed. 
The court here decided that though the territorial board of 
equalization had power to equalize property by classes, and al
though the board of supervisors should give effect to the action 
of the territorial board, there was in this case no real equaliza
tion. No uniform standard of value had been determined or ap
plied. Thus, said the court, the board's own records showed 
mines in Cochise County to have been assessed originally at .02 

per cent of actual value, those in Graham at 10 per cent, those 
in Pima at 10 per cent, those in Yavapai at 3 per cent, and those 
in Maricopa and Pinal at approximately so per cent. The board 

111 To these answers two justices dissented on the grounds that the board had 
no such power to cause sub-classifications by assessors and boards of equalization 
and that such sub-classiftcations would rest entirely with such assessors. 

10 Territory vs. Board of Supervisors 9 Arizona 405 (Arizona Republic, 
Jan. 25, p. 3). 
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had raised mine valuations in Cochise County 1 sao per cent, 
leaving assessments, by the board's own figures, at 32 per cent 
of actual value; in Graham County they had raised assessments 
400 per cent, leaving a so per cent ratio of assessed to true 
value; in Pima soo per cent, leaving a 6o per cent ratio; in 
Yavapai roo per cent, leaving a 6 per cent ratio; while Maricopa 
and Pinal counties had been left as they were. Therefore, said 
the court, there had been no true equalization and the demurrer 
of the boards of supervisors must be sustained. 

But the victory was one in which the mining companies could 
find little comfort. The court had merely called attention to the 
fact that, by the records available, the Cochise mines, including 
the Copper Queen, should have been assessed at, say, 17o,ooo 
per cent rather than I soo per cent of the original figure, and 
that many other mining properties appeared to have been 
under- rather than over-assessed. In reality the governor and 
the territory felt that it had gained a moral victory 35 and, in
deed, by the end of 1905 the total of the governor's winnings 
was substantial. . In that one year mine assessments rose from 
$4,442,955 to $14,440,689.86 

As Governor Kibbey's campaign continued he endeavored to 
follow more circumspectly the technicalities of the law, and he 
prepared for the assessment of 1906 by assembling the county 
assessors at Phoenix for instruction and encouragement in the 
matter of mine assessment. Said Governor Kibbey, later, of 
this meeting: 

I became convinced then, as I had believed before, that the failure of 
county officers to assess property on the basis of equality was due largely 
to precedent, to prevailing customs as they found them, to lack of proper 
thought, and to other causes rather than to dishonesty of the officers them
selves. In fact, I would impute no dishonesty in the premises. It is easily 
conceivable, however, that the county assessor, or supervisor, who owes his 
election to assistance received from a mining company or to any other 
influential single interest may find it easy to believe that suggestions from 
that mining company or that other interest relative to its assessment should 
have too favorable consideration.• 

• Kelly, pp. 250 fl. 
• Report of State Board of Equalization, 1941. 
"Sped.al message OD mine tu:atioD to legislature of 1907· 
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Whether the Governor thought the assessors honest or dishonest 
is not as clear as fewer words might have made it. While he 
expressed his belief that after this conference the assessment of 
property was the most creditable ever achieved in the Territory, 
it is interesting to note that in the next year his Board of Equali
zation found it necessary to order increases in local assessments 
of 400 per cent in Cochise County, 200 per cent in Gila County, 
so per cent in Mohave County, 33.Y3 per cent in Yavapai Coun
ty and 100 per cent in Yuma County. Mine assessments for 
1906 were $14,574,049· . 

It is easy to suspect that the mining companies went very 
willingly, as had their Idaho neighbors in 1903, to the legislature 
for a special tax. Their few court victories had given but tem
porary and unsubstantial protection, and even if the figures used 
by the Court in Territory vs. Board of Supervisors had seemed 
to the mine owners grotesque and nonsensical, the property tax 
had obviously acquired a certain ominous aspect. 

The session of 1907 promised to be one of the most important 
in territorial annals, and in his regular message Governor Kib
bey spent eleven and a half pages on the mine tax question. He 
described his activities and attempted to answer the charge that 
they had injured the small mine owner. It was true that the 
board of equalization had been forced to demand the increased 
assessment in terms of the entire class of mining property, rather 
than by individual mines, but the governor maintained that the 
outcry over increased valuations for the small operators came 
not from the small operators themselves but from their self
appointed guardians, the adv:ocates of the great copper com
panies. If the order to Cochise County to multiply mine assess
ments by fifteen had harmed the small operator,it had been only 
because of the custom of assessing large and small "practically 
alike" and because of the necessity that the territorial board of 
equalization adjust by classes of property rather than by indi
viduals. If the local authorities had merely multiplied all valu
ations by fifteen without attempt to discriminate between the 
valuable and the inferior deposits, the fault lay only with the 
local authorities. 
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The legislature was asked to note the fact that such increase 
in assessed valuation had not resulted in harm to the mining 
industry: 

I am pleased to remind you that the prophecies of evil that was to flow 
from the efforts of the Territorial Board of Equalization to assess the mines 
at fairer valuations have not been fulfilled- not one of them. Capital has 
not been driven from the Territory. On the contrary, never before in our 
history was capital so eagerly seeking mines ... the present "boom" in 
the mining business is without parallel in Arizona. 

It was the governor's further opinion that while the mining in
dustry should have the particular care of the state, it should not 
be considered too sacred for taxation. The idea that a mine 
should not pay taxes unless it were profitable s~emed to him a 
novel one, but he did concur in the belief that a non-producing 
mine should be assessed at a nominal figure. To the charge that 
mining was a risky enterprise and should be encouraged by low 
taxation he replied by asking if, in Arizona, the risk of mining 
("I am not speaking of prospecting") were so great that the 
territory dared not estimate the value of a mine at over a fifth 
of the annual bullion product. To the suggestion that Arizona 
follow the lead of Nevada and Idaho and lay a tax only upon 
net profits he replied by asking why all businesses should not be 
taxed on that base. California, he pointed out, assessed mine 

. deposits like other property. He quoted a telegram from Michi
gan showing the Baltic mine with a paid-in capital of $1 ,8oo,
ooo assessed at $6,ooo,ooo, as compared with the Calumet 
and Arizona with a paid-in capital of $2,ooo,ooo assessed at 
$82,000. 

The governor stated it as his belief, finally, that the opinions 
of honest and informed men, familiar with mining, could de
termine the value at which those mines "would be taken in pay
ment of a just debt due from a solvent debtor" and that courts 
could be depended upon to give protection against unjust 
valuations. 

Interest in the legislative session of 1907 centered about the 
Doran bill, which proposed to place the property tax upon 20 per 
cent of the gross mineral production, the assessment to be made 
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by county assessors rather than by a central authority.38 Kelly 
reports that the mining interests had no small part in the draft· 
ing of this measure: 

During the sessions, mining men and their attorneys appeared bef~re 
joint legislative committees with the result that the mining interests finally 
accepted the Doran bill as satisfactory. At one meeting of the joint com
mittee there was an array of prominent mining men of the territory present 
and also Governor Kibbey. Among these mining men and attorneys were 
S. W. French, of Bisbee; Frank Murphy of Prescott; C. E. Mills, of 
Morenci; C. W. Clark, of Jerome; Dr. 1L. D. Ricketts, E. E. Ellinwood 
and Ben Goodrich.88 

' 

Because the new bill would give the mines a lower assessment 
rate than other property, the belief was widespread that the 
Doran bill was sponsored by the mining companies. There was 
some question both of the wisdom and the constitution~lity of 
any device such as this which would discriminate between clas
ses of property.40 But on March 7 the bill passed the council 
and on March 9 the assembly, and two days later, to the dismay 
of his constituents, Governor Kibbey affixed his signature.41 

The measure divided mines and mining claims into two classes, 
productive and nonproductive. From a yearly report of oper
ators of productive mines the county assessor was required to 
make an "Assessment Roll of the Gross Product of Mines and 
Mining Claims," containing the amount of mineral production · 
by each mine. He was then to ascertain the value of those prod
ucts in New York City, as evidenced by some established author
ity or market report. Upon 2 5 per cent of this total should be 
levied the taxes for the year. A glance at Chart I will indicate · 
that mine assessments immediately rose about 45 per cent, but 
tended to decrease somewhat thereafter to 1911. The per cent 
of total state valuation borne by mines rose from 23.4 per cent 
in 1906 to 27.0 per cent in 1907 (under the new law), but fell 

• Ariz0111J Star, Feb. 14, 1907. 
• Kelly, pp. 253-254. 
• Ariz0111J Star, Feb. 21, March 8, March 10, March 13, 1907. 
n His acquiescence is somewhat difficult to explain, for be bad maintained 

that the property tax was practicable and equitable. He may have decided that 
this would fix valuations at the height to which be bad pushed them, and would 
also avoid the problem of assessment of physical properties. 
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thereafter to 19.3 per cent in I9II 1 owing, no doubt, to the fact 
that the price of copper declined during those last four years 
from 21¢ to 12.5¢ per pound.42 

The new revenue measure was received with great indignation 
by the voters and press of the territory: 

The outcome of this law, if enforced, will be that the great copper com
panies will pay taxes on one-fifteenth of actual cash market value of their 
properties, while other taxpayers will pay nine to ten fifteenths of such 
value. From this outrageous discrimination there are three avenues of 
escape. One is by an Act of Congress, a second by the next territorial legis
lature from whose membership the indignant taxpayer will eliminate the 
unfaithful servants, and a third is by a concurrence of action among such 
county assessors and such members of the board of equalization who have 
the backbone and the moral courage to stand for equal taxation between 
the people and corporations. 

All that is necessary to carry into effect such a plan of retribution and 
relief as we have outlined will be for the assessors to value horses at $5, 
cows at $2, sheep at 20¢, hay at 70¢ a ton, pianos at $xo, brussels carpets 
at xo¢ a yard ... alfalfa fields at $2 an acre and $s,ooo homesteads at 
$350. Such assessors and equalizers as will give the taxpayers this kind of 
a square deal will be blessed by a grateful people." ' 

The board of equalization found that the new law was not 
particularly satisfactory to administer, for non-producing mines 
remained assessable under the property tax, and the board of 
equalization continued to have difficulty with recalcitrant local 
assessors, who insisted on returning all such mine.s at the same 
value per acre.44 It appeared, said the board, that in fact there 
was great difference in the market value of unproductive mines, 
and that to assess them equally not only deprived the pub
lic of revenue but, when the aggregate assessment of un
productive mines was raised under the equalization proceed
ings, caused injustice to the owners of mining property of small 
w~e. · 

For several years thereafter the question was pushed aside by 
the overwhelming importance of coming statehood. The law 
continued to be unpopular and served in some respects to fan 
the flame against the influence of the mining companies, but it 

01 Elsing and Heineman, ArizoM M etQJ Production, p. u. 
• ArizoM SUI~, Marth n, 1907. 
• Proceedings, p. 16, June 191)8. 
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was considered to be better than no law at all.45 Governor Kib
bey's failure to mention the subject in his address to the legis
lature of 1909 was explained on the grounds that he probably 
felt it proper to leave the problem to the new state govern
ment,46 now thought near at hand. 

411 Arizona Star, March 15, 1907. 
"Kelly, p. 259. 



CHAPTER XVI 

ARIZONA: THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION 

THAT ARIZONA was the last mining territory to adopt a mine tax 
is an indication, at least, that to 1907 the larger corporations 
enjoyed more than adequate political representation. Yet within 
a few years the complaint arose that those interests were nearly 
ignored. Said State Auditor Callaghan in 1914, gravely con~ 
cerned over the course of events, "as it is ever the case, a taste 
of power, long denied, provokes a lust for excess, and results in 
an arbitrary abuse thereof, and it was no surprise to find that 
the corporations who had for so long dominated legislation, now 
found themselves unable, almost, to get a hearing." 1 

The law of diminishing returns was undoubtedly the basic 
influence in this change of popular sentiment. Behind the po~ · 
litical campaigns and legislative debate lay the fundamental fact 
that capital, once scarce relative to other factors of production, 
was now plentiful, that it no longer needed subsidization, and 
might be treated more cavalierly. But even the economist must 
recognize certain political factors not explained by economics. 
The "moral" issue that the corporations had controlled ter~ 

ritorial and county governments and corrupted the representa
tives of the people provided an emotional stimulant, while Hunt, 
Zander, and their colleagues adequately fulfilled the need for 
capable leadership. Neither in single-minded conviction nor in 
effective direction can this campaign in Arizona be equalled 
elsewhere in the West. 

In Arizona, more perhaps than in any other state, the electo
rate has been concerned with political corruption, and popular 
opinion had generally found it easy to blame the mines rather 
than the legislature, the voters, the meagre legislator salary, or 
the inherent peculiarities of the democratic system. The fact is 

'Report of State Auditor, September 1914, pp. 9 ff. 
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that in few other instances have the political methods of minori
ties and majorities been as sharply contrasted. 

The measures which were said to be used by the minorities to 
control territorial government divide themselves into two groups, 
one including such orthodox methods as persuasion of voters 
and influence of appointive party machinery, and the other such 
irregularities as bribery of government officials.2 The caucus 
method of nominating candidates for office was charged with 
undemocratic results, in that local caucuses might be packed 
with corporation men who might elect a friendly chairman, who, 
in turn, might be depended upon to appoint friendly majorities 
on nominating committees.3 By this means, it was believed, the 
larger corporations exerted influence over county assessors, 
county boards of equalization, members of the legislature, and 
even the state board of equalization. Democrats have made the 
further charge that corporations attempted to force their em
ployees to vote the Republican ticket on penalty of loss of their 
jobs. Ex-Governor Hunt has given it as his opinion that wher
ever employees were not unionized and had not been educated 
in the principle of the free ballot, such attempts were often 
successful:' 

There are localities in which the problem of minority repre
sentation is not so imposing, where, with numerous minorities, 
some will be able to combine on every important issue, and the 
theory of majority rule thus proves fairly practicable. In Ari
zona the problem stood forth bare and obtrusive, softened only 
by a certain engaging frankness on the part of the principal 
actors. In other states the facts of the case are usually kept 

1 Much of the following material is taken from a thesis by Victor S. Griffith, 
Jr., ''State Regulation of Railroad and Electric Rates in ~ona to 1925" (MS), 
accepted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of 
Arts at the University of Arizona. The author had unusual opportunity for the 
collection of information on early Arizona politics, and his material not only 
bears the stamp of authenticity but his conclusions are confirmed by the 
interviews of the present author. 

8 Griffith, p. 7. 
'T. A. McGinnis, "Influence of Organized Labor on the Making of the 

Arizona Constitution" (MS.), thesis accepted in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the degree of Master of Arts at the University of Arizona, p. 35· 
After personal interview with Hunt. 
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within a fairly narrow circle; here they became common gossip. 
"We had a certain job to do," said one former corporation lob
byist years later in an interview, "and we went about it the only 
way possible. The legislature could not be expected to live on 
the salary the Territory was paying them." 6 Another, from 
Yavapai County, is -said to have given to the Prescott paper, at 
the beginning of every session, the satement that he was going 
to Phoenix to buy mules for the mines, and he complained at 
times that the mules ran as high as $25 per head.6 McClintock 
quotes a statement by a well known officer of the Southern Pa
cific to the effect that the $4,800 cost to that firm of certain 1905 
legislation was "too damned much." 1 

As in other states the practice of giving free passes to office 
holders was thought to have worked for injustice, and gossip 
even held that after final assessment of the railroads each year 
the board of equalization was given a vacation in California at 
the expense of the Southern Pacific.8 Thus Frank Baxter, Yuma 
attorney, wrote Hunt asking that the issue of free passes to 
office holders be made a crime. "You and I well know that the 
Free Pass Evil, though not so glaring as in former years, is still 
bad enough to, in many cases, defeat the ends of justice, and to 
allow some of our big corporations to avoid the payment of their 
just taxes .... " 8 Bills to eliminate this evil were introduced in 
every session from 1899 to 1907 inclusive,t0 but not until the 
creation of an Arizona Railroad Commission was the free pass 
privilege ended. 

While this charge of corrupt practices is more a part of the 
spoken than of the written tradition of the state, several indirect 
references to it are to be found in published documents. Thus 
Auditor Callaghan, even when sincerely troubled by the scope 

1 Griffith, "State Regulation of Railroad and Electric Rates in Arizona to 
1925." 

• Griffith, "State Regulation." 
'J. H. McClintock, ArizoM the Yormgest Sta.te (1916),1, 290. 
'Griffith, from interview with reliable source, but quoted here only to 

illustrate the attitude of the voters. 
• Letter of February 1, 1907; Griffith, p. n . 
.. Journals, zoth session, p. 265; nst session, p. 218; 22nd session, p. 323; 

13rd session, pp. 556, 572; 24th session, pp. 203, 261, 316 (House). 
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of the drive upon the larger corporations, could not deny that, 
encouraged by various laws, investors in Arizona's wealth had 
grown large and waxed fat in prosperity, that they were "but · 
inadequately taxed" for the support of government and that 
they were "resisting with all the power their wealth afforded, 
needed reforms, and all endeavor to assess the1r just proportion 
of the tax." 11 J. Parke Channing, engineer for an Arizona min
ing company, suggested something of the same sort before the 
National Tax Association in 1913. "In the early days we admit 
the mines in Arizona were ridiculously undertaxed, and those 
who come in now with new mines - the pendulum swinging the 
other way- are getting punished for the sins of the older 
mines." 12 The tax commission report of 1914 made the follow
ing guarded charges: 

At one time or another it (mining property) has used every means to 
resist any raise proposed and to dodge or beat taxes laid. At all times, even 
in the recent past when charges of corruption could not as generally be 
made, it has obstinately opposed every effort to collect more revenue 
from it .... 

Governor Hunt, in his message to the first legislature of 1912, 
spurred the reform movement with reference to the years durin.g 
which mining corporations had escaped their just share of the 
costs of government, and ended with the appeal: 

, Let it not be said that in Arizona wealth or position, place or power, are 
potent to secure immunity from the laws of the land or alleviation of the 
requirements "}sited up?n those in more modest stations. 

While written records have been worded with some delicacy, the 
deep indignation of the majority at the political tools of the 
minority obviously furnished an effective moral issue. 

The very process of acquiring statehood further developed a 
class consciousness in the territory. From 1872 to 1909 every 
delegate to Congress introduced a bill for admittance to the 
Union/3 and while the earlier attempts may have been prima-

u Auditor's Report, 1914, pp. 12 ff. 
"Proceedings, p. 412. 
""McGinnis, "Influence of Organized Labor on the Making of the Arizona 

Constitution." 
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rily in the interest of local politicians,t4 the Arizona electorate 
became increasingly attentive after 1905!5 The argument 
over the admittance of Arizona appears to have been part of the 
old struggle between the agricultural interests on the one side 
and the industrial and financial interests of the East on the 
other, 16 and it was the eastern politicians who were opposed to 
"free coinage of Western Senators." 17 Also it appears probable 
that the mining companies opposed statehood as a threat to a 
condition which to that time they had well in hand.18 

Nearly every move in the long struggle to gain statehood em
phasized in the minds of the voters the character of the principal 
issue to arise after that goal had been reached. Would the large 
corporations be more or less influential in the state than they had 
been in the territory? One of the (less convincing) argumen~ 
put forth by the proponents of the mines tax in 1907 had been 
that failure to spread the tax burden more equitably between 
the corporations and other property holders would force Con
gress to conclude that the territory was not yet ready for self
government, and as early as 1904 a tax upon the mines had been 
urged as one of the best means of encouraging Congress to grant 
Arizona single-statehood, as opposed to joint admission with 
New Mexico.111 Even in the debates at Washington over the 
proposition to admit Arizona and New Mexico as one state 
(jointure) both sides brought the question of mine taxation 
prominently to the foreground. When the Arizona delegation, 
opposing jointure, appeared before the territorial committee of 
the House, it was met by criticism of the small amount of taxes 

10 H. A. Hubbard, "The Arizona Enabling Act and President Taft's Veto," 
Pod.fic Historical Rtvirw, September 1934, p. 307. -

16 Governor Zulick had recommended statehood in his message of 1889; the 
voters had approved the result of a constitutional convention in 1891, as had the 
lower bouse of Congress; but the United States Senate refused to admit Arizona 
as a state at that time. McGinnis, "lnll.uena! of Organized Labor." 

• Hubbard, "Arizona Enabling Act and President Taft's Veto," Ptu:iftc His
toric61 Rtvii"w, September 1934, p. 307. 

"Locbt."ood, Pio,.u-, Days ;,. Ari:o114, pp. 368 II., quoting Harrison. 
16 

Congressional Record, 59th Congress, ISt session, pp. 1509. 1512, 1557. 1570, 
15?4. 1577. 29<l5. 3042, 3044. 3047. 3048, 3387, 3454. 3535. 3573. 3576, 3578 . 

.. Ari:OIWI Daily StM, Dec. 13, 1()04; Dec. I, I(}06j Dec. 14, 1(}06; Dec. u, 
IC}Q6. 
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paid by the mines and railroads in Arizona, and the implication 
that the territory, by itself, was unable to handle its own political 
problems.20 The Arizona delegation maintained that if Arizona 
were given time and opportunity she would see that taxation of 
such corporations was "properly made," and the tax of 1907 
may have been considered a fulfillment of that promise. 

When B. S. Rodey, former delegate to Congress from New 
Mexico, maintained before this same committee that' special 
interests were suppressing public opinion and did not dare sub
mit the question of joint statehood to the people of Arizona, he 
was greeted by a chorus of "No I No I " from the listening Ari
zona delegation/u and the following paragraphs were inserted 
in the Congressional Record by that group: 

We wish here to emphatically deny the charges which have been made 
that a corrupt mining and railroad lobby is in Washington endeavoring to 
defeat joint statehood. The members of this delegation have come here 
representing the people of Arizona, paying their own expenses, and under 
no obligations of any character to any particular class in Arizona, with the 
honest and legitimate object in view of presenting to Congress the reasons 
why the jointure of these two Territories should not be effected. The 
conditions of assessed valuation of mines and railroads has been given a 
very prominent place in discussion. We submit that the same difficulties 
are encountered in securing a proper assessment in Arizona as in other 
parts of the United States .... 

The proper assessment of mines has always been a subject for serious 
contemplation. . . . It is admitted for the sake of argument that the 
assessed valuation of mines in Arizona is too low. The difficulty is to dis
cover and enforce an equitable method of assessment. This is true in 
New Mexico, and is likewise true in states east of the Mississippi ... 

As one of the high points of the hearing, Senator W. A. Clark 
of Montana was called to make a statement regarding the fre
quent charges before the co.mmittee of "unjust and corrupt taxa-

111 Arizona Republic, Jan. 20, 1906, dispatch from Washington dated Janu
ary 19· . 

11 Arizona Republic, Jan. 21, 1906. Popular vote on this proposal (November 
19o6) was 16,265 opposed and 3,141 in favor, in Arizona. In New Mexico, the 
vote was 14,735 opposed and 26,195 in favor of jointure. (Lockwood, Pioneer 
Days in Ariz0t14.) The amount of mineral wealth in Arizona may have in
fluenced both votes . 

.. Hubbard, "The Arizona Enabling Act and President Taft's Veto," Pacific 
Historical Review, September 1934, p. 307, from Congressional Record, 59th 
Congress, xst session, p. 2410. 
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tion of the United Verde property" of which he was admittedly 
the chief owner. Senator Clark replied that he had always paid 
the full tax levied except at one time when an unjust assessment 
had compelled him to contest the tax in court. "I defy anyone 
to estimate accurately the value of a mine," said Senator Clark. 
"The eye cannot reach beyond the ground and the ore which 
seems to be in inexhaustible quantities may play out at any 
time." The mine was then valued for taxation purposes at about 
$r,2oo,ooo (twenty years later the assessment, uncontested in 
court, was $32,528,ooo),23 and when Chairman Hamilton read 
newspaper clippings_ in which Senator Clark was quoted as say
ing he had rejected an offer of $2s,ooo,ooo for the mine, Clark 
denied the incident, explaining that he had never offered the 
property for sale, and had never had an offer for it.2

' 

Thus in a variety of ways a strong political and economic 
class consciousness grew and developed in the territory, and 
most of the important questions of government seemed to re
volve around mine taxation. Yet a comparison with other states 
suggests that there were additional peculiarities in the drive 
against the mines in Arizona. In Montana, also, non-resident 
investors influenced state affairs, and there also the labor and 
agricultural elements had cause to unite their political forces 
against the mines. 

Montana became a state when the copper industry was still 
young, when capital still might need encouragement, and it was 
not so difficult to place in the constitution a provision for the 
taxation of new proceeds. The entire burden of changing the 
law rested thereafter on the small property owners, and to enact 
a new mines tax required a majority in both houses. As will be 
apparent later, even where the mining representatives were 
burdened with this particular factor of inertia, as in Arizona, 
the farmer-labor element was barely able to hold the one-third 
of one house necessary to prevent passage of a special mine tax 
over the governor's veto. 

A further generalization suggests itself. In Montana the cor-

• R~ of State Tax Comm.i.ssion, December 1926, p. 52. 
• AritD114 Rttflblit, Jan. 20, tf}06; Jan. 23, t90(i. 
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porate leadership, after the beginning of the century, was strong 
and united. In Arizona the mines were owned not by one great 
Anaconda but by several different concerns, headed by men with 
differing personalities and divergent concepts of correct political 
activity. Jealousy was not unknown between leaders in differen~ 
mining corporations. The left wing, on the other hand, included 
men of unusual ability, and behind them the labor and farm vote 
was adequately organized through most of the period from 1912 
to 1932. 

The remarkable life of George W. P. Hunt has been described 
elsewhere.25 He punched a burro into Arizona in 1881, the year 
in which the mines secured repeal of the tax law of 1875· Be
fore his death in 1935 he had served seven terms in the terri
torial legislature, twice as president of the council. He had been 
chairman of the constitutional convention and seven times there
after governor of Arizona. His following was largely a personal 
one, built around friendship and respect, and a belief that he 
always kept his word. His political stronghold was not among 
the farmers of Maricopa County, for his career was twenty 
years advanced before the Roosevelt Dam was built, but in the 
outlying mining, lumbering, and dry-farming communities, dif
ficult to propagandize by other interests and full of "old-timers" 
who looked upon Hunt as a personal friend. The labor vote 
never deserted him. His death undoubtedly marked the end of 
a political era in Arizona. 

Even more directly connected with mine tax reform in the 
state was his lieutenant and political advisor, C. M. Zander. 
Zander was not only considered a shrewd politician but was 
aggressive to the point of pugnacity. His position as Hunt's · 
aide brought upon his shoulders some of the ill will that other-

- wise would have been borne by Hunt, and statewide belief in his 
political sagacity meant that too many men had reason to con
sider him dangerous. But his word, like Hunt's, was considered 
good, and they worked well together. Without Hunt, says Zan
der, the mine tax would have been impossible. It would have 
beeb impossible, also, without Mr. Zander. 

• Frank C. Lockwood, ArizomJ Characters (Los Angeles: The Times Mirror 
Press, 1928), th. :d. 
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The state thus possessed the issue, the leadership, and the 
emotional drive necessary for political revolt. In the first and 
special legislative sessions the character of the members became 
of considerable importance. The enthusiasm which accom
panied this newly acquired statehood and the distinction asso
ciated with the new positions attracted individuals who had 
never before seriously considered participation in territorial 
politics. The rosters will show the names of leading merchants 
and professional men, and other individuals who were accus
tomed to follow their own judgment. ·The stipend, also, had 
been raised from four to seven dollars a day. There is a period 
in the life of every community, sometimes long and sometimes 
short, when the spirit of youth pervades the air. The buildings 
on the farm and in the town still smell of tar-paper and new 
lumber; great farming projects are suddenly brought under 
cultivation, and towns mushroom into cities over the space of a 
few years. The new settlers not only change the political bal
ance by their very numbers but are young, optimistic, and am
bitious. Change and enthusiasm are the order of the day. In 
Arizona the territorial government had been cynical and im
potent. Statehood seemed to offer an opportunity to start afresh, 
and the new order challenged the services of the best talent in 
the territory. 

The state convention itself was dominated by the representa
tives riot of business but of labor, and to this group goes much 
of the credit for the radical nature of the constitution. The 
separation of interest between mine owner and miner did not 
come to the surface until after 1900 when the Western Federa
tion of Mines entered the state. In 1903 there was a short but 
violent strike in Morenci. Fifteen members of the Arizona 
Rangers went to the scene, followed by the national guard and 
a unit of the United States cavalry from Fort Huachuca- one 
of the few instances in which federal troops have been used for 

• such purpose in peace time. In 1906 and 1907 there were strikes 
in Bisbee, Morenci, and other camps as an accompaniment to 
the unionization of employees.28 In 1909 the Old Dominion 

•Kelly, Ltgi.sl.ativc History of Arisou, p. 255. The legislature of 1903 for-
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Mine of Globe closed down, along with other mines in that dis
trict, in protest against high handed activities of a "walking 
delegate," and before resumption of operations approximately 
2 ,ooo men are said to have been discharged.27 The existence of 
a large supply of Mexican labor is considered to have given the 
mines something of an advantage, and it. was stated during the 
proceedings of the constitutional convention that a large per cent 
of the underground workers spoke little or no English.28 The 
labor element grew resentful of blacklists, the activities of pri
vate police 29 and, as evidenced by the request for an anti
injunction law and for referendum and recall provisions in the 
constitution, had even become distrustful of legal authority. 
Labor thus added its strength to the Granger movement. 

,The labor group early expressed the belief that the new state 
constitution offered an opportunity to place the government 
more securely in the hands of the mass of voters. At the call of 
the Bisbee miners, representatives of all labor unions in the 
territory met at Phoenix on July n, 1910, to outline the provi
sions that should be incorporated in the constitution. The key
note of the meeting was struck by Chairman Provost: 

I see in this gathering the representative of labor grasping one of the 
greatest opportunities which has ever been offered to the working classes to 
conduct the government of their commonwealth in their own interests. 
Therefore Jet us be united to the end that Arizona may receive through our 
efforts the grandest and most just constitution ever written for any state 
in the Union.10 

· 

The assembly agreed to request that the following liberal 
measures be placed in the new constitution: equal suffrage, ref
erendum, recall, anti-injunction law, the election of United States 
senators by popular vote, an employee liability act, the abolition 

bade employment of miners underground for longer. than eight hours a day, 
except in emergencies involving life or safety, and prohibited mining companies 
from paying their employees in merchandise orders, as, according to Kelly, 
"had been practiced in a number of the mining districts of the Territory." 

., McGinnis, p. 29; McClintock, D, 590. 
111 Verbatum report, Arizona Constitutional Convention, 1910, vol. 4, Friday 

forenoon, December 2. 

'"'Labor Platform, Arizona Star, July 13, 1910. 
10 McGinnis, p. 31.' 
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of the fee system in all courts, right of the state to seize prop
erty of any corporation or person refusing to comply with the 
law, provision that the state defray the expense of the defense 
as well as the prosecution of those charged with crime, provision · 
that no private police be allowed to arrest or give testimony in 
court, a two year term for all state officials, state right to engage 
in industrial enterprises, and the right to amend the constitution 
by a majority vote of the electors on initiative either of the legis
lature or the people.81 

To avoid a split in the left wing vote, the leaders of the Dem
ocratic party promised to incorporate the labor planks in the 
next platform, and while the new labor party officially withdrew 
from the field, it was well aware of its power. The farmers and 
property owners had no such organization, but they, too, gath
ered about the Democratic platform and demanded a constitu
tional provision which would guarantee to the people "security 
against the dominance of corporate and corrupt control of 
public affairs •.. (and) the payment of a just and fair propor
tion of taxes by all corporations .... '' 82 Opposition by corpora
tion officials to the proposal for recall of the judiciary no doubt 
helped the Democratic ss party elect 41 of the 52 delegates; 
many of them were members of labor unions or otherwise 
friendly to the labor element. 

The convention was not particularly satisfactory· to the peo
ple of the new state. The men who gathered at the capital had 
more than the necessary emotional drive, but the constitution 
as an instrument of democracy was difficult to wield, and the 
hubbub of oratory and dispute that arose from the convention 
was something of a disappointment to an impatient public. In 
general the resulting document was considerably more liberal 
than the average of its time. It provided for an eight hour day 
on public works and a child labor law, it paved the way for an 
employers' liability law by abrogating the common law rules 
with regard to accidents, it forbid blacklists, and stated (some-

• McGinnis, p. 32. 
• McGinnis, p. 32. 
• McGinnis, p. 32. 
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what optimistically) that "monopolies and trusts" should never 
be allowed in the state. Article XV provides for an elected cor
poration commission which should prescribe just and reasonable 
rates for railway transportation. The proposal to legalize pick· 
eting, on the other hand, was killed in the committee of the 
whole by a vote of 2 7 to 16, and the effort to create a commission 
of labor was fruitless. 

Debate over proposals for popular referendum, initiative, and 
recall attracted nation-wide attention and no doubt added to the 
self-consciousness of the territory. The central point of issue 
was the proposal that judicial officers be subject to recall, and 
the constitution with this provision was passed by Congress, 
vetoed by the president, resubmitted without provision for recall 
of judges, was thereupon signed by the president, and, follow
ing the suggestion of ce(tain liberal congressmen, 34 was im
mediately amended in Arizona to allow for popular recall of 
judges.35 The provision for initiative allowed 10 per cent of the 
qualified voters to propose legislative measures and I 5 per cent, 
a constitutional amendment.36 Referendum of legislative action 
was made possible upon petition of 5 per cent of the qualified 
voters, providing that such submission be made within ninety 
days after passage of an act and providing that by two-thirds 
vote of each house the bill was not declared an emergency meas
ure. 37 An unpopular mine tax, for instance, could not become 
effective unless passed by two-thirds vote of both houses, even 
though it might be signed by the governor. 

Primarily because of the provision for recall of judiciary, only 
one of the Republican delegates was willing to sign the docu
ment, and nowhere does there appear the name of a representa
tive from Coconino, Santa Cruz, or Pima counties.38 Yet it 
would appear to the observer that the difficulty lay not so much 

11 Speech of Congressman J. A. Martin of Colorado, August 19, I9IIo House 
of Representatives. 

• Revised Code of Arizona, 1928, p. c:rl. 
11 Constitution of Arizona, art. IV ( 2). 
• Constitution of Arizona, art. V (3) and court interpretations. 
• Lockwood, Pio11eer Days, p. 378. 
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in confusion over the sentiments of the electorate as in the fact 
that the constitution was not an effective instrument for the 
expression of that sentiment. The complaints against the cor
porations were specific and not to be remedied by a liberal 
constitution. 

The matter of taxation, which was the real interest of the 
Democratic party, was not considered to be a proper subject for 
detailed constitutional provision. The officers of the National 
Tax Association suggested to the convention that it should adopt 
a simple and flexible phrase regulating methods of taxation, 
and in an effort to forestall more elaborate provisions G. W. P. 
Hunt read from the rostrum part of a letter, supporting the 
Association, from F. W. Taussig of Harvard: 

I beg to express my opinion in favor of the proposals made by the Inter
national Tax Association with regard to provisions on this topic in the con
stitution proposed for your state. Our experience in Massachusetts has 
been instructive. A hundred years ago hard and fast lines were laid down 
in our constitutions, probably suited to the conditions of that day. Those 
conditions are now outgrown, and we find ourselves hampered by anti
quated restrictions. A simple and elastic constitutional provision, such as 
the Tax Association suggests, leaves the needed discretion to the legislature 
and permits accommodation to the changing needs of growing communities. 
I am sure you would find the weight of opinion among the economists and 
serious students of taxation throughout the country in favor of the pro
posed provision. 

In the matter of tax exemptions, however, the delegates were 
adamant, and even at the sacrifice of constitutional flexibility 
they put an end to the long history of state liberality on this 
score. "The power of taxation," said' the constitution, "shall 
never be surrendered, suspended, or contracted away ...• " • 
Thus Arizona laggingly followed tJ:ie advice of her territorial 
governors, and at the inception of statehood brought under full 
assessment a considerable amount of railroad and public utility 

• After this the convention, by error, substituted the old territorial provision . 
regarding taxation for the phrase suggested by the t.u commission. The sentence 
adopted read "All taxes shall be uniform within the territorial limits of the 
authority levying the t.u, and shall be levied and collected for public purposes 
only." A later amendment, placing all power for levying and collecting taxes in 
the hands of the legislative was partly the result of an effort to overcome the 
faults of this part of the original provision {ift/ro, p. 140). 
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property formerly taxed by agreement with the legislature on a 
relatively low valuation.40 

The inadequacy of the constitution as a complete and satis
factory expression of the popular discontent was apparent even 
in 1910, and changes in the equilibrium of forces in the state 
promised a continued shift of the law toward the left. The mines 
faced something of a recession in 1913, but war prices and war 
profits doubtless strengthened the demand for higher assess
ments and may even have lessened the antagonism of the mine 
owners to such a reform. New political factors, particularly the 
character of the new leadership in the legislative and adminis
trative branches of government, pointed in the same direction. 
While the repeal of the law of 1907 would require a majority in 
both houses, so that the mines were favored by a small factor 
of inertia, time and the new forces promised to be equal to this 
one remaining obstacle. 

110 Though the effect of this rigid provision was somewhat marred, in 1928, by 
an amendment which allowed exemption not only to government, church, 
charitable, and school property but also to honorably discharged soldiers, sailors, 
and marines who had lived in the state prior to January, 1927. The latter 
exemption was not intended to apply to property assessed at over $2,000 or to 
individuals whose total assessment was over $s,ooo. 



CHAPTER XVII 

ARIZONA: THE STATE MINE TAX 

WHEN GEORGE w. P. HUNT stood before the first session of the 
first state legislature to deliver his first governor's message, one 
common thought dominated the minds of the speaker, the 
legislature, and the gallery: 

It is a notorious fact (said Governor Hunt) that certain classes of prop
erty in Arizona have never supplied a fair proportion of the public revenue, 
and although sporadic efforts have been made to correct this situation, it 
has never been corrected to the present day. As a consequence the small 
property owners, and particularly the owners of agricultural lands, though 
least able to bear the burden, are supplying a great deal more than their 
proper proportion of the public funds. . 

It is a matter of such common information as to occasion no disputation 
that the large corporations, the railroad companies, the telephone and 
express companies, operating in the State, are escaping the payment of 
their fair share of taxes; and your particular attention is directed to the 
laws affecting these companies, to the end that they may be forced to 
contribute equally with the owner of a horse, a cow, an humble home, or a 
plot of ground, to the maintenance of the institutions of the State. Let it 
not be said that in Arizona wealth or position, place or power, are potent 
to secure immunity from the laws of the land or alleviation of the require
ments visited upon those in more modest stations. 

The legislature needed little prodding. It repealed the law of 
1907 and gratuitously added that it did so because it intended 
to provide a system of taxation by which the assessment of all 
property in the state should be on a full-cash basis.1 Following 
the specific suggestion of the governor the legislature provided 
for a state tax commission, with supervisory powers over as
sessors and county boards of equalization to the end that assess
ments be "relatively just and uniform." The commission was 
given general supervisory powers over assessments, including 
the right to adjust specific property valuations. Except for the 
original members, who were to be appointed by the governor, 

1 Session Laws of Arizona, regular session, first legislature, 1912, ch. ii. 
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each was subject to popular election; with a term of six years 
and a salary of $3,ooo.2 

In June Governor Hunt appointed Charles R. Howe of Tomb
stone, C. M. Zander of Btlckeye, and P. J. Miller of Yuma to 
form the first commission. With only six weeks to prepare for 
the final equalization of property assessments for 1912 they 
announced their intention to raise the level of assessed valua
tions, this year, to approximately so per cent of actual value; an 
introduction to an assessment of roo per cent of value to be. 
attained some time in the future.3 In appreciation of the fact 
that the valuation of mines was its most pressing duty, and in 
preparation for the August equalization, the commission issued 
an immediate request for sworn reports touching upon mine 
operations for the preceding five years.4 With this material at 
hand the commission met ·with the local boards of equalization 
and, after discussion of the mining property within each county, 
issued written recommendations as to the value to be placed on 
each mine. Within a month and a half after appointment the 
tax commission succeeded in. elevating mine valuations in the 
state from $1o,ooo,ooo (the figure for I9II) to $4s,ooo,ooo.6 

The proportion of total state valuation borne by the mines rose 
from 19.3 per cent in 1911 to 31.7 per cent in 1912.6 

To say that these new mine assessments aroused resentment 
among mining circles is to put the matter mildly. Zander, in his 
description of Arizona tax reform before the National Tax As
sociation in 1913, remarked that the commission had found that 
geologists were wrong in their contention that Arizona was a 
land of extinct volcanoes. 7 

I 
9 Session Laws, First legislature, 1912, ch. xxili. 
1 The experience of the commission in increasing assessments of other than 

mining property will be discussed in Chapter XVIII. . 
• Including number of employees, size of payroll, gross ore production, gross 

production of refined metal, prices of metal, cost of production, number of tons 
of ore possessed by the mine and production that might "reasonably be expected 
in the future." 

• First Tax Commission Report, p. 59· 
• ArisOtUJ Mining JournuJ, C. H. Howe, June 1917. 
'Telegxam.s, letters, resolutions and delegations poured in on the commission. 

Town councils, boards of supervisors, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, 
and associations met and resolved that it was all wrong. Newspapers poured out 
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The mining interests and the friends of mining had been with
out voice in the determination of the policy of the new state, 
and now found opportunity to criticize the results of that policy. 
The commission, in its first report, admitted that its mine assess
ments were not entirely popular,8 but maintained that the great
est opposition had come from the United Verde mine in Yavapai 
County. The arguments offered by the representatives of this 
company, said the commission, "were some of the most remark
able and astounding ever heard by the Commission at any of its 
hearings. Not only did it plead that any assessment above 
twenty-five per cent of its gross output would be unfair, in
equitable and confiscatory, but it finally insinuated that in order 
to protect itself from illegal tax extortion the company would 
have to go into politics .... " 

This line of argument did not make any great impression on the Com
mission, since not only they but all other citizens of the State have known 
for some time that the United Verde Copper Company has been in politics 
for the last twenty years, solely, and only for the purpose of evading the 
payment of its just proportion of the State and County tax. 

The board of equalization of Yavapai County (containing 
this mine) substituted a mine valuation of $3,soo1ooo for the 
$4,6 57 ,ooo recommended by the commission, and upon second 
thought cut the original assessment in half, attempting by tele
gram to persuade other county boards to do nkewise. Fortu
nately for the commission both the second reduction and the 
attempted "conspiracy" came too late to affect the final, legal 
valuation of mine property.9 • 

Vet the commission could not successfully pretend that dis
satisfaction had been confined to this one corporation, and two 
months after the first equalization the tax commission met with 
representatives of the producing mines to discuss the entire 

their vials of vituperation, figuratively showing their teeth and shaking their 
fists and saying in direct English, "We'll get you! Damn you!" For editorial 
comment on this situation see McCormick, "Mine Taxation in Arizona," senior 
thesis, University of Arizona, 1935, pp, 17-20. 

• First Biennial Report, Arizona Tax Commission, pp. 33-34 . 
."First Biennial Report, Arizona Tax Commission, pp. 33-37, 49-55; State of 

Anzona 11.r. Board of Supervisors of Yavapai County, 14 Arizona, p. 222. 
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problem of mine valuation and taxation.10 Apart from the ques
tion of political tactics, such a meeting was a logical result of 
the extreme difficulty of the entire mine tax problem. The mem
bers of the commission themselves seemed not to be certain of 
the justice of the ad valorem taxation of such property, and the 
meeting early developed the fact that each side wanted the other 
to take the responsibility of suggesting a solution. 

Dr. L. D. Ricketts, consulting engineer of the Calumet and 
Arizona and a highly respected citizen of the state, was chosen 
by the mine representatives to respond to the welcoming words 
of Commissioner Miller. The mining people, he said, wanted 
to pay their share of the expenses of the state, but he did not 
believe that fairness could be secured through assessment by 
physical inspection of the property. 

Thus there arose the question that plagues all those who de
mand some special form of taxation on income from property
how can a state determine the rate of taxation on gross or net 
income which will deal equitably between farm and mine? Each 
side demanded an answer from the other. 

Both Commissioner Howe and Commissioner Miller ex
pressed sympathy with some form of special tax, and Dr. Rick
etts thereupon inquired whether Chairman Miller had "an idea 
of what percentage of total taxation the state should receive 
from the mining interests." Miller replied that judging from the 
reports to the tax commission the mines contained roughly 
one-half of the valuation of the state. E. E. Ellinwood, mine 
attorney, inquired then as to the probable future cost of state 
government, but this line of approach was suddenly cut off by 
the incisive voice of C. M. Zander, who pointed out that inas
much as the amount of taxes paid by property should be de
pendent only upon the relation between its assessed value and 
the total assessment of the state, such a question was irrelevant. 
The tax commission had hoped, said Mr. Zander, that the min
ing men would have some suggestion as to the proper method of 
valuing mining property. 

111 First Biennial Report, Arizona Tax Commission, pp. 55 ff., meeting of 
()ct. 28, 1912. 
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By the opening of the second day's session Mr. Carmichael 
was able to read a proposal upon which the principal mine oper
ators of the state had compromised. The base suggested was 
$5 an acre for surface land plus 12~ per cent of the gross and 
xoo per cent of the net income.11 

The tax commission, on the other hand, was as yet far from 
agreement on the best method of taxing mines. Newly con
fronted with the problem, each member had his own idea of 
how it should be solved. From the positions offered him by 
Governor Hunt, Zander had asked for the tax commission 
appointment as offering the best scope for his talents, and he 
now became firmly convinced of the feasibility of physical ap
praisal. Mr. Miller committed himself in favor of the use of 
gross or net income as an•assessment base, and Mr. Howe, in 
common with many others in the state, was somewhat doubtful 
of the willingness of the radical element to treat the mines with 
fairness. By the time the legislature met in 1913 only Mr. 
Zander, among all of the important executive and administrative 
officers, opposed taxation on a basis of some percentage of gross 
and net income. 

As to the general need for an increase in mine valuations and 
the necessity for a strong commission all were in accord. In the 

u To this there was some objection, even from one or two who purported to 
be mine owners. Patrick Rose, member of the board of supervisors of Gila 
County, protested that $5 an acre for the land was much too low, and that in his 
county assessments of such land were $35 an acre. He also expressed the opinion 
that r 2lia per cent of the gross was insufficient. If, he said, he was able to produce 
from his own mine, say, half a million dollars of bullion a month, he should be 
required to pay the state some taxes upon it, even though it might have been 
produced at a loss. "If I paid the taxes I would be paying only what was right 
for the privilege of operating." He was aware, he said, of the difficulties under 
which mines worked, but he considered that those difficulties were no more than 
those of the farmer, who had to pay taxes regardless of profit. 

To this astonishingly liberal argument W. L. Clark, general manager of the 
United Verde, replied that while he did not know the name of the gentleman 
who had just spoken he considered that as a mine owner he was one man in a 
thousand. Mr. Clark believed that mine owners operating at a loss should have 
the benefit of tax exemption so they could proceed with development. The 
benefit to the community of the added wealth and business would offset the loss 
in taxes. A mining camp producing a large tonnage of ore, he maintained, 
added wealth to the state. This recommendation was later embodied in the 
principal mine tu measure introduced in the 1913 session. 
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election of 1912 the members of the tax commission sponsored 
a constitutional amendment providing that "The' manner, meth
od and mode of assessing, equalizing and levying taxes in the 
State of Arizona shall be such as prescribed by law." Because 
it would enable the legislature to place the entire power of prop
erty tax administration in the hands of a tax commission that 
had already increased mine assessments by 330 per cent, the 
voting public adopted the amendment by an imposing majority .12 

To give effect to this provision the commission prepared laws 
for the second state legislature covering such powers as seemed 
desirable. 

Zander, in the meantime, attended the convention of the Na
tional Tax Association in Buffa1o, and there acquired a maxim 
that not only suited his instincts but confirmed his judgment. 
Mr. Armstead of Minnesgta chanced to remark in conversation 
that "the mining companies and other large corporations will 
get in and play all right when they see they have to do it," 13 and 
Mr. Zander felt confirmed in his suspicion that the objection to 
ad valorem taxation of mineral deposits rose not so much from 
the technical difficulties of assessment as from a normal disin
clination to pay taxes .. The real mine tax problem, he decided, 
was a political one, and when he returned home he "proceeded. 
to assess the mines from the stump." 14 It was in character that 
he described the interview (without Mr. Armstead's name) in 
the First Report of the tax commission. 

The commission presented its special report on mine taxation 
March 17, 1913, after the legislature had been in session for 
several weeks, and explained the delay by the charge that the 
mining companies had been dilatory about the submission of 
necessary data. The report was in the form of unanimous find
ings of fact and majority and minority recommendations. As 
fact the commission reported that•whereas the mine owners had 
been given. to understand that the commission would not recom
mend a law that did not contemplate "something like 'full cash 

11 Article IX, sec. ll, Constitution of Arizona. 
11 Quotation from Arizona Tax Commission Report, 1912, p. 29. 
u Personal interview with Zander, November 1936. 
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value' " of the mines for purposes of assessment, the measure 
proposed by the mining companies would not bring this result. 
Sworn statements from mine officials had indicated that the total 
gross value of production for the year 1912 was $61,468,527.82, 
12 ~ per cent of which would be only $7,683,566.01. This 
amount added to $23,636,511.94 "net production" for 1912 
gave a total value for assessment under the proposed bill of 
$3I,320,o77·95, which was a million and a half dollars less than 
the total assessed valuation for 1912. Because other property 
was to be assessed at its full cash value, the commission could 
not endorse a bill which would reduce the 1912 valuation of 
mining property. 

Mr. Howe and Mr. Miller presented a majority recommenda
tion for a special tax on gross and net income, but with rates 
high enough to bring the assessed valuation of mines to approxi
mately $1o8,ooo,ooo. This, they believed, would compare 
"exceedingly favorably" with the total of $69,815,000 valuation 
of copper mines in Michigan, and would mean an increase of 
about 160 per cent over the valuation of the year 1912. They 
believed, on the other hand, that because of the many difficulties 
involved in the valuation of property by capitalization of net 
proceeds, the ad valorem taxation of mining property was not 
feasible. No two persons, they said, could agree "on the thou
sand and one things that should or should not be charged in 
order to arrive at a net." 

C. M. Zander's minority report was a vigorous attack on the 
reasoning of the majority. The total valuation of the Michigan 
mines had nothing to do, he thought, with the valuation of 
Arizona mines. Furthermore, the claim that the majority's rec
ommendation would increase total valuations one and six-tenths 
time~ was unintentionally erroneous and much too optimistic.15 

11 This valuation of $to8,ooo,ooo is based on the 1912 production. The 
assessed valuation of 1912 was based on the 19n production. A valuation found 
by the 1912 method and based on the 1912 production would amount to about 
$6o,ooo,ooo, to which would be added about $2s,ooo,ooo for equipment and 
non-productive mines, or a total of $8s,ooo,ooo as against the $to8,ooo,ooo found 
by the gross and net plan. So it can be seen that instead of an increase of one 
and six-tenths, it is an increase of less than one-fourth over the method used in 
1912; and when it is remembered that in 1913 all property is to be assessed at its 
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As a further dissent from the majority proposal he cited all the 
objections contained therein against the capitalization of net 
proceeds, and pointed out that they applied with equal force to 
the plan to tax gross and net proceeds. Finally, he criticized 
the theory that any combination of gross and net would, other 
than accidentally, approach the value of a mine. Only by 
physical valuation would it be possible to put upon the mines a 
tax "equitable to that received from other property." 

Mr. Zander pointed out that the relation between the actual 
value of copper mines in Michigan, as appraised by Engineer 
Finlay, and the net proceeds of those Michigan mines was about 
one to eight, a ratio which, if applied to the Arizona mines, 
would give them a valuation of about $2oo,ooo~ooo. It appeared 
to him, moreover, that because, as Mr. Finlay said, the new 
mines in the Southwest contained the "greatest reserve of avail
able copper in the world," the ratio would more likely be ten to 
one than eight and a half to one, arid he was of the opinion that 
the total value of mines might be much more than $2oo,ooo,ooo. 

The frequent claim that the large copper mines had but two 
or three years' ore in sight meant nothing, and in any case it 
was unnecessary for the success of physical valuation that the 
extent of the ore deposits be exactly ascertainable. The con
tinuous discovery of new reserves, calling for repeated reap
praisals, was a happy condition for the state, and revaluation 
every four years by a competent engineer would be all that was 
necessary to bring assessments up to date. Mr. Zander empha
sized the statement of the majority that the question of mine 
taxation was the most vital problem confronting the commission, 
and on so important a matter he could not give a suggestion of 
approval to the majority plan. 

This minority report deserves particular attention because of 
its content and because it was the turning point both of Zander's 
career and of state discussion of the problem. Prior to that time 
the opposition had portrayed C. M. Zander as merely another 
political busybody on the tax commission. By this report he not 

full cash value, it is plain that the advantage claimed for the amount of taxes 
paid is wiped out entirely. (Special Report, March 17, p. 13.) 
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only attacked the entire western tradition of mine taxation, but 
established himself as something of an authority in his own right. 

But this session of 1913 was already grimly deadlocked. 
When it convened in January the mines and the commission had 
both sponsored bills of high tactical importance. The general 
revenue bill, backed by the tax commission, contained a com
plete revision of the property tax law, giving the commission 
power to assess productive mines, railroad and public utilities, 
and making more explicit their right to direct county officers. 
By the provisions of this bill the state board might equalize 
assessments not only between classes of property but also be
tween individuals, and no county board could change the value 
of assessments after state equalization. Moreover, if this revi
sion could be passed through the legislature the commission need 
never lack funds: 

There is hereby annually appropriated, out of the general fund in the 
state treasury, a sum sufficient to carry out the provisions of this act.•• 

To the mine group, on the other hand, all hope for future 
security seemed to rest in the possibility of a special mine tax, 
and the measure sponsored by them provided that mines be as
sessed at I 2 0 per cent of the gross, plus the net earnings and 
the value of the improvements. Sponsorship of this bill was 
united and strong, and opposition was confused. The mines were 
fighting for a law that would not leave them at the mercy of 
arbitrary·assessments, while the tax commission had been under 
steady fire since the mine valuations of 1912. The senate passed 
the bill with only two dissenting votes and openly threatened 
that unless the house followed suit the revenue and tax commis-

u Revised Statutes, Civil Code, p. ISS9, par. 4833. Upon this point Mr. 
Zander said to the 1917 convention of the National Tax Association: "H there 
are any restrictions anywhere in any of the states upon the functions of the tax 
commission, they have been removed in Arizona. We looked for all of them in 
order to eliminate all of them. In addition to that the ta:1 commission has un
limited appropriation. 'There is hereby appropriated out of the general fund of 
the State of Arizona a sum sufficient to carry out the provisions of this act.' Of 
this I am a firm advocate, and I would say to all of these people who are crying 
out in the wilderness for help that the first thing for you to do is to create a ta:1 
commission and endow it with omnipotence, omnipresence, and opulence, and 
then all these other things will he added unto you." . 
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sion bill would fail of passage. Not only was there no precedent 
in the principal western mining stat~s for ad valorem taxation 
but the tax commission offered little leadership in that direction, 
inasmuch as the majority expressly favored the special tax. Re
tiring Auditor Callaghan had called for a special tax in his last 
report, as had Governor Hunt in his message to the legislature. 
Thus of all the leaders who expressed themselves on the subject 
only Zander demanded the ad valorem method. 

Yet the farm element in the house continued to stand, some
what uncertainly, for assessment of mines as property. The 
membership of the I 9 r 3 legislature was the same as that of I 9 I 2, 

there having been no intervening election, and the strong reform 
movement of the earlier year had not yet lost its momentum. 
The mining companies, moreover, were loth to incur the public 
ill will that would result from the blocking of necessary legisla-

. tion. After a deadlock of some days Mr. Zander sent word to 
the leader of the mines group, saying that a compromise would 
be possible. He informed Governor Hunt of the ground upon 
which such a compromise might be effected, and left tom. By , 
the terms of the resulting "gentleman's agreement" the special 
mine tax bill with a temporary life of two years was passed as a 
rider to the revenue bilP7 The mines tax law provided a base 
of 12 Ya per cent of the gross revenue, four times the net revenue 
and the value of the improvements.18 

Each side in this compromise had ·gambled on the future. 
Zander felt that the disinclination of the mines to go before the 
people and defend the blocking of the revenue bill was due to 
the indefensibility of their position/9 and he no doubt believed 
that with another two years the commission, the governor, and 
the voters might be convinced of that fact. The mining element, 
on the other hand, had not only won a two-year special tax but 
had brought-the short one-year trial of ad valorem taxation
the only such trial in the Rocky Mountains - to a troubled end. 
The activity of the commission in its attempt to assess mines as 

11 Arizona Gasette, May s, 1913. 
18 Revised Statutes of Arizona, Civil, ch. m. 
10 Interview with Zander, November 1936. 
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property had been under a cloud, and except for Mr. Zander and 
the representatives of the small-property owners in the house 
the experiment was repudiated. The popularity of the new law 
would depend to a large extent upon its yield, and if it were suc
cessful the mines could appeal to the legislature and the voters 
in 19 I 5 merely to continue in force a law of proven success. As 
both sides looked back upon the recent session thev must have 
been impressed by two facts: First, but for one man the special 
mine tax law would probably have been placed permanently 
upon the statute books; second, the gainer from the compromise 
would be decided definitely and finally in 1915, and already the 
principal issue of that session stood out in bold relief. . 

As the months went by Mr. Zander became more sure of his 
judgment, and when he attended the National Tax Association 
conventions in 1913 and 1914 he brought upon the floor the 
arguments that had so long raged through Arizona. When he 
had expressed surprise, during the convention of 1912, that the 
National Tax Association had made no study of mine taxation, 
he was appointed chairman of a committee of seven to examine 
the subject and report the following year. The findings, when 
presented in 1913, purposely ignored the problem of th~·taxa
tion of undeveloped ore bodies, but laid down sey·eral principles 
to be applied to any deposit to the extent that it was explored 
and known. The most important were as follows: 

(I) The committee did not believe that conservation of min
eral resources demanded reduced taxation. 

( 2) Explored and developed ore bodies should be valued at 
once and taxed upon the same basis as other property. 
The necessary element of uncertainty, found in the valu
ation of any property, might in this case be kept within 
reason by impartial and industrious officials. 

(3) The existence of real uncertainty might well call for con
servative appraisals. 

(4) Information should be freely given by mine officials. 
(5) For the class of mine under consideration a gross or net 

income tax was not feasible, primarily because to know 
the net income the assessor must know all the factors, 
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such as depletion, required to estimate the value of the 
mine itself. ~"' 

( 6) A tax based upon the market value of capital stock lends 
itself to wildcat schemes and the expert appraiser 
should, in any case, have as adequate a basis for judging 
the value of a mine as the stock-buying public. The 
report extolled the system used in Michigan, Wisconsin, 
and Minnesota. 

In general the document shows the firm hand of C. M. Zander, 
and members of the committee were willing to give him the 
credit of authorship.20 The report invites criticism in at least 
two respects. As indicated in an earlier chapter, conservative 
appraisals have often been politically impossible. The fifth 
argument - that to know net income demands a knowledge of 
depletion which, in turn, demands mine valuation- is answered 
by the universal tendency to ignore depletion in any form of 
state taxation, except by rough and general rules. Appendix 
I indicates the treatment of depletion in state income tax laws. 

To make Zander feel at home on this occasion there arose to 
challenge him Mr. Miller of the Arizona Tax Commission and 
]. Parke Channing, engineer for one of the larger Arizona min
ing corporations. They objected that the ad valorem system 
injured the porphyry coppers because the extent of such ore 
bodies was quite easily ascertainable, while the content of other 
deposits was not. To overcome the difficulties of the ad valorem 
method these two men suggested the use of some combination 
of gross and net as a base, though neither of them were prepared 
to say whether the net should be multiplied by four, five, or ten. 
Mr. Channing believed that the new mines were now being 
punished in Arizona for the sins of the older ones, and objected 
that his mine paid 10 per cent of its net profits in taxes in 1913. 
Mr. Zander, in rebuttal, charged that the method of gross and 
net would allow Mr. Channing's porphyry mine to go untaxed, 
and he added that he assumed that in the absence of a better 
method an assessing body should use the same system for valu-

• The Proceedings of the National Tax Association, 1913, pp. 387 ff. 
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ing any class of property as that which was used by the people 
in the industry. T. S. Adams, of Wisconsin, gave Zander indi
rect support when he declared that, in his opinion, mines which 
insisted on using their net profits for the tax base must be pre
pared to pay at a rate far beyond that to which they had been 
accustomed. When Mr. Zander returned to Arizona he felt that 
his theories had been tested and found substantial not only in 
the middle western copper states but within the National Tax 
Association as well. 

The forces and the arguments that impinged upon the vital 
session of I 91 s are still readily discernible. With the general 
temper of the voters (perhaps then cooling somewhat) the reader 
is already familiar, but the weight of the drive for the special 
mine tax should not be underestimated. Both sides understood 
before the opening of the session that unless such a law were 
passed, the senate would block the passage of all other important 
legislation, including the appropriation·bill. The strength of the 
conservative group in the senate is apparent from its early 
fifteen to four endorsement of the special tax.21 

The Merchants and Manufacturers Association, meeting in 
Phoenix, resolved that it fa:vored a special mine tax bill, that if 
opposed a continuance of the power of the tax commission over 
mine assessments, and that, as an economy measure, the com
mission be abolished.22 The American Mining Congress organ
ized branches throughout the state and openly bent every effort 
toward securing the passage of the mine tax bilJ.28 Much of the 
press could see little reason to anticipate any other outcome, 
and so certain were the dispatches to Tucson upon this subject 
that at the unexpected conclusion to the contest the Arizona Star 
was forced to explain that "campaign against the bill is said to 
have been planned by Zander, the Maricopa County member of 
the state tax commission." 2

' 

The suspicions of the Arizona Star were quite well founded. 

• Journals, p. 102, Ju. 30. 
• Arisotl4 RtpubUro,., Feb. 13, p. s. 
• Interyiew by Mr. Wolcott of the American Mining Collgl"eSS, Ariso114 Daily 

Suw, Feb. g. 
• March 6. See also Jan. u, n, 31; Feb. 14, x8; Ariz0114 Gautu, March xs. 
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In perhaps the oldest car in the state, known to the press, be
cause of its color and threat to the mining interests, as "The 
Yellow Peril," Zander covered every part of Arizona in his cam
paign for reelection in 1914, and the burden of his talk was that 
only ad valorem taxation could be just to both farm and mining 
property. Even the mine owners, he said, should for once be 
:willing to pay their honest share of the cost of government. He 
brushed past indignant private secretaries in Douglas and Bisbee 
and said a few words to this effect to the mine executives, and 
to the surprise even of his friends he carried the county. George 
W. P. Hunt, his traveling companion and fellow campaigner, 
watched the reaction of the crowds, listened to the arguments, 
and began to shift to Zander's point of view. As the final returns 
came in, he remarked that of the old crowd only the two of them 
had pulled through, and. both had run on a definite anti-mine 
ticket. While Hunt said nothing thereafter to deny his stand 
in 1913, he was ready with his veto to help the cause of ad 
valorem taxation, and he was adamant to any form of persua
sion. Because he did not choose to deny publicly the earlier 
declaration in favor of a special mine tax, the mining interests 
were able to maintain the impression, even during the session of 
1915, that he was in sympathy with them, and his 1913 state
ment was read on the floor of the house.21S But because he would 
not, in fact, agree to sign the special measure, a two-thirds 
majority became necessary for passage, and this, of course, the 
proponents of the measure knew. 

Besides the pledged support of the governor, Mr. Zander now 
held the promise of 24 of the 35 votes in the house. Also won to 
the side of ad valorem taxation was Charles Howe, the only 
member of the commission not running for office this year, for 
out of the sharp differences of the first months in office they had 
finally developed a mutual regard and understanding. Zander 
had modified his early stand in favor of physical appraisal to the 
extent that he agreed with Howe that many factors, such as 
income and costs, must be taken into consideration, and on this 
general approach the two had compromised. Mr. Miller still 

111 Arizona Reftublic, March 6, p. 6; Arizona Star, March 6, Jan. 12, 
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defended the special tax, but his place was taken in 1915 by a 
successful rival, Tom Campbell, who, though he avoided any 
part in the legislative imbroglio, maintained that the commission 
should be able to determine within reasonable bounds the value 
of mining property. Outwardly, at least, the commissioners now 
presented a united front, and together with the governor and the 
house they constituted the defense against a reenactment of the 
special mine tax law. 

Most of the arguments for retention of the tax law of 1913 
were outlined by the retiring Commissioner Miller in his minor· 
ity report. The yield of that tax, in the first place, had broken 
all records, and mine valuations had risen 220 per cent, even 
over the much maligned assessment of 1912. From $45,ooo,ooo 
in 1912, mine valuations had jumped to $14o,soo,ooo in 1913, 
and $146,soo,ooo in 1914, a figure which Mr. Miller believed 
capitalized net earnings at the reasonable rate of about 20 per 
cent.26 He opposed ad valorem taxation on the ground that 
appraisal was guesswork and unfair to porphyry mines with ore 
blocked out well ahead. He feared that to value mines on the 
basis of ore deposits would put a premium on the early exploita
tion of the natural resources of the state. He argued, in the 
third place, that to tax a mine on its full value each year until it 
was exhausted was an entirely different thing from taxing a 
farm on its total value, for a farm had an indefinite life. 

The principal argument not included in this minority report 
was the possibility of the discouragement of investors. Alarm 
was expressed over the procession of desirable citizens who were 
leaving the state or preparing to migrate.27 Shortly before the 
final vote on the question certain newspapers in the state pub
lished a letter from E. L. Wolcott, representative of the Ameri
can Mining Congress, which warned the state of the evil effect 
of the prevailing attitude toward mine investments. 

The action of the present legislation is doing very much to retard mining 
development in this state. I have seen the result of this inactivity in every 

• Second Tax Commission Report, p. 57. . 
"Dr. John E. Bacon, Inspiration Mine Hospital, senator from Gila County, 

address to the Annual Board of Trade Banquet. Arisou Daily Sw, Jan. u, 
191$. 
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camp and unless something is done in the near future to encourage de
velopment of the mineral resources of Arizona in a legitimate way, the 
state is bound to suffer materially. 

I have been in correspondence with a number of people who are very 
willing to invest their money in this state if they were only sure of a square 
deal after they got here.• 

The several branches of the American Mining Congress in the 
state were bending every effort, said Mr. Wolcott, toward secur
ing the passage of the mine tax bill then before the legislature. 

To this formidable barrage of arguments the majority of the 
tax commission gave no ground. The figures of increased mine 
valuations they held to be misleading, for the effort to raise all 
assessments to 100 per cent of true cash value had increased the 
total from $r4o,ooo,ooo in 1912 to $407,ooo,ooo in 1914, and 
of this, mining property had borne 31.7 per cent in 1912, 37.2 
per cent in 1913, and only 35·7 per cent in 1914. 

The general charge of the majority was that the law had 
proved to be impractical to execute. Chief among the diffi
culties was the fact that a valuable mine might escape with a 
nominal tax by producing only sufficient ore to come under the 
provisions o~ this special mines tax, and thus avoid assessment 
by local officers. Under the 1913 law, also, a city might be 
deprived of revenue from the portion of the surface property of 
the mine lying within the city boundaries. Thus, in Bisbee, the 
most valuable piece of property in the city had been removed 
from the town's tax base. Again, a mine taxed under this meas
ure could take from assessment thousands of acres of contiguous 
non-producing mining property. Finally, the commission re
ported that through trick accounting methods mines had tried, 
and in some cases had succeeded, in lowering materially the 
figure for net profits. New construction had been listed as "bet
terments" or "repairs." In one instance a railroad owned by a 
mine showed an operating net profit of more than 35,000 per 
mile in 1914,97 per cent of which, claimed the commission, was 
paid out of the net earnings <>f the mine. In this instance the 
mine by improper accounting had reduced its valuation approxi
mately one million dollars. 

• A.rizONJ Daily SttJr, March 5, 1915. 
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So unsatisfactory had been the reports made to the state 
capital that the commissioners had found it necessary to insist 
on personal examination of the records of many companies, and 
after such examinations the commission had been able to add 
$2o,ooo,ooo to the assessed mine valuations. 

Two years' experience had convinced the commission that the 
law was faulty in the following respects: 

1st. That it has not equalized the valuation of producing mines with that 
of other property not assessed under a specific law. 
2nd. That valuations have not been equalized between the different mines 
themselves. 
3rd. That it places a premium on dishonesty by penalizing the honest mine 
owner who returns for taxation the correct net production of his mines, 
and allows the dishonest one who twists the seemingly designed wording of 
the law around so as to cover every imaginable expenditure to escape his 
just share of the tax under the law.• 

To the charge that no other western state taxed mineral de
posits on their value, the report produced a table to show that 
mines were taxed in the West at less than one and one-half times 
the gross output of those that were producing. Western mines, 
said the report, were clearly avoiding their share of the cost of 
government. To the objection that mineral deposits were a 
different calibre of property and could not be assessed in the 
ordinary manner, the commission retorted that the difficulty 
of ascertaining the valuation of metalliferous mines consisted 
largely of the difficulty of overcoming the opposition interposed 
by the operators, and the effect of their propaganda upon the 
citizens of the state. As to the fear of driving out the mines, as 
risky enterprises, the commission replied that most losses to 
holders of mine securities were due to fraud and not to the risks 
of legitimate mining. Cecil Rhodes was quoted as saying: 

My investigation : .. shows that farming is more risky than mining; 
that 20 per cent more people lose money and fail in the mercantile business 
than in mining, and that 41 per cent more lose money in the manufacturing 
business than in mining; and x 7 per cent more men lose money in any 
other business than mining.• 

• Second Tu Commissioa Report, p. 34· . 
• The same quotation, from a speech delivered in London, was printed in the 

Amo1111 Aliflinr Jov.mol two and a half years later (October 1917, p. u). 
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Why should the state fear to drive out the mining business any 
more than any other business? Assessment of property was 
never perfectly accurate, but adjustments could be made wher
ever the engineering appraisal was shown by experience to have 
been in error. Ad valorem taxation had proved not overexpen
sive where, as in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, the tax 
commission was not hampered by politics. In the face of the 
same opposition which existed in the West, those states had 
solved the problem. 

A state still had a valid right to use and enjoy the mineral 
wealth within its borders, said the commission, and under this 
principle some countries held title to their natural resources and 
sold only the privilege of profitable operation. The income from 
natural wealth should not be dissipated by the state nor used for 
current expenses, but should be handled as part of the capital of 
the country. The rapid exhaustion of those resources was a sad 
commentary on the foresight of the governments of the western 
states. 

Millions and millions in wealth have been produced by different sections 
of the West and shipped away. . . . Sections, counties and even states 
have flourished, waxed great and then become destitute, their resources and 
opportunities dissipated. 

Surely the time had come when Arizona should be destined to 
be the first western state to compel a solution to the mine tax 
problem. 

The recommendations of the state tax commission were di
vided. Mr. Miller advocated the use of a multiple of the net 
proceeds ''from 4 to whatever the legislature may think proper." 
The gross proceeds tax should be eliminated and the minimum 
net for producing mines should be $2s,ooo, to prevent valuable 
mines from reporting a very small net to avoid taxation. A uni
form system of accounting should be prescribed by the state tax 
commission. Surface ground should be taxed like other prop
erty, and if a mine were closed for three months the commission 
should be empowered to assess it on the average net production 
for the previous five years. 

The majority asked only that "no special legislation provid-
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ing for ... valuing and taxing mines be passed by the legisla
ture," so that the temporary, two-year tax law of 1913 might 
pass unhindered from the statutes, and mines might be taxed in 
the same manner as other property.31 

On January u, there occurred an incident to which mining 
men have since referred as the turning point of the campaign. 
At a dinner honoring Governor Hunt and other office holders, 
Dr. John E. Bacon, of the Inspiration Mine Hospital and sen
ator from Gila County, gave the principal address, and as his 
contribution of humor to the evening, attempted to diagnose the 
ills of the state in medical terminology. His reference to the 
governor affronted an important group of the governor's friends, 
who thereafter, by mutual agreement, it is said, formed an ef
fective bloc of anti-mine votes in the house. How much of the 
actions of the session should be laid to the errors of the mining 
group and how much to the activity of Zander and the farm 
group is probably indeterminate. 

There are left to us a few indications of the nature of the 
struggle in the legislative chambers during this regular session 
of 1915, though the tendency of the war news to cover the front 
pages deprived the public .of information and probably, there
fore, reduced the pressure on the legislature, just as war pros
perity probably reduced the mine opposition to higher taxation. 
Press reaction varied. The conservative Arizona Gazette re
ported, at the close of the session, that the mine tax bill had been 
killed for the benefit of the tax commission, and it denounced 
the waste of money involved in holding a legislature which 
accomplished nothing.32 Dispatches to the Arizona Daily Star 
continuously forecast victory for the mining group, with scarcely 
a mention of the elements that might be against the bill.33 

The Mining Journal, at Clifton, reported in July, 1915, that the 
legislature's deliberations, or "delirium tremens," came to an 
end Monday night. 

The Yuma Sun,84 on the other hand, reported that the hotels 

• Second Tu: Commission Report, p. 8o. 
• Marth 15, 1915. 
• Jan. u, Jan. n, Jan. 31, Feb. 14, Feb. 18. "Feb. 6, 14, 1915. 
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were filled with corporation lobbyists, and noted that as the 
session progressed the small mine interests ceased to take so 
vigorous a part, and left the burden to the larger companies. 
Only twenty-six companies would be affected by this special tax, 
said one article in the Arizona Republican,35 and six of these 
owned over three-fourths of the property involved. 

As the session wore to a close, charges of lobbying and cor
ruption were openly hurled between the two opposing camps. 
Opposition to the mine tax bill, said the miners, was composed 
of three classes of men - those who knew nothing about mines, 
those who had been brought under the influence of friends, and 
those who had traded their votes. The tax commission was de
scribed as the most conspicuous lobby on the horizon, as no 
doubt it was. 36 The farm group replied that never in history had 
the mines maintained so powerful a lobby in Phoenix. Mr. 
Powers stated that he had been promised "whatever he might 
want in the way of political preferment if he would support the 
bill and had been threatened with political extinction if he did 
not." 37 The use of money was openly charged and several 
members of the legislature intimated, in the uproar at one point 
in the session, that others had been bought and paid for.38 

The history of the 1915 legislative session is written in the 
laws it did not pass. A bill to abolish the tax commission failed.39 

Because the mine tax bill was blocked, so was the revenue bill, 
and two special sessions were necessary in order to attend to 
vital legislative matters. In these special sessions Governor 

111 Former Senator C. B. Wood, Feb. 4, 1915, p. 10. 
• Zander appeared every day on the floor (where he did not belong) or in the 

gallery, and nearly every day John Christy of Greenlee, with a broad English 
accent and all good humor, denounced him as one who had forsaken his public 
duty to become a demagogue. Among the many stories of this banter is of the 
time when, imitating the Sergeant of Arms who reported those arriving after 
roll-call, Mr. Christy addressed the chair, saying, "Mr. Speaker, Mr. Zander has 
arrived and has taken his seat." 

Zander reports that he was subject to personal threats and that Mr. Howe, 
because he had been seven years assessor in Cochise (a mining) County, was 
under considerable pressure, the principal threat being the probable abolition of 
the tax commission. (From interview with Zander, Howe, April 1936.) 

• ..4.riz0fta Republic, Feb. 14, p. 2. 
• ..4.ris0fta Republic, March 6, p. 6. 
• ..4.ris0fta Daily Stal, March 4· 
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Hunt insured the passage of revenue and appropriation bills by· 
specifying that only those particular matters might be con
sidered. 

Mr. Zander entertained the National Tax Conference in At
lanta two years later with an extemporaneous description of part 
of the battle. When called upon, the last day of the session, to 
explain the principle of ad valorem mine taxation in Arizona, he 
inserted a bit of illustrated philosophy regarding the proper 
sphere of a tax commission: 

There has been a great deal said about taking the tax commission out of 
politics. I have nothing to say on the pros and cons of that, but I want to 
say so far as Arizona is concerned that the chairman of the tax commission 
of Arizona at one o'clock of the last night of the regular session stood be
hind the leader of the house and said to him, "Sam, this session should 
adjourn now." Sam said, "All right, we will adjourn it." He made the 
motion and the speaker of the house, in great confusion- everybody rising 
to make a motion or to make some speech, or to accept a compromise 
offered by the senate, which included the passage of this mine tax bill
did not put the motion. The chairman of the state tax commission, who is 
not supposed to have a thing to do with politics at all in Arizona, tapped 
the gentleman on the shoulder; "Sam, this legislature must adjourn." He 
made the motion and the same proceeding took place. The committee from 
the senate was on its way to the house to make another compromise. The 
chairman of the state tax commission, who never did have anything to do 
with politics in Arizona, said; "Sam, adjourn this legislature now!" "All 
right, we will adjourn it." So he said: "Mr. Speaker, this is the third time 
I have made the motion to adjourn this legislature; you have failed here
tofore to put the question; now you are going to put the motion." And he 
got up, he walked down the aisle, and stepped up to the chair - a window 
opened out onto the ground below-then he said: "Mr. Speaker; you will 
put this motion immediately or you will go out that window." And the 
speaker said, "Gentlemen, the motion has been put and seconded that this 
house stands adjourned sine die: all those in favor of the motion make it 
known by saying aye." Aye! -and it was carried. The special mine tax 
bill was dead and Arizona was then delivered so that it could lead the way 
for all the western states in making the mining companies pay the same 
tax that other property pays in the West. 

"And," said he later, "how they did roar to hear how we did 
things out in Arizona I" Indeed it is with deep regret that we 
must here record that in several particulars the passage is more 
dramatic than accurate. As an allegory, however, it well illus
trates the valid point that the Arizona Tax Commission held 
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itself to be not only the representative but also the leader of the 
non-mining property owners. When William Bailey, of Utah, 
suggested that all western legislatures could not be handled in 
such a manner, Zander replied, ~'That raises another question. 
You know the commission in Arizona is elective. I do not know 
that I can defend it, but I know this much, that the tax commis
sion in Arizona knows every baby in that state." 

The ad valorem tax law did, in fact, come to be accepted as a 
passable method of taxation, even to the mines. In the Arizona 
Mining Journal, in June, 1917,40 appeared an article by C. R. 
Howe of the state tax commission on "Mine Taxation in Ari
zona." 

After a trial of this method for two years, it is gratifying to the tax com· 
mission to state, that it is so satisfactory to all concerned that for the first 
time since 1907, the last Legislature passed through an entire session with
out so much as mentioning m'ine taxation. 

The law had proved fair, he said, because the burden had been 
distributed between mines according to their ability to bear the 
tax, as indicated by the average yearly net income, and it had 
proved acceptable to the state becau~e it yielded a good income 
regardless of the peaks and hollows of mineral production. "The 
question of mine taxation in Arizona," said Mr. Howe, "has been 

'satisfactorily solved." 

.. Arizona Mining Journal, Phoenix, Arizona, June 1917, p. 9· 



CHAPTER XVIII , 

ARIZONA: CONSEQUENCES OF THE REVOLUTION 

THE succEss of the ad valorem tax rested not so much on the 
measure itself as in its administration, for the commission was 
under the obligation to meet the objection that mineral bodies 
were not assessable. Along with this program of mine valuation 
the commission had to work out a general synthesis and re
organization of the entire property tax. The undertaking en
tailed, in this case, an attempt to assess all property at its actual 
value. 

The most immediate problem, nevertheless, was that of mine 
valuation. The first mine assessment was based on a capitaliza
tion of the three year average of net earnings of copper mines 
at I 5 per cent, and of gold and silver mines at 20 per cent, witli 
no allowance for depletion, interest on bonds, or open accounts 
in the determination of this net. The resulting cap~talization 
was taken as the value of the entire operative property of the 
company owning the mine, incl1;1ding the' machinery and tools 
used in the extraction and production of ore, and its conversion 
into metal.1 The commission deducted from the total valuation 
the a_ssessed value of machinery and other operating property 
found by the county assessor, and the remainder was held by 
the commission to be the value of the mine itself. 

During the next two years the tax commission was able to 
improve upon this rough formula in a number of ways. Several 
of the larger companies owned smelting plants used partly for 
smelting custom ore, and in such instances the commission held 
hearings to determine "what proportion of these smelters was 
devoted to smelting their own ores and what proportion was 
devoted to custom ores." The latter was not allowed as a de
duction from the value found originally by the commission. As 
hearings multiplied and more information came to the office, it 

1 Third Tax Commission Report, p. 10. 
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was f.ound that the mines themselves should be reclassified. One 
of the reasons for reclassification was that the high rate of capi· 
talization was intended to cover depletion of the ore body, and 
depletion varied widely between mines. A resolution of May 5, 
1916, accordingly, divided mines into eight groups,2 and in 
June, 1916, the commission added three subdivisions under each 
class. Subdivision A included all properties that had entered 
the profitable productive stage during the period under consid· 
eration; subdivision B, all that had suspended profitable produc· 
tion during that period for reasons other than market or physical 
condition; and subdivision C, all that had suspended production 
when the property could have been operated at a profit.3 

As a "capitalization factor" to be used with these several 

1 Class 1: Copper mines whqse ore bodies are found in veihs, fissures, and 
lenses 'and do not show evidence of exhaustion. Class z: Copper mines whose 
ore bodies consist of porphyry deposits and large acreages of contiguous ground 
largely unexplored and undeveloped. Class 3: Copper mines whose ore bodies 
consist of developed low grade porphyry deposits. Class 4: Copper mihes whose 
ore deposits show evidence of exhaustion. Class 's: Gold and silver mines whose 
ore deposits show evidence of exhaustion. Class 6: Gold and silver mines whose 
ore deposits have not shown evidences of exhaustion. Class 7: Zinc and lead 
mines (tungsten and molybdenum mihes added later. Fourth Tax Commission 
Report, pp. 12-13; Third Tax Commission Report, p. u.) Class 8: All produc
ihg mines of irregular output. Class 9: (Added later) Copper mines heretofore 
non-producing or of irregular production, but whose present development in
dicates that they will become regular producers. (Fourth Tax Commission 
Report, pp. 12-13; Third Tax Commission Report, p. u.) 

8 Class No. I: American Smelting and Refining Company, Calumet and 
Arizona, Commercial Mining Company, Copper Queen Consolidated Mining 
Company, Magma Copper Company, Old Dominion Copper Mining and Smelt
ing Company, Swansea Consolidated Gold and Copper Mining Company, United 
Globe Mines, United Verde Copper Company, Warrior Copper Company. 
Class No. I, subdivision A: United Verde Extension Mining Company; subdivi
sion C: Shattuck Arizona Copper Company. Class No. a, subdivision B: Arizona 
C9pper Company, Ltd. Class No.3: Miami Copper Company, Ray Consolidated 
Copper Company; subdivision A: Inspiration Consolidated Copper Company. 
Class No.4: Great Western Copper Company, Thomas Higgins, Helvetia Copper 
Company, Iron Cap Copper Company, Wolverine and Arizona Copper Company; 
subdivision B: Detroit Copper Mining Company in Arizona, Shannon Copper· 
Company. Class No. s: Tom Reed Gold Mines Company. Class No. 6: Gold 
Road Mines Company. Class No. 7: The Needles Mining and Smelting Com
pany, Union Basin Mining Company. Class No. 8: Arizona Commercial Mining 
Company, Arizona United Mines Company, Owner (Cobriza Mines Develop
ment Corporation, Lessee), Consolidated Arizona Smelting Company, Marshall 
D. Draper, Trustee, Gibson Copper Company, Grand Gulch Mining Company, 
Mineral Hill Copper Company, Narragansett Mines Company. 
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classes of mining property the commission decided upon the 
following: 

Class Number 1916 1918 
I IS% IS% 
2 IS IS 
3 IS IS 
4 20 17 
s 2S 2S 
6 2S 20 
7 2S 20 
8 3311 30 4 

For years thereafter the tax commission considered that a 
formal report upon its method of valuation was unnecessary 
and impracticable. Part of its reticence grew out of the loss of 
the Standard Oil case, but the principal reason was the decision 
of the state supreme court in the Inspiration mining case,6 in 
which the court intimated strongly that so far as the Arizona 
law and constitution were concerned, the commission might use 
as methods of valuation any system it judged best. The taxing 
power of the state, said the court, is vested in the legislature 
alone, and in the use of that power the legislature may appoint 
its own agents. 

The fact is that as representatives of the farm element the 
commissioners faced no insurmountable problem in the valua
tion of mines. The voters insisted upon high mine assessment, 
and the courts allowed the commission all the latitude it needed. 
But with regard to the rest of its duties, the supervision of the 
assessment of farm and residential property, the tax commission 
was less successful. Indeed, so difficult was this part of its work 
that it came eventually to be almost abandoned. Failure in this 
respect is the more impressive in that the commission started 
with the best of intentions, with the blessing of many favorable 
political conditions, and with the full realization that mine 
assessments could be fair and accurate only in relation to the 

• Fourth Tax CommissioD Report, tgt8, p. u. 
• State I?S. lnspiratioa Coppet' Co., 20 Arizona 503. 
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assessment of other property. The relation between the prob
lem of mine assessments and the desire for full cash valuation 
of other real estate is suggested by the special report of the 
Arizona State Tax Commission in March 1913. One of the ob
jections raised by,the majority to ad valorem taxation of mines 
was that true assessments of other property would be impos
sible: 

While the Commission is endeavoring to enforce the law as it finds it on 
the statute books, which reads that all property shall be assessed at its 
"full cash value," yet it is a well-known fact that this is a goal never yet 
attained by any of the older states and exists only in theory.' 
' 

To this Mr. Zander replied in characteristic fashion: 

• . The minority insists that although. this goal has never been reached any
where else, it might be reached in Arizona. To admit that this goat· can 
never be reached is to impede' a near approach to it. 

In many another state, as we have seen, the demand for tax 
reform in this era included an insistence upon "full cash value 
assessments." The arguments used in Arizona were much the 
same as elsewhere. As early as 1887 the governor's message to 
the legislature decried under-valuation as a deterrent to immi
gration and to the investment of capital, and a false portrayal 
of the real wealth in the territory.1 The annual report of the 
governor to the Secretary of the Interior, 1892, explained that 
"as previously reported, the system of low valuation and high 
rates is injurious and misleading, and calculat~d to create false 
impressions with intending immigrants and investors. . . . " 8 

Governor Hughes' message to the legislature of 1895 deplored 
the same condition.9 In Arizona, of course, accurate valuations 
of corporate property should be accompanied by full assess
ments of all other real estate. 

The drive for uFull Cash Valuations" began in 1912, almost 
immediately upon the organization of the commission. Valua
tions had ranged, it was thought, from 2 5 per cent to 70 per cent 

1 Page n. 
' C. Meyer Zulick, Governor's Biennial Message. 
'Page 5· 
• Kelly, Legislative History of Arizona, p. 167. 
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of actual value, "according to the loqt.l pressure brought to bear 
on the assessor by the property owner and the assessor's ability 
and disposition to fairly assess the property in his county." 10 

Because of the short time between the appointment of the com
mission and the time for county assessment of property, it was 
decided to attempt to place valuations only upon a so per cent 
basis for the first year. With the full cooperation of the asses
sors - a cooperation which the commission retained as long as 
it was strong enough to carry the responsibility - the state
assessed valuation rose from $98,oJ2,708.64 in 1911 to 
$I40,JJ8,I9J.08 in 1912.11 

It is significant, however, that much of the increase came 
from the addition to the rolls of property formerly not listed, 
or by the increase of the assessment upon certain corporate 
property. Land. and improvements increased only from 
$14,ooo,ooo to $x8,ooo,ooo, in spite of the fact that new land 
was continuously coming into cultivation during these years. 
Between 1910 and 1913 the county assessors listed 4oo,ooo ad
ditional acres, 12 and while new fannland is not immediately of 
much intrinsic value, it must in this case have been worth at 
least two dollars and a half an acre under the Homestead Act, 
and most of it should have been worth at least twice that much. 
Livestock increased from $7,78o,ooo to $9,JJo,ooo, though 
much of this advance was due to the addition of stock not for
merly assessed. Assessments of livestock increased in 1914 
when the commission learned that 200,000 sheep were dipped 
in Cochise County, as against 93,61o listed by the assessor, and 
a more vigorous search added sheep and cattle to the value of 
nearly $xoo,ooo.l1 Town and city lots and improvements actu
ally dropped in value from $26,476,000 to $25,871,ooo between 
1911 and 1912. The actual increase in town and farm real 
estate and livestock approximated only $s,ooo,ooo. Whence 
came the additional $J7,ooo,ooo? 

• Fourth Tu Commissioa Report. p. 15. 
u Chart 1, p. 265. 
• A.ril.oaa T u Conftri!IICe, 1914. p. s. 
11 Proc:eed.ings of A.ril.oaa Tu Confereuce, 1914. 
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Railroad assessments this year jumped from $19,2 5o,ooo to 
$28,25o,ooo, partly because the Santa Fe and the Southern 
Pacific, two of the largest roads in Arizona and formerly taxed 
under agreement with the legislature at a fixed sum of $r 7,500 
a mile, became first assessable under the constitution in 1912. 
Inasmuch as the mileage of these lines was increasing very little 
at this time;14 it is obvious that the rate of assessment must have 
risen approximately so per cent. But by far the most impressive 
advance in assessments in this effort to reach a level of so per 
cent of true value appeared in mine property, where valuations 
rose in one year from $19,242,331 to $45,145,084. Viewing the 
record, the average property holder hap far more reason to sup
port the new tax commission than to oppose it. The constitu
tional amendments proposed in the 1913 election to strengthen 
the position of the tax commission were never in any danger.15 

The assessment of property for the year 1913 was undertaken 
with a great deal of enthusiasm, and, setting a meritorious ex
ample for their successors, the members of this first commission 
made a sustained effort to direct positively the activity of local 
officers.16 Under the inspiration of the commission the city of 
Tucson was given an entire reassessment,· without attention to 
the previous year's figures,17 and strenuous efforts were made 
to coordinate the work of all the assessors in the state. There 
are many indications that in tfiis the commission received un
usually· complete cooperation of those local officials.18 While 

:u. The increase between I9II and 1916 was from 2n8 miles to 2404 miles. 
Tax Commission Report. 111 Art. IX, sec. 8, Arizona Constitution. 

11 The first annual report of the state tax commission drew heavily from 
material gathered by Mr. Zander on his trip to this convention, particularly with 
regard to the inadvisability of the "separation of sources" of state and local 
revenues as in California, the need for readjustment of forest taxation, the use
fulness of a low tax on monies and credits, the need for extensive classification of 
property during the process of equalization, and, finally, the necessity for a 
strong centralized control of assessments. Upon this last subject the report 
argued that while local assessors and local board of equalization have a proper 
place in assessments because of their familiarity with local conditions, both 
should be under state control to prevent their abuse of this knowledge. 

11 Arizona Tax Conference, 1913, p. 251. The tradition of the Pima County 
assessors' office tends to bear out this contention. 

"Attempts at accord among local assessors were not, of course, entirely new, 
for at least since 1911 the assessors had been operating under certain gentlemen's 
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• Table No. 66, Sixteenth Biennial Report, State Tax Commission of Arizona. 
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agreements entered upon in 19II and 1912 had been of value, 
they felt that mutual suspicion was not materially reduced until 
the state tax commission directed this more equitable valua
tion.19 Even the annual meetings of the assessors now took on 
added interest, for each assessor in turn was put on the stand 
for thorough cross examination. 

Yet the biennial reports of the commission placed more em
phasis upon the shift of the tax burden to corporation property 
than upon its effort to bring about accurate assessments. A 
table in the report of 1913 thus classified property by per cent 
of total state valuations: 

19II 1912 1913 
Land and improvements ....... 14.2% 12.7% 10.7% 
Mines and machinery ......... 19·3 31.7 37·2 
Town and city .lots and improve-

I 

26.5 18.2 ments •••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 15.2 
Livestock ~ 7·8 6.s 5·9 • ". 0 ••••••••••••••• 

Railroads 0 •••••••••••••••••• 19.1 20.0 22.2 
Telephone and telegraph ....... ·5 
Water works, street railways, gas, 

light, power, and ice plants ... 1.4 
All other property ............ 13.1 10.9 6.9 

In such a manner the tax commission was able to show the voters 
of the state that the proportion of state taxes paid by the mines 
and railroads had risen from 38.4 per cent in I9II to 59·4 per 
cent in 1913, and to suggest that the small-property owner 
should not take offense if his own assessments were increased 
somewhat in the process. This was the primary advantage held 
by Zander over other tax reformers, and yet only experience 
would tell whether or not the. individual property holder, faced 
by the fact of an increase in his own valuations, would be 
amenable to any form of consolation. 

In 1914 the commission could report valuation of telephone, 

agreements renewed yearly at their state meetings. (Arizona Tax Conference, 
1915, p. s.> 

,. Arizona Tax Conference, 1915, p. s. 
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telegraph, and express companies to be seven times the highest 
valuations of the territorial period.20 

Railroads received another increase of $6,ooo,ooo in valua
tion in 1914 and, by following the suggestion received from 
Nebraska, the commission enabled cities to include certain 
railroad property under their assessments, and in some cases 
materially increased their tax base. In the city of Tucson, for 
instance, railroad assessments rose from $2oo,ooo to $1,2 so,ooo. 

In 1914, further to protect itself, the commission hired sev
eral appraisers familiar with the Somers system of urban prop
erty valuation, and to avoid charges of discrimination between 
the larger Arizona cities these appraisers reassessed all of those 
cities in the same year.21 

But in spite of all it had done to sell the program of mine 
valuation, the real pressure was still on the left. Zander's report 
to the National Tax Association in 1914 suggests, again by 
allegory, the reception given thiS tax program: 

In Arizona's last report to you the story was told of how Arizona went 
on a full cash valuation: How the farms became desert wastes; how stocks 
of merchandise spoiled on the shelves; how the crown sheets all blew out of 
the railway locomotives; how the telephone and telegraph wires all corroded 
and fell from the poles; how the bulls roared from mountain top to moun
tain top; how the bucks became old and senile; how the mines rumbled in 
the bowels of the earth; how the tall timber sighed as it swayed to the 
seismic disturbances of volcanoes that geologists had taught were long 
extinct. 

Gentlemen, the great upheaval in Arizona has subsided, verily, the lion 
and the lamb have lain down together in green pastures. ••• • 

Some of the volcanic eruption occasioned by these tax reforms 
came from the larger corporations and some from the cattle
men.28 One news organ in particular was given to acrimonious 
editorials of the sort characteristic of a frontier newspaper: 

One little commissioner travels at the state's expense to Apache County 
to "instruct" the assessor of that county how to perform his duty. Another 
hies himself off to Cochise on a similar mission at the expense of the over
burdened tax-payers of the state. What a farce to see these little incom-

• Second BieDDial Report. p. as. 
• Second BieDDial Report, p. rs. 
• PI'OCftdi.ngs of the National Tu: Associatioa, 1914. p. u. 
• Ari1o1111 GaseU1, March 4. 1913. 
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petent fellows rushing around over the state presuming to tell men chosen 
by the people as assessors how to conduct their offices.f4 

The early western newspapers usually confined their vitriol to 
attacks upon opposition editors, but it was to some extent as 
characteristic of the pioneer press in the West as of that in the 
East, that as Beveridge has said, what it "lacked in information 
it made up in personal abuse." 25 

Of more importance was the complaint of the chief benefi
ciary of this new program, the small property owner. When 
Zander ran for office in 1914 this group of voters had as yet been 
relatively untouched by the general property tax reform and he 
secured their support with relative ease, but as the members of 
the tax commission attempted to carry out the promise of full 
cash valuation for all property, they came inevitably and regret
fully, after mines, railroads, public utilities, private car com
panies, and stockmen, to farm and urban real estate. While 
Zander always maintained that the assessment ratios of farm 
and urban property were raised to 90 per cent of actual value, 
county records indicate otherwise. For the years 1919-1920, 
so available comparisons between assessments and true consid
eration in sales contracts indicate an assessment ratio of 6o per 
cent in Pima County, and 70 such comparisons indicate a ratio 
of 54 per cent in Maricopa County. Fifty-five such comparisons 
in Maricopa County in 1926 indicate a ratio of 42 per cent. For 
the years 1927 to 1928, 75 comparisons in Pima County indicate 
an assessment ratio of 48 per cent, while so comparisons in 
Maricopa County show a ratio of 3 7 per cent.26 A study by 
Ashby Lohse of the prices of securities of Arizona mines indi
cates that except during the violent. market of 1928 and 1929 
mines . were assessed at approximately their stock-and-bond 
values.27 

Nevertheless, the small property owners were indignant and 
even assembled in Phoenix to protest the rise in the general 

11 See the Arizona Democrat; May 26; 1913; April 29, 1913. 
1111 A.]. Beveridge, The Life of John MarshaU (Igt6--I9I9},1V, 268; 
1111 Study by Leslie Mekkelson and Warren Roberts conducted in 1936 . 
., Ashby Lohse, "Valuations of Arizona Mines," senior thesis, University of 

Arizona, 1936. 
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level of assessment. Zander addressed one of these meetings, 
pointing to the decreased share of the state tax borne by the small 
property holder, and chiding them on their general attitude.28 

Partly because he could be on the spot to answer these bursts of 
resentment, Zander was able to carry Maricopa County and its 
farm votes in each of two campaigns. 

Other farm communities, however, furnished a fertile field 
for political opposition. When, during the campaign of 1920, 
word came to the tax commission office that an opponent was in 
the process of convincing the voters of Yuma County that their· 
farm assessments were unjustifiably high, Zander sent down 
charts and figures showing the facts of the case. But statistics, 
unfortunately, were inadequate. He had not expected to carry 
the mining counties, and with the loss of Yuma County, one of 
the three large agricultural areas, he was defeated for reelection. 
The small property owner never allowed the completion of the 
program of full cash valuation, and since these early days of the 
tax commission the voters have made it generally unprofitable 
for the commissioners to exercise any of their power over local 
assessments of farm and urban real estate.29 

The general effect of the tax reform movement after 1912 
upon the state assessment base is indicated by Chart x, and to 
this picture should be added the fact that municipal and school 
taxes appear to hit the corporate property rather hard. A study 
of the per capita county tax in each of the several Arizona 
counties indicates that, with the exception of one, the seven 
counties with the highest per capita tax were also the seven 
counties with the highest ratio of corporate property to other 
assessable property.30 Thus the average ratio of corporate prop
erty to the total assessment in these seven counties was 6o per 
cent, while the average per capita county tax was $62. The 
other seven counties contained on an average only 3 7 per cent 

• Interview, Zander, Howe, April 1936. 
• Warren Roberts, "Some Aspects of Mine Taxation in Arizona," Proceedings 

of tht Pacific Coast Economic Assoclatio11 (Stanford University Press, 1937), 
p. 16. 

• By corporate property is meant that owned by mines, railroads, telephone 
and telegraph companies. . 
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of corporate property; and their per capita county tax was 
only $37·st 

The state school fund, also, operated to take money from 
counties with a larger per cent of corporate property for distri
bution in counties with a larger number of children. Of the 
seven counties which, during the years 1924 to 1932, received 
more from the school fund than they put into it, none had over 
so per cent of railroad, public utility, or mining property, while 
the seven counties which supplied this money contained from 
52 per cent to 73 per cent of corporate property.32 

· Even the tax commissioners were disturbed over the rapid rise 
in educational expenditures following the increase in assessed 
valuations. The second tax commission report pointed out that 
the state appropriation for educational purposes alone, in 1914, 
was more than one hundred thousand dollars greater than the 
entire state appropriation for all purposes in x 9 I I, and deplored 
the tendency to consider the money received from the state a.s 
an additional or gratuitous income.33 To lend support to the 
marginal utility school of public finance, however, is the fact 
that the income from the tax on corporations apparently al
lowed a somewhat lower tax on farm real estate. The Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics estimated that in 1933 farm taxes in 
Arizona were $I ·49 per hundred dollars of actual value, or third 
from the bottom among Mountain States. 34 

The rapid decline of mine assessments after 1929 was accom
panied by something akin to a counterrevolution. Between 
1929 and 1932 the state lost five cases of mine valuation, com
pelling state refunds of over half a million dollars in taxes col
lected, and a reduction in these valuations of about 3 7 per cent.35 

111 The per capita county tax is the average for the years 1928-1933, inclusive. 
The per cent of corporate property is that given for 1931 in the Biennial Report, 
State Tax Co=ission of Arizona, Table 12. The principal qualification of this 
conclusion is that those counties with a high percentage of corporate property 
often have also a scattered population. 

• From reports of the tax commission for those years. 
• Second Biennial Report of the Arizona State Tax Commission, 1914, p. 21. 
11 House Document No. 406, 7Jrd Congress, 2nd session, tables, "Farm Real 

Estate Taxes per $too of value, by States and Geographic Divisions," 1913-1933· 
•valuations of United Verde Extension, Magma, Copper Queen, Sbattuck

Denn, United Verde. Figures in the office of the tax commission. 
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In none of these cases had the state originally depended upon 
engineering valuations, for engineers were not employed, ordi- . 
narily, unless the state faced suit. Engineers hired to aid the 
state in a court case usually elected to defend valuations some· 
what lower than those originally imposed.36 In 1936 the state 
won the important Phelps Dodge case, covering the valuation of 
several deposits, but the opinion suggested rather clearly that 
the court had found the prediction of prices and interest rates 
difficult, had decided only that the company had not entirely 
sustained its burden of proof.37 One of the curious and interest
ing parts of the case was the refusal, following precedent, to 
allow the introduction of statistical evidence on the relation 

· between sales prices and actual assessments of real estate in 
Arizona, but the admittance as evidence of the assertion by 
several county assessors that they assessed property at its 
true value. 

Of considerable significance from the standpoint of the theory 
of pressure groups put forward in Chapter IV is the fact that 
the fall in assessed valuations during the depression was cumu
lative. As mine values fell with the drop in price of copper, the 
advantage of a high tax upon them grew less, and the efforts by 
left-wing politicians to stop this decline met with no success. 

Faced by an elected tax commission whose function had de
generated to the sole job of assessing the "corporations," the 
mines were forced to pursue a long and elaborate campaign to 
bring about the reductions in tax burden they considered neces
sary under the low metal price and reduced output of the thir
ties. The court cases were only part of the program. In 1932 
they backed proposed amendments to the constitution to limit 
state expenditures to the same level, per capita, as in 1917, plus 
the gasoline tax.88 Although this campaign failed, it was bitterly 
fought, and public institutions such as the state university, 

• See State Tax Commission tt al. vs. United Verde Extension Mining Com
pany, 4 Pac. and 395· 

" Phelps Dodge vs. Frank Luke tt al., memorandum decision, filed with Clerk 
of District Court, Tucson Division, Nov. 3, 1936, p. 29. 

• Proposed referendum measures IC»-IOI on file in the office of the secretary 
of State. 
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which would have been most seriously injured by the proposed 
amendment, were forced to take active part in opposition to it, 
and thus were compelled to emphasize their position as the 
heaviest "tax eaters" in the state. In the sessions of the legis
lature following this campaign a radical reduction in appropria-

. tions for such institutions was thus made somewhat more easily. 
A combination of property tax payers and state institutions then 
united to back a state sales tax, which further acted to lift the 
burden from mining property. 

Throughout the depression there was the continuous plea that 
high taxes were discouraging capital investment in Arizona 
mines and giving peqnanent injury to the industry. Typical of 
the material issued was the interview given by Robert E. Talley, 
president of the United Verde Copper Company, to the Asso
ciated Press, Dec. 24, .1934, stating that the valuation of 
$r8,ooo,ooo was three or four times too high and that a reopen
ing of the mines depended upon its reduction. The company, he 
continued, had expended close to $12 ,ooo,ooo in a four year 
program of development and maintenance work, but would be 
compelled to drop the 700 men thus employed unless the mines 
could afford to begin production. 39 

In answer to these and other charges made within and without 
the state, it should be recorded that in the opinion of responsible 
mining engineers in Arizona the tax has not been high enough or 
arbitrary enough to discourage mining. The decline in mineral 
production in Arizona was due to the collapse of the copper 
market during the depression, and to the fact that with a falling 
price the deeper mines or those with higher costs became mar
ginal. Some, including the famous United Verde Extension, are 
practically exhausted. 

It is true that assessments have often been somewhat arbi
trary. The specific charge most often heard among mining 
men on this matter relates to the closing of the Sodium Products 
Corporation plant at Camp Verde in 1934,40 but this mine had 
an uneven overburden and the commission found it to be diffi-

• Arizona Daily Star, Dec. 25, 1934. 
•The Verde Copper News, July 13, 1934. 
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cult to value on the basis of earnings. Testimony of President 
R. W. Coad, before the Interstate Commerce Commission in 
1929,41 suggests that without lower freight rates the mine could 
not ordinarily expect to compete with German imported salt
cake, and indicates that the closing of the mine was due to other 
factors than taxation. It is not apparent that any of the im
portant copper mines made significant modifications of mine 
policy because of the tax. 

The campaign for reduction in valuation during the thirties, 
fought in this and other ways, was generally successful. The 
new political equilibrium in the state was not widely under
stood,. however, until 1937, when Governor Stanford, coming 
into office on a liberal platform, undertook to fulfill a pledge to 
eliminate the sales tax or to levy a compensatory charge on the 
large corporations. To gather data and report on the relative 
burden of the mining companies Governor Stanford appointed a 
committee composed of David Marks, representative from 
Cochise County, Mr. Frank Pomeroy, senator from Maricopa 
County, and Warren Roberts, of the University of Arizona.42 

This committee reported, with several qualifications and admo
nitions, that to raise the total mines tax to the point at which it 
would bear the same relation to total state revenue as it had in 
the twenties would require a supplemental gross proceeds tax of 
about 4 per cent. The committee, however, emphasized the in
herent dangers of any general gross production tax, and particu
larly the possible injurious effect upon marginal mines. Against 
the advice of Mr. Zander, who believed that a "soak-the-mines" 
platform was no longer a popular one, and against the advice of 
the committee, the governor's advisers requested a 7 per cent 
tax on mine proceeds in the hope of being able to compromise 
on 4 per cent. 

During the special session called to consider the mine tax no 
one offered to compromise on the governor's bill, and there was 
never a possibility that a tax on mines would pass the house. 
The legislature, instead, intrenched the sales tax more firmly by 

• .4ris0114 Rtp-ublic, Phoenix, 1 an. 23, 1929. 
"Letter by the committee to Governor Stanford, dated March 23, 1937· 
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giving the counties a share in the proceeds, and no important 
sentiment in the state appeared to back the governor's program. 
The mines tax issue seemed, suddenly, to belong to another era. 

The history of mine taxation in Arizona has thus run a full 
cycle,· with a cumulative drive for higher taxes as the mines 
prospered, and a cumulative decline as they became depleted. 
The state has now 43 elected a commission which is, in majority, 
sympathetic to the mines, and the commission, in turn, has em~ 
ployed an engineer to place a valuation, by the Hoskold formula, 
upon every operating property. In all but a few relatively un~ 
important instances the new engineer reported the former valua
tions to have been too high."' 

.a 1940. 
"Interview, Dec. 30, 1940. 



CHAPTER XIX 

NEW MEXICO 

LIKE many other western territories, New Mexico in its early 
days depended somewhat heavily upon business licenses for 
public revenue, though the Kearney code 1 of 1852 provided that 
the several prefects might levy property taxes as well as licenses 
for the support of their respective counties.2 From an early 
date the New Mexico revenue laws established a policy of the 
encouragement of new capital investments. The legislature in 
1878 exempted new railroads from taxation for six years,8 and 
in 1882 exempted mines and mining claims bearing gold, silver, 
and other precious or useful metals for a period 9f ten years 
from the date of record of location, except that the net product 
and the surface improvements should be taxed as other prop
erty.' By 1897 the territory had extended its six-year exemp
tions to sugar-beet factories, woolen mills, and smelters, refining 
and reduction works, together with all machinery and fixtures 
appertaining thereto and used therein, including not more than 
xoo acres of real estate for each factory or mill, to be exempt. 
for six years if the improvements were commenced in good faith 
by January xst, x8g8.11 Those begun the nett year were exempt 
for five years, and the laws of x8go provided that no tax should 
be assessed upon any mining claim in the state, nor upon any 
shaft or workings therein, until after patent had been duly is
sued by the United States; and all such improvements were given 
a further exemption for one year after issue of patent.6 By 1907 

1 S. W. Kearney, Brig. Gen. of the United States Army. 
1 Laws of New Mexico, 1852, sec. 18; Laws of New Mexico, I8S7-s8, ch. 16 • 

1865, article Ivii. ' 
• Laws of New Mexico, 1898, p. 49· The same law decreed that railroad rates 

should not be reduced until earnings should exceed 10 per cent of the cost of 
construction. 

• Chapter 6 2, sec. 3. 
• Laws of 1897, ch. 24. 
• Laws of 1899, ch. 6o. 
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six-year exemptions had been extended to broom factories, 
cement and plaster companies, and water power plants, and 
even by 1915 most of the original exemptions were still in effect.' 
As a further encouragement to investment Governor William C. 
McDonald in 1913 urged a higher valuation and a lower tax rate 
to attract capitalists and homeseekers. 

ppon the formation of state government in 1911 there were 
many complaints that the revenue laws were incomplete, in
definite, and weakly administered, and the larger corporations, 
including the railroads and the coal mining companies, objected 
to what they considered to be an unjust share of the tax burden.8 

Out of a total valuation in 191 I of sixty million dollars, the rail
roads carried over fifteen and a half million, and mines over two 
million. The total assessment of corporate property was about 
one third of the state valuation.9 The new constitution expressly 
permitted the legislature to levy a tax upon the net proceeds 
of mines, but for several years no mines tax law was enacted. 
The legislature in 1913 asked that all property be assessed at 
one third of its value, and owing to this and other reforms the 
total assessed valuation of the state rose to something over 
eighty-four million dollars. Bending to popular demand the 
state board of equalization in 1913 assessed certain coal lands 
on the value of their deposits and surface improvements, and 
the Chino Copper Company on its improvements and net pro
ceeds, raising mine assessments from $2,146,797 in 1911 to 
$3,61o,768.10 This assessment the Chino Company fought "as 
a matter of principle." 11 

In 1915 the legislature undertook some extensive reforms. 
Following the governor's recommendation and the fashion of 
the times it provided for the assessment of property on the basis 
of full cash valuation, and created a state tax commission to ad-

'New Mexico Statutes, Annotated, 1915, section 5432. , 
8 First Biennial Report of the State Tax Commission of New Mexico. 
8 Report of Special Revenue Commission, p. 297. 
10 Proceedings of the Board of Equalization of New Mexico, 1913. See also 

testimony of Mr. Sully, p. 98 of Report of Hearings. of the Special Revenue 
Commission, 1920. 

n Statement of Mr. Sully, Report of Hearings. 
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minister the property tax. While the power of this commission 
was considerably less than its supporters had originally intended 
(for they had endeavored to pattern the law after that of ,Ari
zona), it possessed, besides the functions formerly belonging to 
the state board of equalization, 12 the power to receive the re
ports of mining companies and certify the net proceeds to the 
several boards of county commissioners. An agent of the com
mission was authorized to examine the books of mining com
panies for the purpose of verifying reports. Further to clarify 
the mine tax law the state adopted the Colorado definition of net 
proceeds, extending it, as Colorado had not, to coal mines.13 

The Colorado provision that one quarter of the gross proceeds 
might be substituted for the net proceeds, in case one quarter of 
the gross were higher, was omitted from the New Mexico law. 
The measure was also similar to that in Utah, except that Utah 
allowed a deduction of expenditure for capital improvements. 

The mining companies themselves had backed this bill. The 
legislature had called representatives of the mining interests to 
Santa Fe and discussed the problem openly. The coal operators 
leaned toward a tax on gross output, and the Chino Copper 
Company found that a tax on the gross value of product, in lieu 
of all other taxes, would approximately equal the sum of the tax 

· on net, improvements, and surface value of land. But other 
metal mines, particularly those producing silver and gold with 
a much higher ratio of gross to net income, found that the pro
posed tax would work against them, and as a result the legis
lative committee recommended the use of net profits as a base.u 

The new tax commission entered upon its duties with some 
enthusiasm and apparently with a full intention of carrying out 
the letter of the law. The commission agreed that the provision 
for true valuations was a particularly good feature, for experi
ence had indicated that such assessments were more easily com
pared and gave greater assurance of equality!5 Total valua-

" Laws of 1915, ch. 74. 
"Laws of New Mexico, 1915, ch. ss. 
*'Testimony of Mr. Sully, general manager of the Chino Copper Company, 

before Special Revenue Committee, New Mexico, 1920, p. g8. , 
11 First Biennial Report, p. 7. 
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tions were raised from $89,203,939 in 1914 to $318,147,120 in 
1915, and state taxes in that year rose by about 25 per cent.16 

Railroads now bore nearly 30 per cent of the total valuation. 
The ,new mine tax law added $ro,358,946 to the rolls. The mines 
bore 3·33 per cent of the total valuation in 19II, 4.19 per cent 
in 1913 and 5.25 per cent in 1915.17 In Grant County, center of 

• metalliferous mining, the increased mine valuations allowed the 
tax rate on Chino Copper Company property to drop from about 
33 mills to about 9 mills.18 

As the mining business boomed under the impact of war de· 
mands, New Mexico forgot its traditional respect for capital and 
the message of Governor E. C. De Baca in 1917 sounded much 
like an echo of Zander's speeches across the border in Arizona: 

· The present mine tax law is unfair and unjust to the other taxpayers of 
the State. The mines pay taxes upon the net value of their product, or in 
other words, they are taxed upon their net income. The merchant and 
farmer were not taxed by this standard. If they were, they would pay very 
little taxes· in many cases. 

Again, a company or individual may own thousands of acres of mineral · 
lands and actually operate only fifty or one hundred acres. The land not 
producing is not taxed, although very valuable as mineral land. 

Either productive mines and mineral lands. should all be taxed at their 
actual value, like other property, or if a tax is levied on their output it 
should be on the gross value of the output. A limit should also be placed 
upon the amount of land contiguous to an operated mine that is not to be 
taxed. 

The tax commission attempted to stem the growth of anti
mine sentiment by calling attention to the fact that the law of 
'1915 had resulted in a "very considerable increase in the taxa
tion of mines" and had been an undoubted benefit to the state.19 

The legislature of 1917 made no material response to Governor 
De Baca's recommendation, in spite of the fact that state senti
ment continued to demand higher mine taxes. Some of the dis
satisfaction arose because of the general belief that all coal 
lands, developed or undeveloped, were of the same value as if 

16 Special Revenue Commission Report, p. 2g6. 
17 Special Revenue Commission Report, p. 296. 
18 Testimony of J. M. Sully, general manager of the Chino Copper Company, 

during Hearings of the New Mexico Special Revenue Commission, p. xos, 1920. 
D Second Biennial Report, p. 8. 
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each were readily marketable. Other dissatisfaction lay with 
the fact that the yield of the net profits tax was given to rapid 
fluctuations. There was the feeling that, as Governor De Baca . 
had said, the tax, to be just, should be uniform upon all classes · 
of property. 

The legislature of 1919 made two steps toward a satisfaction 
of this discontent. Faced by a post-war depression it provided 
that for 1919 and 1920 the tax commission should take as the 
base of mine taxation the mine improvements and the average 
value in dollars of mine net proceeds for the years 1916, 1917, 
and 1918, unless the 1919 net proceeds should be higher, in 
which case the latter should be used.20 No tax was to be levied 
on current production if the above average was less than 
$so,ooo. This law, of course, not only stabilized the returns 
from mine taxation, but kept them at a high level. As a prelim
inary to further tax reform the legislature of 1919 provided for 
a special revenue commission to study, among other things, the 
general problem of mine taxation. The report of the special 
revenue commission in 1920, like the Colorado study of 1916, 
bears the vigor and directness of style of Robert Murray Haig, 
who acted as special counsellor for the commission. The pub
lished Hearings and Report of this commission together consti
tute one of the better state tax studies in the United States.:u 

Four days of hearings developed rather clearly the general 
outline of argument which the commission was later to follow 
with reference to the problem of mine taxation. Eight witnesses 
testified on the subject, including one· from Colorado and one 
from Arizona, and the arguments were met in a straightforward 
manner by Chairman H. J. Hagerman and by R. M. Haig. The 
coal-mining men were deeply concerned with the difficulty of 
determining the extent of the irregular deposits characteristic of 
New Mexico and with the further problem of determining pres
ent worth, though Mr, Haig drew from them an admission that 

• Session Laws of New Mexico, 1919, p. 136. , 
• Report of Hearings of the Nt!TII Memo Special Revenue COfnmission, held 

at Santa Fe, Aug. 16-20, 1920 (no publisher named); report of the Nt!TII Memo 
Special Revenue Commission, Santa Fe, New Mexico, November 23, 1920 (The 
Santa Fe New Mexican Publishing Corporation). 
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some uncertainty was inherent in any method of mine taxation. 
The mining representatives agreed in principle that mine prop
erty should bear an equitable proportion of the taxes, and during 
the hearings the chairman read a statement for the commission, 
making it clear that insofar as possible the commission would 
recommend a policy of mine taxation which would neither sub
sidize nor penalize the mines but would place them "on a basis" 
equal and uniform with all other classes of property. 

A considerable amount of the testimony related to mine taxa
tion elsewhere. Under questioning from Mr. Haig, Judge E. C. 
Stimson, of Colorado, admitted that there existed some feeling 
among the agricultural people that the mines were not bearing 
their fair share of the tax burden.22 

E. E. Ellinwood, attorney for Phelps-Dodge and a resident of 
Arizona, expressed the opinjon that ifthe New Mexico law were 
modified to yield a steadier flow of revenue and to eliminate the 
exemption of contiguous property, it would be as good a system 
as was possible to devise. He recommended the use of several 
years' average net profits, and suggested that if the system 
failed to "raise enough money for the State" the tax should be 
placed on some multiple of the net. But his testimony indicated 
that the ad valorem system used in Arizona was quite satisfac
tory to the mines in that state,23 even though the method used 
- that ·of the capitalization of net profits -was somewhat 

·arbitrary. ]. M. Sully testified that a comparison between his 
Chino mine and the Ray Consolidated in Arizona indicated that 
while the latter had approximately twice the invested capital, 
its assessment was nearly three times as high. Ray Consolidated 
taxes amounted to about 1.17¢ per pound of output as compared 
with ·993¢ per pound in New Mexico.24 Questioned by the 
chairman as to whether he considered the Michigan valuations to 
have been fairly made, Mr. Sully professed to be unacquainted 
with conditions there, but gave it as .his opinion that Mr. 
Finlay was a man of high standing and that his assessments 

11 Report of Hearings of the New Mexico Special Revenue Commission, p. ng. 
• Report of ... Special Revenue Commission ... 1920, p. 123. 

• Report of ..• Special Revenue Commission ••. 1920, p. 109. 
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were looked upon as the best that could be made. He under
stood, however, that Michigan made no use of them, but that 
whenever it needed a sum of money the state was accustomed 
to call on the mines and say "We have got to have so much out 
of you fellows." 25 

Setting up as its central standard the point of view of the state 
as a whole, the final report considered the advantages and dis
advantages of three possible approaches to the mine tax prob
lem: the policy of subsidization, the policy of penalization, or 
the policy of equalization. 

It then becomes our task (said the commission) to form a judgment as 
to which of these policies is most equitable under the conditions obtaining 
in this state. We realize that this involves an interpretation of the senti
ment and the interests of the people of the state but we believe that, in 
spite of the possibilities of error in making such a decision, the answer to 
the problem is unmistakably clear. 

The policy of subsidization was defensible, said the report, un
der three possible conditions - to meet competition from sub- · 
sidized mines in other states, to encourage immediate develop
ment, or to aid a mine in the undertaking of unusual risks or 
large preliminary expenditures under some peculiar local cir
cumstance. Except on these grounds a policy of subsidization 
was scarcely conceivable, for it would be absurd to pay some one 
to extract the natural resources of the state unless some benefit 
were to accrue to the state. Yet none of these reasons appeared 
pertinent in the light of New Mexico's position, for the encour
agement of rapid development was the policy of a desperate 
bankrupt, and there was not, in fact, any peculiar local condi
tion demanding state aid. Even if other states should subsidize 
mining operations, competitive subsidies would be open to 
question. 

As a second alternative, the policy of unusually high taxation, 
as in 1\linnesota, rested on the theory that mine ownership rested 
on luck, and that the return thereon was due in large measure 
to the community. Coupled with this theory was the conven
tional single-tax argument. But the committee was certain that 

• Report of ... Special Revenue Commission ••• 1920, p. 95· 
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these principles were not in accord with these generally accepted 
in the state of New Mexico. 

What the people of New Mexico undoubtedly demanded, said 
the committee, when they insisted on an "equitable" mine tax, 
was that the mining industry be placed on pre<;isely the same 
basis as other economic interests in the state. The representa
tives themselves avowed that they sought no preferential treat
ment, and defended the existing method of taxation on the 
ground that it achieved equality. 

We believe, then, that we can assume practically united support for the 
view that we should seek a solution for the mine tax problem which will 
result in placing mines in the same position as other interests, not in a 
better or a worse position.• 

The commission called attention to the provision of the state 
constitution that "taxes levied upon tangible property shall be 
in proportion to the value thereof, and taxes shall be equal and 
uniform upon subjects of taxation of the same class." 

In order to meet the constitutional requirement that "taxes shall be equal 
and uniform upon subjects of the same class" it is apparent that taxation 
in practice must result in a burden on mine property which corresponds as 
closely as possible to the burdens imposed on other tangible property of the 
same value. 

Any one who undertook to defend the equity of the then exist
ing mine tax law "defining equity as equality and uniformity as 
prescribed by the state constitution" must take the position that 
from year to year or in the long run the yearly net product 
added to the value of the improvements would result in a figure 
approximating the total value of the mine. But to assume that 
capital values fluctuated as rapidly and violently as the net earn
ings was little short of ridiculous. "Who would seriously main
tain for example, that the market value of a coal property with 
vast reserves sinks to zero whenever there is no net profit as the 
result of a single year's operation?" The whole system was 
inexact and arbitrary as a method of arriving at market value. 
It was inequitable both as between mines as a class and other 
property and between different mining properties within the 

111 Special Revenue Commission Report, New Mexico, 1920, ch. iv. 
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class. Indeed, because of the difference in risk and the unequal 
spread between net and gross income between various mines, 
even a tax on some multiple of net or gross product appeared 
not to satisfy the demand for equity. 

The report cited other objections to the then existing method. 
The Colorado Tax Commission had recently placed itself in 
·favor of the substitution of an ad valorem tax for the tax under 
discussion, so that "whatever virtue the Colorado precedent 
may have been supposed to possess" had disappeared. The New 
Mexico version of the Colorado law, moreover, had omitted the 
provision that the base should be one quarter of the gross pro
ceeds whenever this amount exceeded the net. Under the New 
Mexico law, therefore, it was possible for a company to do just 
enough work to place it in the category of a productive mine, 
with a net proceeds of zero, so that it avoided a tax on the value 
of the deposit. A further weakness of the law was the fact that 
under the contiguous property clause a company might own any 
amount of ore or coal contiguous to the land on which operation 
was maintained and pay no tax thereon. This provision had en
couraged speculative holding of natural resources and had dis
criminated between mines with vast reserves and those with 
small reserves, as well as against metalliferous mines in favor 
of coal mines. 

The ad valorem method seemed to the commission to be the 
best solution to the mine tax problem in New Mexico. 

Qualified students of taxation have long appreciated the theoretical ad
vantages of the ad valorem system of mine taxation, but until recently they 
have been inclined to accept the position that the technical problem of ar
riving at a valuation was an insuperable one. The ad valorem tax was 
recognized as the only scientific one if the mine tax was to form a part of a 
system of property tax. Recently there has been a radical change of 
attitude. 

This change in attitude, said the commission, was comparable 
to that which had taken place with reference to the state income 
tax after Wisconsin had proved its practicability. The "estab
lishment in several states of the feasibility of the ad valorem 
taxation of mines under proper administration bids fair to ini
tiate a sweeping movement in the direction of its general ad~p-
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tion." To support this belief the commission presented the 
report of the special committee on mines taxation of the National 
Tax Association, in 1920, and, in addition, a description of the 
methods of mine taxation then in use in Michigan and Minne
sota. Finally, attention was called to the fact that the technical 
difficulty of valuation was reduced in New Mexico by the nature 
of its mining operations. Coal mines were perhaps the easiest 
deposits to value; and according to the testimony at the hear
ings of the commission fully 98 per cent of the metalliferous 
mining in the state consisted of operations in porphyry deposits 
which also presented no great difficulties. 

The special revenue commission therefore recommended that 
the tax commission be empowered to assess all mines as prop
erty, that $2 s,ooo be appropriated to meet the expenses of a 
nationally known engineer for an initial valuation, and that 
provision be made for a permanent mine tax assessor to make 
the valuations thereafter. 

The result of this report, so far as it dealt with mine taxation, 
was a five months survey by J. R. Finlay and assistants,27 and 
the inauguration of a system of ad valorem taxation of mines in 
that state.28 Perhaps the outstanding contribution of Finlay's 
study from the standpoint of mining men was the resulting 
education of the state on the subject of the value of coal land. 
Not only did this study explain indirectly the reason why a de
posit, no matter bow large, is valueless if its use is postponed to 
the distant future, but it pointed out that "almost all the value 
of the coal industry is in the plants; not in coal in the ground." 29 

In general the report was received with satisfaction throughout 
the state and the valuations found by Finlay were adopted with 
slight modification by the tax commission. The collapse of the 
war boom and the finality of the work of the special revenue 
commission and of the mine appraisals brought a definite end to 
important political agitation on this subject in New Mexico. 

The history of mine taxation in this state during the ensuing 
• Finlay, Reporl of Appraisal of Mining Properties of New Jfe%ico, 1921-1922 

(n. p., n. d.). 
• Laws of 1921, ch. 133. 
• Fmlay, Report, p. 7· 
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twenty years is at least equally interesting, but has been com
posed of much more subtle changes and must be described with 
some caution. The fact is that the state at the present moment 
is in a position not materially different from that which existed 
during the thirty years before the survey. 

The factors which have brought about this gradual reversion 
lie with the peculiarities of the mining industry and political 
condition of the state. The mine tax law of 1921, which allows 
the use of the net profits base as an alternative means of valuing 
ore deposits, has apparently been responsible for little of the 
change. To one unused to the informality of New Mexico the 
law is incomprehensible, for it specifically allows the tax com
mission to take its choice between two methods of appraisal of 
productive mines- assessment upon a five year average of net 
proceeds plus surface improvements, or upon the value of the 
ore reserves. The reason for the extraordinary flexibility of this 
provision appears to have been the difficulty found in applying 
the ad valorem tax to unpatented claims. It was understood in 
192 I that the tax commission would choose the alternative that 
would yield the highest v~luations, for the method of averaging 
the net proceeds for 1917, 1918, and 1919 had proved extremely 
satisfactory to the state, and the ad valorem basis might con
ceivably have yielded less revenue. The minutes of the tax 
commission, in regular February session for 1922, show that the 
commission carefully compared the results of valuation by aver
aging net output for the years 1917 to 1921 with the valuations 
as found in the Finlay report before ordering that the ad valorem 
method be adopted and his assessments used for that year .30 

During the twenties the Finlay valuations of metal mines seem 
to have become something of a tradition. No important new 
appraisals were made, and no other yardstick was available. 
The message of Governor]. E. Hinkle to the legislature in 1923 
contains the derogatory observation that "the tax commission 
field inspection should be to a great extent eliminated. It is only 
useful to furnish jobs." 

• Minut~ of the New Y~ Tu Commission, Regular February SessioD 
of 1922, p. 407. 
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The Finlay valuations had materially increased the assess
ments of most of the metal mines. In Grant County the valua
tions for the two years I 92 I and I 92 2 were as follows: 81 

1921 1922 

Chino .................. . $7,68o,o2o.oo $x5,269,270.87 
Empire Zinc . . . ........ . 232,158·35 854,380.80 
Hanover Copper Co. . .... . 12,618.75 11,859.62 
Hanover Bessemer Iron and 

Copper ............... . 
Phelps Dodge Burro Moun-

tain Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,2I5,20I.85 3,254,784.00 

In 1930 the Chino valuation was practically the same as that 
found in I922; the Empire Zinc Company's assessment was 
$6I3,890.34i Hanover Bessemer was valued at $256,886; and 
the Phelps Dodge Burro Mountain Branch at $I,792,2II.75· 
The fact that the state never employs a valuation engineer 
means that the mines are, in the words of local observers, 
"assessed by debate." · 

As in Arizona, the collapse of metal prices in the thirties has 
tended to have a cumulative effect on the mine tax program, and 
the tendency is to tax mines on their average net income. Not 
only has the lower metal price brought less profit to a political 
support of high mine valuation but the leading engineers in the 
state are willing to express the (surprising) thesis that in actual 
practice the average net revenue as defined by law is likely to 
be somewhere near the market value of mine property in New 
Mexico. The position is an extreme one, and to some extent 
influences state policy. 

at In each case these are the valuations from the records of the county 
treasurer and include some property not assessed by Mr. Finlay. Mr. Finlay's 
valuations for the foregoing mines, in the order named were as follows: 
$IS,ooo,ooo, $84o,ooo, $n,66o, $25o,ooo, and $3,200,000. 



CHAPTER XX 

ALABAMA 

THE CITY of Birmingham, as the name implies, was founded 
with the hope that it might some day become the leading iron 
and steel producing center of the continent.1 Iron for domestic 
use was made in this vicinity in the first quarter of the nine
teenth century, and though several of the early establishments 
were destroyed by the Civil War, surveys by that time had 
demonstrated that there lay side by side, and in huge quantities, 
the coal, iron, and limestone necessary to make of Jefferson 
County an important industrial center. Public petition and pri
vate capital brought two railroads to the county- the South 
and North Road and the Northeast and Southwest, and in 1871 
the first lots of the new metropolis were sold by the Elyton Land 
Company.2 Production in the city did eventually live up to the 
most optimistic hopes of its founders, though there was no such 
sudden boom in Alabama as in the iron regions of the Great 
Lakes district. Added to the delay caused by the Civil War was 
the long depression of the seventies, and, of more lasting sig
nificance, the iron ore of this region had a high phosphorus 
content. Finally, the market for fabricated steel was in the 
North, making it necessary to ship the Alabama product to dis
tant markets, and the outlet for iron, therefore, depended much 
on the freight rates. To a large extent the labor and tax differen
tial must balance the freight differenpal to fabricating centers 
in the North and East. 

The Alabama mining companies have always expressed the 
fear that any inordinate tax burden upon the iron and steel in
dustry would be shifted in the form of smaller production and 

1 &riy DBys ill Binlli11gham (Birmingham: Birmingham Publishing Com
pany, 1937): J. W. DuBose, Tlu Mineral We&tA! of Ala.ba,.. tsiUl BinfU,gham 
(I886), and Jef}mota Coutaty tJIUl Birmi11gham, Alaba,.. (1887). 

• DuBose, Mineral WtoltA! of Alaboma, pp. 57 I. 
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less employment, and the tax program has apparently been 
modified by such considerations. 

In recognition of the existence of taxable value in mines the 
code of Alabama of 1886 provided that timber and minerals 
should be assessed separately from the soil whenever, by sale or 
otherwise, they were severed in ownership from the land.8 At 
the time this law was drafted Birmingham boasted a population 
of over 21,763,4 most of whom were newly attracted to Jefferson 
County. Several new blast furnaces had been established during 
the previous six years, including one by the Woodward Iron 
Company, built in x88x, and a plant erected by the Tennessee 
Coal, Iron and Railroad Company, constructed in 1886.5 But 
from 1893 onward Alabama, desirous, like the early western ter
ritories, of augmenting its natural resources with eastern capital, 
launched upon a series of tax exemptions for all industries that 
promised to be of permanent value to the stat.e. Factories for 
spinning and weaving were offered a five year' exemption in 
1893,6 and additional exemptions were offered thereafter to ship . 
building, wood pulp products, bags, wooden cabinets, farm im
plements, lime nitrogen, condensed milk, cheese and other milk 
products, aluminum, glass, ceramic products, enameling, farm 
implements, calcium cyanide, "or any other manufactured prod
ucts." 7 Most of these exemptions were for a period of ten years 
after plant construction and most of the offers are still in exist
ence. Any manufacturing property which is brought within a 
city by the extension of the corporate limits is exempt from city 
taxation for a period of ten years thereafter. Newly constructed 
factories and the land they occupy are exempt for ten years and 
pig iron and coke in the hands of the manufacturer thereof are 
exempt for twelve months after production. Tax rates, more
over, are limited by state constitution. 

• Alabama code, 1886, par. 475· 
'DuBose, Mineral Wealth of Alabama. 
5 DuBose, Jefferson County, Alabama, pp. 588 ff. 
6 Alabama laws, 1893, p. 855. 
'Alabama laws, 1897, p. 917; 1901, p. 2n; 1907, p. 519; 1923, par. 3023, 

3026; 1927, p. 461. Alabama Revenue Laws, annotated 1936, p. g, sec. 4· 
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The state tax rate has risen by the slow process of constitu
tional amendment to $.65 per annum and the county rate to 
$1.15. District schools are allowed $.30, so that most ore prop
erty bears the rate of $2.10. Property in the city of Birming
ham bears an additional levy of $1.80. The assessment ratio is 
fixed by law at 6o per cent of true value.8 

But with the boom years of the war Alabama lost some of its 
deference for capital, and expressed a demand that the mines 
share with the state some of the profits made during that period. 
In his message of January 2 x, 1919, Governor Kilby called for 
a graduated income ta~ and an excess profits tax to offset the 
manifest injustice of Ole regressive property tax and to reach 
those individuals who drew their earnings from stocks, bonds, 
and other forms of intangible property. After the adjournment 
of this first session, the Recess Committee on Finance and Taxa
tion made a study of the state fiscal problem and recommended 
a small tax on coal and iron output. 

We have an investigation of the manner in which the State is being im
poverished by the constant drain upon her natural resources, and the com
mittee are unable to say why the State, being thus impoverished by those 
who are growing rich extracting the treasures of the State should not share 
in a just distribution of this wealth. We have, therefore, unanimously 
recommended a small tax on coal, iron, cement and turpentine. 

The recommendation was presented and defended by the gov
ernor in his message of July 8, 1919. Coal mining companies, 
he pointed out, had more than doubled their prices since the · 
beginning of the war and could easily pay an additional tax.• 

The mining companies- coal and iron- should pay their full and just 
share of the taxes. These vast mines of wealth were lavished upon the 
State by a bountiful nature. They have been bought up by private interests 
who operate them for a private gain, to which I offer not the slightest 
objection, as a matter of course, and are being gradually but surely ex
hausted and the lands left almost worthless. These lands should be regarded 
and treated differently from other lands which will yield revenues through 
the ages to come. Millions of tons of coal and iron ore in some form or 
other are annually shipped from the State, which process is slowly but 

'Alabama Revenue Laws, annotated 1936, p. 9, Sec. 6. 
'The MontgofiU'ry Advertiser, Wednesday, July 9, 1919. 
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surely depleting the natural wealth of the State. This property should be 
taxed while it is here. 

The original proposal included a tax of 10¢ a ton on iron ore. 
The mining companies, in reply, pleaded that the. soft red 

ore, originally running so per cent or more in iron content, had 
been exhausted, and that the self-fluxing ore was only 36 per 
cent iron. Coal and limestone flux lay farther underground and 
costs had materially risen under war demands for labor. The 
war freight rates had discriminated against the South so that 
there were six fewer blast furnaces than in 1908. Most of the 
blast furnaces had, at some time, been in the hands of their 
creditors and only eighteen were then in blast. While Alabama 
sold only 3 per cent of the nation's coal, said the miners, it 
washed 40 per cent of that washed in the United States, because 
of the unusually large amount of impurities contained, and 
large contracts were often made on the basis of a difference in 
price of as little as 2 ~ ¢ per ton. Pig iron had to be sold in Ohio, 
in competition with iron of much shorter haulage, and the flat 
increase in war freight rates had put a heavy proportional 
burden on the South.10 

• 

The tax as finally passed amounted to 2¢ a ton on coal and 3¢ 
per ton on iron ore, payments to be made to the state treasurer.11 

The campaign for better educational facilities was led in 
Alabama by Governor Bibb Graves, who asked the legislature 
in I 92 7 to find a way to raise an additional three million dollars 
for this purpose, without increasing the ad valorem tax. "For 
its own protection, the state must see to it that every normal 
white child is put through the grammar grades. Not one of the 
grammar schools must ever be permitted to run a less term than 
sev~n months." Teachers, he thought, should never be paid less 
'than $75 a month.U The legislature, in an effort to follow his 
suggestion, considered passing a luxury tax as well as the sever
ance and hydroelectric taxes which the governor had proposed 

10 Montgomery Advertiser, July x6, 1919. 
11 Manuscript Report of State Tax Commission, Dec. to, 1926; section 418, 

p. 450, acts of 1919. 
lJJ Montgomery Advertiser, Jan, 19, 1927. 
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during his campaign. The total cost of the increased budget 
promised to exceed the Governor's specific request, and the re
cess committee found the problem difficult.13 

Final revisions of the revenue code in 1927 were comprehen
sive, and included, with the additional levy on coal and iron, a 
series of taxes on production of electricity, on gross receipts of 
railroads, telegraph, telephone and express companies, and a 
$2o,ooo a year tax on certain car companies.14 The new code 
levied a tax of 20¢ a ton on coal and 40¢ on iron, with an ad
ditional levy of 3% of the net value at the mine, quarry or pit, 
(after deducting costs of mining, quarrying, loading and prep
aration for market) of all other Inineral products. T)le law failed 
to specify the base from which these deductions were to be taken 
to determine the net. The entire proceeds of these taxes were 
to be placed in a trust fund for educational purposes only. Col
lections in the next few years were as follows: 

Coal 
Iron 
Other 

Year to October 1928 1929 

$456,975·64 $445,022.52 
282,298.90 297,299.25 
13,262.79 ro,6or.68 

1f)JO 

$425,750·43 
284,636.67 

8,035·79 15 

The commission observed in 1931 that while the collection of 
the iron ore tax had been particularly satisfactory, owing to the 
small number of the mines, the coal tax had been more difficult 
because of the large number of small operators, some of them 
wagon mines, paying only a nominal tax. The severance tax on 
other metallics had been quite unsatisfactory, both because it 
was poorly written and because the tax was too small to warrant 
effective enforcement. Without a larger yield the cominission 
could not afford to inspect .the books and employ a field force. 
The mine tax has customarily been adininistered locally and the 
tax commission has rarely intervened, believing that in general 
the law has been as well adininistered as other parts of the 
property tax. 

11 Jlontgomtry Advertistr, Jan. 27, Feb. 15, 1927. 
"Laws of Alabama, 1927, p. 139. 
11 Report of State Tax Commission, 1931. Exhibit G. Manuscript in office 

of Tax Commission, Montgomery. 
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In 1922, however, state and county officials hired John R. Pill, 
an independent mining engineer, to make the first complete · 
valuation of coal and iron ore reserves of Jefferson County for 
tax purposes. His methods of valuation are an interesting 
variant of mine appraisal. He assumed, first, that to recover its 
investment in plant and equipment a mine must have forty years 
of reserves, and that on the average it will progress along the 
seam of ore at the rate of about 120 feet per year, with a pro
duction of nearly 6,ooo,ooo tons in a period of about ten years. 
This assumption was not always valid, for with changes in 
market conditions a firm might put down a new shaft a mile or 
two away from the old, and thus raise the present worth of the 
ore from, say, $400 an acre, to perhaps $1200 an acre. Unless 
this new shaft was the result of an increased demand for Ala
bama ore, however, it would call for a downward revision of 
estimates of production from other shafts equal to the proposed 
production from this shaft. The only way in which he could 
avoid this shift in values would be to assume a ·range life, as 
was .done in Minnesota. 

His more immediate problem was akin to that facing the 
assess~r of business iots, for he had to build a series of tables 
with which to relate a few scattered sales of ore property to the 
value of the entire seam of ore in Jefferson County and the 
several company holdings therein. 

He calculated the gross tonnage per acre for each holding, 
allowing for variations in the pitch of the seam, and assumed 
that with the. room and pillar method of operation 8o per cent of 
the ore could be recovered, with a value of 3¢ per ton at the out
crop. Of the gross value of a seam of ore he calculated that 35 
per cent depended upon thickness, 35 per cent upon quality of 
the ore, I 5 per cent upon access to railway transportation at the 
mouth of the slope and 15 per cent upon the depth of the cover. 
As a method of readily ascribing to given acreages the values, 
which, on this basis, they deserved, he then set up the tables 
shown on the following page. 
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J. THICKNESS II. QuALITY 

Feet R~ting Metal content Rating 
IO xoo% so% xoo% 
9 90% 40% So% 
8 So% 3S% 70% 
7 70% 34% 6o% 
6 6o% 33% so% 
s so% 32% 40% 
4 40% 3I% 30% 
3 JO% 30% 20% 

III. AcCEss To TRANSPORTATION IV. DEPTH OP COVEl. 

Distance to shaft (miles) Rating Feel Rating 
0 xoo% [outcrop] xoo% 
I 90% 2SO 90% 
2 So% sao So% 
3 70% 1SO 70% 
4 6o% 1000 6o% 
s so% uso so% 
6 40% ISOO 40% 
1 30% 1750 JO% 
8 20% 2000 20% 

Thus, suppose a seam to run so,ooo tons to the acre at 3¢ a ton, 
or with a value of $Isoo at the outcrop; I per cent of $Isoo is 
$15, 35 per cent is $525 and 15 per cent is $225, so that a given 
seam of hematite might then be valued in this manner: 

I01 thick 
35% metal 
At outcrop 
5 miles 

Ioo% 
70% 

100% 
so% 

(of35%) 
(of35%) 
(of IS%) 
(ofis%) 

Valuation for tax purposes 

$ 525.00 
367.50 
225.00 
112.50 

$I230.00 
.60 

$ 738.00 
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In 1936 the original values were checked again by Mr. Pill, then 
land agent for the Woodward Iron Company, and adjustments 
were made for changes in the value of ore and for progression of 
the mining operations. Under this appraisal the highest valua
tion given any acre of property was $16,200 (in Sec. 22, T. 18S, 
Range 3). In general a significant comparison between assess
ments and sale values is difficult to make. In the first place, 
,sales are extremely rare and are usually of property at some 
distance from working operations, so that the price paid is usu
ally higher than the assessment. The only correction for such a 
problem, as already indicated, is to give all property a "range" 
life, which would be difficult to do on an acreage basis. In the 
second place, there is no base price of ore as in the Great Lakes 
region, and however hypothetical the "Lake Erie" price may be, 
it is an essential part of ore valuation in Michigan, Minnesota 
and Wisconsin. The assessments in the early twenties appear to 
have been based upon Mr. Pill's work; for the administering 
authorities professed to believe them acceptably in line with 
sales, and none of the valuations were carried by the mining 
companies to court. Yet as time progressed they became merely 
the starting point for discussions between the county assessing 
officer and the companies. A comparison of sales of iron and 
coal property with Mr. Pill's valuations is made increasingly 
difficult by the fact that in Jefferson County assessment in
creases on mining companies have been made as a lump sum, to 
be placed on land or mills as the company desired, a custom 
which may explain the fact that assessments on the plat book 
appear to run somewhat higher than the valuations found by 
Mr. Pill. 

Testifying to the concern felt by Alabama for the industries 
established there, the privilege tax on coal and iron mining was 
lowered in 1935 by a method which suggests again the manifold 
deviations of the democratic process. The legislature reenacted 
the license tax of 2 ~ ¢ a ton on coal and 4 ~ ¢ a ton on iron ore, 
but in each case inserted the following words: 

Provided that in order that the industrial development of the State may 
be best preserved and promoted and in order that any deleterious effect of 
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the tax levied in this schedule may be minimized, the State Tax Commission 
is authorized and empowered to lower, with the approval of the Governor, 
as in its knowledge of prevailing conditions may, from time to time, prove 
expedient and advisable for the best welfare of the State, but not to raise 
the rate on which the tax is computed.18 

The same session changed the nature of the tax commission 
sufficiently to call for the appointment of a new chairman and 
two associate members.11 The change in the wording of the 
privilege tax was considered to be an administrative measure 18 

and it was generally understood that the rates would be lowered, 
primarily to relieve some of the pressure on the coal industry. 
On November, 1935, a resolution was adopted by the state tax 
commission, with the approval of the governor, pursuant to the 
authority of the 1935 revenue act, reducing the tax rates on coal 
from 20¢ per ton to r0¢, and on iron ore from 40¢ to 3¢ per 
ton, effective December I, 1935. 

Because of the highly integrated character of the iron and 
steel business in the Birmingham area and because of the lack 
of any base price of ore, the determination of the burden of the 
ad valorem and privilege tax on metal mining would be extremely 
difficult. The decisive factors, in any case, are not reducible 
to figures. With a need to expand industry, both to give employ
ment to labor and to furnish a market for farm produce, any 
element which threatens to raise the marginal cost and narrow 
the market for iron ore is to be avoided; As to whether the tax 

in 1935 was too J!igh, the state passed judgment on very rough 
data, assuming a low profit, a high elasticity of demand for iron 
and coal, and a preference for the possible increase in employ
ment rather than for state services that might be made possible 
by the tax itself. 

18 General Acts of Alabama, regular session, 1935, p. 475. 
"General Acts of Alabama, regular session, 1935, p. JO. 
• Montgomtry Advertisu, July J, 1935. 



CHAPTER XXI 

MICHIGAN: THE AD VALOREM TAX 

CoPPER was discovered in I842 1 and iron in I844 2 in the Upper 
Peninsula of Michigan, and in I846 Governor Alpheus Felch 
urged the legislature to encourage the three hundred odd inhabi
tants of this isolated area by whatever means was possible. Ore 
lands, he thought, should be sold outright and not leased.3 In 
lieu of all other state taxes, the legislature then passed a tax of 
4 per cent on the smelter yield of ore! 

The history of mine taxation in Michigan for two generations 
thereafter gives a convincing illustration of the uncertainty of 
special revenue measures, especially during. periods of rapid 
economic change. In I8SI the legislature added a tax of I per 
cent on the paid-in capital,5 and the constitution of I85o pro
vided that half of such a tax should go back to the treasurers of 
the counties from which it was received.6 The legislature, how
ever, refused to. grant such a refund, even in the face of the 
governor's rebuke, and the chief executive was finally forced to 
order the funds transferred to the counties involved.7 In I855 
this tax on paid-in capital was repealed for domestic companies 
paying taxes on ore,8 and in 1863 specific taxes on foreign cor
porations were remitted to the county road and bridge fund.9 

In 1853 the legislature enacted the first of the Michigan ton
nage taxes, with rates of $I per ton of copper ore, 10¢ per ton of 

1 L. E. Young, Mine Taxation in the United States. 
1 Statistics from Floyd 0. Poindexter, Mineral Industries of Michigan (De

partment of Conservation, State of Michigan, 1940), p. 12. 
• George N. Fuller, Messages of the Governors of Michigan (Lansing: The 

Michigan Historical Commission, 192?), n, Ig. 
'Laws of Michigan, 1846, p. 93· 
1 Laws of Michigan, 1851, act 144. 
'Michigan Constitution of xSso, sec. 7 . 
• Messages of the Governors of Michigan, n, 202, 227, xSsr, I853· 
8 Laws of Michigan, 1855, act 159· 
• Laws of Michigan, p. 323. 



Year 

1845 
1846 
1847 
1848 
1849 
1850 
1851 
1852 
1853 
1854 
1855 
1856 
1857 
1858 
1859 
186o 
1861 
1862 
1863 
1864 
1865 
1866 
x867 
!868 
1869 
1870 
1871 
1872 
J873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
r88o 
1881 
!882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
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TABLE 6 
PRODUCTION OF COPPER IN MICHIGAN • 

1845-1938 

Pounds Year 

............... 26,880 1893 ............. 

............... s8,24o 1894 ............. 

............... 477,120 1895 ............. 
··············· I 10J2,640 1896 ............. 
............... 1,505,280 1897 ............. 
............... 1,281,280 1898 ············· 
............... 1,744.960 1899 ............. 
··············· 1,744,080 1900 ............. 
............... 2,905,280 1901 ............. 
............... 4,074,56o 1902 ............. 
............... s,8o8,320 1903 ............. 
............... 8,2II 1840 1904 ............. 
............... 9,531 1200 1905 ............. 
··············· 9,1571120 19o6 .............. 
............... 8,926,400 1907 ............. 
............... u,o69,120 19o8 ............. 
............... 15,037,120 1909 ............. 
............... 13,585,6oo 1910 ............. 
··············· 12,985,280 I9II ............. 
............... 12.490,240 1912 ............. 
............... 14,358,400 1913 ............. 
............... 13,749,120 1914 ............ 
··············· 1?,S2S,76o 1915 ............. 
··············· 20,935,040 1916 ............. 
··············· 26,624,640 1917 ............. 
............... 24,622,o80 1918 ............. 
............... 26,7so,o8o 1919 ············· ............... 24,552,640 1920 ............. 
.......... .... 30,o89,920 1921 . ............ 
............... 34.332,48o 1922 ............. 
··············· 36,039·36o 1923 ............. 
··············· 38,270.400 1924 ............. 
........... ... 39,02$,280 I92S ············· 
............... 39,69o,s6o 1926 . ............ 
............... 42,848,96o 1927 . ............ 
··············· 49>736,96o 1928 .......... .. 
............... 54.573,120 1929 . ............ 
··············· s6,982,765 1930 ....... ..... 
··············· 59.702,404 1931 ........ .... 
............... 69.353,202 1932 . ............ 
............... 72,148,172 1933 . ............ 
··············· 79.890,798 1934 ............. 
··············· 75.471,890 1935 ............. 
............... 86,472,034 1936 ············· 
··············· 88,175,675 1937 ············· .... 101,410,277 1938 . ............ 
............... 114,222,709 

··············· 123,198,46o 

• From Poilldater, Jtu...J lffdrulriu •I Jliclrita, p. ro. 
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Pounds 

IU,6o5,078 
II4,Jo8,870 
129.330,749 
I4J,S24,o61J 
145,282,059 
158.491,?03 
147,400,338 
145.461,498 
156,289.481 
17o,6o9,228 
192,400,577 
20813091130 
230,287,992 
229,695.730 
2191131,503 
222,289,584 
227,005,923 
221,462,984 
218,185,236 
231,112,228 
155.715,286 
1$8,009,748 
238,956,4JI 
269,794.531 
268,5o8,o98 
231,096,150 
177.594,135 
153.483.952 
xoo,918,oo1 
122,545,126 
137,691,Jo6 
145,333,227 
138,029,764 
I75MI,S6S 
177.537.775 
178.442,704 
186,393.974 
169,297.775 
II8.49S,055 
54.396,Io8 
46,853,130 
48,215,859 
6J,2o8,68g 
95.968,019 
94.928,000 
94,075,588 

9,007,519,682 
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TABLE 7 
IRON ORE SHIPMENTS FROM MICHIGAN MINES • 

1854-1938 

Year 

Previous ............ . 
1854 ................ . 
1855 ................ . 
1856 ................ . 
1857 ................ . 
1858 ................ . 
1859 ................ . 
186o· ................ . 
1861 ............... . 
1862 ................ . 
1863 ................ . 
1864 ................ . 
1865 ................ . 
1866 ................ . 
1867 ................ . 
1868 ................ . 
1869 ................ . 
1870 ................ . 
1871 ................ . 
1872 ............ · · · · · 
1873 ................ . 
1874 ..... • .......... . 
1875 ................ . 
1876 ................ . 
1877 .......... • .. • .. . 
1878 ................ . 
1879 ........... • .. • •. 
188o ................ . 
1881 
1882 ................ , 
1883 ................ . 
1884 ................ . 
1885 ................ . 
1886 ................. , 
1887 ....... ,, ....... . 
1888 ............... . 
1889 ................ . 
1890 ................ . 
1891 ................ . 
'1892 ................ . 
1893 ................ . 
1894 ................ . 
1895 ................ . 

Tons 

75,o83 
3,ooo 
1,449 
6,790 

25,646 
22,876 
68,832 

II4,410 
49.909 

124,169 
203,055 
247,059 
193.758 
296,713 
565,504 
510,522 
639.097 
859,507 
813,984 
948,553 

1,195,234 
899.934 
88x,x66 
993,3II 

Year 

1897 ................ . 
1898 ............... . 
1899 .......... • .... . 
1900 ............... . 
1901 ............... . 
1902 ............... . 
1903 ............... . 
1904 ............... . 
1905 ............... . 
1906 .. , ............ . 
1907 ............... . 
1908 ............... . 

1913 ............... . 
1914 ... ' ........... . 
1915 ............... . 
1916 ............... . 
1917 ............... . 
1918 ............... . 
1919 .............. . 
1920 ............... . 
1921 ............... . 
1922 ............... . 
1923 ............... . 
1924 ............... . 
1925 ............... . 
1926 ............... . 
1927 ............... . 
1928 ........•....... 
1929 ............... . 
1930 ............... . 
1931 ............... . 
1932 ............... . 
1933 ............... . 
1934 ............... . 
1935 ............... . 
1936 .....•.......... 
1937 ............... . 
1938 ............... . 

Toll.!l 

6,429,520 
7,4o8,o6o 
9,308,731 
9,237,502 
9,403,224 

11.490,273 
9,154,147 
7,8o5,88o 

n,684,432 
12,149.451 
12,166,929 
7,302,060 

12,251,965 
II,955,10S 
8,898,554 

12,428,361 
12,463.319 
8,835.274 

13,506,n9 
18,812,972 
17,694,731 
17.495.377 
12,8r6,304 
18,470,354 
5,065,137 

12.433.729 
13,980,769 
10,974,662 
15,II6;a6g 
16,8xo,r6o 
14,532,831 
14,241,102 
x6,8J8,s68 
II,1$4t773 
5.555.376 

978,371 . 
6,075,897 
5.499.771 
7,241,544 

10,502,036 
12,638,155 
4,1o7,58o 

1896 ....... ~ ....... ·: 

1,025,129 
1,127,583 
1,420,745 
1,948,334 
2,125,729 
2,656,933 
2,518,o48 
2,225,146 
2,205,190 
3,179,5II 
3.934.339 
4,II3,803 
s,829,828 
7,185,139 
5,728,08I 
7,182,344 
4.370,550 
4,689,291 
5.991,968 
5.532,967 Total Shipments ..... 547,t66,584 

• From Poindexter, Mineral Industries o/ Mickigan, p. 14. 
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iron ore and 0¢ per ton of coal.10 In I 86 I it exempted mineral 
lands to the extent of 640 acres to each holder, for the encour
agement of outside capital.11 In I863 the tonnage taxes were 
changed to 75¢ per ton of copper and $3 per long ton of iron, if 
such iron was exported before being smelted and refined. Pig or 
other iron manufactured in the state was relieved of specific 
taxes except that upon capital stock .• The tax on coal was still 
0¢ a ton.12 

Two years later the tonnage tax on iron was lowered to $x.so, 
with the same provisions as above, 13 and the next session 
changed the copper tax to 7 5¢ a ton if smelted in the state and 
$1 if not.H In 1875 the supreme court declared these taxes to be 
laid upon interstate commerce and therefore unconstitutional/5 

but long before the decision was announced the legislature had 
seen the error of its ways and had given up the attempt to 
develop state smelting industries by the process of taxation 
of exports. 

In most important mining states there bas seemed to be a 
period of development during which the mines are strong and 
prosperous, with an increasingly bright outlook, but with rela
tively low taxes. Revenue laws are not as burdensome as they 
were during the days when the mines were without political in
fluence or as they became during later periods when the agricul
tural and urban interests have banded together to exploit them. 
In 1870 Michigan produced 859,570 tons of iron ore and 
24,622,o8o pounds of copper/6 and for another quarter of a 
century was destined to be the leading producer of iron and 
copper in the United States.17 Yet the law of I871, setting rates 
at 75¢ per ton for copper, I¢ per ton for iron, and 0¢ for coal, 

10 Laws of Michigan, x853, p. 58. 
u George Lord, "Taxation of Mining Properties," address to the State Con-

ference on Taxation, 1916, p. 13. 11 Laws of Michigan, 1863, no. 205. · 
"'Laws of Michigan, 1865, no. 135, p. 244. 
u Laws of Michigan, 1867, no. 191, p. 262. 
u Jackson Mining Company 11. Auditor General, 32 Michigan 488, the law in 

question being that of x86S. 
u Poindexter, pp. 8, 14. 1' Poindexter, pp. 8, 14. 
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remained unchanged for twenty years. In x885 the state legis
lature attempted to encourage gold, silver, and lead mining by a 
five year exemption of mines from the specific tax.18 

In 1890 the Republican party, which had dominated Michi
gan state politics since I854,19 was temporarily unseated, and 
incoming Governor Winans lent his weight toward revision of 
the tax system.2° For two decades there had been dissatisfaction 
with the web of specific tax laws woven by the State of Michigan. 
In I873 Governor John J. Bagley 21 had called attention to the 
fact that one street railway company, owning 77"2 miles of road, 
paid $215 annually, another, owning s~miles, paid $6so annu
ally, that still another paid no tax whatever, and asked that the 
street railways be compelled to pay the municipal levy rather 
than the specific tax. He had repeated the request two years 
later.22 The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway paid 
under its charter . 7 5 of I per cent of its capital stock and bonded 
debt,' while other railroad's paid about .2 7 of I per cent, street 
railways about .25 of I per cent, telegraph property about .23 of 
I per cent, while other property in the state paid about 2 per cent 
on its valuation.23 Governor Winans was the first to condemn 
the specific tax on mines. "There seems to be no good reason 
why property owned and used by railroad, mining, telegraph and 
telephone companies ... and other associations for private pur
poses should be exempt from general taxation .... The granting 
of special privileges to any class affords just cause of complaint 
to the masses. I commend this subject of exemptions to your 
careful consideration." 

This session of I 89 I seemed from the beginning to crystallize 
whatever political discontent had been accumulating during the 
long Republican regime. The senate adopted a resolution con
demning the giving of railroad and other corporate passes to 

•taws of Michigan, 1885, act 131. 
· :u~ Excepting only the partial defeat of x883-1885. Address of President of the 

Senate, Jan. 7, 1891, Journal of the Senate, p. 8; Detroit Free Press, Jan. 7, 
1891, editorial. 

• Address of Governor Winans, Journal of Senate, Jan. 12, 1891, p. 62. 
11 Fuller, ni, 164. 
• Fuller, ill, 236. 
• Fuller, ill, 232 ff. 
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members of the legislature and other servants of the public "as 
at best suspicious and demoralizing and calculated to retard the 
business of the session." 24 A petition from the agricultural 
section bearing 470 signatures asked that individuals and cor
porations be placed on the same basis for tax purposes, and 
Senator Doran informed his home paper in Grand Rapids that 
the legislature opposed the continued exemption of 640 acres of 
land for each mine.25 The predominant sentiment was that 
mines should pay the "same tax" as that borne by the workman 
and farmer. At Senator Doran's request the auditor general 
produced for the legislature a record of payments by mines and 
railroads under the tonnage tax law of 1871 and the specific 
taxes granted the latter industry. From 1876 to 1890, when iron 
production had grown from 993,331 to 7,185,139 tons, state 
taxes had risen from $8,154 to $57,756. Copper output had in
creased from 38,270,400 pounds to IOI,4I01277 pounds, while 
state taxes rose from $11,735 to $31,050.26 

Senator Doran then placed a bill before the legislature pro
viding that the tax on iron ore be upped from 1¢ to 20¢ per ton 
and on copper from 7 5¢ to $5 per ton, eight-tenths of the pro
ceeds to go to the state general fund, and the balance to the 
county where collected. But he also declared himself in favor 
of the taxation of the real and personal estate of mining com
panies in the same manner as other property.21 

The Upper Peninsula, cut off geographically and socially, and 
outnumbered politically, resorted to petition to present its case, 
the total number of signatures running to several thousand, rep
resenting lodges, labor unions, and scattered individuals from 

• Journal of the Senate, Jan. 20, r8gr, p. 105. 

• Journal of the Senate, Feb. 24, r8gr, p. 284; Gralld Rapids De•ocraJ, 
Feb. 6, r8gr. 

• Figures on production from Poindexter, Minerlll llldustries ~~ Micl&igart; 
auditor general's report from Grand Rapids Dtfll.ocrat, Feb. 10, t8gt. He re
ported also that five railroads operating under special charter paid taxes ranging 
from ~ per cent to 1 per cent of the paid-in capital The railroads organized 
under the general law paid 2 per cent on gross earnings, not exceeding $4,ooo 
per mile and 3 per cent on an excess of $4,000. Street railways paid ~ per cent 
on paid-in capital until 1882, when the law was repealed and no speci.fi.c ta:a: 
was levied. 

• Grand Rapids De•ocrat, Feb. n, r8gr. 
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every range. The Societe St. Jean Baptiste of Republic, Michi
gan, pleaded that any increase in the tax on the production of 
iron mines "would be disastrous to this portion of the peninsula" 
and that the "consequent reduction in wages" would bring 
"eventual suffering of many of the laboring men in our midst." 28 

Most of the letters, like that of the Scandinavian Benevolent 
Society of Republic, noted that many mines were scarcely able 
to make a profit and that others had been closed because of 
competition from the south. Many of the petitioners indicated 
their sincerity by asking that the property tax be applied uni
versally, on mines as well as on other property. The specific 
tax, they said, had originally been the idea of the southern rather 
than the northern part of the state.29 

The editorial writers from the south of the state were cynical, 
those from the Peninsula bitter. The Detroit Free Press said 
little, but gave space to some of Senator Doran's charges against 
the Calumet & Hecla Copper Company.30 The Grand Rapids 
Democrat assumed its proper place as the organ of the left-wing 
farm element: · 

The frantic tone of many of the papers published in the northern penin
sula, and the rush of lobbyists from that part of the state to Lansing, show 
that some of the people up there are excited. The occasion for the excite
ment is the proposition to cause mining property to pay its equitable share 
of taxation .... It is not to be expected that those who have enjoyed im
munity from fair taxation so many years, and have profited immensely 
by such immunity, will yield readily to the proposed change in the status 
of affairs. . . . If the present method of taxing mining property is correct, 
why should it not apply to farming property and timber lands, for 
instance? 81 

The Detroit Tribune took the view that the mining business 
had been "enormously profitable," that no other corporations 
sent out to their stockholders 'isuch splendid dividends," while 
what with their manipulation of the product and of prices there 
is very slender opportunity for the· expression of great sympathy 

•The petitions are found in the House Journal, x8gt, pp. 857 ff. 
•House Journal, pp. 1201, II7I. 
., Jan. 31, Feb. 19, 1891. 
81 Editorial "Excited," Feb. 22, 189I. 
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with them when it is proposed to impose a tax upon them that 
will in some degree equalize the general tax burden." 32 

But the Marquette Mining Journal maintained that "Senator 
Doran's bill providing for the imposition of a state tax of twenty 
cents a ton on the iron ore produced in this state ... should be 
entitled 'A bill to encourage the manufacture of iron in the 
South.' " The general argument of the mining representatives 
in Lansing was that the bill would close the non-Bessemer mines, 
particularly those in the Crystal Falls and Iron River district, 
and that explorations then partly developed would of necessity 
have to be abandoned.33 

The final compromise seemed satisfactory to all concerned. 
Senator Doran's bill was reported adversely out of committee, 
while the senate committee of the whole adopted a substitute bill 
requiring all mining companies to be taxed under the general 
property tax laws of the state.84 This bill the legislature adopted. 
Senator Doran maintained that the taxes of the Calumet 
and Hecla under the new law would be raised from $17 ,ooo to 
$49,000, and that companies holding large pieces of land idle 
would be forced to sell.35 

The Republican party was reinstated in 1892 and the question 
of taxation remained relatively dormant until the advent of 
Governor Hazen S. Pingree in 1897. Four times mayor of De
troit, he remained in office as governor for two terms, and, for a 
variety of reasons, will long be remembered in Michigan. His 
basic theory was that "the first essential of just taxation is that 
it shall be equal. To exempt one person from taxation is to rob 
another. To provide a low rate for one and a high rate for an
other is despotic." 86 His chief concern as governor, as it had 
been while mayor of Detroit, was with public utilities. His 
interest in mine taxation was secondary. · 

His message to the extraordinary session of 1898, declared 
that "The inequality of our system of taxation is so great that it 

• Grand Rapids Democrat, March 7, 1891, editorial "Equalization." 
• Grand Rapids Democrat, March 7, J891 • 
.. Grand Rapids Democrat, March 28, 1891. 
• GraNd Rapids Democrat, March 29, 1891. 
• Address to the legislature, 1898. Fuller, IV, 82. 
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should not be permitted to continue for another year." Railroad, 
express, telegraph, telephone companies "now owning, accord-' 
ing their sworn statements, at least one~third of the property of 
this state, are required to pay only about one~twenty~sixth of 
the taxes levied for state, county, and municipal purposes .... " 
He gave the history of railroad taxation, declaring that though 
the early laws of 1846 and 1855 were supposedly passed to en
courage railroad development, the taxes then assessed of f4 of 
I per cent and I per cent on capital stock would, if still in force, 
multiply by three or four times the present taxes. Every change 
since that time, he declared, had decreased the amount paid by 
the railroads, in spite of the fact that the immense grants from 
the state had included not only six sections of land for every · 
mine but, in 1856 and 1867, outright tax exemptions for seven 
years. "The value of the lands thus given away is almost beyond 
computation. They were covered with magnificent forests of 
pine and hardwood and 'beneath the surface there was untold 
mineral wealth." 
, The center of interest during these sessions was the Atkinson 
bill, providing for a state board of assessors of the property of 
railroad, telegraph, telephone, and express companies at cash 
value. The bill was defeated through the senate in 1897 and 
again in this special session of 1898. Equal taxation was the 
basis of the fall campaign of 1898, but though the bill was tardily 
passed in the spring of 1899, it was declared unconstitutional 
on April 26.37 Governor Pingree was able to persuade the legis
lature to create a board of state tax commissioners in June of 
that year, with modified powers, and finally, in the November 
election of 1900, to secure a constitutional amendment allowing 
passage of the Atkinson bill. But the opposition, working 
through the senate during the regular session and three more 
special sessions before 1901 1 blocked his efforts to remove the 
special taxes from the public utilities. 

During this memorable administration the governor evinced 
some uncertainty with regard to mine taxation. He was con
vinced that the method of taxation was faulty, and even though 

11'1 Pingree Message, Fuller, IV, 235. 
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he was committed to the principle of uniformity in public fman~e 
he feared that the difficulties involved in the appraisal of mines 
made the property tax inapplicable.38 

There is no question but that the mine tax law of r89r, plac
ing the property tax upon the mines of the Upper Peninsula was 
less severe in its effect than the Democrats had hoped. The 
report of the Michigan Tax Commission of 1900 39 indicates 
that the copper mines were benefited by it: 

STATE TAX 

Iron Copper 
1888 $30,801 $29,137 
1889 3J,613 27,514 
1890 44,819 31,296 
1891 54,639 32,787 
1892 70,325 32,056 

One-fifth of the foregoing revenue was remitted to the counties 
from which it was collected, and the tax commission estimated 
that the specific taxes of 7 5¢ per ton and 1¢ per ton for copper 
and iron mining respectively would have produced at least as 
much as the ad valorem tax. Governor Pingree maintained that 
the copper companies were taking unfair advantage of the ad 
valorem tax,40 blamed the condition on local underassessments, 
and compared the total assessed valuation of $219,290 for cop
per mines in Keweenaw County with their alleged stock value 
of $r8,745,ooo.41 In the special session of December, 1899, he 
called for a return to the taxation of copper and iron mining 
companies on their output. 

There is little question but that the State is losing vast sums of money 
each year in the matter of taxation by the present system of taxing mining 
properties. The mines of the N orthem Peninsula are largely owned by 
non-residents of the State. But a very small proportion of the stocks are 
owned by citizens of this State. These foreign owners elect and control the 
assessing officers, and these properties are taxed and assessed at such value 
as they choose to place upon themselves.• 

• Message to the special session, Dec:. 29, 1899. Fuller, IV, 107. 
•Page 57· 
• Message to Extraordinary session of 1898, Fuller, IV, 82. 
•Message of June 1899; Fuller, IV, 169 I. 
• December 29, 1899; Fuller, IV, 207; Michigan Historical Commission, 1927. 
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In this and the next session the house passed, and the Senate 
blocked, the administration bill to place a graduated tax on 
copper mines ranging from 1/6 of a cent per pound on mines 
whose output was s,ooo,ooo tons annually or less to 0 cent per 
pound on mines with output of so,ooo,ooo tons or more per year. 
The bill was considered to be directed primarily at the Calumet 
and Hecla as the only copper mine in the Upper Peninsula turn
ing out the larger amount. 43 

May we note in passing that this administration of Governor 
Pingree was not the political aberration which many good Michi
gan people considered it to be. Nearly all important mining 
states experienced similar movements. They were part of the 
agrarian revolution, and the motivating forces were as complex 
as those of any other part of this revolt. Even the odium under 
which Governor Pingree fell was characteristic of this phase of 
political development, and can be found in the history of most 
other left-wing leaders in' the struggle over mine taxation. The 
''smearing" he receivtfd was somewhat more open, perhaps, than 
is recorded elsewhere and therefore may be more safely quoted 
by the historian, but much of what Pingree said has been thought 
or repeated by other defeated reformers. He was vilified on the 
platform, in editorials, and in the pulpit.44 The pastor of the 
First Methodist Church of Benton Harbor, Michigan, in a ser
mon on "The Passing of the Century," gained the front pages 
of the Detroit Free Press 45 by his denunciation of the governor 
for the unwarranted pardoning of criminals, for his uncouth 
language, and for his preparation of and participation in an 
intemperate public banquet. 

May God grant that our state would never have at its head a man so 
uncouth in language and so low in morals that he would not only indorse 
the liquor traffic, but would prepare and participate in a public banquet 
that was a disgrace to the state. 

Professor F. S. Goodrich of Albion College, who occupied the 
pulpit of the Christian Church at Marshall, Michigan, preach-

.. Detroit Free Press, Dec. 30, 1899 . 

.. The Detroit Journal, Dec. 28, 1899, Dec. 29, 1899; Detroit Free Press, 
Dec. 29, 1899, Dec. 30, 1899, Dec. 31, 1899. 

'"Dec. 31, 1900. 
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ing on the subject of "Belshazzar's Feast," proclaimed that 
Pingree, at the call of ill-advised, selfish, and degraded politi
cians who posed as his friends, had prostituted his high office to 
gratify a selfish ambition.46 

The governor took notice of these attacks in his retiring 
address to the legislature: 

My experience during my political life, extending over a period of twelve 
years, has convinced me that in order to secure the full commendation of 
those who consider themselves the "better classes," the Governor and other 
high officials must do nothing to antagonize the great corporations and the 
wealthy people. I am satisfied that I could have had the praise and support 
of our "best citizens" and our "best society," and of the press of the State 
generally, if I had upheld those who have for years attempted to control 
legislation in their own interests. • . . This experience I had while I was 
mayor of Detroit. This has been my experience while holding the office of 
Governor. Every large interest that I have antagonized has been arrayed 
against me, and the allies of those interests, the newspapers of the State, 
have lost no opportunity to attempt to draw the minds of the people from 
the real issue by making personal attacks on me and publishing malicious 
and wilful libels, and to belittle my efforts and bring me into disrepute, in 
order that the present system of unjust, inequitable, and iniquitous laws 
might still remain in force, to the detriment of the great masses of the 
laboring classes and farmers and those of small properties who are unable 
to speak and act for themselves." 

The remainder of the story of mine taxation in Michigan has 
been that of the development of administrative methods, and in 
this the state has had no peers. The conditions that allowed this 
success will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter, 
but it might be observed, in passing, that the mines were nu
merous and somewhat isolated, so that mining companies were 
interested in an equitable method of apportioning the tax bur
den among themselves. The effect has been somewhat cumula
tive, inasmuch as the entire state has been eager to support a 
department of conservation, and the position of mine appraiser 
in this department has attracted men of high caliber. 

In terms of the science of political pressures men may attain 
dignity and stature when they can lead a movement and thus be 
relatively free from pressure from behind, or can resist directly 

•r:xtroit Free Press, Dec. 31, 1900. 
llf Senate Journal, Jan. 9, 1901, pp. 48-113. 
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the immediate pressure of the mob and thus show the ability to 
withstand, without help, the forces they inherently oppose. The 
job of tax administrator should be so set up that he can be some
thing more than a weather vane. The tax commissioner frequently 
stands in a less favorable position than other government 
employees. The ordinary government worker may often follow 
a relatively routine pattern and show leadership in the execu
tion of prescribed duties. An elected executive or congressman 
on the other hand may show leadership by standing for a prin
ciple and by retiring when that principle is defeated. But those 
who fall between who wish to retain their jobs indefinitely, 
while political pressures about them swirl and shift in a violent 
and dynamic pattern - may find themselves without either 
leadership or dignity. A steady buffeting of this type often leads 
to a considerable demoralization. In this respect the mine ap
praiser and geologist in .Michigan, where the environment is 
relatively calm and there is not too great a difference between 
the law and its execution, are in a singularly favorable position. 

The tax commission, for a decade after its appointment, 
struggled with what it felt to be an impossible task. Several 
criteria were used in early valuations: (I) quotations of capital 
stock, ( 2) ores in sight, (3) gross and net income, ( 4) royalties, 
(5) recent sale of property, and (6) ore production. None of 
these, however, were particularly satisfactory. While the stocks 
of copper mines were quoted daily and the actual value of such 
mines was therefore relatively easy to compute, the managers of · 
those mines opposed the "stock and bond" method on two 
counts. They alleged, in the first place, that such market quota
tions were speculative and that the valuations were considerably 
more than the known ore reserves could support. In the second 
place, the iron mines which were held by foreign corporations 
could not be so valued, and thus were not given their fair share 
of 'the total valuation. 48 

To use "ore in sight" would indirectly provide a penalty for 
development work. · During the hearings before the tax com
mission in the fall of 1900 this method of valuation was !ldvo-

68 First Annual Report of the State Tax Commission, 1900, pp. 54 ff. 
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cated by the companies whose prospecting had not advanced 
beyond the needs of the present year, but it was demonstrated 
that the use of "ore in sight" alone would cause some of the 
smaller producing mines to be assessed higher than more valu
able mining properties in the state.49 

Net income was unsatisfactory as a base because most of the 
iron was used by companies mining it, and market quotations 
were undependable. Royalties might have been used to deter
mine the value of the ore in the ground, by the simple process of 
capitalization, but mines often became much more valu~ble than 
the original lessors could predict, and in any case the royalty 
contracts could not be opened without the use of inquisitorial 
methods. The state tax commission had used a few scattered 
sales to determine values, but this method was not generally 
possible. 

Though the assessment of iron mines in 1900 was nearly four 
times as large as it had been in 1899, the valuation of the Calu
met and Hecla copper mine alone, made under the capital stock 
method, was in 1900 nearly three times the total valuation of 
all the iron mines of the northern peninsula, "and largely so be
cause the stock of the company is upon the open market." Yet 
Michigan,, in 1899, furnished more tons of iron ore than any 
other state and two-fifths of all the ore produced in the United 
States. 

It is not claimed by local assessing officers having in-charge the valuation 
of mines under the present law that their true or equitable values have 
been ascertained. In a majority of cases the supervisors are either the 
managers or principal employes of the mines. This is true, not only in the 
copper, but in the iron country. Various reasons are given for the low 
assessments that have been made upon them; one assessor claiming that 
his iron mine and others were put at a nominal figure because they were a 
blessing to the community and afforded labor, and that without the iron 
mines the community would be practically worthless; others claiming that 
since the land companies, who owned large quantities of land, upon which 
undoubtedly were many valuable mineral rights, are almost entirely escap
ing taxation; that when these land companies could not secure an assess
ment at but a slight percentage of actual worth, they would fight the taxes 
in court .•.. • 

• First Annual Report of the State Tax Commission, 1900, pp. 54 fl. 
• First Annual Report of the State Tax Commission, 1900, p. 59. 
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The valuations of 1900 show an increase in the mining coun
ties of $79,515,032 of which $62,182,492 was in the copper 
county of Houghton. 

One of the serious questions had to do with the relation of 
the ratio of assessment applied to mines and that used on other 
property. To defend the assessment of copper mines at their 
true value the state should make some effort to treat other 
property in the same fashion. The wording of the tax commis
sion law of 1899 was such as to leave considerable administra
tive power in the hands of the commission.51 The law granted 
it "general supervision" over the assessing officers of the state 
(of which, incidentally, there were two thousand, not counting 
four to five thousand reviewing officers) / 2 and directed it to 
take such measures as would place, all property on the assess
ment rolls at its actual cash value. The commission did not have 
power to appoint assessors, but could confer with them, could 
institute proper proceedings against them for failing to comply 
with the law, and could prefer charges against such officers to 
any prosecuting attorney, the attorney general, or the governor. 

Under this authority the board early sent a circular letter of 
instructions to each assessing officer, calling his attention to the 
legal requirement that property be assessed at cash value. A 
"strong effort" was made to find the actual ratios between true 
values of properties, as indicated by sales in 1901, and assess
ments, and each township was raised by the percentage indicated 
under this ratio. Even then it was necessary in most counties to 
accept the assessments of the local supervisors.'13 

The commission announced in 1902 that it was "firmly con
vinced" that a proper equalization could be made only by plac
ing the valuations of the state at their "Cash Value," as the con
stitution dictated, but it recognized a certain public antipathy 
toward the program: 

Obstacles of every character are encountered to thwart our efforts. We 
have been called "Tax Sleuths," "Tramps," and what not. Mistakes are 
1nagnified, but we are human and no doubt make them. 

51 Act no. 154 of the Public Acts of 1899. 
P First Annual Report of the State Tax Commission, 1900, p. 71. 
'"Second Annual Report of the State Tax Commission, 1902, p. 44· 
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But it emphasized the benefits accruing to counties whose pro
portion of the total assessments were now less, and quoted the 
Port Huron Herald: 

The hard fact which interests people is that some 20 per cent or less of 
the community will have to pay more taxes and these are those who are 
personally able to pay, while the vast majority- those who own their 
little $8oo or $r,ooo or $x,~oo homes- will have less taxes to pay than 
before. . . . The general public does not seem to be much disturbed by 
the lamentations of a few rich men and a few wealthy estates which were 
tossed in the air; . . ."" 

During the next two years the commission continued sys
tematic comparison of sales price with assessments. Between 
1899 and 1904 the total increase in assessed valuation of real 
estate was $356,3791588, of which Houghton, Wayne, and Kent 
contributed $89,ooo,ooo, the rest being distributed over the 
remaining 27 counties.115 The fourth and fifth commission re
ports say nothing more about the program of full cash valuation, 
but again in 1910 several pages are addressed to the subject.118 

Only by that method, said the commissioners, could the law be 
obeyed, and only in that manner could there ever be a fair 
distribution of the tax burden. But the fact that a decade had 
elapsed between the first determination to assess property at its 
true value and this long report indicates that other property 
beside iron mines was still being underassessed. Over other 
real estate the commission lacked the power to make assessments 
at full cash value. On iron mines it did not have sufficient in~ 
formation. 

114 Second Annual Report of the State Tax Commission, IIJ02, pp. 97 fl. 
• Third Annual Report of the State Tax Commission, p. IJ. 
• Sixth Annual Report of the Board of State Tax Commissioners, p. zo. 



CHAPTER XXII 

MICHIGAN: ADMINISTRATION OF THE MINES TAX 

OF the two principal problems before the commission - the 
equalization between mines and the equalization between farms 
and mines - only the first was ever solved, for the demand of 
full cash valuation eventually ran its course. The state rate was 
always relatively unimportant and finally disappeared entirely, 
since, partly in recognition of the competitive position of these 
mines, Michigan did not levy additional taxes for distribution 
elsewhere in the state. There did finally emerge, however, a 
strong demand for adequate equalization between the mines, 
since both the mines and ~e local assessors were numerous, and 
mining companies eventually tired of attempting, by political 
intrigue, to gain advantages over each other. Thus, finally, the 
demand for a scientific appraisal of mining properties in Michi
gan came from many directions- from the tax commission, 
which had been unable to determine the valuation of iron mines; 
from the mining companies, who felt that relative assessments 
were unfair between mines in the same county; and from the 
farmers, who felt that, on pr~nciple, the mines should pay more 
taxes. The state appropriated $3o,ooo for the undertaking and 
hired J. R. Finlay to direct it. 

Not for some days after Finlay arrived in Michigan did he 
realize that owing to the state of public opinion and to local 
rivalries between mining companies the assistant engineers must 
also be called in from outside the state, and that the job of se
curing precise information within a short period of time would 
thus be difficult. It was plain from the beginning, said Finlay, 
that no examination of mines in the ordinary sense could be 
attempted. To ascertain both the quality and quantity of ore 
in Michigan was a physical impossibility in the time allotted, 
and the work therefore resolved itself into an examination of the 
essential records of the various mines. However, at the conclu-
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sion of the survey he reported that owing to the expert aid of his 
assistant engineers and the full cooperation of the companies, 
the final result was accurate within a "very moderate range of 
error." 

It is to be remembered t~t the factors of cost and price are established 
by official and authentic documents, and that the life of the mines is also 
mainly established by the same kind of documents. The whole range of 
error lies in the mere extension of life that I have adopted as reasonable 
beyond what is plainly measurable. Now since the question is one of 
present values, it is demonstrable that my error in these extensions must 
be simply enormous before the error in valuation becomes considerable. 
The life of the mines is admitted to average sixteen years. If I extend 
this life to twenty years, the increase of life is 25 per cent, but the increase 
of present value is only I 5 per cent. 

As a matter of fact, he had added to the tonnage in sight only 
the equivalent of one working level, even for the mines that 
showed no evidence of weakening.1 

The final report was made August 21, 1911, and Dr. C. K. 
Leith, of the University of Wisconsin, who had been Mr. Fin~ 
lay's chief assistant, remained as advlsor to the tax commission 
at the reviews held in the four mining counties of Dickinson, 
Gogebic, Iron, and Marquette.2• During these reviews, and 
upon the recommendation of Mr. Finlay, the iron mines were 
raised in value from $x9,62s,5o8 to $85,567,500. The fact that 
Finlay had considered the copper mines to have been overvalued 
was given very little publicity, this first year, and the tax 
commission merely ignored his recommendations for these 
companies.8 In the report of 1913-1914 two years later, the 
commission admitted that- Finlay had appraised the copper 
properties at an aggregate which was considerably less than their 
assessed valuation the same year, but the commission insisted 

1 Finlay, Rtport of Appraisal of Mining Proptrties of Michigan, introduction. 
1 Seventh report of the Board of State Tax Commissioners, pp. 8 lf. 
1 The appraisal showed that copper mines were assessed at practically their 

full value; therefore, no reviews were held in the copper producing counties. 
(Seventh Report, pp. 8 If.) The report of 1913-1914 (pp. 14 Jf.) carried the 
"conclusion that the copper properties continue to he assessed at approximately 
cash value .•.. " 
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that further investigations, made with the assistance of the state 
geologist, warranted the conclusion that "the copper properties 
continue to be assessed at approximately cash value .... " 

TABLE 8 
COPPER VALUATIONS AS OF JANUARY IST 

(From records in the Department of Conservation) 

Evaluator 

191I ·············· 69,8rs,ooo Finlay 
1912 .............. 
1913 ·············· 
1914 .............. 
1915 .............. 78,468,6oo Local assessor 
19'16 .............. 
1917 ·············· 
1918 .............. 
1919 ·············· 98,652,935 Recommended by appraiser 
1920 .............. 
1921 .............. 551716,851 Local assessor 
1922 ............... 
1923 ·············· 49,189,884 Local assessor 
1924 .............. 35.489,250 Tax commission 
1925 .............. 35,2o8.450 " " 
1926 ·············· 29,887,000 " " 
1927 29,029,000 " " ·············· 
1928 ·············· 27,594,000 cc " 
1929 .............. 28,781,706 cc " 
1930 ·············· 33.368,610 cc " 
1931 z8,562,661 cc cc .............. 
1932 19,963.545 cc " ·············· 
1933 12 1081 1741 " " ·············· 
1934 101II71I25 " II .............. 
1935 7127J1162 " " ·············· 
1936 7,910,3II .. " ·············· 
1937 8,750,991 " " ·············· 
1938 8,616,823 " " ·············· 
1939 ?.537>482 .. .. ·············· 
1940 7,151,375 " " ·············· 

Among the iron mines there was considerable dissatisfaction 
over the appraisal, the principal contention being that no en
gineer, within the time allotted, could value so many properties. 
In the test case of Newport Mining Company vs. City of Iron
wood, however, the court left little recourse to the mining com
panies. The principal contentions of the appellant were as fol
lows: (1) that Mr. Finlay's theory of appraisal and method of 
valuation made the mining business for which the property as-
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sessed was used the measure of the valuation whereas the only 
proper basis of the assessment was the value of the land, ( 2) 
that non-mining property was not assessed at its true value, (3) 
that the assessment was excessive. Some of the testimony was 
extremely interesting. The manager of the Newport mine con
sidered the Finlay valuation to have been arbitrary: 

our estimate of ore in sight as of April toth is 5.475 tons. This we main
tain is all the ore that can be rightfully charged to the Newport mine for 
taxation purposes. To our figure Mr. Finlay has added 3,6oo,ooo tons 
above the 2,140 level, on the assumption that the ore area on this level will 
be the same as that on the 1,740 foot level. In addition to this amount, he 
has added an additional 7,ooo,ooo tons for possible ore below our 2,140 
foot level. We are willing to admit that if the assumptions of Mr. Finlay 
are correct, and we will be pleased if such is the case, his estimate is within 
reason. We do not, however, admit that Mr. Finlay, or any other person, 
has the right to assume for taxation purposes any ore over and above that 
which is actually developed.' 

Another witness, representing one of the larger mining in
terests in the state, agreed with Mr. Finlay as to method, but 
felt that he had no right to assume that the price in the future 
would be the same as that for the last five years. For some of the 
mines Mr. Finlay had assumed the same price for a twenty-year 
life of the property. Another witness stated: 

I appear for the Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company. It appears to me that 
it was physically impossible, in the time given by the legislature for the 
appraisal of these mines, for the appraiser to make a thorough examination 
and accurate estimate of the value of each mine. 

Throughout the testimony there were disagreements with the 
factors used in the determination of those values. 

The court felt that because little of the ore body could be in 
sight, the total valuation must be a matter of judgment. The 
court also called attention to the fact that the tax commission, 
on review, had assessed the property at a sum nearly $s,ooo,ooo 
below the Finlay valuation, and had thus apparently exercised 
judgment. As to the charge that other property was under
assessed, the court stated: 

'Newport MiniDg Co. fls. City of Ironwood, 185 Michigan Reports, June 
1915, pp. 669 II. 
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Before the year rgn the Board had power, when a complaint was made 
to it, to review rolls in the district from which the complaint came. It had 
not, until the year rgn, the power to undertake such a review of rolls upon 
its own motion .... The argument that property, generally, in the state 
was underassessed, is answered, I think, by the statement that, admitting 
there was a general condition which needed to be remedied, the 1'emedy 
had to be applied in detail and not generally, unless the last condition was 
to be made worse than the first. 

In 1914, another case was brought before the same court.6 

The 1914 assessment of this Cleveland Cliffs mine and stock
pile had been $I,555,299, without apparent recognition of the 
fact that the property, plus houses, s,ooo acres of land, power 
plant, timber lands of value, and other real estate had just been 

·sold for $6oo,ooo; "so that the purchase price of said mine and 
stock-pile does not exceed the sum of $soo,ooo." ~<Jt is a funda
mental principle of taxation in Michigan, said the plaintiff, "that 
the words, 'true cash value,' wherever used in the tax laws, shall 
be held to mean the market value of such property when sold in 
the usual course of business." 

But the court held that the assessors adopted no wrong prin
ciple for determining the cash value when they considered the 
factors approved as the Finlay method, the official data at hand, 
and the fact of the sale to plaintiff. It would be unfair, the court 
thought, to say that they had not considered the fact of the sale· 
as affecting the cash value, and there was no evidence of fraudu
lent purpose. The court then added this significant paragraph: 

The case for the plaintiff, is, I think, no better than this: The good faith, 
judgment and conclusions of the assessing officers is opposed by the good 
faith, judgment, and conclusions of the vendor and vendee of the land, 
affected, in the case of the vendor and vendee, by private interest. But the 
duty, in this behalf, rests upon the assessing officers, and their discharge 
of it, in this case, cannot be interfered with by the court. 

The commission, thereafter, had little to fear in the way of 
litigation over its assessments. 

Unlike most other states, Michigan fully utilized this founda
tion laid by J. R. Finlay as the basis for a mine valuation pro
gram. In Arizona Mr. Finlay's report was largely ignored as 

1 Cleveland Cliffs Co. 11s. Republic Township, 196 Michigan Reports 189, 1917. 
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being too low to meet existing political conditions. In New 
Mexico his figures were followed without much regard to chang
ing conditions long after he would have thought them pertinent. 
But in Michigan this survey was used as it should be, with the 
knowledge that for the best results the findings must be devel
oped and modified each year. Credit for this position probably 
must be divided among several factors- the large number of 
mining companies and their desire for relatively exact valuations, 
the character of mining operations in Michigan, which demanded 
continuous reassessment, dissatisfaction with the large number 
of assessing districts and officers which had originally caused 
single mines to be assessed by numerous untrained and scattered 
individuals, the existence of a Board of Geological Survey with 
a large amount of useful information already accumulated, the 
pressure on the part of the agricultural population for high mine 
valuations, and the gratifying result of Finlay's appraisal of 
iron mines. To the extent that the course of history can be in
fluenced by single individuals, credit must be given to R. C. 
Allen, who, as representative of the Sta:te Board of Geological 
Survey, was primarily responsible for adjusting this new "Mich
igan System" to the peculiar technical and diplomatic problems 
faced by the mining industry. · 

Some of the problems with which Michigan has dealt would 
be found in any state which conscientiously tried to administer. 
the property tax on mines. Others have risen from the peculiar 
conditions of the mining industry in this state- conditions 
which may, to some extent, eventually be found elsewhere. Since 
the administration of R. C. Allen the state has used the Hoskold 
formula for valuation purposes, with an assumed 6 per cent re- . 
turn to the investor and 6 per cent on the capital accumulations. 
The rates today are considered somewhat unorthodox and have 
never been popular with the mine managers, for 6 per cent is 
considered low for a return in an industry as risky as mining, 
and is too high for a return on a sinking fund invested in safe 
securities. There are several possible explanations for these 
rates. One is the fact that their determination presents a techni
cal problem understood by few state officers, and the precedent 
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once set, therefore, is difficult to change. Another is the fact that 
the principal problem facing the state geologist is that of making 
the assessments relatively equal as between mines, and if the 
same interest rate is applied to all, the height of that rate is of 
secondary importance. 

Openly, however, the defense of interest rates of "6 and 6" is 
that the capital returned to the owner is not invested in a sinking 
fund but put back in the mining business where it earns the 
higher rate. A second defence is that such rates are equivalent 
to a straight 6 per cent discount of future mine profits. and a 
straight discount is considered by some students to be more 
acceptable than the Hoskold formula for valuation purposes. 
These rates have been combined originally with a yearly dis
count of anticipated profits in recognition of mine risks. All of 
these matters have been discussed in ·Chapter IV. From the 
point of view of the econpmist, the Michigan system is notable 
because it avoids to an important degree the questionable prac
tice of lumping a variety of the engineer's doubts in the discount 
rate. 

The Lake Erie price for iron ore is considered in Michigan to 
be approximately :~o per cent too high, bu~ valuations are never
theless based to a considerable extent on yearly reports showing 
the difference between costs of production and this lower lake 
price. 

In several ways the appraiser of mines has attempted to avoid 
the dangers involved in any unbending application of the ad 
valorem tax to mines. He has made an effort to avoid penalizing 
a company for its development work, for accumulating a stock 
pile in the winter time, or for skillful management. Usually he 
has sought to adapt the system of ad valorem taxation to the 
conditions of depletion and high costs which face all of the cop
per and some of the iron mines. One of the means of avoiding a 
penalty on development work is to make a strong effort to ap
praise the undeveloped ores of competing mines. The stock-pile 
tax is even more important, for during the winter months when 
lake transportation of ore is impossible, continuous employment 
of miners will result in the accumulation of stock piles for every 
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mine, and every expenditure for winter wages thus increases 
the total assessment for the mines. Michigan has done a partic
ularly good job of meeting the legal and political requirements 
of assessment of such stock piles at their value, without dis
couraging the mines from the continuance of steady winter 
employment. 

The third problem, that of avoiding the penalization of mines 
for efficiency, is equally difficult. As has been indicated in an 
earlier chapter, the true profit to the unusually successful mine 
operator should not be capitalized in the valuation of the mine, 
as an:y mine valuation formula is apt to do if applied without 
discrimination to the net earnings. While to draw a distinction 
between the return due to ownership of the mine and that due 
to the ability of the mine operator is never entirely possible, the 
use of figures for average costs and profits does allow some 
flexibility in valuation. 

To those states who are looking ahead to the taxation of de
pleted mines, the experience in Michigan is particularly signifi
cant. The largest Michigan copper mines, with a long history 
and a proud dividend record, are now approximately a mile deep, 
and their operation is only occasionally profitable. In 1930 the 
Seneca Copper Mining Company and in 1931 the Ahmeek Mine 
of the Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Copper Company discon
tinued operations owing to the low price and depressed market 
for copper. In 1932, owing to depletion of ore supplies, the 
Mohawk Mining Company discontinued all operations and dis
mantled its buildings and mills. 

From 1932 until early in 1935 approximately 90 per cent of 
the employable persons in Keweenaw County were on some form 
of relief. It is true that this was not the only mining community 
with a heavy unemployment burden during those years, for the 
copper mining centers of Arizona and Montana suffered severely 
and for a long period of time. But the opening of the Ahmeek 
Mine in May, 1935, relieved the situation in Michigan only to a 
small extent. Even in July, 1941, the director of the Department 
of Social Welfare reported approximately so per cent of the 
employable persons in the county on some government program. 
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The Seneca Mine was still closed and the high percentage of 
unemployed existed in spite of the fact that the Ahmeek Mine 
was working at full capacity. Only a material increase in the 
price of copper would enable the Seneca Mine and other smaller 
operators to resume production.6 

From the social point of view the important element in this 
picture is the fact that many were without work for nearly ten 
years. Few families can survive a ten-year period of unemploy
ment without a serious dislocation of morale. There were many 
men in their late twenties, married and single, in that county, 
who had practically never been employed. Unemployment 
there, as in some of the depressed coal mining regions of the 
world, became a mode of life, and the debilitating effect upon 
the population was obvious even to the casual visitor. 

The iron ore regions of' Michigan present a far less difficult 
social problem, but competition with cheaper ores in Minnesota 
combined with the depression to give some of the mines an ex
tremely low, if not entirely hypothetical, value, even to an en
gineer. Yet it seemed necessary to assess and tax some of those 
mines on the basis of the community need for revenue, and with 
the cooperation of the state tax commission and the state en
gineer the mines undertook to assess themselves. Out of these 
efforts to adapt the ad valorem tax to an old mining area grew 
the theory that the rise and fall of mine valuations through 
their life should be smoothed out, with perhaps a lower valuation 
during their heyday and overvaluation during old age. 

But again the lack of certainty in this process of arbitrarily 
modifying the ad valorem tax has brought with it some seeds of 
friction. The theory that mines should pay taxes according to 
community needs opens the entire question of the extent of those 
needs, and, furthermore, tempts the authorities to play politics 
by taking valuations from one piece of property of a given min
ing company to add to another, under the plea of necessity. This 
is pot the only state, of course, where the corporation has toler
ated an arbitrary increase in assessments to meet some financial 

8 The foregoing information is from a letter of July 23, 1941, from R. M. 
Dodge, Director, Department of Social Welfare, Mohawk, Michigan. 
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crisis in the local government, but the solution is not necessarily 
a satisfactory one for the mining company. 

It should be added, however, that certainty can grow out of 
custom, as the history of tax administration in Michigan dem
onstrates. The local board of supervisors does not have to follow 
the mine assessments suggested by the tax commission, but in 
actuality failure to do so is extremely rare. The tax commission, 
in turn, need not follow the findings of the mine appraiser, but 
except in an extreme political emergency, such as in the depths 
of a depression, his influence has tended to dominate the entire 
legal machinery of valuation. 

A part of the strength of the mine appraiser's position is due 
to the peculiarities of mining in Michigan. The Minnesota ores, 
lying to a large extent near the surface, can be defined with some 
exactness, and a court decision like that of 1935 can be used for 
several years thereafter as a basis for assessment. But none of 
the copper mines and only part of the iron ore deposits in Michi
gan are handled by open pit methods, and in general, therefore, 
they demand yearly revaluation. The mine appraiser, by going 
underground, can modify from year to year the general geologi
cal conceptions of that area. He can study mining conditions 
and compare methods, and perhaps foresee changes in costs due 
to depth, heat, water, or kindred obstacles. In general, the mine 
appraiser in Michigan, because of his strategic position as a 
scientist and his relative freedom from political pressure, has 
been the key to the successful execution of the ad valorem 
method of taxation. The very existence of such an office, on the 
other hand, is due to the character of the political pattern in 
Michigan and this, in turn to the economic and geographic posi
tion of the mines. The character of this position will be made 
clearer by comparison with the history of mine taxation in Min
nesota and Arizona, where the net mine rent appeared to be 
higher and the mines themselves were not geographically iso
lated. The fact that the bulk of the mining area in the Upper 
Peninsula was originally granted to Michigan rather than to 
Wisconsin has undoubtedly made some difference in the tax 
program. But of all the factors leading to this admirable ad-
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ministrative condition, the most obvious is that the open-pit iron 
mines of Minnesota and the open-pit copper mines of. Utah, 
Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico have kept the price of ore 
low, and the rural pressure groups in Michigan, as in Alabama, 
are aware of the competitive difficulties facing their mines. 

This is not to say that the tax burden in Michigan is relatively 
low, but only that the tax system is not used as a means for 
redistributing income. From the reports issued by the Depart
ment of Conservation the following table can be constructed, to 
indicate th~ relation of the general property tax burden per ton 
of ore during the five years 1936 to 1940 inclusive to labor costs, 
"gross ore profit," and royalty. The "gross ore profit', is calcu
lated on the assumption that ore is sold at the Lake Erie price 
(a condition which is somewhat infrequent) and is merely the 
difference between total ore costs and that price. 

Property tax 
Labor costs 

Mlll'quette Range Gogebic Range Menominee 
(underground) (underground mines) (underground) 

.1733 .2526 .1390 
I.OII8 1.0133 ·9589 

Gross ore profit 1.3692 .9a15 .8743 
Royalty .2602 .3855 .2695 

Silicious Open 
(pit mines) 

.0272 

.2047 

.1563 

.0914 'I' 

1 "General Statistics Covering Costs and Production of Michigan Iron Mines," 
Department of Conservation, Geological Survey Division. Compiled by G. E. 
Eddy, Appraiser of Mines, 1940. · 



CHAPTER XXIII 

MINNESOTA: EARLY HISTORY 

THE IRON RANGES of Minnesotadevelopedsomewhatmoreslowly 
than those of Michigan, and for many years mining appeared 
to be in need of encouragement. There was apparently a ship
ment of ore about 1850 through St. Mary's rapids,1 and in 1854 
the legislature successfully petitioned Congress for a grant of 
lands for a railroad to the St. Louis iron range, speaking of the 
rich deposits of copper and iron in the vicinity of Lake Superior. 
The road was incorporated two years later, but the project lay 
dormant for nearly a quarter of a century. In 1881 George Stone 
appeared before members of the legislature stating that the 
group he represented was interested in some ore property but 
hesitated to make any large investment until they could be as
sured against unreasonable taxation.2 The legislature thereupon 
enacted a tax to be in lieu of all others, amounting to I cent per 
ton of iron and so¢ per ton of copper mined, shipped, or disposed 
of, half of the revenue to go to the counties and half to the state. 
The same group, incorporated in 1882 as the Minnesota Iron 
Mining Company, acquired the franchise of the Duluth and 
Iron Range Railroad Company, together with its swampland 
grant, and between t88o and 1883 gained control of 17,ooo acres 
at what is said to have been a cost of $4o,ooo.3 A first shipment 
of 62,ooo tons was made from the Vermillion Range in 1884. 
The population of St. Louis County grew rapidly in the next 
decade,• and by 1890 it is said to have contained 284 mining 

'Woodbridge and Pardee, editors, Histo'y of Duluth and St. Louis County 
h910). 

• W. W. Folwell, Histo'y of Minnesota (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical So
ciety, 1926), III, 199, IV, 53· 

1 Folwell, IV, 53 II. 
• Year Population 

J88o 4,504 
1890 44,862 
1900 82,832 
1910 163,274 
Walter Van Brunt, Dulutla 11rul St. Louis County (IIJ2I),IV, 51. 
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companies. In that year the Merritt Brothers uncovered de· 
' posits in. the Mesaba, and two years later the first shipments 

were made from the Mountain Iron Mine over the Duluth, Mis
sabe and Northern Railroad. In 1892 Frank Hibbing found the 

TABLE 9 
MINNESOTA IRON ORE PRODUCTION • 

Thousands Thousands 
Year of tons Year of tons 

1884 ................... 62 1911 ··················· 23.336 
1885 ··················· 225 1912 ................... 34,196 
x886 ................... 304 1913 . .................. 36,340 
1887 ··················· 394 1914 ··:················ 23,352 
t888 ................... 512 1915 . .................. 32,619 
1889 ................... 845 1916 . .................. 46,190 
1890 ··················· 88o 1917 ................... 45,394 
1891 .................... 895 1918 ··················· 44,069 
1892 ................... 1,172 1919 . .................. 34,792 
1893 ................... 1,435 1920 ··················· 40,347 
1894 ................... 21742 192! . ......... / ........ 1?,709 
1895 ··················· 3,86o 1922 ··················· 30,772 
1896 .... ~ .............. 3,970 1923 . .................. 45,306 
1897 ................... 5,555 1924 ··················· 31,589 
1898 ................... 5,879 1925 . .................. 38,452 
1899 ··················· 8,386 1926 ................... 41,920 
·1900 ................... 9,466 1927 . .................. J6,sos 
1901 ................... 10,791 1928 . .................. 39,168 
1902 ................... 15,415 1929 . .................. 4M78 
1903 ................... 14,571 1930 · ................... 34,881 

1904 ................... 13,439 1931 ··················· 17,309 
1905 ··················· 21,837 1932 ··················· 2,250 
1906 ··················· 25,613 1933 ··················· 14,953 
1907 ··················· 29,177 1934 ................... 15,968 

1908 ................... 18,100 1935 ................... 20,533 

1909 ................... 29,287 1936 ··················· 33,782 
1910 ··················· 30,404 1937 ................... 49,052 

• The Lake Superior Iron Ore Association, Lake SuperiOt' Iron Ores (Cleveland: 1938)·, 
pp. 308-309. 

ore at the site now bearing his name. Mountain Iron, Biwabik, 
and McKinley were incorporated in 1892, Eveleth and Hibbing 
in 1893, and a year later Hibbing boasted its first barber.~ The 
ranges were tough. Men who had occasion to walk abroad at 
night carried an unlighted lantern in one hand and a loaded 
revolver in the other. 

• St. Louis County, Minnesota, by St. Louis County Historical Society, p. 39; 
Van Brunt, II, 555· 
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The early history of Minnesota, like that of Arizona and other 
western states, shows a long continued effort to encourage capi
tal investments by grants and tax exemptions. The state con
stitution of 1857 provided that "the credit of the state shall 
never be given or loaned in aid of any individual, association, or 
corporation," but in 1858 the legislature submitted an amend
ment which, when adopted, permitted the lending of state credit 
to land-grant railroad companies to the amount of five million . 
dollars. When the railroads suspended construction in 186o the 
state took up the franchises, lands, and roadbeds under its lien.6 

The state made swamp land grants in 1861, 1863, and 1865 
to prospective railroads, and these grants were in addition to 
those by the federal government. In each instance the property 
tax was "commuted" to a definite gross earnings tax. Thus the 
law of 1865 provided that after thirty miles of railroad had been 
completed and during the first three years of the life of the road 
the tax should be I per cent of the gross earnings, during the 
next seven years it should be 2 per cent, and thereafter 3 per 
cent, in lieu of all other taxes. To insure the permanency of 
these grants a constitutional amendment of 1871 7 provided that 
any future repeal or amendment of such lieu taxes should be 
submitted to popular vote, and in 1878 a general statute 8 offered 
this exemption to any railroad which would accept the provi
sions of the act. When, in 1894, an attempt was made to repeal 
these exemptions, the state supreme court, while admitting that 
the failure to set a time limit had been unfortunate, held that the 
exemptions were part of a contract and must stand wherever the 
companies had performed their part.9 The state's encourage
ment of mining was obviously a matter of genelfl.l policy, there
fore, and not confined to this one particular industry. 

Yet the attempt to reverse this policy followed quickly upon 
the heels of ore discovery and development. In I 889 a mineral 
lease law provided that from any lands sold thereafter in St. 

• James Heaton Baker, "History of Transportation in Minnesota," in Min-
nesota Historical Society, Colkctiom, IX (1901), 25. 

'Art. 4, par. 32a. 
• Chapter ii, par. 128, 129 • 

• State II. Luther, s6 Minn. rs6. 
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Louis County the mineral rights should be reserved to the state. 
A proposed constitutional amendment in 1891 authorized a 
specific tax on mining property, but the measure failed. The 
Populist Party at Omaha, July 4, 1892, demanded that mining 
lands be laxed equally with other property.10 

Public sentiment was able to justify this sudden change of 
policy on several grounds. The resources of the state had un~ 
doubtedly been dealt out with considerable liberality. In 1873 
Congress had exempted Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin 
from the mining law which restricted mining claims to rectangles 
six hundred by.fifteen hundred feet, and threw the entire area 
open to homesteads and preemptions.11 Until 1889 the state 
pursued the same open handed policy, selling its holdings of 
timber and mineral as arable lands, and the lease law of that 
year, providing that ore properties belooging to the state might 
be mined at a royalty of. twenty~five cents a ton, was·not only 
belated in its effect but set a rate which, as the region developed, 
proved to have been too low.12 In 1907 the total receipts from 
royalties and contracts totaled only $2 7 3,433. 

Much of the land on the iron ranges had been sold before any~ 
one knew of the iron deposits or could foresee the value of iron 
in the, new age. In other cases the existence of iron appears to 
have been suspected but not definitely known. Now here was 
there a realization of the vast extent of the deposits. Hull, of the 
famous Hull~Rust properties, joined Boeing in the purchase of 
7,500 acres of timber land at the price of $22,500. The pine was 
l>rofitably removed, and it was on this piece of land that Frank 
Hibbing uncovered several million tons of iron ore.13 In such a 
manner a large•share of the mineral bearing land was disposed 
of in the two fall openings of 1875 and 1882. The state decided 
later that some of the land was acquired under questionable 
circumstances, and in December, 1894, the Pine Land Investi~ 
gating Committee of the Minnesota legislature reported suits in 
progress to recover $4oo,ooo, for fraud and collusive bidding.14 

10 Folwell, ill, 199. 
11 Van Brunt, I, 358, 361, ll, 539· 
:uo Folwell, ill, 199 ti. 

11 Van Brunt, ll, 539-540. 
u. The Representative, Dec. 26, 1894· 
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In some cases recovery was possible on the grounds that esti
mates had been improperly made.U' 

Other factors continued to influence public sentiment. The 
tracts of white pine stretching through northern Minnesota had 
seemed at first to be inexhaustible, and when, suddenly, they 
were gone, the state felt that it had received little in compensa
tion. Some resentment developed when it was learned that the 
Merritt Brothers, who had made sacrifices to develop some of the 
most valuable of the ore deposits, had lost the property on a 
mortgage to John D. Rockefeller, from whom it had passed, 
finally, to the United States Steel Corporation. 

It is true that none of these conditions governing the final 
ownership of iron ore deposits seems to prove a clear public 
interest in them after sale. Whatever may have been wrong with 
the timber purchases, the acquisition of mineral lands seems to 
fall more under the heading of "findings" than of "stealings," 
and in any case the state had forgotten the generation during 
which it had tried unsuccessfully to interest capital in mining. 
The fact that states universally do whatever is possible to en
courage exploitation of deposits when they are marginal or sub
marginal and demand a share in them only after they prove 
profitable indicates that the state's natural interest is not in the 
physical resources, but in the profit or net rent found therein. 

Nevertheless the anti-mine group was able to develop, as an 
emotional drive, the popular sentiment that the moral title to 
the iron ore deposits was clouded. Said Altgeld, the fighting 
mayor of Chicago, in a speech at Omaha, January 17, 1899: 

Look about you. Nearly all the wealth of this land is passing into a few 
bands, and not one of those bands favorable to the freedom of the citizen. 
Every great industrial, commercial, mining or transportation enterprise is 
passing into the hands first of corporations, and then by further consolida
tion into the hands of trusts. ,• .... 

In 1895 the state constitution was amended to allow the leg
islature somewhat more freedom in the taxation of mining than 

•Theodore Christianson, MiJJnesota (New York: The American Historical 
Society, 1935), II, c:h. :rl. 

u The RepreseJJta.tive, Minneapolis, 1 an. 18, 1899. 
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it otherwise possessed, though the purpose of the amendment 
was lost in verbiage. So far as it bore upon mine taxation it read 
as follows: 

The legislature may impose . . . upon . . . mines . . . a tax as uni
form as reasonably may be with taxes imposed on similar property or the 
earnings thereof . . . and . . . it shall be competent for the legislature 
. . . to impose such tax . . . by taking as a basis of such imposition the 
. . . quantity of production . . . or in other manner or by such other 
method as the legislature may determine; but the proceeds of such taxes 
on mining property shall be distributed between the state and the various 
political subdivisions thereof wherein the same is situated, in the same 
proportion as the taxes upon real estate are distributed. 

The legislature in 190I, feeling the need of a new revenue 
code, created a commission for the purpose/7 which reported 
the following year in favor of a tonnage tax.18 Because of the 
vagueness of the amendment of 1895, the commission recom
mended the adoption of a new one, urging as one of the reasons 
the inherently unsatisfaCtory character of the ad valorem tax, 
which had been in operation since 1897: 

The inhabitants of every mining district consist largely of those employed 
directly or indirectly in the operation of mining properties. The influences 
surrounding a local assessing officer will manifest themselves in favor of 
the owners of the property assessed. This truth is exemplified by the ex
perience of Michigan.'9 

This criticism of the operation of the ad valorem tax on 
mineral lands was probably well taken. The tax commission 
reported in 1908 that during the decade of operation of the prop
erty tax, after 1897, there had developed a curious system of 
dual equalization. The state board, having determined the 
amount of the assessment against iron ore properties as a whole, 
so informed the mine owners, who, in turn, apportioned the 
assessment among the mines on the basis of their output. The 
result was to turn the property tax into a tonnage tax, so far as 
individual mines were concerned, and to relieve the large com
panies, with extensive reserves, at the expense of the smaller. 

17 General Laws, 1901, ch. 13. 
18 Rep01't of the Minnesota Tax Commission (St. Paul: The Pioneer Press Co., 

1902). 
lJI But for most other property the commission recommended full cash valua

tion; again admittedly following the Michigan precedent (op. cit., pp. 16, 24). 
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Under this system reserves were listed at nominal values as 
wild land. 

The 1901 legislature presented to the voters an amendment' 
which, it was hoped, would remove some of the restrictions upon 
the legislature not only concerning mining, which was admittedly 
the chief concern, but concerning inheritance, stock, bond, 
and railroad taxation as well.20 It failed of passage and the 
legislature of 1903 was unable to agree on a form of resubmis
sion. Not until 1906 was the "wide open" amendment submitted 
and adopted, removing all restrictions on the legislature except 
that taxation should be uniform upon the same class of sub
jects.21 

The intensity of the drive upon the mines after 1905 was due 
in large part to nation-wide enthusiasm developing during the 
first decade of the century over the future of American business 
in general, and of the steel corporations in particular. U. S. 
Steel, to defend its capitalization before a congressional com
mittee, had put a valuation of $7oo,ooo,ooo on its ores,22 a fig
ure nearly thirteen times the total assessment of all iron mining 
property in Minnesota and Michigan. The holdings of U. S. 
Steel- were estimated to be approximately half of the total in 
those two states. 

Many of the rumors at the time of Governor Johnson's cam
paign were authenticated a few years later during the hearings 
before the House Committee on the investigation of the United 
Stat~s Steel Corporation. In August, 1911, a letter was made 
public which had been written by Charles M. Schwab to Frick 
in 1\lay 15, 1899, stating that rails could be made for less than 
$12 a ton and sold abroad at a profit at the competitive world 

. price. While it was alleged in 19n that the cost of production 
of steel rails had risen to $21.50, this still allowed a profit of 
$6.50 a ton.28 Both Schwab and James Gayley had estimated 

• The Minneapolis Tribune, Jan. 9, 1909. 
11 Minnesota State Constitution, art. 9/1. 
• Htarircgs before the [House) Committee Oft Investigatio• of United States 

Steel Corporatio• (8 vols., Washington: Government Printing Office, 1912), 
VIII, 233. 

• Hearings . .. "" ... U.S. Steel, U, 1322, 1341. 
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iron ore to be worth $r a ton in the ground, and the former, at 
least, had made the statement some years before Johnson was 
elected governor.24 It was during one of these hearings 25 that 
the committee referred to a report of the Minnesota State Tax 
Commission valuing ores at from 14¢ for the poorest ores to 33¢ 
for the best, and asked Mr. Schwab: "So it proves from this that 
in the Minnesota region, when they come to the assessment of 
these ore lands, why they do not put an exaggerated value on 
them." Schwab replied, "No, that is evident." The question 
continued: "Those are the ores that, in your testimony this 
morning, you spoke of as being worth $r a ton?" "I did." He 
admitted, however, that he held none of those ores, and the 
Bureau of Corporation was always skeptical of the right of 
U.S. Steel to give so high a value to its deposits. Opposed to the 
corporation's value of $7oo,ooo,ooo for 1902, the Bureau of 
Corporation was willing to allow no more than $roo,ooo,ooo, 
but even this was nearly twice the $54,142,o63 tax assessment 
placed on all iron ore in Minnesota and Michigan.26 Granting 
the rough calculation that half of the ores were owned by U.S. 
Steel, and assuming that assessments for other property were at 
a ratio of approximately so per cent, the Bureau of Corporation 
estimates suggest that the ore valuation of 1902 should have 
been doubled. 

Another indication of the general optimism felt over the value 
of these deposits is found in the famous "Hill Lease" acquired 
by the United States Steel Corporation on large properties held 
by the Great Northern Railway Company. The contract was 
entered into in 1906, providing for a royalty of 85¢ a ton, to be 
increased by 3·4¢ each year. Terms in general were onerous, 
compelling U.S. Steel to ship over the Great Northern Railroad . 
and to mine a minimum of 7 so,ooo tons the first year, to be 
increased by a like amount each year until a yearly output of 
8,aso,ooo tons should be rendered. By 1910 the lease required 

"'Hearings .•. on ••. U.S. Steel, I, 436; II, 1342; Tariff Hearings before the 
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, Sixtieth Con
gress, u;oB-1909 (8 vols., Washington: Government Printing Office, 1909), 
II, 1762. l!S Hearings ... on . .. U. S. Steel, II, 1342. · 

• Hearings ... on ..• U. S. Steel, VIII, 283. 
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the payment of 95.2¢ per ton royalty plus So¢ a ton freight on 
a minimum of J,ooo,ooo tons,27 and on October 26, 19II, the 
steel company gave the required three years notice of cancella
tion of the contract. The iron ore trade understood that one of 
the reasons for the original lease was the desire to forestall the 
acquisition of the property by a possible competitor, and that, 
conversely, one of the reasons for disposing of it was federal 
anti-trust proceedings instituted on October 26, 19II,28 the day 
of cancellation. Unquestionably, however, the Hill lease re
flected the feeling common to steel men of that era that ore 
production and profits would continue to rise as in the past. This 
spirit of optimism was reflected, in turn, in the legislative debate 
in Minnesota. 

Yet in spite of the widespread understanding that the main 
purpose of the "wide-open amendment" of 1906 was to make 
possible a tonnage tax, the legislature failed to enact such a 
measure. Governor John A. Johnson lent his vigorous support 
to a tonnage tax.29 He called attention to the fact that while, 
under the ad valorem system, the St. Louis County assessments 
had risen from less than $4,ooo,ooo in 1896 to $7o,ooo,ooo 
in 1906, the United States Steel Corporation had testified in 
chancery suit in 1902 that their ore holdings were worth 
$7oo,ooo,ooo. The bulk of these holdings lay in St. Louis · 
County, where they had paid an equivalent of 20 mills on a 
valuation of only $27,soo,ooo. He did not believe that the solu
tion lay in higher valuation for such companies, for an increase 
in valuation would only reduce the already light local rates. 

It is plain that if the iron mines . . . paid all the taxes levied for all 
purposes in that county, outside of the taxes paid by city property, they 
would still pay only a comparatively small proportion of their fair and 
just tax burden as compared with the rest of the state. 

He hoped that the further increase of mine valuations of 
70 per cent, for 1907, would increase the taxes to a total of 
$r,2oo,ooo, of which perhaps $ISo,ooo would go to the state,· 

• E11ginuring and Mining Jouf'I'IIJl, Oct. 28, 1911, p. 829; Dec.t9,19I4, p.no8. 
• E11ginuring and Mini11g JournoJ, March 30, 1912, p. 66o; Oct. z8, 1911, p. 

829; Dec. 19, 1914, p. noS. 
• Biennial Message, Jan. 9, 1907. In Executive Documents, Minnesota, I, 587. 
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but he was impressed with the practical impossibility of apply
ing a valuation and tax rate which would cause them to pay a 
"just proportion of their taxes on a basis of equality with other 
property throughout the state.'' · 

The State of Minnesota has received one of the greatest heritages of 
mineral wealth ever bequeathed by Mother Nature to a commonwealth. 
The iron thus far surveyed and tested measures approximately one-half of 
the reserve deposits of the continent. The 1906 shipments of 25.48J,ooo 
tons from the Minnesota mines is over one-half of the American total and 
one-fourth of the world total. But the state itself is receiving a very meagre 
share of the net revenue and general benefits. 

The great iron ore beds are being yearly depleted for the benefit of a few 
and these chiefly non-resident corporations. 

Governor Johnson pointed out that the new constitutional 
amendment endowed the legislature with the power as well as 
the duty of providing a system of taxation which would give the 
state at least an "approximately fair share of its just revenue 
income from this great ·iron ore wealth." Of the proposals 
brought before the legislature, one, the governor's, provided for 
the taxation of royalties; another proposed that ore with a me
tallic content of 49 per cent or more should pay a tax of 5¢ a ton, 
in lieu of the state ad valorem; and a third provided for a tax of 
2 5¢ a ton on all ore produced, with a rebate of 20¢ for ore 
smelted within the state.30 None of these measures passed, 
though in deference to the third, which was openly aimed at the 
erection of steel mills in Minnesota, U. S. Steel built a mill at 
Duluth.31 

During this session a joint committee, appointed to determine 
the best method of mine taxation, collected a large amount of 
testimony bearing upon ore properties. The committee foun4 
that there were I ,4oo,ooo,ooo tons of iron ore in sight on the 
Vermillion and Mesabi ranges alone, and that these rich fields 
were taxed only to the sum of $I,5oo,ooo in 1906, of which only 
$196,ooo was paid as state taxes. The committee was convinced 
that for many years these properties had at no time been as-

.. First Biennial Report, Minnesota Tax Commission, pp. 13, 15; Ninth Bien- • 
Dial Report, ch. vi. 

:n "The Truth About the Tonnage Tax" (Minnesota Fair Tax Association, 
1920). 
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sessed at more than one-fifth of their true value. Three resolu
tions, therefore, appeared before the legislature: one that the 
valuation of iron properties should be between $2 Io,ooo,ooo 
and $2 so,ooo,ooo, a second that it should be not less than 
$3oo,ooo,ooo, and a third, which was finally adopted by the 
house, to the effect that from the information gained by the joint 
investigating committee "it is the sense of the House that the 
assessment on such lands should be raised to $22·s,ooo,ooo, 
approximately." 32 

While, therefore, the legislature was unable to agree upon a 
new tax program, the anti-mine group did insist on the creation 
of a state tax commission to rectify the underassessments which 
appeared to exist, and to report on the advisability of a tonnage 
tax. The powers granted the commission were nearly identical 
with those in Michigan, and, as in that state, the tax commission 
emerged as a compromise measure, from a legislature unable to 
agree on specific changes in the revenue law.33 

The state tax commission, when it made its first annual re
port, was divided on the subject of the tonnage tax. A majority 
favored it. The interests of the state, said the majority, were 
distinct from those of the local governments, for while the latter 
required steadiness and certainty of income and could not rely 
safely upon the output of mines as a revenue base, the state 
desired only to secure some share of the wealth found in its bor
ders. Both might be satisfied by allowing the local authorities 
to retain the property tax, and by placing an additional tonnage 
tax on mine output.l14 To this argument the minority member, 
0. M. Hall, dissented. A flat rate, he thought, would be unfair 
to some mines, and even a graduated rate would be less fair than 
the equalized ad valorem tax. The yield would be fluctuating 
and too uncertain, even for the state. The threat of vindictive 
rates, finally, would furnish a large measure of uncertainty to 
owners, and would seriously disturb the mining business.35 

• First Biennial Report, Minnesota Tax Commission, p. nx. 
• First Biennial Report, Minnesota Tax Commission, pp. 13, 15; Ninth Bien

nial Report, ch. vi; see above, Chapter XXI on Michigan. 
11 First Biennial Report, Minnesota Tax Commission, p. 143. 
• First Biennial Report, Minnesota Tax Commission, p. I43· 
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The session of 1909 was one of the most bitterly contested in 
the history of Minnesota. A majority of the tax commission 
favored a tonnage tax 36 and the governor's message urgently 
endorsed it.31 Governor Johnson was one of the few Democratic 
governors in Minnesota history, and in two campaigns he had 
been elected largely because of his mine~tax platform. The con
stitutional amendment of 1906 had been another indication of 
the popular will. The legislature, after strenuous debate, passed 
an act designating as class "A" mines those producing 2o,ooo 
tons or more of ore between January and September 21 of any 
one year, and as class "B" those producing less. Class "A" 
mines, under the act, were to pay a specific tax on production, 

\ varying with the metallic content. Ore with a metallic content 
of less than 49 per cent paid 2 ¢ a ton; ore with metallic content 
of 49 per cent or less than 54 per cent paid 3¢ a ton; ore with 
54 per cent or less than 59 per cent, 4¢ a ton; and ore with 
higher content 5¢. These taxes were to be in lieu of all other 
state taxes. 

It seems probable that the proposed law penalized the Ver
million Range, for while the iron content of those ores was higher 
than in the Mesaba, the ore lay in deep mines rather than in 
strip mines, and the cost of extraction was higher. In this ses
sion, as in others, the real division of opinion lay between the 
northern and the southern part of the state. All groups in St. 
Louis County were opposed to the principle that the tax system 
sh~uld be used to siphon income to the southern part of the state, 
and made common cause against the bill. Following the prece
dent established a few years earlier in Michigan, the mining 
camps deluged the legislature and the governor with telegrams, 
apparently sending 3,ooo to the governor alone, asking for his 
veto of this measure.38 

The governor at length yielded, and few veto messages have 
found so dramatic a setting. Up in the iron range bells rang, 
whistles blew, and people shouted in the streets. The Minneap-

""Minnesota Tax Commission, First Biennial Report, p. 143 ; Second Biennial 
Report, p. 14 . 

.. House J oumal, I909, I, 935 j n, 1893-1897. 
88 Folwell, m, 288 ff. 
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olis Tribune, the next day, expressed the opinion that Johnson 
had saved Minnesota "from a sectional division more bitter at 
the beginning than that which separated North and South be
fore.the Civil War." The Minneapolis Journal declared the veto 
to be "a courageous and sensible thing." 39 

Governor Johnson explained his action at considerable length. 
The bill, he said, was uncertain and ill-digested, not fully under
stood by its friends and intensely feared by the sections of the 
state to which it specially applied. It was possibly unconstitu
tional. The moral, industrial, and practical effect of the bill 
would be injurious to mining and, indirectly, to the rest of the 
state. General ignorance of the principle behind this bill, and 
the uncertainty of its terms, had plunged the whole subject of 
taxation into a sea of political and sectional feeling and preju
dice. Minnesota had achieved success with the present ad valo
rem system, the revenue therefrom was continuously increasing, 
and the ore valuations by the Minnesota Tax Commission were 
the subject of admiration of leading tax authorities throughout 
the country.4° In this he probably referred to the figures given 
wide publicity during the year, showing that total mine taxes 
had risen from $88,849-43 in r896 to $I,I48,386.17 in 1906, and 
that state revenue from this source had grown from $11,879·96 
to $I94,I88.13.u 

The test of strength in the struggle over the tonnage tax bills 
of 1907 and 1909 seemed, for a decade thereafter, to be conclu
sive. The fact is that, as the report of the minority member of 
the tax commission had suggested, the proponents of a tonnage 
tax labored under an economic disadvantage. The very theory of 
the severance tax was misleading in substance and inapplicable 
in practice, for if the public interest were in the ore rather than 
in the profit therefrom, all ores must be taxed, even -those of the 
marginal mine, and the mine might be marginal either because 

• April 21, I909i Folwell, m, p. 290. 
• The Messages of GovtN«Jr J. A. A. Bunr.quist attd former Governor Jolm A. 

Johltsott, tJCcompattyittg tluir vetoes of TonMgt: TO% Bills, po.ssed durittg their 
respective terms of office, published by the Commercial Club of Duluth, Oct. 24, 
1919. 

"Assessed Valuatiott oltd TtU Rates;, lror~ District St. Louis County, Min
lttsoto (n.p., a.d.), Table I. 
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of low grades of ore or because of high costs. To shift the aim 
of the tax law to the net rent of the mine it was necessary first 
to work out formulas and methods of administration which 
would satisfactorily. deal with net rather than gross income. 
This change in point of attack was not made for another ten 
years. 

In the meantime, as Governor Johnson had indicated, the tax 
commission, following the wishes expressed in the legislature of 
1907, had rapidly revised the mine assessments upwards. Dur~ 
ing the first summer the commission found tonnages which, 
valued at from 33¢ to 8¢, produced a gross valuation of 
$I86,204,002, of which $I37,562,048 belonged to the Oliver 
Iron Mining Company, subsidiary of U. S. Steel. The final 
mine valuation, including personal property, was $194,428,928, 
which, while still short of the $22 s,ooo,ooo requested by the 
legislature, was over three times the $64,586,409 of the previous 
year. 

During its first two years of operation the commission accepted 
estimates of the various mining companies as to the extent and 
value of their holdings, and adopted a method of classification 
of mineral deposits, grouping 2 ,I 16 different mines, mineral 
properties, and prospects into five grades of operating mines 
and four grades of prospects. To these classes of mineral prop .. 
erty the rates given per ton were as follows: 

MINES PROSPECTS 

Class Cents per ton Class Cents per ton 
I-A 33 I 15 
I-B 30 2 IO 

2 27 3 8 

3 23 4 $3.50 to $so 

4 19 an acre 

5 IS 

The formula allegedly used to arrive at these rates has been 
described as follows: In each class the differences between the 
cost of mining and the average price of ore during the previous 
three years was projected twenty years into the future, and 
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given a present worth on the basis of 4 per cent interest. This 
present worth, then, was reduced to correspond to the ratio of 
assessed to true value found in the rest of the state, which, upon 
examination of the county records, appeared to be approximately 
43·5 per cent.42 Whether the commission actually did make 
such a present worth calculation has been a matter of debate,48 

but Armson, testifying in the Oliver Iron Mining Case pointed 
out that 33¢ with 20 years exhaustion period at 4 per cent in· 
terest, if intended to be 43·5 per cent of the real value of the 
property, would indicate a not unreasonable profit of approxi· 
mately $1.66 a ton on the best ore.44 

In June of 1910 the commission hired Edward P. McCarty, 
of the School of Mines of the University of Minnesota, who ad· 
vised some reclassification and added 32,698,53 7 tons of ore to 
the original estimation.45 The classes were as follows: 

Active Mines 

1. Open pit, low mining cost, high grade ore. 
2. Open pit, moderate mining cost, medium grade ore. 
3· Open pit, high mining cost, mixed grade .ore. 
4· Underground, low mining cost, high grade ore. 
5· Underground, moderate mining cost, medium grade ore. 
6. Underground, high mining cost, excess rock and water, 

mixed grade ore. 

Reserve Tonnage 

I. Undeveloped reserve ore of active mines, class 1. 

2. Undeveloped reserve ore of active mines, class 2. 

3· Undeveloped reserve ore of active mines, class 3· 
4· Partially developed and stripped, high grade ore. 
5· Partially developed, not stripped, medium grade 'ore. 
6. Partially developed, not stripped, mixed grade ore. 

"Testimony of James G. Armson, member of the tax commission from 1909 
to 1933, in the case of Minnesota tts. Oliver Iron Mining Company et Gl., 1935, 
vol. II, Testimony, pp. 13 ff. This case hereafter to be called the Oliver Iron 
Mining Case. 

"Oliver Iron Mining Case, ll, 23. ..Ibid.. 
"Third Annual Report, Minnesota State Tax Commission, p. 85; Fourth An. 

nual Report, p. So. 
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To these properties the rates given per ton were as follows: 

Class Active Mines Reserve Mines 

I 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

(cents) 
38.20 

24·73 
. 31.26 

26.63 
21.99 
16.21 

A particularly admirable aspect of the work of the state tax 
commission was the publication of a large amount of interesting 
and educational material on the mining region. The second re
port carried sixteen pages on the geology of the most productive 
mining areas, together with information on methods of mining.46 . 

The third printed a careful treatise, prepared under the direction 
of the School of Mines, on the general problem of mine valua
tion, together with illustrated charts and plates.47 The fourth 
carried a thirty page report on the economics and geology of the 
Cuyuna range, just then coming into production.48 

In 1906 mineral property contributed a little over 8.5¢ to each 
dollar of state taxes collected from real estate. In 1912 its share 
was 22.5¢. State valuations were as follows: 

1906 
Kind of property Valuation %of ta.x $ 

Acre property $392,979,128 52.27 $ 
City and village 294,422,074 39.16 
Mineral 64,486,409 8.57 

Total $751,887,611 

1912 
Valuation % of tax$ 

492,172,962 42.78 
398,802,305 34·67 
259,418,277 22.55 

As a result of this increase in assessment of mining property the 
state income from this source rose steadily. At the inauguration 
of the tax commission, in 1907, mine taxes increased from 
$179,272 to $671,489, and by 1914 were $1,314,538. 

"'Second Arumal Report, Minnesota State Tax Commission, ch. vi. 
"'Third Annual Report, Minnesota State Tax Commission, ch. v. 
• Fourth Annual Report, Minnesota State Tax Commission, pp. III ff. 
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It is probably true, as mining men suggest, that behind these 
mounting valuations was the general enthusiasm of the decade. 
The tonnage determined in 1907 was 1,192,ooo,ooo, to which the 
commission gave only a 2o-year life. To have exhausted the ore 
so rapidly would have required an average annual shipment of 
approximately 6o,ooo,ooo tons, whereas the average shipment 
during that period was slightly in excess of 3 I ,ooo,ooo.49 

The work of the tax commission during these first few years 
established the values that were followed with small modifica
tions thereafter. No important effort was made again, by the 
commission, to make a present worth valuation of mineral de
posits. The court, in the Oliver Iron Mining Case in 1935, held 
that the tax commission had never used a present worth formula 
in making its valuations.50 During the twenties the number of 
classes was increased, and when the Occupation Tax of 1921 was 
passed, the tax commission took advantage ·of the reports re
quired under the new law to ask for information more useful in 
the execution of the property tax than of the Occupation Tax.51 

About 1920, the tax commission changed its conception of the 
exhaustion period to 35 years, and its rate of discount from 4 
per cent to 7·5 per cent/2 but did not, on this account, lower 
class rates. The original class rates had been increased 5 per 
cent in 1910, 5 per cent in 1912, and 5 per cent in 1914 
and 1920. After this final adjustment the rates were as follows: 
Class I, 40.1¢; Class 2, 36.4¢; Class 3, 32.8¢; Class 4, 27.9¢; 
Class 5, 18.3¢; Class 6, 27.9¢; Class 7, 23.1¢; Class 8, 17¢; and 
Class 9 containing special properties assessed at varying rates. 53 

The increase in 1920 was due to a desire to balance the in
crease in farm valuations and to recognize the quotations of ore, 
which were the highest in history.54 But the depression after 
1929 did not in turn cause the class rates to be lowered. In the 
words of Mr. Armson, the tax commission gave some attention 

.. Armson testimony, Oliver Iron Mining Case, vol. II, Testimony, p. 41. 
110 0liver Iron Mining Case, I, 307 • 
.. Oliver Iron Mining Case, II, 29. 
11 Oliver Iron Mining Case, II, 41. 
11 Armson testimony, Oliver Iron Mining Case, II, 43· 
"Armson testimony, Oliver Iron Mining Case, II, 43· 
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to the depression and the decline in the selling price of ore, but 
it gave it no effect and did not reduce the rates. 55 Only the steady 
decline in remaining tonnages of the better grade of ores brought 
lower values. 56 

But the tax commission of Minnesota, like those of other min
ing states, found it difficult to reconcile the demand for full cash 
valuation of mines with universal undervaluation of all other 
property~ In its report of I9IO it earnestly repeated its previous 
recommendation that all property be assessed at its true value. 
Since x8s8 such had been a constitutional or statutory require
ment, but it had been "openly and unblushingly violated by 
assessors everywhere. No class of property is assessed at true 
value, and, what is infinitely worse, much of it is not assessed 
at all." "Nothing more surely and insidiously undermines public 
morals than a disregard for law." Yet the commission had been 
embarrassed by certain s~lary and municipal debt-limiting stat
utes and by statutes providing for special tax levies, such as the 
general one mill school tax. Administration resulting in full 
cash valuations would raise the salaries of county auditors, 
treasurers, and their clerks, would give an enormous boost to 
municipal debt limitations, and would nearly double school and 
university taxes. The commission pleaded for relief, and the 
legislature felt that the law should be amended to conform to 
custom, but could not immediately decide on the proper ratios. 
Suggestions ranged from 30 per cent to 6o per cent, while one 
member proposed that iron ore should be assessed at 6o per cent, 
city property at so per cent, and farm property at 40 per cent. 
No agreement was reached at the 1909 session, but the commis
sion was asked to "take into consideration in any regulation ... 
the values which have heretofore been given such property." 57 

The commission in 1912 again called attention to the problem, 
suggesting an assessment rate of so per cent,58 and in 1913 the 
Minnesota legislature adopted the now famous classification law, 

1511 Armson testimony, Oliver Iron Mining Case, II, 46. 
1511 Oliver Iron Mining Case, II, 70 ff. 
~~"~ Minnesota Tax Commission, Second Biennial Report, pp. 3 II. 
111 Minnesota Tax Commission, Third Biennal Report, p. xog. 
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which, as amended in 1923, directs that mineral lands be as~ 
sessed at so per cent, household goods at 2 5 per cent, live stock 
at 33.Y3 per cent (except when in the hands of producers, when 
the rate was 6o per cent), and land in general at 40 per cent.59 

In 1914 the commission raised ore valuations 5 per cent to bring 
them to the level of so per cent of true value.60 

The most staggering blow to the leading iron mines of the 
Mesabi range, however, came from an unexpected quarter. 
The mining camps themselves organized a political revolt. 

• Minnesota State Code, 1927/ 1993. 
10 Minnesota Tax Commission, Fifth Biennial Report, p. 136. 



CHAPTER XXIV 

MINNESOTA: VICTOR POWER 

WITH FEW EXCEPTIONS, mining camps have always been politi
cally loyal to the mine. In most cases they can scarcely be said 
to have a political life of their own, separate and apart from the 
economic hegemony of the company, for it is the business of the 
manager to produce ore; and, given fair and reasonable coopera
tion from his eastern office, he can organize the mining com
munity into an orderly and efficient working unit. If, as in Ruth, 
Nevada, there is an insl.!fficient supply of milk for the miners' 
families, he must see to the purchase of a herd of cows. The 
mi11e manager attends to the water • supply, fire-fighting equip
ment, houses for workmen and their families, schools, municipal 
buildings, streets and roads, and the general maintenance of law 
and order. Not infrequently, arrests by the local police are re
ported directly to him. There is probably no class of business 
executive with as large a responsibility, nor one that has ac· 
quired the respect of so wide a group of people. Well educated, 
living the year around in an isolated community of mine em
ployees, his view uncurtailed by those residential restrictions 
that protect his board of directors from the more sordid aspects 
of life, his family taking active part in the social life of the town, 
he is probably the best living example of Plato's benevolent 
dictator. When Zander, leader of the anti-mine group in Ari
zona, paid tribute to the caliber of ·the mine managers in his 
state, he expressed the sincere sentiment of many other ob
servers. 

But this does not mean that such a camp is one large happy 
family. The low marginal productivity of a mine laborer defi
nitely colors his viewpoint. The camp is likely to have more 
than its share of communists or syndicalists, and strikes are apt 
to be destructive and violent. National and state issues array the 
miners against their superintendents, The mine tax program in 
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Arizona was made possible partly by the support of the mine 
employees, though such a condition ·is unusual. Even more 
rarely has it transpired that the miners have organized as an 
opposition party, in the local community, and through the power 
of taxation levied tribute on the mine itself. In this respect 
Minnesota furnishes a unique chapter in mine tax history. 

The rise of Victor Power and his counterparts on the Mesabi 
Range is a story that lies as yet too much in the realm of rumor 
and legend to allow a detailed account in such a study as this, 
but enough should be told to show that the problem of mine 
taxation often is not purely economic. It is true that many of 
the economic circumstances ordinarily productive of high mine 
taxation were here. The mines were fabulously valuable, and 
the voters did not believe that high taxation would stop mining 
operations for any significant period of time. Unfortunately for 
the company, it had not yet learned of the political dangers in
volved in allowing a townsite to include land containing ore 
deposits. With adequate leadership, and an issue antagonizing 
mine owners and employees, the mining camp might declare 
political independence. 

There are other and less convincing explanations of the revolt. 
Some ascribe it to the refusal of the corporation to allow Hibbing 
the reasonable comforts of community life, with dry, well-lighted 
streets, and attractive buildings, 1 but those who make this charge 
are unfamiliar with mining camps. Mining camps, in their nat
ural state, rarely show the softening influence of the more ad
vanced American cultures, and the iron range was still young. 
Others emphasize the personality of Vic Power as the nucleus 
of attack; but while strong leadership, such as this man gave the 
community, was an important element in the case, both the right 
and left wing frequently err in personalizing the forces against 
them and in ascribif!g their difficulties to the iniquity of indi
viduals. To a large extent leadership responds to an economic 
opportunity. The elements in the case were many. 

The town of Hibbing was built partly over the adjacent ore 
1 "Story of Hibbing - Wonder Village of the World," W estera Jl aga:Wse, 

May 1916. 
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properties, and a considerable local discontent grew out of the 
fact that as mining operations drew closer they began to intrench 
upon local property rights. An editorial early in 1912 2 objected 
that with mining on the east, north, and west of the village, real 
estate values were steadily falling, particularly when property 
was near blasting operations. The removal of the pit viaduct to 
Chisholm, at night and without warning to the village, was re
sented by those whose properties depended somewhat on trade 
from that street.3 In February, Mrs. Lizzie Hukari Liend se
cured a permanent niche in Minnesota history by petitioning 
for an injunction to restrain the Oliver Iron Mining Company 
from further injury to her business. She complained that her 
hotel building, which formerly rented for one hundred dollars 
a month, had been vacant for several months because heavy 
blasting adjacent to the hotel drove out all customers. Her ten
ants, said Mrs. Liend, ·took their horses out of the barn for fear 
a rock would come through the roof and kill one of the animals. 
Mr. Liend, in a statement to the press, said that if the company 
would pay a fair price for the property, in which Mrs. Liend's 
·former husband, Mr. Hukari, had invested fifteen years before, 
Mrs. Liend would gladly sell. Mr. Liend said it was no pleasure 
to be living in the presence of an artificial earthquake. 

In so homely a fashion did the trouble begin. The corporation 
had bought at liberal prices such property as it had necessarily 
removed for purposes of mining,4 but apparently believed that 
the purchase of property merely because of operations in prox
imity to it would set an expensive precedent. The corporation 
made answer by a general denial, claiming that whatever in
terest Mrs. Liend had was subject to its own rights under the 
mineral lease, which gave the company authority to enter upon 
and remove all ores within a period of fifty years. The corpora
tion claimed due care and caution in blasting. Paragraph roof 
the answer further maintained: 

That said village of Hibbing is a mining town; that almost its sole in-

2 The Mesaba Ore and Hibbing News, February 3, 1912. 

• The Mesaba Ore and Hibbing News, February xo, 1912. 

'The Mesaba Ore and Hibbing News, February xo. 
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dustry is and always has been the mining of iron ore: • . . that without 
said mines there would be no reason or excuse for a village there or in that 
vicinity; that defendant was working said mine up to the commencement 
of this action, employing several hundred men therein, who would have 
been idle and would have been required to seek work elsewhere, than at or 
in the vicinity of Hibbing, where their homes are, and if defendant had not 
continued to operate said mine during the winter months, and at the time 
of the commencement of this action, rather than during the warmer weather 
and when the earth was not frozen, partially for the advantage of said 
miners and for said village and to offer employment to said miners at a 
time when they would otherwise be idle.1 

At the temporary injunction restraining the continued blast
ing in the Sellers pit the Hull-Rust and t,Jle Burt-Sellers mines 
also closed, allegedly throwing 8oo men out of work,8 and a 
special train bearing Vice-President D. G. Kerr of the U.S. Steel 
Corporation and President W. A. McGonagle of the Duluth, 
Missabe and Northern Railway Company, together with several 
other officials on tour of the range, stopped in Hibbing. Kerr 
told newsmen that the company had no intention of mining the 
ore known to underlie the north end of the city, and that unless 
the differences between the property holders and the mining 
company might be satisfactorily adjusted, the tonnage which 
was to have been taken from the Sellers pit that year would be 
taken from some other point on the range.' 

The matter hung fire for several months. The local editor felt 
that the corporation was hiding unfairly behind the one injunc
tion and had created unnecessary unemployment in the Hull
Rust property, but he obviously feared the outcome. The United 
States Steel Corporation, he thought, was "big enough and rich 
enough to beat us all out in this fight if it starts in earnest once, 
and after all, the best thing we can do is to look to our own bread 
and butter." He maintained, too, that the corporation had been 
"all that the word 'fair' means" in its purchases of other prop
erty. The foreman of the Burt-Sellers mine was sent away to 
Chisholm for heavy stripping operations, although most of the 
other mines continued to operate around Hibbing.8 

'Par. ro, the Jluaba Ore a11d Hibbi11g News, March 2. 
• Par. ro, the M esabtJ Ore a11d Hibbing News, March 2. 

'Jltsaba Ort a11d Hibbi11g News, March n. 'Nov. 23,1912. 
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In December, the courts permanently enjoined the corpora
tion from breaking windows or throwing stones on Mrs. Liend's 
property.9 The village was both surprised and jubilant, and 
hailed "another victory for Attorney Victor L. Power, who has 
put up a long fight against the mighty corporation and its unjust 
usurpation of the people's rights." He had overcome. "countless 
obstacles" and had truly represented all the people of Hibbing.10 

• Right-wing circles frequently place much of the responsibility 
for the trouble upon th~ disappointment allegedly felt by Power 
at his failure to be hired as a mining company attorney, but per
haps the problem was broader than that. The conception of 
public relations which is now held by all large corporations was 
unknown at that time, and the lessons learned. in Minnesota, as 
in Arizona, were expensive. It seems probable that, given the 
existing conditions, some person or group of persons would have 
taken the place of leadership assumed by Victor L. Power. In 
the neighboring village of Chisholm it was Joe Austen, in Ari
zona it was C. M. Zander. 

Certainly it is true that Power seemed preordained to the posi
tion. Born in x881, the son of a successful lawyer, Power came 
to the Mesabi when a young man and worked for a short time 
in the mines.11 After studying law he returned to Hibbing, a 
young man of intelligence and definitely impressive personality. 
When, during this early litigation, the mining companies pre
dicted that grass would grow in the streets, he replied that the 
city would hire men to cut it.12 Against economic strength he 
opposed votes. 

The outcome was still uncertain in 1913, but in spite of some 
fear that the fight, if it continued, would ruin local business/3 

Victor L. Power was elected village president, and the entire 
Progressive ticket went into office. The vote for Power was 722 

against 369 for the unsuccessful candidate, H. R. Weinck, who 

• Dec. 7, 1912. 
10 Dec. 7, 1g12. Much the same story is told in the Minneapolis Journal, 

April6, Ig26. 
n Western Magazine, May 1916. 
12 His speech, Mesaba Ore and Hibbing News, March n. 
"'Editorial, ibid., December u. 
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had held the office for the past seven years. The village tax of 
approXimately $2oo,ooo, levied during several previous years, 
was increased, for 1914, to $753,8oo.46,14 and by 1919 was 
$2,J68,90J.I0.111 Such, in this democracy, was the power of a 
few hundred votes. The neighboring Virginia Enterprise looked 
upon the new regime with envy, but hailed the courage of voters 
who had refused to believe that the litigation would kill the 
town, and had broken the iron rule of the mining company.18 

The new administration had something of the arrogance of 
those newly and unexpectedly come to power. The tax was high, 
admittedly, but, said the local editor, to this there could scarcely 
be an objection, inasmuch as 95 per cent of it was paid by the 
mining companies.17 The town spent liberally to take care of 
winter unemployed, and to the charge that the wage paid was 
considerably higher tqan that prevailing in the mines, the city 
replied that human labor was too sacred to be bought and sold 
like goods at a market price. 

The excitement at Hibbing was not yet over, however. The 
Harrison Bill was introduced to the legislature at St. Paul to 
limit per capita expenditures to $2 5· Hibbing appealed to the 
fair play of the legislature to defeat a measure "aimed at one 
locality," 18 and Victor Power fought the bill vigorously. While 
it passed the senate 41 to 7,19 it met defeat in the house, and the 
"biggest demonstration ever given in Hibbing" greeted Power 
on his return. 20 In the fall of the same year the mine companies 
refused to pay the taxes levied, but again Power won through the 
courts,21 where it was held that there was no evidence of mis
appropriation of funds sufficient to stop tax payments. In this 
particular case the town and the corporation finally arbitrated · 
the amount of the tax.22 

u Editorial, Mesabo Ore ontl Hibbing News; also, Virginia Enterprise, Sept. 20, 
1913; records in office of county auditor, at Hibbing. 

IIi Records in office of county auditor, at Hibbing. 
11 Virginjq, Enterprise, Sept. 20, 1913. 
"The Mesaba Ore ontl Hibbing News, Sept. zo, 26, 1914; Feb. 20,27,1915. 
11 The Mesaba Ore and Hibbing News, Apri13, 1915. 
111 Engineering and Mining Journal, Nov. 27, 1915. • April 24, 1915. 
• TheM esaba Ore and Hibbing News, Sept. IS, zs, Oct. 9, 1915. 
• Mesaba Ore ontl Hibbing News, Nov. 27, 1915. 
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Back in 1912, shortly after the injunction in favor of Mrs. 
Liend, the editor of the M esaba Ore had once expressed the am
bitions of the village in the form of a prophecy. Imagining him
self to be writing in 1915,he described "The Story of a City That 
Was Moved," and related the sale of the property in the old part 
of the village to the corporation, and the removal of the town to 
other ground. He imagined that the council had levied a tax of 
$I,4oo,ooo to which it was entitled under the law, rather than 
the $2oo,ooo to which it was accustomed. Out of this, he re
lated, Hibbing was able to build properly paved streets, with 
electric lights and telephone service, wires underground, and 
sanitary and storm sewers. Trees, he imagined, had been planted 
in the parks and along the streets, and the town could boast 
''many splendid public buildings that excite the admiration of 
all visitors." 23 Except that the move wa::; made five years later 
than he had prophesied,. the editor displayed remarkable pre
science. By 192 I the old townsite had been bought from its 
owners, the town had been moved to a new and better location, 
and the new Hibbing was all that public ·expenditures could 
make it. 

Yet with all this rise in the standard of living, the morale of 
the town was definitely not of the best. In the first place, Hib
bing had become nationally famous as the symbol of civic ex
travagance. When, during litigation in the district court, one of 
the judges was reported to have declared that the people of the 
range towns were spending money like drunken sailors, the town 
was deeply incensed,24 and as time went on the city fathers 
became increasingly conscious that such a reputation was unde
sirable. Then, too, political activity became an important career 
in Hibbing, and a large proportion of the population began to 
depend upon public expenditures as a regular source of income. 
Hibbing, with 1,318 voters in the state election, had 894 men on 
the payroll, while Chisholm, which soon followed Hibbing's lead, 
reported 733 voters and 538 men on the payroll. The levy in 

• Editorial, Dec. 12, 1912. 
M Mesaba Ore and Hibbing News, Sept. 26, 1914. 
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Mountain Iron in 1913 was said to have been an increase of 435 
per cent over that in 1912.25 

The Engineering and Mining Journal, reporting the increased 
tax burden, observed that there was apparently no malice be
hind it, only an awakening to good business opportunities long , 
neglected. It quoted the M esaba Ore: 

We should not overlook the opportunity presented io us, and you will 
notice that we are not overlooking it. . . . The "Ore" believes that every 
cent possible should be collected from the mining companies while they 
are still with us, to the end that we may retain unto ourselves a share of 
the wealth that, once removed, will never return .. .' . We do not believe 
in waste or extravagance in municipal management or anywhere else, but 
we shall hold that the village of Hibbing should collect every year the one 
and one-half million dollars due it from the mining companies .... We 
owe it to ourselves to collect every cent available from the taxation of 
these mines and use it to beautify our· towns because it belongs to us. 
Hibbing surely receives no thanks for handing over a million dollars a year 
of its own money to eastern mine owners, and we will be just as well 
treated if we collect and spend all that is due us.• 

When an effort was made by a tax association to bring about a 
reduction of the salary of the village treasurer from $4500 to 
$xsoo, the local editor replied somewhat facetiously that such 
a change would never do, as it would reduce spending and take 
the spice out of politics.27 

In 192 I, in partial compensation to the mining companies for 
the so-called "occupation tax" of that year, the legislature set a 
maximum per capita levy for all city or village purposes at $xoo, 
with an additional $6o for local school purposes, exclusive of 
necessary levies for payment of debts incurred prior to the pas
sage of the bill, or for interest thereon. Costs of completion of 
buildings then in process of construction were also excepted.28 

But these limits were high, and the tax commission reported that 
several districts had apparently accepted the provisions of the 
law as an invitation to increase their levies to the maximum.29 

Of the twenty-two cities and one village with a population from 

• Engineering and Mining Journal, Nov. 27, 1915. 
• Engineering and Mining Journal, Nov. 27, 1915. 
"MesabtJ Ore tJnd Hibbing News, Feb. 20, 1915. 
• Chapter 417, laws of 1921. 
• Minnesota State Tax Commission, Eighth Biennial Report, p. ISS· 
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five to twenty thousand, nineteen were in non-mining districts 
and four in mining districts. The average per capita levy in 1921 
for the former was $13.97 for city, $16.75 for schools, a total 
of $30.72; while for mining towns the average was $94.2 7 for 
city and village purposes, $52.48 for schools, a total of $146.75· 
Of the eighty-two villages of less than 2 ,5oo, the sixty-nine non
mining villages spent a total for village and school purposes of 
$2 5 :o2, while the mining villages spent a total of $2 I 4.6o per 
capita. Admitting the greater needs of these mining districts, the 
commission denied that there was any reason why they should 
spend five or six times as much for civic or school purposes per 
capita as St. Paul. The commission recommended voluntary 
reduction by the people of the districts, or, failing that, a reduc
tion in the per capita tax limitation.8° Further per capita.limita
tions were passed in 1928. But the range towns still spend con
siderably more per capita: than does the rest of the state.~1 

It seems to be apparent from the history of Hibbing that po
litical and economic competition have combined to limit the 
amount of municipal expenditure that accrues to any one single 
individual. 

It is an interesting reflection on American political mores that 
in the midst of this epic adventure in majority rule Victor Power 
himself was charged by the voters of Hibbing with having used 
his office irregularly, and he was defeat~d in the election of 1921. 
The charges appear to have risen from a complex of circum
stances, among which was the fact that the benefit derived from 
the removal of the village to its present location was unevenly 
distributed. Money was made in local real estate. His speeches, 
during this campaign, and the one following, in which he was 
reinstated, tell more of conditions than can reliably be learned 
elsewhere. Attacked by the "Square Deal" group for having 
spent $2 2 ,ooo,ooo in nine years without proportionate benefits 
to the community, Vic Power, in large advertisements, stood for 
the "Square Meal." "When Times Are Tough and Men Need 
Work, He Is the Choice of the Common People." He declared 

10 Eighth Biennial Report, p. 164. 
11 Below, Chapter XXVI. 
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in a public address that the city had paid $roo,ooo a month to 
labor during the months of the depression and stated that St. 
Paul and Minneapolis with a total combined population of more 
than half a million paid no more than $48,ooo a month. Mu
nicipal work was carried on during the winter, he said, even 
though it cost twice as much as during the sunnner.82 "Did we 
do wrong," he asked, "to take money from Schwab to prevent 
him from breaking the bank of Monte Carlo?" 88 He denied 
charges of graft. "I don't understand how I am still out of jail 
if I have stolen as much money as I am charged with having 
done." 34 

The truth of the matter is that the benefits from this record 
breaking distribution of political plunder had not been propor
tionate to the expenditure. If a city hires three times as many 
janitors as it needs, the result is not that each receives a great 
deal more than if he were otherwise employed, but that each 
works fewer hours. In the American code, easier work is not 
equivalent to the earning of more money, and the competition 
for jobs set an effective limit to the possible height of the wage 
of city employees. Similarly, elective officers, if they are paid 
more, attract keener competition and must spend more to be 
reelected. 

Competition took other forms. The desire on the part of other 
communities for part of this fund, or the desire on the part of the 
mine owner to cut taxes, made it necessary for Hibbing's repre
sentative, Vic Power, to spend part of every 'legislative session 
at St. Paul. In the campaign to which we have just referred he 
claimed to have been primarily responsible for the fact that the 
per capita tax limit was $roo rather than a smaller figure.85 

This, and the house filibuster 36 against a limitation bill in 1915, 
had undoubtedly cost money. The general rationaliiation used 
by anyone protecting a favorable economic position is that the 
aggressor is not entitled to share in the income, and the experi-

• MtsabtJ Ore tJnd Hibbing News, March 10. 
• MesabtJ Ore and Hibbing News, March 14. 
11 MestJba Ore and Hibbing News, March u. 
• MtsabtJ Ore tJnd Hibbing News, March u. 
• E11ginuring tJnd Mining Jou.naal, Nov. 27, 1915. 
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ence in this case indicates that the many, as well as the few, are 
not averse to the use of money as a tool of group pressure to 
protect such a ((net rent." 

Some observations on the political condition in such a com
munity have been made elsewhere.37 Soon after taxation begins 
to diverge from benefit, .the beneficiary will prefer to spend the 
money privately, will rather have it flow directly to his pocket
book in the form of cash than have it continue to augment the 
variety and quality of public services. The constitutional pro
vision that expenditure shall be for general welfare, and the 
conventional machinery of tax collection and disbursement, 
normally check this impulse, as does the fact that if the flow of 
public funds is to take the form of higher wages and salaries for 
public employees, the elasticity of supply of labor will operate 
to limit the income to any individual. 

The fact that the taxpayer in this instance had so small a voice 
in local government and could be taxed so heavily without direct 
economic injury to the community meant that, after the cus
tomary governmental services were provided, the pressure for 
direct distribution of this revenue to individual voters became 
increasingly intense. Some of the results will be discussed in the 
two following chapters, but many aspects cannot be found in 
publish~d form. While, as Power suggested, he himself was 
charged with graft, this particular charge was only a major point 
in the conviction of observers that a small layer of graft was 
spread thinly over a large portion of the populace graft grow
ing out of road building and maintenance, the removal of the 
city to its new location, the erection of public buildings, and 
kindred matters. This is not necessarily inclusive of the fact 
that, as will be demonstrated, individual municipalities hired far 
larger numbers of men, as in janitorial positions, than was 
necessary. 

Within the mining communities themselves there has always 
been some difference of opinion as to the benefits derived from 
large municipal expenditures. Businessmen in these mining 
towns are apt to remark that they would not knowingly hire in 

r. Above, Chapter IV. 
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their firms men who had a record of municipal employment on 
the range. The majority of people, however, call attention to the 
crude mining-camp conditions that existed in these towns prior 
to 1912, and point out that without the political revolution the 
municipal parks, paved streets, and fine schools would have been 
indefinitely postponed. To this there is undoubtedly some truth. 
Certainly the first-generation immigrant, brought over by the 
mining companies, accepts municipal employment readily and 
without qualms of conscience. This is an area to which the New 
England tradition cannot be expected to penetrate immediately. 
This particular era in mine-tax history, however, is now drawing 
rapidly to a close. Valuations have declined steadily, from 
$90,729,154·oo in 1924 to $58,229,576.oo in 1939, and taxes fell 
from a peak of $2,480,778.15 in 1923 to $78J,JOO.oo in 1940.88 

There is no necessarily cau~ relationship b,etween valuations 
and this decline in expenditures, of course, and the principal in
fluence was the fact that the original limitation of $100 per 
capita was gradually reduced 811 to $70. As shall be described 
hereafter, the legislature in 1941 amended the law to the effect 
that by 1950 city and town expenditures will be no more than 
$so per capita and school district expenditures no more than 
$40. This is one of the few instances in which an enlargement of 
the political arena, to include the entire state, benefited the 
taxpayer. 

• From records of the county auditor. 
• Laws of 1921, ch. 417; Laws of 1929, ch. ao6. 



CHAPTER XXV 

MINNESOTA: THE OCCUPATION TAX 

WHETHER the notoriety accompanying the lavish expenditures 
of the range towns helped to curb them is doubtful, but certainly 
it stimulated the envy of the agricultural sections and added to 
·the mounting demand for fuller state participation.· If economic 
conditions had remained as in the prewar era, the results of this 
demand would probably have been small, for bills similar to the 
one vetoed by Governor Johnson, introduced in the sessions of 
I9II and I9I3, made little progress. In i917 a measure pro
viding a 2 per cent tax o1r the gross value of ore at the mouth of 
the mine received the strong backing of the southern counties 
but failed also. By 1919 the drive was on in earnest, with seven 
different measures before the legislature in the regular session, 
backed by the newly organized Nonpartisan League which was 
thought by the mining interests to control nearly 2 5 per cent of 
the house.1 During the special session of that year the demand 
was still stronger, and a bill levying 5 per cent on ores, after 
deduction of certain specified mining and shipping costs, passed 
both houses. To fight the measures in the regular session the 
mining interests stressed the competitive position of Minnesota 
iron mines and described a tendency to develop ore beds in New 
York, Wisconsin, and Michigan rather than in Minnesota, be
cause of the fear of these super-taxes. Dwight E. Woodbridge, 
consulting mining engineer of Duluth, presented a table showing 
the capacities of the more important iron producing fields, and 
the alleged cost per unit of iron laid down at the Atlantic coast, 

1 The Iron Age, Feb. 27, 1919; also Minnesota Fair Tax Association, "The 
Facts About the Tonnage Tax. A Message from the people of Northern Minne
sota to the people of the state, and an appeal to reason and the spirit of fair play" 
(Offices: Hibbing, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1920); Eleventh State Tax Commission, 
ch. :xi. 
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to indicate an alarmingly vulnerable position for Lake Superior 
mines.2 • 

Governor Burnquist used his veto to save the mines from this 
tax, stressing the injustice of discriminatory measures, and the 
unanimous opposition of those who lived on the range. In an
swer to the charge that the ore had originally been acquired dis
honestly, he suggested that "if any individual or corporation has 
procured from the state a title to land illegitimately, it (the 
state) should resort to the courts and go to the legislature for 
relief." 3 

The tax commission in 1920 expressed opposition to any 
change in the mine tax law. It felt, in the first place, that to 
encourage the utilization of low grade ores the state could well 
afford to exempt them from taxation, or at least to impose a very 

' I low tax untll the ores became merchantable. The demand for 
higher taxation, in the second place, was purely sectional and 
not based on justice. Finally, the threat of special taxation re
moved from mine taxation any reasonable assurance of a per
manent policy. "It is only fair to the people who are investing 
such large amounts in developing our mining industry that the 
method of taxing the values arising from such investments be 
fixed with some reasonable assurance of future permanency." 4 

But as the Nonpartisan League gathered momentum and the 
farm depression of 192 I ate into normal tax receipts, the pres
sure upon the mines increased. The Lake Erie price fell some
what after the war, but the tax commission felt unable to modify 
valuations on that account. Mr. Armson, then a member of the 

1 Alabama ••••••••.......•..•......••....... $3 .so 
Newfoundland .••.....•....•.. , .. , , , , •••..• s.oo 
Northern Cuba ........•......•••.•••...•... s.So 
New York and New Jersey .................. 6.10 
Brazil • . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30 
Norway •.•...•.........•.•........•••.•.•. ?.so 
Lake Superior ....•.....................•.. n.so 

From abstract of a statement made to the Tax Committee of the House of 
Representatives, Minnesota Legislature, on Feb. 24, 1919. 

• The Messages of Governor 1 . .4. • .4.. Burnquist and former Governor Joh" A. 
Johnson. 

• Quoted in the Eleventh Biennial Report, Minnesota State Tax Commission, 
ch. xi. 
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tax commission, was called upon later, during the hearings on 
the Oliver Iron Mining Case in 1934, to explain why the com
mission had disregarded this fall in Lake Erie prices. His reply 
was as follows: 

Perhaps counsel was not quite as familiar with the pressure put on the 
Tax Commission in various sections of the state to keep the values up in 
order, perhaps, that more taxes could be raised. I dislike to have to say it, 
but perhaps he is not familiar with the politics of the mining tax situation.• 

High mine valuations did not satisfy the demand by the farm 
group for a larger share of the mine tax proceeds. The occupa
tion tax law of 192 I levied on all ores mined or produced in 
Minnesota a tax of 6 per cent, and placed the duty of adminis
tration in the hands of the tax commission. This new task the 
commission viewed with considerable distaste, first because of 
the vagueness of the law, and secondly, because of its belief 
that the tax was unfairly discriminatory against this one class 
of property. 

While the measure avoided the fundamental weakness of a 
severance tax, in that it did not threaten marginal mines, it. also 
avoided the administrative disadvantages of an income tax. It 
lay somewhere between the two. From the value of the ore, to 
be determined by the tax commission, there were to be deducted 
r~sonable costs of separating ore from the ore body, including 
the removal of the overburden, the sinking of shafts, and the 
running of drifts. Royalty payments might be deducted as costs, 
as well as the "percentage of the ad valorem taxes levied for said 
year against the realty in which the _9re is deposited equal to the 
percentage that the tons mined or produced during such year 
bears to the total tonnage in the mines." 6 The law was upheld 
in the United States District Court and, finally, by the Supreme 
Court.7 

Differences of opinion between the commission and the min
ing companies over the interpretation of the occupation tax, dur-

1 Oliver Iron Mining Case, I, 89. 
• Ninth Biennial Report, Minnesota State Tax Commission, ch. vi. 
7 Ninth Annual Report of the Minnesota State Tax Commission, ch. vi; Oliver 

Iron Mining Company vs. Lord. 262, U.S. 172. 
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ing the first two years of operation, involved nearly $3,ooo,ooo,8 

or over half of the total tax. Among the allegations of the com
, panies were the following: 

( 1) That the Lake Erie base values were higher than actual 
sale price of ore. 

( 2) That large quantities of ore were sold on long time con
tracts at much less than the published market price, with 
payments made in monthly installments. 

(3) That the commission had not sufficiently considered the 
high silica content of certain ores, which materially re
duced their price. 

( 4) That proper allowance had not been made for deprecia
tion of plant and equipment. 

( 5) That loss on one mine had not been offset against the 
profit from another, owned by the same company. 

( 6) That the commission had not allowed for commissions 
paid for selling the ore, for cargo analysis, or personal 
property taxes on stockpiles or movable mine equipment. 

In its report for 1924 the commission was obviously as much 
on the defensive against the legislature as against the mines. The 
commission found it necessary to point out that except in six 
cases, where small reductions were made to correct manifest 
errors in reports of the companies or in the computation of the 
tax, all requests for tax reduction had been denied. Every rea
sonable doubt had been decided in favor of the state, and the 
unexpectedly large yield of the tax had been due in part to this 
policy.9 The deductions allowed were approximately 83 per cent 
of the expense, exclusive of interest and depletion, so that the 
tax was actually equivalent to about 7 34 per cent on the net 
value of the ore. 

In its report of 1924 the tax commission asked the legislature 
for a rewording of the law, so that less responsibility should fall 
on the commissioners. Even by 1930 the difficulties of adminis
tration were so embarrassing as to call forth another discussion 

• Ninth Annual Report, ch. vi. 
• Ninth Biennial Report, Minnesota State Tu Commission, p. xos. 
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in the report of that year.10 But in view of the willingness of the 
commission to give the state the benefit of all reasonable doubts, 
the legislature found it unnecessary to modify the law, except to 
correct the omission of a tax on the income to the royalty holder. 
The royalty tax law of 1923 was similar to that of 192 I on ore, 
except that it allowed no deductions.11 

Between the first expression of its opposition to the proposed 
special mine tax in 1920 and its report of 1928, the state tax 
commission saw no occasion to change its opinion. After quot
ing verbatim the admonitions of 1920, the commission reaffirmed · 
its belief that "a double super-tax is ... unsound." To show the 
point of view of the mining companies, the commission printed 
the letter in which the companies had asked, unsuccessfully, for , 
decreased valuation. The letter, signed by nearly all the mining 
concerns, included the following paragraphs: 

The total taxes paid by the iron ore industry have been increased from 
approximately $8,ooo,ooo in 1916 to substantially over $2o,ooo,ooo in 1927. 
The taxes have steadily risen until they are now costing the industry sub
stantially more than is paid out for labor in producing ore. . . . The total 
taxes paid by the entire mining of the United States, as shown by govern
mental figures, is only 2.26 per cent of the value of the total mining pro
duction of the United States- the burden of the iron ore industry in 
Minnesota, therefore, is twelve times that of the country as a whole. . . . 
These tremendous burdens, coupled with the highly competitive conditions 
in the industry, are producing results detrimental to the economic welfare 
of the state, as well as to the industry. 

In 1919, there were 149 iron Inines operating in Minnesota; in 1927 there 
were only go mines operating; 59 mines having been closed down in the 
meantime. · 

The letter pointed to the fact that while production of steel 
ingots and castings had remained approximately the same 
from 1917 to 1927, Lake Superior iron ore had dropped from 
62,6oo,ooo tons to 52,933,000 tons, "demonstrating the inroads 
made on Lake Superior ores during a ten-year period by foreign 
and eastern ores and iron substitutes." The letter was signed 
by representatives of the Oliver Iron Mining Company, M.A. 
Hanna Company, Pickands Mather & Company, Cleveland 

10 Twelfth Biennial Report, Minnesota State Tai: Commission, p. 89. 
n Mason's Minnesota Statutes, 1927, par. 2392. 
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Cliffs Iron Company, Republic Iron and Steel Company, Inland 
Steel Company, and many others. Supporting figures were given 
to demonstrate the high ratio of taxes to costs of mining in the 
state of Minnesota and the abnormally high expenditures by 
mine towns.12 

The tax commission had denied the request of the mining 
companies for reduced valuations, giving as a reason the rather 
doubtful argument that "any reduction in the taxable value of 
iron ores that could be made under existing laws would afford 
but little relief to the mining industry. It is not so much a ques
tion of valuation as it is of excessive taxation. Any material 
relief must therefore come through legislative action." To fur
ther such legislative action, the commission pointed to the prac
tical cessation of exploration for new ore deposits and to the fact 
that mining of low-grade ores and underground mining could 
no longer be done at a profit. "The discontinuance of explora
tion activities and the closing down of numerous mines, has 
thrown thousands of men out of work. . . . We suggest and 
recommend that the. percentage of taxable value now applied 
to iron ore be reduced from so per cent to 33 }1 per cent of full 
value." 

The fact that the peak yield of $6,126,443 came in 1923 was 
due both to the abnormal output of that year and to the decline 
in price thereafter. The ad valorem tax in the state had totaled 
$1.18 per ton of output in 1921,$.765 in 1922, and $.61 in 1923. 
To these amounts the ad valorem tax had added, respectively, 

11 These ligures were as follows: 
1925 

State and local taxes ..........•....... $21,703,000 
"Cost of mining" (of which approximately 

6o% was labor cost) ................. 22,635,000 
Gross value at mouth of mine •.••.•••... 82,559,000 

o/o of tax to gross value • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 26% 
% of tax to labor cost • .. • • . . .. • .. .. .. . t6o% 
Total per capita tax in mining districts • • $230.03 

Rest of state • .. . . .. .. • .. . . . .. .. .. . • .. . 4745 
Entire United States .. .. .. . • • • • .. • .. .. • 42.69 

Indebtedness per capita of mining district $234-SI 
Rest of state . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • 65.33 
Entire United States .. • .. .. . .. .. . • .. . .. 7S·o6 

1926 1927 
$21,014,000 $21.378,ooo 

23,034,000 20,742,000 
93.783,000 79,125,000 

22% 26% 
152% 164% 

$223.56 $222.36 

$220.89 $200.00 
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$.13, $.12, and $.137. During the five years 1923 to 1927 the 
average yearly yield was as follows: 

Tax State Counties, Mun's% Trust Funds% 
Ad valorem , $9,561,250 xo.s $82,on,265 89.5 
Occupation 8,xos,6xs so. $8,xos,6xs so. 
Royalty 4.596,205 xoo. 

$:u,~63,o7o 19.9 $82,on,265 72.9 $8,xos,6xs 7-2 

The commission's failure to lower valuations eventually re.: 
suited in suit by the mining companies. In 1934 seventeen com
panies, including the Oliver Iron Mining Company, Republic 
Steel Corporation, Hanna Ore Mining Company, and Pickands, 
Mather & Company, undertook the prodigiously detailed and 
expensive task of proving to the trial court at Duluth the over
valuation of the many ore properties in that county. The six 
volumes of evidence, together with the opinions, in this trial 
court, were presented to the state supreme court in the State of 
Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron Mining Company et al., in 1935. To 
defend the valuations in the trial court they employed C. K. 
Leith. The state was forced, therefore, to undertake its own 
valuation, and hired Charles H. Baxter, of the Michigan School 
of Mines, to direct it and act as state's witness. 

Most of the questions involved are more suitable for discus
sion in a formal study of mine valuation than in a history, but 
the opinion of the trial court contains material of broad signifi
cance.13 The court pointed out that the state did not undertake 
to defend its original valuations. 

It does not now ask us to accept such valuations as either accurate or 
proper. It does ask us to apply rules as to the burden of proof so that no 
change be made in such valuations; but it does not assert that such valu
ations represent either relatively or absolutely the true values of such prop
erties. Indeed, the State's valuations at this trial differ more widely from 
the Tax Commission valuations than the defendants' do." 

While the court could find no convincing evidence that the tax 
commission had ever made a present worth valuation of these 

u Memorandum opinion of the coul;'t, signed by four judges, Oliver Iron Min
ing Case, I, 306. 

"Oliver Iron Mining Case, I, 307. 
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ore deposits, the use of such a formula in valuation could be 
defended not only by the admissions of the commission and the 
testimony of engineers, but by the fact that the defendants had 
for years arrived at valuations for purchase and sale by this 
same present worth formula. 

Under such a state of the record, the claim that the defendants (by their 
valuations under the present worth formula) have not sustained the burden 
of proof, howsoever heavy such burden may be in Minnesota, cannot be 
sustained. 

But apparently the court felt that neither the state not the 
mining companies had conclusively established the proper valu
ations, and the court therefore undertook, with considerable 
reluctance, to decide upon a valuation, of its own: 

While the court acts merely as a reviewing body in such cases as these, 
the practical situation here requires us to make an original valuation. The 
testimony of the State's witnesses, the arguments of counsel for the State, 
and the entire conduct of the trial invite us to make an original valuation 
of the properties as a basis for 1:>Ur review of the valuations made by the 
Tax Commission. 

It is unfortunate that a court has such a duty imposed on it. The valu~ 
ation of ore deposits is primarily an engineering, not a judicial, function. 
The judicial questions have been decided, quite satisfactorily to ourselves; 
the engineering ones, not so satisfactorily. As we have had the testimony 
of engineers of high repute on both sides, probably we have done as well 
as the nature of the judicial process will permit. Our conclusions will 
necessarily be verified or discredited by experience and the passing of time. 
For the future, the Tax Commission and its engineering staff will have the 
record in this case, and the new facts that will be ascertained by further 
development of the ore bodies in and about the properties to be valued, the 
fluctuations in the Lake Erie selling price, the discovery of new ore 
bodies .•.• 

The court thereupon announced the factors it had decided 
upon in arriving at the new valuation. It found no "normal" 
price of ore, because abnormal prosperity had been followed by 
abnormal depression, but decided on $4.65 for Bessemer and 
$4.50 for non-Bessemer. These were not average prices, but 
those in existence in 1929, 1931, 1933, and 1934. While the 
court believed that the Lake Erie price had been a pegged price 
since 1929, it was a top and not a bottom price, and allowed the 
state the "highest possible profit spread under the Hoskold 
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Formula and therefore the maximum valuation in SQ far as the 
selling price determines it." 

In determining costs the court employed the five-year aver
ages of 1927 to 1931, with small modifications, and used those • 
presented by the defendants, which were computed from ex
perience in the operation of each individual mine, rather than 
the state's which were merely averages.15 

Whereas the defendants had used rates of 8 per cent (for the 
discounting of future profits) and 4 per cent (on sinking fund) 
in the Hoskold formula, and the state had used 6 per cent and 
6 per cent, the court elected to assume rates of 7 per cent and 
4 per cent. The tax commission had asked for a valuation 
totalling $IOo,477,734· In its final decision the court granted 
$8r,864,845· 

The dissenting opinion in the trial court maintained that the 
defendants had not carried the burden of proof, and emphasized, 
particularly, that the Lake Erie price was fictional. The mining 
companies, said the dissenting judge, should have reported 
actual sales prices. The state supreme court, however, upheld 
practically all of the valuations of the trial court. 

A study made in 1930 by George Buchanan Clarke of the 
Minnesota system of agricultural taxation 16 indicates that farm 
land in that state was actually assessed at a somewhat lower 

. rate than provided by law. For the period from 1926 to 1927 the 
ratio of assessed to true value was about 8o per cent, while for 
1914 to 1915, the period immediately following the enactment 
of the classified assessment law, the ratio was slightly over that 
figure. These original assessments, of course, were divided by 

· three for the tax base of unplatted real estate and by two and a 
half for platted real estate, and it follows that farm property, in 
those years, was up.derassessed by abqut one fifth. 

11 Oliver Iron Mining Case, I, 313. 
11 G. B. Clarke, "The Minnesota System of Agricultural Taxation" (MS.), p. 

584 (Doctor's Thesis, University of Minnesota, 1930). 



CHAPTER X."<:VI 

MINNESOTA: THE INTERIM COMMISSION 

THE REPORT of the Minnesota Interim Commission on Iron Ore 
Taxation, made in 1941, summarized the factsand arguments 
against a continuation of the iron ore tax policy. It reported 
that in Minnesota, Michigan, and Wisconsin the tax burden in 
cents per ton was distributed as follows: 

1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 
Minnesota 
Ad valorem ....... 86.9 49·4 39·16 110.4 51.7 
Occupation ....... 1·0 7·2 20.5 II.O 15.4 
Royalty .......... 2.3 1.5 ·3 2.7 3·2 

96.2 58.1 62.6 124.1 70·3 
Michigan 
General property 31.03 17.66 15.02 32.18 20.84 
State corporation 1.12 .89 2.46 1.77 1.41 

Wisconsin 
State, local, and 

income ......... 19.54 16.90 18.33 31.06 17·39 

Stockholders of the United States Steel Corporation had received 
less than 1 per cent on their investment during the years 1930 to 
1939, and over a period of forty years had been paid an average 
of only $4.16 per share- "not much greater than savings bank 
interest would have been had it been taken out quarterly as 
earned, and far less than if savings bank interest had been 
allowed to compound." 1 

When an emotional appeal against the corporations was de
sired, said the commission, the stockholders were lumped to
gether as capitalists, in face of the fact that the average number 

1 Report of tlu Minnesota Interim Commission on Iron Ore Taxation (1941), 
pp. 81 fl. 
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of shares held were only fifty-seven, and that stock ownership 
was distributed among more than two hundred thousand indi
viduals and organizations, as follows: 

Number 
Charitable, religious, and 

educational organizations . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88o 
Insurance companies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 
Trustees and guardians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,757 
Individuals - women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 I ,406 
Individuals- men .................... 1oo,642 
All others, including brokers . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,571 

Per cent 

·40 
.o6 

4·49 
42.05 
46·30 

6.70 

The commission was unwilling to assume that the independent 
ore companies were making proportionately more than the 
United States Steel Corporation, and warned that high taxation 
was tending to drive these companies from Minnesota. The com
mission referred to the tendency to develop the ores of New York 
and New Jersey, with particular reference to the leasing by Re
public Steel Corporation of the Wether~ee-Sherman properties 
near Fort Henry, New York, and drew from statements of com
pany officials and others to show that the reason for the develop
ment of steel capacity on the east coast lay partly in the high tax · 
burden in Minnesota.2 The upper limit to the production of ores 

, from Minnesota was the blast furnace capacity of the steel cen
ters served, and though little had been added to this capacity in 
recent years, investments to the extent of perhaps a hundred and 
twenty million dollars had been made in the Birmingham, Ala
bama, district alone. Because the best grades of Mesabi ore 
would be exhausted within twenty years, Minnesota might be in 
danger of losing some of its iron ore industry if the present tax 
trends continued. 

The annual statistical reports of the Iron and Steel Institute, 
incidentally, bear out the conclusions of the Interim Commission 
as they relate to the period just prior to the war. The output of 
the Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois steel mills dropped 
from 53,357,436 tons to 47,934,979 tons between 1938 and 1940, 

2 Report of the Minnesota Interim Commission on Iron Ore Taxation, pp. 76 ff. 
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while the output of the southern mills (primarily in Alabama) 
rose from 1,433,339 to 2,955,416. In 1938, moreover, the 
southern mills were utilized at 61 per cent capacity while the 
north central group was utilized at only 37 per cent of capacity. 
In 1940 the figures were 9 I per cent and 7 I per cent respectively. 
The trend is not so clear over a longer period, however, and the 
overwhelming dominance of the North is still apparent in the 
foregoing figures. 

The Interim Commission, in comparing expeditures of min
ing towns and school districts with non-mining municipalities, 
could do little more than reiterate and elaborate upon the ex
tnivagance characteristic of the former. Whereas the cost per 
pupil in range school districts ranged from $I64.29 to $392.27, 
the cost in comparable non-range communities varied from 
$56.95 to $127.03. Part of this expenditure differential was due 
to the declining size of families and number of school children in 
the range districts, and failure to close rooms and readjust costs 
accordingly, but much of the cost was for janitorial service. 
Thus Gilbert with 763 pupils in 1939 paid out $75,574 in jani
torial service, or as much as any two of the six comparable off
range districts paid for teachers.3 The ·commission found no 
marked difference in monthly salaries paid to teachers, though 
the range districts showed a larger teacher-pupil ratio, and the 
commission was of the opinion that the number of teachers could 
be reduced about one-third. Costs of general administration also 
were found to be exceptionally high in these range schools. 

Municipalities were restricted by two kinds of tax limitations. 
The law as amended in 1929 4 restricted total levies to $70 per 
capita raised by cities 5 and villages, and all villages (but not 
cities J were subject to statutory mill limitations on particular 
levies. Of these two limits the lower was the legally effective 
one. Nine villages were limited, in 1939, by the general village 
mill rates, and fourteen villages and cities by the per capita lim
itation.' The commission concluded that every city and village 

1 Report of the Minnesota Interim Commission, Table 7, pp. Ioz-103. 
• Laws, 1929, cb. 2o6. 
1 Except that Hibbing, by the laws of 1935 (ch. 134), was gradually being re-

duced to $so per capita. • Report, pp. 30 ff. 
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in 1938, 1939, and 1940, with the exception of Coleraine and 
Leonidas, levied the maximum amount permitted by law,7 and 
the levies, therefore, were not affected by declines in valuations. 
Such, generally, had been true also of school districts, which 
in most cases were restricted only by a per capita limitation 
of $6o.8 

The first and principal defense by the range communities of 
the extraordinary height of school and municipal expenditures 
was that the money was necessary for relief: 

Admitting that in the past when these towns were new or being built, 
that levies were then excessive and that extravagances existed in the range 
communities, such is not the situation today. Every cent spent in these 
communities is spent to relieve an unemployment situation.' 

The Interim Commission, in answer, emphasized the oppor
tunity for duplication in effort and the certainty of unscientific 
and wasteful distributiorr of relief funds inherent in the use of 
school money for purposes for which it was not intended. The 
law placed responsibility for relief administration upon counties, 
and the voluntary assumption of school districts of that duty 
made it impossible to set up either standards of welfare or 
standards of education. 

The second defense was that the high standard set by the 
school system on the range was an ideal for the rest of the state 
to follow. The commission, however, felt that additional ex
penditure had been of questionable benefit to the students: 

It undoubtedly does offer to its students many facilities not available 
elsewhere. The school buildings, auditoriums, gymnasiums, swimming 
·pools, athletic fields, manual training, occupational and health equipment 
are truly magnificent. Whether or not the finished product, that is, the 
graduates therefrom, benefit accordingly is a question in which we are 
most particularly interested. We appreciate that this is difficult information 
to obtain and that it is perhaps unfair to attempt to compare graduates from 
one school with those of another, due largely to the human element 
involved.10 

• Except that in 1940 Virginia levied approximately $xo,ooo less than that 
amount (Report, p. 139). 

8 Report, p. 36. 
• Quoted from their brief, Report, p. 141. 

10 Report, p. 142. 
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The commission then p.rinted the findings of the Northeastern 
Division of the Minnesota Education Association regarding the 
occupations of the 567 men graduates of the Eveleth High 
School from 1926 to 1936. Out of the total, 138 were unem
ployed in 1936, 130 were common laborers, 30 were in Civilian 
Conservation Camps, and 30 were in the Works Progress Ad
ministration. "In other words, substantially more than half of 
these high school graduates were either unemployed or engaged 
in common labor." Comparative figures were not submitted for 
other communities. 

The problem of unemployment was encountered in various 
forms throughout the work of this commission. Seasonal un
employment in the Lakes region arises from the nature of the 
climate, for winter temperatures west of Lake Superior are 
similar to those around the Gulf of Alaska.11 The lake shipping 
routes, also, are frozen, so that ore produced underground must 
be stored in stock piles. Open-pit mines usually confine their 
winter activity to stripping the overburden from the ore, de
velopment work, and repair of equipment. While it seems prob
able that the large amount of full and part-time employment of 
men by municipalities and school districts may have originally 
been urged by the lack of other sorts of winter work, this study 
was unable to find that municipal pay rolls included any sort of 
remuneration to the seasonally unemployed. The Unemploy
ment Compensation Law, on the other hand, has recently been 
of material benefit: 

Unemployment Benefits paid 
Ywr taxes paid in out by the 

by mining companies . fund 
1936 $ 85,817.39 
1937 226,580.30 
1938 287,933·39 $236,671.71 
1939 345,639.01 219,260.96 

The commission recommended that to encourage winter pro
duction by underground mines, the tax on stock piles should be 

u Ellsworth Huntington, Principles of Humoll Geogrophy (sth ed., revised; 
London: Chapman & Hall, 1940), p. 87. • 
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lifted for one or perhaps two years after production. The per
sonal property tax assessment of May 1st approximates the 
opening of the Lakes to ore transportation, and on that date the 
underground mine operator has nearly half of his yearly pro
duction in stock piles on the surface. The value of this ore is 
higher, by the costs of mining and raising to the surface, than 
ore i~ place, and the tax, therefpre, operates as a penalty against 
winter employment of the men.12 

In addition to this seasonal problem there appeared to be a 
secular trend of unemployment in the industry as a whole. The 
peak of mine employment in St. Louis County, said the com
mission, occurred thirty years ago, when, according to the 
county mine inspector's reports, 19,981 men were employed in 
the mines of that county. 

By 1923 this number bad decreased to u,895; by 1929, to 8,oo8; and 
by 1939 to 4,589. The actllfll number of men employed in the mines of 
that county is somewhat greater than these figures indicate, since, at least 
in recent years, the mine inspector's report (1939 Report, p. 8) is based on 
statistically perfect employment, 8 hours per day, 5 days per week, 52 
weeks per year. An employee working 40 weeks counts as .8 of one 
employee.18 

In addition to this secular decline in mining employment there 
was a decline in lumbering operations in the same area. 

The causes appear to have been several: the reduction of pro
duction by underground methods, the decline in exploration, 
stripping and development work, and the introduction of labor
saving machinery.14 The decline in production after the World 
War and during the last depression accentuated the difficulty. 
In 1920 there were 8,091 men employed in the underground 
mines in St. Louis County, in 1929 there were 2,252. 

The commission suggested that lower tax costs in underground 
operations would stimulate production there, and considered it 
to be "a significant fact that the reduction in the production of 
underground ore from St. Louis County paralleled an increase 
in the production of beneficiated ore from Itasca County low 

11 Report, p. 83. 
18 Report, p. 88. 
u Report, pp. 81, 89. 
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grade deposits. The Itasca County communities have always 
maintained a much lower level of local taxation than the corre
sponding communities in St. Louis County." 15 Because under
ground mining offered the steadiest employment it should be 
given every possible encouragement. "A tax cost in the neigh
borhood of 70 cents on a ton of ore, worth not to exceed $2.76 
at the mouth of the mine, is a considerable cost item." 16 

One thing is certain- if present trends continue unchecked, Minnesota 
is going to lose a substantial part of its iron ore industry. . . . 

No matter how bad the Range communities may think present employ
ment conditions are, they are bound to become infinitely worse as one com
pany after another looks to other states for their future ore supply.11 

In his dissenting report, J. Lawrence McLeod, M.D., main
tained that much of the unemployment throughout the iron 
ranges was due to the fact that many families originally im
ported from the old world to work in the mines found themselves 
cut adrift by technological change. Not only did these people 
assume that a municipal payroll was just as legitimate and 
proper as an industrial one, but they were led by local politicians 
to believe that they could exploit the mining companies without 
limit. Part of the fault, he thought, belonged to the companies 
that had originally imported these families and had failed to 
help readjust them. 

The members of the committee who had been appointed by 
the legislature felt that, as in other industries, technological 
unemployment should be left primarily to economic forces, and 
emphasized the tendency of municipal pay rolls to carry large 
numbers of people who were not and had never been hired by 
the mining companies. 

Of the men on the part-time pay rolls at Virginia, approximately 76 per 
cent in number, receiving 72 per cent of the money, never worked for the 
mining companies, and only 13.5 per cent in number, receiving 19 per cent 
of the money had been "laid off" or discharged by the mining· industry. 

In Hibbing ns per cent in number, receiving 75·7 per cent of the total 
pay rolls, had never worked for the mining industry. In Ely 66 per cent in 

11 Report, p. 82. 
11 Report, p. 81 
u Rtpore, p. 8J. 
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number, receiving 49-40 per cent in dollars of the pay rolls had never 
worked in the mines, and only II per cent in number, receiving 13.7 per 
cent in dollars had been "laid off" or discharged by the mining companies.18 

The fluctuation in municipal pay was due often to other than 
economic considerations. The number of part-time employees 
was quite uniform throughout the year, except that at Christmas 
certain employees, including returning college students, were 
added, perhaps to give them some extra spending money. Oth
erwise there was no indication that the municipal pay rolls were 
a~gmented seasonally, and the size of the municipal budget was 
obviously not· the result of industrial seasonal instability. On 
the other hand, it was obviously true that pay rolls did fluctuate 
with election years. 

For example, Virginia's city elections were held in February, 1938, and 
in February, 1940. The street department pay rolls in January and Febru
ary, 1938, were approximately $27,000 and in the same months in 1940 
they were approximately $32,ooo, but in January and February, 1939, when 
there were no elections, these pay rolls averaged $n,soo. 

The acuteness of the relief problem in the range, said the 
commission, was due to the fact that it contained a stranded 
population. Whatever their reason for coming to the area, these 
people were now uneconomically placed, and there was little 
prospect of the development of private employment sufficient to 
absorb them. To the question of the extent to which and the 
manner by which they were to be persuaded to be relocated and 
rehabilitated there was no easy answer.19 

The report of this Interim Commission is of permanent value, 
not only in the light it throws upon the results of the tax policy 
in the Minnesota iron ranges, but as a political document illus
trating the types of argument that must be used in this democ
racy to effect a change in such policy. On some of the questions 
involved in the discussion the report was obviously at a dis
advantage. Whether or not taxes were high enough to raise the 
marginal cost of ore production, the price of ore, and cost of steel 
in the North will always be difficult to prove. The growing po-

:18 Report, pp. 89 ff. 
11 Report, p. 93· 
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sition of the South and East, relative to Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Michigan, and Illinois, as steel producing centers, obviously 
rests on many elements, including wage differentials, freight 
differentials, and the relative rate of growth of the local market 
for iron and steel. Yet, upon the conclusion that a decline in tax 
costs must accompany the eventual decline in quality or ease of 
extraction of iron ore there can be no question. It is obvious 
that when the tax does take more than the net rent of the mines 
in Minnesota, the effect will be felt in Detroit, Cleveland, and 
Pittsburgh, as well as in the mining regions; and yet, because 
the tax is only one of the joint costs of producing steel, the min
ing companies will still find difficulty in relating the position of 
the steel mills to the tax on ore without divulging the costs and 
profits of each mine owner. 

From the point of view of the country as a whole, or of the 
state of Minnesota, it should not be necessary for the mining 
companies to prove that the local tax burden is high enough to 
endanger the competitive position of the ore companies. It is 
sufficient to prove that local funds are being squandered and 
that a natural resource, in the nature of employable population, 
is kept on municipal pay rolls without being fully utilized. The 
extent to which mining towns should be allowed to work out 
their own standard of municipal living is indeterminate, and the 
difference between adequate governmental services and wasteful 
expenditures is to some extent a matter of degree, but in the iron 
mining regions of Minnesota there can be no doubt that there 
has existed a condition of municipal extravagance. 

The minority report suggested, but did not say openly, that 
inasmuch as the iron mining companies had imported its labor, 
often from eastern Europe, they were responsible for the con
tinued employment of that labor, either in the iron mines or on 
municipal pay rolls. This is an argument often heard among the 
range communities and was therefore justifiably presented in the 
report. Most of the unemployment, of course, is due not to a 
drop in the secular curve of production, but to technological 
improvements in mining methods.20 The extent to which em-

• Yaworski, Kiessling, Baxter, Eaton, and Davis, TechMlogy, Employtr~tJ~t, 
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ployers should be held responsible for finding work for those 
"released by technological changes is perhaps a matter for debate, 
but it is certain that large municipal pay rolls do not answer the 
problem. Those on the iron ranges sometimes complain that the 
companies do not spread employment - that when they hire 
men they frequently hire more than one from the same family, 
leaving other families without income. The suggestion occa
sionally arises that the mining companies should spread employ
ment even to the extent of allowing part-time work to all families 
in the mining town. Such a policy, of course, under a condition 
in which taxes are limited only by the per capita method, would 
have a cumulative effect, in that the existence of more families 
would allow more taxes to be levied, and this in turn would 
allow more families to be supported wholly or partially on the · 
municipal pay roll. In any case, it is not an answer to the 
problem of technological '!lnemployment. 

Between I929 and I939 the population of the range towns 
and cities declined appreciably, indicating that even during a 
period of business depression the solution to this important 
problem went steadily (if somewhat impersonally) forward. 21 

The findings of the survey committee and the statewide dis
cussions of mine tax issues had their culmination in several acts 
passed by the legislature in I 94 I. Over-all limitations on per 
capita expenditures in the mining regions had been lowered over 
a period of twenty years, and by this new law it was provided 
that such limitations should eventually be $so for all cities and 
villages and $40 for school districts. The process of reduction 
was to be spread over a period of ten years, as shown in Table I o. 
The principal modification of these proyisions was that if the 
total were not in excess of $I Io,ooo, the district might levy up 
to $6o per capita, but not over $1 xo,ooo.22 

Two additional measures were enacted with an eye on the 
range unemployment problem. One was an appropriation setting 

ana Output Per Man in Iron Mining (Philadelphia: National Research Project in 
cooperation with the U.S. Department of Interior, 1940), especially ch. iii. 

a Fifteenth census, Population, I, 571 tl; Directory of Newspapers ana Peri
otlicals (Ayer &: Son, 1941), pp. 458 fl. 

a Session Laws of 1941, ch. 543· 
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CHART 2 

ToTAL TAXES LEVIED ON MINNESOTA IRON OREs 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
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aside 10 per cent of the amounts credited to the fund of mine 
occupation taxes 23 for the creation of a Commission of Iron 
Range Resources and Rehabilitation. The provisions were 
somewhat general: 

When the Commission above named shall determine that distress and un~ 
employment exists in any county by reason of the removal of natural 
resources and the decrease in employment resulting therefrom, he may use 
such amounts of the appropriation made to him in this section as he may 
determine to be necessary and proper in the development of the remaining 
resources of said county and in the vocational training and rehabilitation 
of its residents. 

· • Five per cent of those paid in from May I, 1941 to April 30, 1942 (ch. 544. 
Session Laws of 1941). 
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Whether this effort will eventually help to solve the problem of 
technological unemployment in those districts as yet remains 
to be seen. 

TABLE 10 

LIMITATIONS ON TAXES (EXCEPT SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS FOR LoCAL 

IMPROVEMENTS ON PROPERTY SPECIALLY BENEFITED THEREBY) 

Villages of Cities and villages School districts 
Year s,ooo or less over J,ooo of s ,ooo or less over s,ooo 

1941 $70.00 $67.50 $6o.oo $57·50 
1942 70.00 65.00 6o.oo 55·00 
1943 67.50 62.50 57-50 52.50 
1944 65.00 6o.oo ss.oo 50.00 
1945 62.50 57·50 52.50 47·50 
1946 6o.oo 55.00 so.oo 45·00 
1947 57.50 52.50 47·50 42.00 
1948 55.00 so.oo and the same 45.00 40.00 
1949 52.50 .... thereafter 42-50 
1950 so.oo and the same 40.00 and the same 

thereafter thereafter 

The second bill is generally credited in part to the work of 
Professor E. W. Davis and the University of Minnesota School 
of Mines Experiment Station in the promotion of interest in the 
utilization of the vast resources of low grade ore on the range. 
The act provides that in addition to the occupation tax and the 
royalty tax, but in lieu of all other taxes, owners of -such deposits 
shall pay 5 cents per ton of merchantable ore concentrate as 
shipped, plus Yt.o of I cent per ton of each I per cent that the iron 
content exceeds 55 per cent when dried at 212 degrees Fahren
heit. In any year in which at least r,ooo tons of ore concentrate 
is not produced from any 40-acre tract containing taconite the 
deposits shall be taxed as usual, providing that the tax shall not 
exceed $1 an acre. A somewhat similar bill liberalized the 
royalties to be charged for the extraction of such ore from state 
land.24 · 

To increase employment in the utilization of low grade, under
ground, and high labor cost ores, the state allowed credit against 
the occupation tax of 10 per cent of the labor cost in excess of 

• Session Laws of 1941, ch. 546. 
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20 cents per ton of ore, but not to exceed % of the total tax. 
With a further eye on the taxpaying differential between the best 
and the poorest mines, the legislature levied a ro.s per cent tax 
on all royalties paid in the years 1941 and 1942, and 9 per cent 
thereafter, in addition to all other taxes provided by law.25 

111 Session Laws of 1941, ch. 544· 



CHAPTER XXVII 

CONCLUSION 

To THE EXTENT that this study has discussed general principles 
of public finance it has of necessity been confined to an outline 
of a few aspects of tlie subject. An effort has been made to keep 
the slogans and stereotypes of the several interest groups in their 
proper place, and to recognize the function, as well as the in
herent limitations, of such phrases as "the wealth of the state 
belongs to the people," "taxation according to ability to pay," 
"taxation according to benefit," or "taxes must be equitable." 
As slogans they serve to implement and dramatize the self
interest of the group, uniting individuals upon broad objectives, 
meaning many things to inany men, but to the disinterested ob
server they may be confusing. The student of public finance, to 
serve the group with which he identifies himself, must determine 
its true interests. He must aid in narrowing the field of conflict, 
in order to eliminate incidental antagonisms and to concentrate 
attention on the more important goals. He must also determine 
the extent to which a further pressing of basically controversial 
issues is unprofitable, and he can be of maximum service only if 
he knows and understands the traditional procedures of arbitra
tion embodied in the law of the land. 

We have examined some of the factors determining a tax 
policy, and have found evidence of two sorts of equilibrium. 
One is primarily e<;:onomic. Any special tax greater than mar
ginal benefit tends to come out of economic rent.1 But under 
what conditions will a tax actually take more than economic 
rent, and under what conditions will it take less? The equi
librium here involved is not wholly economic. The tax will 
rarely take .as much as the rent, except as the product of ad
ministrative necessity or economic lag, for as the tax increases 

1 By rent in this instance we mean the income in excess of that necessary to 
supply the factor of production in economic competition. 
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beyond the point of marginal benefit, and takes a larger share 
of the economic rent, the tax beneficiaries meet an increasing 
amount of opposition. The marginal net return to the tax
beneficiary thus disappears. In and out of the legislature the 
taxed business fights eXJ)ropriation. The firm asserts that it is 
about to fail, and as the economic rent disappears this eventual
ity seems more possible and the economic issues become more 
confused. This is true of any kind of tax, including that on in
heritances and incomes. As the economic effect of the tax be
comes more doubtful and the actual or threatened cost to the 
beneficiary equals the utility of the tax itself, the beneficiary 
limits his demand for public services, or turns elsewhere for 
revenue, even to himself. 

The student of public finance who remains unconvinced of 
the significance of the political process in his particular field of 
interest should reflect on the fact that peace and economic prog
ress have been possible only within nations. Between nations 
there has been no permanently successful machinery of arbitra
tion. Within them the antagonisms and frustrations find adjust
ment in the democratic process. People drive, individually and 
in groups, by various ways to slack the dissatisfactions within 
them, distributing their energies between social, political, and 
economic competition as the possibility of success seems to in
dicate. A constitution will stand only as long as it provides a 
method of measuring and expressing group interests, weighing 
them according to the capacity and desire of each element to 
turn its energies toward political activity. . 

As long as there is economic and social homogeneity, the 
middle class is not aware of the fact that a government speaks 
for the strong, because it always speaks for the same class. In 
this simple political and economic alignment the people confuse 
government with slogans and legal and social stereotypes, for 
there is only one group concerned and therefore only one ide
ology is needed to express its self interest. No individual can 
ever be completely aware of the brute force presented by his 
group as long as he moves with it. But with the economic divi
sion of labor comes political divergence of interest, and not only 
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does the common law rule of uniformity of treatment lose some 
of its effectiveness but each group gives its own interpretation to 
popular ideologies, or forms new codes of its own. Force now 
becomes more evident, not so much because the individual now 
feels the strength of his own group, but because he feels the 
shock of opposition. 

This study gave much of its attention to an analysis of the 
types. of pressure available to those struggling over economic 
rent, and to the broad pattern of the contest. We have assumed 
that under the hedonistic calculus each would apply its energies 
in the political struggle to the point at which those energies 
would be better spent in business. The point of equilibrium con
stantly shifts with the fluctuations in the value of economic 
alternatives and with changes in the type of weapons. If, as in 
South Dakota, the depression lowers the price of wheat at ap
proximately the same time that devaluation of the dollar raises 
the value of a gold mine, the mine will find itself on the de
fensive. To many students this is not an engaging philosophy, 
but it is extremely useful. The subject is necessarily offensive, 
because it involves a struggle over goods already produced, 
and the spectacle of a division of the spoils is never inspiring. 
But it gives a solid foundation to a field of public finance that 
has long been chaotic and its usefulness is as wide as the prob
lems of government. The democratic process is inherently one 
of flexibility, demanding a constant change in the areas con
trolled by the contestants, and the substitution of a political 
"defense in depth" for violence. 

The available data indicate that even in the peculiar circum
stances under consideration, with non-resident ownership of 
economic rent, there has been no complete confiscation of such 
income. The relatively low taxes imposed during the first World 
War were due, of course, to temporary conditions, to the fact 
that the mine income had risen so suddenly, and to the fact that 
prewar governmental services were based on a different political 
and economic philosophy than prevailed thereafter. Utah Cop
per Company appears to have paid state and local taxes of .89 
per cent and .56 per cent of net income after taxes in I9I6 and 
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1917. Hecla in Idaho paid only .6o per cent of net income after 
taxes in 1916. In Arizona, where the property tax was inaugu
rated before the beginning of the war, the tax burden was some
what higher, but reached only 2 .8 per cent of reported net earn
ings 2 in 1916 for the mines then operating. But losses in 192 I 
were large, Utah Copper Company in that year paying state and 
local taxes of nearly half a million dollars, with a net loss of over 
two million.8 In Idaho, state and local taxes for the three lead
ing companies, from 1920 to 1933, averaged 6.53 per cent of net 
income.4 The mines license tax which went into effect in 1934, 
charging a fiat rate of 3 per cent against net profits as defined by 
law for tax purposes, increased the mines tax burden about 44 
per cent for the years 1934 to 1939 inclusive for those three 
mining companies.11 

In the ten years between 1924 and 1933 the Tintic Standard 
in Utah paid the equivalent of about 9.36 per cent of its net 
income in state and local taxes 8 with little variation in the ratio. 
The Utah Copper Company in the years 1925, 1926, 1927, i928, 
and 1929 paid 6.97 per cent, 7.22 per cent, 7·99 per cent, 4.88 
per cent, and 6.29 per cent respectively, but in the years be- · 
tween 1930 and 1935 inclusive the company paid taxes of 
$4,254,359·50, leaving a net income of $xo,x77,230.30, a ratio 
of 41.80 per cent.7 Between the years 1924 and 1933 inclusive 
Tintic Standard, Utah Copper, and Silver King Coalition paid 
taxes equal to 9.36 per cent of combined net earnings.8 

Neither in New Mexico nor in Colorado are there mines with 
sufficient public reports to allow an estimate of the tax burden 

1 Before depletion and depreciation. From figures in the office of the state tal: 
commission. These and all other estimates of tax burden in this chapter relate 
only to property and SPecial mine taxes. 

1 Net income figures as published in annual statement, less dividends from 
Nevada Consolidated Copper Company. Tax figures from company office. 

'Taxes paid by Hecla, Bunker-Hill and Sullivan, and Federal, available in 
office of county treasurer, Wallace, Idaho. Income data as reported in Moody's 
IIJdustrials. 

• Yield of this tax in office of state commissioner. 
• Data acquired from company records. 
' Because the Utah Copper Company was integrated with Kennecott in 1935 

there are no separate data oa income available thereafter. 
' From company records. 
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on net income,9 though New Mexico might be compared to 
Arizona in that both use the property tax, and the tax base in 
Colorado (the net proceeds or one quarter of the gross, which
ever is higher) might be considered similar to that in Idaho 
before I934, except that it is heavier for less prosperous mines. 
Utah, with a base of three times a legally defined net (including 
the base of the occupation tax), could be considered to have a 
heavier tax than Colorado or Nevada. On Montana there are no 
dependable data and the gross proceeds base makes comparison 
difficult. 

In Nevada the largest producer- the Nevada Consolidated 
Copper Company-paid taxes in I923, I924, and I925 equal 
to 8.9I per cent, q.43 per cent, and 7.56 per cent of net in
come.10 The twelve largest Arizona mines appear to have paid 
about I 5 per cent of reported net profits (before depreciation 
'and depletion) during th.e years I916 to 1933, though the New 
Cornelia, partly because it was not in operation during some of 
the war years, paid out about 2 I per cent of net profits in state 
and local taxes, and the United Verde Extension, at the other 
extreme, paid only xo per cent.11 

· These figures are not intended to be exactly comparable. 
Some of the Arizona income data do not take into account losses 
incurred in I 92 I, unreported to the commission; and the net 
income figures, including those for Arizona, often do not allow 
for depletion. Yet the point appears to be clear that during the 
period of youthful prosperity the western mine taxes were not 
confiscatory. Indeed, the most interesting conclusion of this 
comparison is the small difference in effect between the various 
types of mine taxation. The local government was usually the 
mining camp, and the tax to support it was not likely to change 
in spite of an altered tax base. Unless the state itself levied a 
direct tax on mining, therefore, as in the case of the per capita 

• The mines tend to be integrated with other concerns, to have holdings in 
other states or to be privately owned. 

10 In 1926 it acquired control of Ray Consolidated Copper Company in 
Arizona and Chino Copper Company in New Mexico and income statements 
thereafter are consolidated. 

:u From data acquired from the office of the tax commission, in 1934. 
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education tax in Arizona or the license tax in Idaho, the higher 
base for the property tax rate usually increased the tax but little. 

This conclusion is not so true for iron mines in Michigan and 
Minnesota. From data compiled and reported by F. G. Pardee 
of the Department of Conservation of Michigan, and from the 
reports of the state tax commission of Minnesota, Mr. 0. A. 
Sundness, general superintendent of the Snyder Mining Com· 
pany, has drawn the following charts to indicate the percentage 
distribution of value of ore at Lake Erie. As ·he observes, the 
share entitled "Operator's Equity" is actually somewhat less 
than here pictured, because it assumes that all ore brings the 
"Lake Erie Price" which in fact only applies to the best grades 
sold. The Oliver Iron Mining Company has contended that for 
the ore it handles the price is approximately 40¢ below the 
"Lake Erie Price." 12 To lend more stability to the charts he 
has used a five year moving average. Supporting figures are 
found in Appendix II. By weighting the per ton taxes, royalty 
and operator's equity by the tonnage, each year, it is possible to 
arrive at the approximate return to each, and, by addition, to 
determine the amounts going to each share for the period ex
amined. During the years 192 I to 1929 inclusive the ratio of 
taxes to combined royalty and operatvr's equity (after taxes 
except federal) was 66.o per cent in Michigan and 75.1 per cent 
in Minnesota. For the years 1924 to 1933 inclusive the same 
ratio was 68.1 per cent and 79·3 per cent, for the two states. 

Again it should be observed that these figures are not directly 
comparable with those relating taxes to reported net income in 
the western states. The owner's equity reported for Minnesota 
and Michigan includes depletion, federal taxes and profit to the 
operator; and that reported for Minnesota includes, in addition, 
interest on all capital. Nevertheless, the burden is obviously 
much higher, relative to net income, than in the West. 

Tax burdens will of necessity be high, relative to net incomes, 
when the mines become depleted. The Michigan copper mines, 
for the years 1923 to 1927 inclusive (the last years for which 

11 Letter from Clarence ]. Hartley, assistant general solicitor, Oliver Iroa 
Mining Company, Jan. f, 1942. 
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there is available data), show average profits of .8849¢ a pound, 
after paying property taxes of .5831¢ a pound, leaving a ratio 
of 66 per cent.13 These were deep mines with high costs and 

· questionable futures. 
The central thesis of this study is borne out in part by the 

fact that though the iron ore tax in Michigan is high, relative 
to profits and royalty, the companies confine most of their com
plaint to the condition in Minnesota .. They have been willing to 
accept the ad valorem method and the necessary costs of local 
schools and government (with some reservations as to the defi
nition of "necessary costs") and have generally approved of the 
Michigan tax system. Their deep and violent objection to the 
condition in Minnesota grew out of the feeling that the tax sys
tem was discriminatory and that some of the proceeds were being 
wasted. Again it is evident that involved even in the argument 
over whether or not taxes .are high enough to discourage mining 
in a particular locality is the assumption that those taxes are 
higher than marginal benefit of government services. In an old 
mining community, where costs actually do threaten the mine 
with failure; the expenses of local government are accepted as 
necessary. 

To date the federal mineral policy has consisted of a straight
forward program of private ownership of deposits, and a laissez 
jaire policy toward market price. The margins of minable 
ore are thus determined by market and existing technological 
conditions. States have evolved some modifications of this 
policy. They have been conscious of the fact that taxes might 
operate as costs, to discourage the exploitation of submarginal 
deposits, and have endeavored to lighten those taxes somewhat 
when such appeared to be the case. Yet these modifications have 
been relatively few, and it cannot be said that they have been 
important compared to the large amount of taxes taken from the 
inframarginal mines for expenditure elsewhere in the state. 
There is little suggestion that the economic rent of the richer 
mines has been used to extend the area of minable ore. 

The tax burden in the Mesabi is obviously high enough to be 
11 1927 report of the Dep¥tment of Conservation. 
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of some consequence to a firm considering the opening of new 
mines, and the state of Minnesota, partly because it owned con
siderable quantities of low 'grade deposits, has undertaken to 
encourage the utilization of such ore. In 1940 E. W. Davis, of 
the University of Minnesota Mines Experiment station, became 
disturbed by the alleged threat of U. S. Steel (the Oliver Iron 
Mining Company) to lower the price of ore and, indirectly, to 
raise the grade that could profitably be mined, and suggested 
that Minnesota counter with a tax on ore shipments which 
should vary directly with the iron content.14 By lowering the 
grade of ore mined, he said~ Minnesota could increase range 
employment (because the same iron content would demand more 
labor in mining) and lengthen the life of the better deposits. 
This first proposal brought some criticism, both from mining 
companies and from those who thought an increase in range 
employment was not an end in itself, but the laws of 1941, 
already described, endeavored to increase the utilization of 
magnetite by l_owering the tax on it. In this, as in other such 
cases, the state tax is recognized to be a joint cost, to be ap· 
portioned as the traffic will bear. 

We can return, in summary, to the basic thesis of the study, 
that the value of these deposits sprang from a national demand 
and that the accident of their location provided a problem in 
politics as well as in public finance. The values of these prop
erties were more fit objects for national than for local taxation. 
But the nation made up its mind on the subject of mineral ex
ploitation at a time when those mineral values were first com
ing to light, and the decision to open natural resources to pri
vate development was only a part of a pattern of free enterprise 
found throughout our early national history. Anyone who ex
amines the story of mining taxation with an eye only to the 
distribution of income may miss the principal characteristic of 
the period - that within the limits of those natural resources 
and within the limits of social pressure, individuals found an 
unprecedented scope for purposeful activity, with a sense of 

"E. W. Davis, "Change in U.S. Steel Iron Ore Marketing Policy Endangers 
Range Communities and State," in Minnesota Municipalities, March, 1940. 
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accomplishment that was an important end in itself. The prob
lem of political organization and the duty of the courts is to 
free such activity from unnecessary irritations and uncertain
ties. In this case, the road to such freedom for production lay 
more in the prompt determination of the nature of the tax, and 
in the enforcement and clarification of the law, than in the tax 
itself. Few states are without serious defects in this regard, and 
the fault must be widely shared. 

The courts are in a difficult position in this problem for, as 
Benthan pointed out, certainty in law comes as much from an 
acceptance of the social will as from doctrinaire insistence upon 
conventional patterns. If the public insists upon the taxation of 
a deposit, the value of which is so largely a matter of specula
tion and individual judgment, the courts can hold neither the 
tax commission nor the mine owner entirely responsible for 
proving beyond doubt the proper valuation. Here lies the most 
important single problem in mine taxation - that of the dis· 
tribution of the responsibility for administration. To what ex
tent should the courts bow to the fact that the administration 
of the law as well as the law itself is a product of political 
pressures? 

The answer is a matter of judgment, but we must look with 
critical eye upon the fact that administrative bodies have fre
quently been allowed to operate with no more than a gesture 
toward enforcement of the law. The thesis that the respon
sibility lies more with the mine owner than with the commission 
has been stated most clearly by the dissenting opinion in the 
Oliver Iron Mining case 15 and in the opinion of the Phelps
Dodge case.16 The first maintained that the burden of proof of 
an erroneous valuation lay with the property owner, and the 
latter suggested rather clearly that the court had found the 
problems difficult and had decided against the company largely 
because the company's contentions with regard to future costs 
and prices were not convincing. 

But the. courts might well impose, also, the accepted legal 

16 Above, p. 362. 
16 Above, p. 271. 
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doctrine that a valid assessment demands the exercise of the 
discretion of the administering body and that a true assessment 
cannot be arbitrary, for rarely bas such judgment been seriously 
exercised. In almost all important cases the commission has 
refused to substantiate its original valuation and bas hired an 
engineer to make a new one lower than the original but as high 
as he believed he could defend before the court. 

There would be small loss and much gain in any insistence on 
the part of the courts that the tax commission make a genuine 
effort to carry out the duties for which it was hired. While the 
courts might, to some degree, run counter to popular demand, 
they would force more of such political pressures into the legis
lature where the issues would be more sharply presented. 

In addition to the fact that sales of metal and ore may be
come increasingly infrequent and that the market values even 
of salable raw materials are subject to severe changes and are 
difficult to predict, it should be remembered that the property 
tax was not, as among farmers, self-imposed. Under these cir
cumstances an insistence that the tax payer bear all of the bur
den of proof is manifestly impractical and unjust. Wherever 
there is increasing difficulty in valuation enough of this burden 
should fall upon the state so that it shall utilize, as does the 
court, the "best evidence," to the end that the legislature, with a 
clearer view of the issues, may decide whether or ,not the public 
interest demands a change in the law. 

The problem with regard to the use of some combination of 
gross and net income is somewhat different. This is a tax base 
long honored by the mines themselves and in its use the normal 
distribution of responsibility is more logical. Here again there 
has been a pronounced administrative weakness, a weakness 
curable only by legislative direction, by the appointment of able 
personnel, and by the clarification of terminology. 

It is to be hoped that to the students of history and of polit
ical and economic processes this case study opens more fields 
of speculation than it closes. The economic history of the west 
is still relatively untouched and few states have a recorded 
political history worthy of the name. There is much still to be 
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done in the area lying between engineering and economic theory. 
More important than any other field, however, is the study of. 
democratic government, and of the ways in which, given the 
type of freedom enjoyed in few of the countries of the world, 
men may smoothly and speedily arbitrate their differences. 



APPENDIX I 

THE ARGUMENT that because a definition of mine income in~ 
volves the determination of a depletion allowance and this, in 
turn demands mine valuation, the taxation of metallic mines on 
their income is no easier than their taxation on property assess
ment, loses force when a study is made of depletion allowances. 
Mine depletion has always been handled in terms of generalities 
or has been ignored .entirely. Even in Arizona the profit figure 
capitalized to determine the taxable value of the mine, during 
the early years of the administration of the property tax, was 
"income before depletion or depreciation." All state mine tax 
laws that use as the tax base some arbitrary definition of a mul
tiple of income ignore the factor of depletion. Taxes are co'n· 
sidered to be one of the costs of doing business and not neces-' 
sarily related to net income. · 

State treatment of depletion for income tax purposes indicates 
again that legislation for a specific problem, for which there is 
no parallel within the jurisdiction of, the governing body, will 
depend upon the forces within that jurisdiction, with little 
reference to legislation elsewhere. 

METHOD oF CoMPUTING DEPLETION ALLOWANCE GRANTED 

METALLIFEROUS MINES 

New Mexico 
Oil and Gas - depletion shall be allowed upon the cost or other 

basis of the property, as allocated to the current year's production 
.•. on a unit of production basis, or at the option of the taxpayer, 
shall be 27~ per cent of the gross income ... but in no case shall 
the allowance exceed so per cent of the net income. . • . 

Mining - depletion shall be allowed on a similar basis to that 
governing taxpayers engaged in production of oil and gas. . . . 
Source: The Income Tax Act of 1933, Art. 7 (j)-5, p. 35 (as amended). 

Oklahoma 
Any taxpayer may, at his option, deduct as an allowance for de

pletion in lieu of the calculation of depletion the following: Coal 
mines, s%, metal mines, IS%, sulphur mines or sulphur deposits, 
20%, oil and gas wells, 20%, of the gross income. Such allowance, 
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in all cases, shall not exceed so% of the net income of the taxpayer. 
Source: Oklahoma Income Tax Law of 1935, Section 9 (g), pp. 12-13. 

South Dakota 
No specific statute. Allowance depletion made on the same basis 

as that allowed by the Federal Governme~t. 
Source: Letter from Division of Taxation, July 17, 1941. 

Tennessee 
No depletion dividend allowed. 

Source: Letter from Department of Finance and Taxation July 17, 1941. 

Utah 
Depletion allowance may be claimed on the basis of cost divided 

into depletion units, or a claim may be made for percentage depletion 
on the basis of one-third of the net income from the property during 
the taxable year computed without allowance for depletion. 
Source: Letter 'from Utah State Tax Commission, July 22, 1941. 

Wisconsin 
Net income tax cost of the mine is divided by the estimated num

ber of tons of ore to be removed from it. The quotient is the allow
able depletion per ton of ore mined. The total depletion allowance 
for a given year is determined by multiplying the allowance per ton 
by the number of tons mined during the year. 
Source: Letter from Department of Taxation, July 24, 1941. 

California 
( 2) In the case of mines (other than metal, coal, or sulphur mines) 

discovered by the taxpayer after February 28, 1913, the basis for 
depletion shall be the fair market value of the property at the date 
of discovery or within thirty days thereafter, if such mines were not 
acquired as the result of purchase of a proven tract or lease, and if 
the fair market value of the property is materially disproportionate 
to the cost. The depletion allowance under section 8 (j) based on 
discovery of value provided in this paragraph shall not exceed so per 
centum of the net income of the taxpayer; . . . 

(3) In the case of oil and gas wells the allowance for depletion 
under section 8 (j) shall be 27~ per centum of the gross income. 
• • • Such allowance shall not exceed so per centum of the net in
come of the taxpayer ..•. 

(4) The allowance for depletion under section 8 (j) shall be, in 
the case of coal mines, s per centum, in the case of metal mines, I 5 
per centum, and, in the case of sulphur mines or deposits 23 per 
centum, of the gross income. . . . Such allowance shall not exceed 
so per centum of the net income of the taxpayer .... 
Source: California Personal Income Tax Act 1939, Section 9·5 (b), p. 27. 
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Idaho 
x 5 per cent of the gross income in the case of metal mines. Shall 

not exceed so per cent of the net income of the taxpayer. 
Source: Letter from the Office of Tax Commissioner, July 31, 1941. 

Kansas 
( I ) depletion based upon the cost of the property or, if acquired 

prior to January 11 1933, the cost or fair market value thereof as of 
that date, whichever is greater; or, ( 2) ·depletion based upon a per
centage of income in certain cases as specified in the act. 
Source: Income Tax Law and Regulations 1937, Art. 56, p. 34· 

·Minnesota 
In determining the amount of depletion, many factors are taken 

into consideration, that is, the rate of royalty, the term of lease, and 
the probable time within which the ore body will be mined out. 
Further, the character of the ore body, that is, whether high grade or 
low grade, whether mining will be hazardous or relatively stable, are 
among the factors that are given consideration in determining the 
present worth of expected income for the property. With these fac
tors determined and the present worth established, the depletion rate 
thus established is effective through the life of the property. 
Source: Letter from Department of Taxation, July 18, 1941. 

Michigan 
No state income tax and therefore no method for computing deple

tion is needed. 
Source: Letter, Department of Conservation, August 41 1941. 

Montana 
Same as under the Federal Income Tax Law. 

Source: Letter, Board of Equalization, July 31 1 1941. 
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THE FOLLOWING tables present supporting data for charts on 
distribution of "Lake Erie Value" of Michigan and Minnesota 
ores, compiled from figures published by the Department of 
Conservation of Michigan and from the reports of the State 
Tax Commission of Minnesota. 



TABLE 1 
MICHIGAN ORE VALUES AND COSTS PER TON BASED ON PRODUCTION (ANNUAL) 

Ore Transpor- Taxes 
value tation Ad val. Operator's equity 

Production at and Value Extrac- Value Royalty occupa .. inc. interest, 
Mil. s-yr. Lake market- at tion in to tiona I all federal taxes 
tons total Erie ing mine columns ground owner royalty and profit 

Int. 
1921 7-I $s.s6a $I.79 $3-17& $2.99 $ .78& $43 $.so Loss$- .15a $.()(} 
1922 10.J 5.14 • 1.64 3-SO 2.24 1.26 -36 -37 -53 .08 
1923 14.2 5.6z 1.67 3·94 2.24 I.70 .38 .27 1.05 .09 
1924 12.2 4·93 1.61 3-33 2.32 1.01 ·33 ·31 -..">7 .o6 
1925 14-5 s8.3 4-36 1.63 2.73 2.05 .68 ·30 .25 .13 .05 
1926 15.2 664 4-33 1.57 2.76 1.94 .82 .29 .24 .29 .os 
1927 1S.I 71.2 4-32 I.S8 2-74 1.90 .85 .29 .24 ·31 ·04 
1928 13·7 70-7 4-40 1.58 2.82 1.90 ·92 .28 .26 -33 .04 
1929 zs.z 73·7 4·58 1.58 3.01 1.78 1.23 .28 .24 ·71 .04 
1930 13.5 72-7 4.66 1.59 3-07 1.87 1.20 .JI .27 .62 .04 
1931 7·5 65.0 4.66 I. 59 3-07 2.06 1.01 .28 -52 .2Ib .08 
1932 2.5 524 4-65 1.66 2-99 2.71 .28 40 1.17 Loss-I.29b .21 
1933 2.4 41.1 4-74 1.64 3.10 2.66 44 .27 .88 Loss-.71 .o6 
1934 5.0 30-9 4-72 1.58 3-14 2.00 1.14 .29 ·34 .51 .03 
1935 5.2 :22.6 4-78 1.69 3-09 2.04 1.05 ,27 .J2 46 .03 
1936 9·1 24.2 4.80 1.73 3-07 1.75 1.32 ·30 .19 .83 .03 
1937 12.0 33·7 5-17 1.67 3-50 1.88 1.62 -32 .17 1.13 .OI 

1938 5·9 37-2 5-23 1.74 3·49 241 1.08 ·34 -34 ·40 .OI 

1939 g.1 41.J 5-22 1.72 3-50 1.99 1.50 .J2 .22 ·96 .OI· ,......., 
(,.> • Fi11ures In these four columns are too high because much ore Is sold below L.E. price. 
'0 b 1931 additional Idle expense was 7c, 1932 Idle expense was 40c. 
V\ 
........ 
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TABLE 2 
MICHIGAN ORE VALUES AND CosTS PER ToN BASED ON PRODUCTION (S-YEAR AVERAGE) 

Lake Transport. Value Value 
Erie • and at Extrac- in Operator's 

value marketing mine tion ground Royalty Tax equity 

1923 ............. ~ .. $5.07 $r.66 $3-41 $2.30 $I. II $-35 $.32 $44 
1924 ............... 4-85 1.62 3-23 2.15 1.08 .J3 .28 -47 
1925 ............... 4-69 1.61 3.08 2-.08 1.00 ·31 .26 ·43 
1926 ................ 445 1.59 2.86 2.01 .85 .30 .26 .29 
1927 ··············· 440 1.59 2.81 1.91 -90 .29 -24 -37 
1928 ............... 4·46 1.58 2.88 1.88 1.00 .29 .25 46 
1929 ............... 4.51 1.58 2.93 1.88 r.o5 .29 .28 48 
1930 ...... -.......... 4-57 I. 59 2.98 1.92 1.06 .29 ·34 43 
1931 ··············· 4-63 I. 59 3-04 I.97 I.07 .30 ·39 -38 
1932 ............... 4·68 r.6o J.08 2.07 1.01 .JO ·46 .25 ' 
1933 ................ 4-70 I.62 3.08 2.18 ·90 .29 ·54 .07 
1934 ............... 4-75 1.67 3.08 2.05 I.03 .30 -42 .31 
1935 ··············· 4-91 1.67 3-24 1.94 1.30 .JO .27 -73 
1936 ............... 4·98 I.69 3-29 1.97 1".32 -31 .25 -76 
1937 ··············· 5.06 1.71 3·35 1.97 1.38 .JI .23 .84 



TABLE 3 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF VALUE OF MICHIGAN ORE AT LAKE ERIE (S-YEAR AVERAGE) 

fyr. ave. Transport. 
ake Erie and Operator's 
value marketing Extraction Royalty Tax equity 

% % % % % 
1923 040• ••• .. $5.07 $t.66 32-7 $2.30 45·4 $-35 6.9 $.32 6.3 $-44 8.7 
1924 ........... 4·85 1.62 33·4 2.15 44·3 -33 6.8 .28 s.8 ·47 9·7 
1925 ... ...... 4·69 I.6I 34-3 2.08 444 .JI 6.6 .26 5·5 ·43 9-2 
1926 ..... ·- .... 4·45 1.59 35-7 2.01 45-2 .JO 6.8 .26 5.8 .29 6.5 
1927 ... ....... 4·40 1.59 36.1 1.91 43·4 .29 6.6 .24 5·5 -37 8.4 
1928 ... ...... 4·46 1.58 354 1.88 42.2 .29 6.5 .25 s.6 ·46 10.3 
1929 .......... 4·51 1.58 JS.O 1.88 41.7 .29 6.4 .28 6.J 48 10.7 
1930 .......... 4·57 1.59 34-8 1.92 42.0 .29 64 34 T-4 43 9·4 
1931 .......... 4·63 1.59 34·3 1.97 42.6 ·30 6.s ·39 84- ·38 8.2 
1932 .......... 4.68 1.60 34-2 2.07 44·2 ·30 6.4 ·46 9·8 .25 5·4 
1933 .......... 4-70 1.62 34·4 2.18 46·4 .29 6.2 -54 n.s .0'/ 1.5 
1934 .......... 4·75 1.67 35-2 2.05 43·2 .JO 6.J 42 8.8 ·31 6.s 
1935 ... ...... 4·91 1.67 34·0 1.94 39·5 ·30 6.1 .27 5·5 -73 14·9 
1936 4·98 1.69 33·9 1.97 39·6 ·31 6.2 .25 5.0 ·76 IS.J 
1937 ... ······· s.o6 1.71 33·8 1.97 38·9 .JI 6.1 .23 4·6 .84 16.6 
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\0 

MINNESOTA ORE VALUES CosTs PER ToN BASED ON PRODUCTION (ANNUAL) 00 AND 
~ 

B c H 
Ore Transpor- E F Taxes I 

A value tation D Ext rae- Value G Ad val. Operator's equity 
Production at and Value tion in Royalty occupa- inc. interest, 

Mil. s-:vr. Lake market- at columns ground to tiona! all federal taxes 
tons total Erie ing mine (J + 8) D-E owner royalty and profit 

1921 17.5 $5.78& $2.03 $3.75 .. $1.24 $2.51 a $47 $1.17 $.87 6 

1922 28.8 5·22 I.78 3·44 1.03 2.41 ·48 .76 I.I7 
1923 44·8 5.61 1.93 3.68 1.01 2.67 44 .6o 1.63 
1924 32·4 4·84 1.88 2.96 1.13 1.83 46.. .69 .68 
1925 37.6 161.1 4-35 1.89 2.46 z.o5 !.41 ·45 .58 ·38 
1926 4I.7 !85·3 4·32 1.89 2.43 ·94 149 44 .so .ss 
1927 36.5 193·0 4-28 1.89 240 ·99 141 ·45 -57 ·39 
1928 38.5 186.7 4·25 1.89 2.36 .87 1.49 -45 .52 .sz 
1929 46·9 201.2 446 1.89 2-57 ·79 1.78 45 ·47 .86 
1930 36.2 199·8 4·48 1.91 2.58 .88 I.70 46 -57 .67 
1931 184 x76.s 4·54 1.93 2.60 ·95 1.65 ·44 1.02 .19 
1932 5·5 14S·S 4·59 2.15 2.44 1.31 1.13 ·55 3.01 2.43 Loss 
1933 12.6 II9.6 4-47 1.98 249 .84 1.6s ·42 1.42 - .19Loss 
1934 16.2 88.9 447 1.92 2.ss .. 8s 1.70 -41 1.19 .10 
1935 19·9 72.6 4-47 2.02 2.45 .81 1.64 44 ·96 .24 
1936 32.5 86.7 4·47 1.97 2.50 .82 x.68 ·40 .6s .63 
1937 49·6 130.8 4·93 1.97 2.96 .84 2.12 ·38 .s6 1.18 
1938 14-7 132.9 4·98 2.03 2.95 1.26 1.69 ·39 1.26 .04 
1939 31.8 14s.s 4·96 2.01 2.95 .88 2.07 ·43 -70 ·94 

• Figures in these four columns are too high because much ore is sold below L.E. price. 
Columns B, C, D, are taken from Table No. 10 and E, G, H, are from Table No. II of the 1936 Tax Commission's Report. 



TABLE 5 
MINNESOTA ORE VALUES AND CosTs PER ToN BASED ON PRODUCTION (S-YEAR AVERAGE) 

Lake Transport. Value Value 
Erie and at Extrac- in Operator's 

value marketing mine tion ground Royalty Tax equity 

I9Z3 .. ~ .... ~ ..... ~ . $5.10 $1.89 $3.2:1 $1.07 $2.14 $.46 $.70 $.98 
1924 ········· ...... 4·87 1.88 Z.99 I.03 1.96 ·45 .61 ·90 
1925 ............. 4-71 I.90 2.81 1.02 I.79 -45 .s8 .76 
1926 ................ 4-40 I.89 2.51 ·99 I. 52 ·45 -57 .so 
I927 ······· . .. 4-34 I.89 Z.45 -92 1.53 -45 -52 .s6 
1928 ............... 4·36 1.89 2-47 .89 1.58 ·45 -52 .61 
1929 ............... 4·39 I.go 2.49 .88 I.61 -45 .s8 ·58 
1930 ............... 4-42 1.9I 2.SI .87 1.64 ·46 .67 .51 
I931 ............... 4-48 1.92 2.56 .87 1.69 -45 .80 -44 
I932 ................ 4-50 I-94 2.56 ·9I z.6s -45 I,os .IS 
I933 ................ 4-50 1.98 2.52 .go I.62 -44 1.26 .o8 Loss 

1934 ............... 4-48 l-99 2.49 .86 1.63 -42 1.06 .IS 
I935 ............... 4-64 1.97 2.67 .83 1.84 -40 .81 .63 
1936 ............... 4-70 I.98 2.72 .88 1.84 -40 .80 .64 
1937 ............... 4-78 I.99 2.79 .88 1.91 ·40 ·73 -78 
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TABLE 6 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF VALUE OF MINNESOTA ORE AT LAKE ERIE (S-YEAR AVERAGE) 

s-yr. ave. Transport. 
Lake Erie and Operator's 

value marketing E:rtraction Royalty Tu equity 

% % % % % 
1923 ...... ~ ..... $5.10 $I.89 37.1 $I.07 21.0 $46 9.0 $.70 13·7 $.98 Ig.2 
1924 ~ ........ 0 0 4-87 I.88 38.6 1.03 2I.2 45 9·2 .61 u.s .go 18.5 
1925 ·········· 4·7I 1.90 40·4 1.02 21.7 45 9·5 .s8 12.3 ·76 16.1 
1926 .......... 4·40 1.89 43·0 ·99 22.5 ·45 10.2 ·51 12.9 .so II,4 
1927 ·········· 4·34 1.89 43·5 ·92 21.2 45 10.4 .52 12.0 .s6 12.9 
1928 .......... 4·36 1.89 43·4 .89 20-4 ·45 IO.J .g2 II.9 .61 14.0 
1929 .......... 4·39 I.go 43·3 .88 20.0 ·45 I"O.J .s8 13.2 .s8 13.2 
1930 ... ······· 4·42 1.91 4J.2 .87 I9·7 ·46 10.4 .67 IS.2 .51 u.s 
I93I ·········· 4·48 1.92 42·9 .87 19·4 -45 10.0 .So 17.9 -44 9·8 
1932 .......... 4-50 1.94 43.1 -9I 20.2 ·45 10.0 1.os 23·4 .IS 3·3 
1933 4-50 1.98 44·0 ·90 20.0 ·44 9.8 1.26 28.0 -.08 -1.8 
1934 ·········· 4-48 1.99 44·4 .86 Ig.:z ·42 94 1.06 23·7 .IS 3·3 
1935 ·········· 4·64 1.97 42-5 .83 17.9 -40 8.6 .81 I7-4 .63 13.6 
1936 .......... 4·70 I.98 42.2 .88 18.7 ·40 s.s .So 17.0 .64 i3.6 
1937 .......... 4-78 1.99 41.6 .88 18.4 40 8-4 -73 15·3 .78 16.3 
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An illuminating study of the inequality of wages in the oviet Union. ''An excellent 
study of Russian economics ... and makes use of official statistics." The New 
Republic. No. 76. $3 .50 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF DEPOSIT BANKING 
IN MEDITERRANEAN EUROPE 

By ABBOTT p. USHER 

A new understanding of early banking activity is presented in this detailed and 
fully documented study which establishes the actuality of credit creation in early 
banking systems. No. 75· $s.oo 

\VESTERN PRICES BEFORE 1861 
A Study of the Cincinnati Market 

By THOMAS S. BERRY 

Although limited to the period between q8o and r86r, many data are applicable to 
the presenl. The account is divided into three parts, each of which provides a sep
arate treatment of price materials. No. 74· $s.oo 

ECONOMIC FLUCTUATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
A Systematic Analysis of Long-Run Trends and Business 

Cycles , 1866-1914 
By EDWIN FRICKEY 

Presents a wholly fresh approach to the problem of analyzing economic fluctuations, 
developing a sound system of measuring long-run trends and business cycles and 
applying it to an important range of economic data. No. 73· $s.oo 

THE CREATION OF PURCHASING POWER 
By DAvm McC. WRIGHT 

This book deal with one of the most fundamental and far-reaching problems of 
economics: that of finding, within the general framework of the capitalis t system, 
adequate means for combating economic instability. No. 72. $3 .00 
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